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Summary

The processing of acoustic signals by the auditory system constitutes a complex subject,

of which many aspects are not yet understood. This not only applies to higher-level neural

processing, where it is still unclear how cognitive tasks, like auditory scene analysis, are

performed. Also with respect to the peripheral, biophysical level of the cochlea, where

incoming sound stimuli are transformed into neural excitation patterns, different, diverging

opinions on information processing exist. For medical applications, however, such as the

development of hearing aids or cochlear implants, a profound understanding of auditory

information processing is fundamental.

In contrast to the visual or the olfactory system, auditory information processing can¬

not be decomposed into a peripheral and a higher-level processing stage. On the periphery,

the generation of neural excitation patterns relies on the operation of a mechanical am¬

plification process. Cochlear amplification is strongly affected by efferent neural activity.

The peripheral and neural processing stages are thus connected by a strong feedback loop.

For this reason, a realistic biomorphic model of peripheral auditory information processing

is a precondition for theoretical approaches to higher-level neural processing.

In this thesis, we present a nonlinear cochlea model, that employs generic oscillators

that undergo a Hopf-type bifurcation for active amplification. As the mathematical prop¬

erties of Hopf-type systems account for the basic characteristics of hearing, this approach

is justified; experimental evidence was furnished later, after this work had been completed.

The design of the Hopf-type cochlear model follows pathways that have not yet been

paved by auditory researchers. The framework of the model is provided by a detailed

treatment of cochlear hydrodynamics. We employ a surface wave analogy of the cochlea,

which allows us to investigate many properties of cochlear hydrodynamics in a physically

transparent way. The analysis of the energy propagation along the cochlea by the hydro-

dynamic wave allows us to formulate a balancing principle, which leads to an energy-based
formalism of the active Hopf-type model.

The model is designed in successive stages, where the coupling problem serves as a

guideline. For the basic version of the model, only the coupling of the independent Hopf-

type amplifier elements to the hydrodynamic wave is considered. Although this basic

model does not account for every characteristic of the experimentally observed response,

it already reflects the fundamental properties of cochlear information processing. The

fact that this is achieved with a very low model complexity, where only a small number

of free parameters is involved, indicates that Hopf-type amplification plays a central role

in cochlear information processing.
Model responses that are in nearly perfect agreement with experimental measurements

are obtained if passive as well as active longitudinal coupling is taken into account. Based

on the microanatomical structure of the cochlea, a feedforward-coupling scheme between

the amplifier elements is proposed, which leads to the emergence of a second mode of

energy propagation and accounts for all experimentally observed characteristics of the

xiii



basilar membrane frequency response. This is achieved by introducing only two additional

degrees of freedom into the model. The obtained results demonstrate that substantial

information processing is performed by the coupled Hopf-type amplifiers. The Hopf-

type systems may thus be considered as the computational units of cochlear information

processing.
Besides amplification, dissipation of wave energy plays an important role in cochlear

dynamics. Although we do not examine the possibility that wave attenuation may be

reduced by active cochlear mechanics, we give the analysis of attenuating effects within the

cochlea an extended treatment. We argue that the classical assumptions on attenuation,

on which most traditional cochlear models rely, are not adequate with respect to the

biophysics of the cochlea.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Verarbeitung akustischer Signale im auditorischen System stellt ein komplexes Prob¬

lem dar, welches in mancher Hinsicht noch nicht wirklich verstanden ist. Dies gilt nicht nur

für die neuronale Verarbeitung, wo die Frage noch immer unbeantwortet ist, wie kognitive

Aufgaben - zum Beispiel die Zerlegung eines komplexen akustischen Signals in Beiträge

aus verschiedenen Quellen (scene segmentation) - von den höheren Verarbeitungszen¬

tren gelöst werden können. Auch zur peripheren, biophysikalischen auditorischen In¬

formationsverarbeitung in der Cochlea, wo die einfallenden akustischen Signale in neu¬

ronale Erregungsmuster umgewandelt werden, werden verschiedene, oft entgegengesetzte

Erklärungsversuche vorgebracht. Ein tieferes Verständnis auditorischer Informationsverar¬

beitung wäre jedoch für medizinische Anwendungen, wie die Entwicklung von Hörgeräten

und Cochlea-Implantaten, von zentraler Bedeutung.
Im Gegensatz zu anderen Sinnesorganen können die periphere und die höhere neuronale

Verarbeitungsstufe des auditorischen Systems nicht voneinander getrennt betrachtet wer¬

den. Der aktive mechanische Verstärkungsprozess der Basilarmembran-Schwingung ist

nämlich die Voraussetzung zur Erzeugung neuronal Erregunsmuster in der Cochlea; ist

dieser Verstärkungsmechanismus gestört, kann nicht genügend auditorische Information

an die neuronalen Verarbeitungszentren weitergeleitet werden, sodass die kognitiven Auf¬

gaben nicht mehr erfüllt werden können. Die Folge ist ein (cochlearer) Hörverlust. Durch

die Aktivität efferenter (von den neuronalen Verarbeitungszentren ausgehender) Neuro¬

nen wird der cochleare Verstärkungsprozess jedoch in entscheidender Weise beeinflusst.

Die neuronale Verarbeitungsstufe und die peripheren, mechanischen Prozesse sind daher

durch einen Rückkoppelungsprozess wechselseitig miteinander verbunden. Dies macht es

notwendig, dass theoretischen Ansätzen der neuronalen auditorischen Verarbeitung ein

realistisches, biomorphes Modell der peripheren (cochlearen) Informationsverarbeitung

zugrunde gelegt wird.

In dieser Dissertation wird ein neuartiges, nichtlineares Modell der Cochlea entwick¬

elt, das auf der Verwendung generischer Oszillatoren, die eine Hopf-Bifurkation aufweisen,

für den aktiven Verstärkungsmechanismus beruht. Dieser Ansatz basiert auf den mathe¬

matischen Eigenschaften generischer Hopf-Oszillatoren, welche die grundlegenden Eigen¬
schaften der akustischen Verarbeitung erklären. Nach Vollendung der vorliegenden Arbeit

wurden experimentelle Beweise für die Existenz eines solchen Verstärkungsprozesses ge¬

funden.

Der Aufbau des Hopf-Cochlea Modells unterscheidet sich grundsätzlich von den mei¬

sten existierenden Cochlea-Modellen. Eine detaillierte Analyse der Hydrodynamik der

Cochlea bildet die Grundlage für die Formulierung des Modells. Die Verwendung einer

Oberflächenwellen-Analogie erlaubt uns, viele Eigenschaften der Hydrodynamik der

Cochlea formal zu behandeln und physikalisch und transparent darzustellen. Des wei¬

teren führt eine Analyse der Energie-Ausbreitung entlang der Cochlea zur Formulierung
eines Energie-Gleichgewichtsprinzips. Der daraus resultierende energie-basierte Formalis¬

mus wird zur zweiten Grundlage unseres Modells.
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Die Entwicklung des Modells erfolgt in mehreren Stufen. Diese Stufen sind bestimmt

durch die Ebene, auf der das Problem der Kopplung der verschiedenen Modell-Elemente

untereinander angegangen wird. In der grundlegenden Version des Modells wird nur die

Kopplung der Hopf-Verstärker zur hydrodynamischen Welle berücksichtig; untereinan¬

der verhalten sich die Verstärker-Elemente völlig unabhängig. Obwohl dieses einfache

Modell nicht jede Eigenschaft der experimentell gemessenen Basilar-Membran-Erregung

exakt zu beschreiben vermag, widerspiegelt es doch die fundamentalen Charakteristiken

der cochlearen Informationsverarbeitung. Dies ist bemerkenswert, da das Modell eine

sehr geringe Komplexität aufweist, und nur eine kleine Anzahl freier Parameter benötigt

wird. Daraus schliessen wir, dass die Verstärkung durch generische Hopf-Oszillatoren eine

zentrale Rolle bei der Verarbeitung auditorischer Signale in der Cochlea spielt.

Wenn eine direkte Kopplung der aktiven Verstärker-Elemente untereinander zugelassen

wird, werden Resultate erreicht, die in nahezu perfekter Übereinstimmung zu den experi¬

mentellen Daten stehen. Aufgrund der mikro-anatomischen Struktur der Cochlea postu¬

lieren wir einen Feed/oraard-Kopplungs-Mechanismus, der das Erscheinen einer zweiten

Mode der Energie-Ausbreitung zur Folge hat. Im Vergleich mit dem einfachen Modell

werden nur zwei zusätzliche freie Parameter benötigt. Aus den erreichten Resultaten

schliessen wir, dass die Kopplung der Hopf-Verstärker einen wesentlichen Anteil zur au¬

ditorischen Informationsverarbeitung beiträgt. Die Hopf-Systeme können daher als die

computational units der Informationsverarbeitung in der Cochlea betrachtet werden.

Ausser der aktiven Verstärkung spielt auch die Dissipation der durch die hydrody¬

namische Wanderwelle propagierten Energie eine wichtige Rolle. Möglicherweise wird

die Dissipation durch die aktive Mechanik reduziert] wir werden aber diesen Aspekt

nicht näher untersuchen. Wir werden hingegen eine detaillierte Untersuchung dissipativer

Prozesse in der Cochlea durchführen. Dabei wird sich herausstellen, dass die Annahmen

über Dissipation in der Cochlea, die den meisten konventionellen Cochlea-Modellen zu¬

grunde liegen, durch die Biophysik der Cochlea nicht gerechtfertigt sind.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fundamental Aspects of Hearing

The human sensory systems have always been fascinating for scientists and philosophers,

since they provide the link between the outside world, which is sometimes termed the

'objective reality' and its subjective, psychic, representation. In fact, they constitute the

bridge that relates us with the external world. On the philosophical level, this implies

that objective reality can never be grasped directly by the human mind, but that only

representations, or images, of the reality are accessible. Along with the increasing interest

in neuroscience, where the dynamics of neural correlates of these representations are stud¬

ied, the biophysics of the sensory organs have thus attained much attention in the past

decades. Enhanced experimental techniques have been developed, which led to deeper

insights into the biophysical processes at work in the sensory systems.

The sense organs' task is to transduce external stimuli into neural excitation patterns

that can be further processed by neural systems. As the neural activation must express

the information that is relevant for higher-level, central processing, the sensory systems

need to perform a significant amount of information preprocessing. By a dysfunction of

this sensory-to-neural transduction process, relevant information may not be encoded into

neural patterns, so that higher-order tasks cannot be performed in a satisfactory manner.

Many efforts have been made to understand the visual system and neural processing

of vision. This led to deep insights into the processing of optical information from the

periphery (the eye) up to neural processing and representations in the visual cortex.

Research in hearing also has a long tradition. But the anatomy of the cochlea, where

the transduction between acoustic stimulation and neural excitation takes place, renders

physiological examinations very difficult. As the cochlea is located deeply within the very

tough temporal bone, and due to its coiled shape, experimental access in vivo is constrained

to few locations. The first attempts to a systematic study of cochlear function go back

into the 18th century, when Cotugno (1760) discovered that the cochlea is filled with fluid,

which was later confirmed by Meckel (1777). In 1851, Alfonse Corti discovered a complex

structure within the cochlea (the organ of Corti), whose function was completely unclear

at that time.

In theoretical physics, the theory of sound and wave propagation was still develop¬

ing, so that a deeper understanding of cochlear mechanics could not evolve before the

middle of the 19th century. It was suggested by Ohm (1843) and later elaborated by

Helmholtz in 1863 [81], that the cochlea performs a kind of spatial Fourier analysis. For

the modeling, Helmholtz proposed a spatial arrangement of tuned resonators bathed in

fluid, so that a given stimulus frequency leads to maximal excitation at a characteristic

1



location. This view has not changed since then, although considerable knowledge about

cochlear hydrodynamics and biophysics has been gathered. In 1928, von Békésy discov¬

ered the emergence of traveling waves along the basilar membrane [239] (summarized in

[241]), which divides the cochlear canal into two compartments. Helmholtz' theory, that

spatial frequency analysis takes place in the cochlea, was experimentally confirmed by

this discovery, as von Békésy observed that the location of the traveling wave's maximum

amplitude is a function of the stimulus frequency. These fundamental achievements, for

which von Békésy received the Nobel prize in 1961, triggered theoretical efforts to un¬

derstand cochlear hydrodynamics. However, von Békésy's findings were obtained from

cadavers, and extremely high sound levels had to be applied in order to elicit measurable

displacements of the basilar membrane. In-vivo measurements of the cochlea were not

possible at that time, since the cochlea is extremely vulnerable to external manipulations,

and measurements are thus readily affected by the experimental conditions. In the last

two decades of the past century, however, enhanced experimental techniques, which also

allowed to measure on living animals, led to a rapid increase in the knowledge of auditory

signal processing, which we are going to explore in the next Chapter. The experimental

observation of active amplification in the cochlea [19] constitutes a cornerstone, which fo¬

cused research on the structural correlates and biophysical processes associated with the

amplification mechanism. But still, many aspects of the mechano-electrical transduction

process in the cochlea remain unclear and are a matter of debate.

Among the most intriguing features of the hearing process are the high frequency

selectivity and the sensitivity to extremely faint sounds. Young adult humans are in

general capable of discriminating two tones that differ by only 0.2 % in their frequency.

From a model of frequency discrimation [257], the necessary auditory filter bandwidth has

been estimated to about 1.2 %, which would, from filter theory, entail transition times

(ringing) over more than 20 cycles, or several milliseconds. However, the time resolution

of the human ear is between 6 and 10 fis; the temporal sensitivity of the mammalian

hearing system can even be as fine as 10 ns (the bat's sonar system). It is amazing, how

temporal and frequency sensitivity of the same system can be so fine. One reason for this

fact is the clear separation between time and frequency analysis in the auditory system:

Frequency analysis is performed in the auditory periphery, the cochlea, while temporal

analysis takes place in the central nervous system, where the auditory neurons present

multiple narrow bands of a complex signal to the auditory nuclei. Besides the sensitivity to

frequency differences, another salient feature is the range of detectable frequencies, which

spans about 10 octaves in mammals. The spatially distributed analysis of the incoming

sound, where different frequencies are detected by tuned, frequency-sensitive elements,

explains this phenomenon. Spatial frequency analysis is not only observed in mammals

and lower vertebrates, but also in insects (see [93] for a review).
The sensitivity of the mammalian ear allows the detection of sounds that are as faint

that the vibrations of the structures relevant for the transduction process (hair cell stere-

ocilia) are of subatomic dimensions (10-11 to 10~10 m) [206]. As this is way below the

thermal noise level, the question of the role of noise in the auditory system emerges.

In other sensory systems [128, 48, 201], and even in neurons [214], the phenomenon of

stochastic resonance (see [63] for a review) has been experimentally observed. In systems

exhibiting stochastic resonance, noise allows enhanced weak signal detection, although

the noise strength may exceed the signal amplitude by an order of magnitude: If certain

conditions are satisfied, the noise becomes correlated to the signal; in the power spectrum,

the integrated power of the noise becomes concentrated around the signal frequency, which

2



leads to strong amplification, although no other external energy is delivered to the system.

It may well be the case, that stochastic resonance plays an important role in hearing [150].
As stochastic resonance is a nonlinear effect [63], the presence of a nonlinear dynamical

process is a prerequisite for enhanced weak-signal detection by stochastic resonance. Re¬

cently, an analysis of the behaviour of the Neural Holographic Synapse [224] also revealed

that the presence of noise can improve its pattern discrimination capabilities by stochastic

resonance principles.
The human ear is able to transduce signals with sound pressures 106 times as large in

amplitude as those corresponding to the faintest stimuli, without experiencing any damage

(provided the exposition time is not too long). This corresponds to a dynamic range of 120

dB of the human cochlea. As a comparison, imagine a device that is suitable to measure

voltages of electronic components, that are of the order of about 0.1 V. If this gadget

were analog to the human cochlea, it should be possible to clamp it to a high-voltage

power line carrying 105 V without damaging it! Clearly, neuronal excitation patterns

cannot accommodate such a large dynamic range. Therefore, dynamic compression must

take place in the transduction process. On the level of basilar membrane vibrations, the

dynamic range is compressed to about 50 dB, leading to strongly nonlinear vibrations for

tones of moderate intensity. Interestingly, on each stage of the nonlinear mechanical-to-

neural transduction process, the wave shapes are preserved with the exception of very

high sound levels.

Already in 1948 [74], it has been argued that an active amplification process must be

present in order to achieve the observed frequency discrimination capability of the human

ear. However, the hypothesis of an active mechanism lost attention, until Kemp [111] and

Wilson [248] discovered the phenomenon of otoacoustic emissions. As a most amazing fact,

the human ear is able to itself produce sounds without external stimulation (spontaneous
otoacoustic emissions). This provides strong evidence that a power-generating mechanism

must be operative in the cochlea, possibly located within the organ of Corti. In 1985 [19],
it was discovered that the outer hair cells, that reside in the organ of Corti, display length

change when they are electrically stimulated. Today, there is large agreement among the

scientific community that the outer hair cells are the source of active amplification. Since

all nonlinear effects disappear after disruption of the active process, cochlear nonlinearity

is with high probability completely associated with the active force-generating mechanism.

1.2 Towards the Understanding of the Active

Amplification Process

The biophysical nature of the active amplification process is still a matter of debate, and

an area of active research. Experimental scientists as well as theoreticians therefore seeked

to obtain insight into the nature of the active process of hearing. From the theoretical

side, this led to the development of a variety of models, aiming to reproduce experimen¬

tally observed data. In fact, the classical epoch of cochlear modeling began with von

Békésy's discoveries. The puzzle of an active process, however, combined with growing

computational power becoming available, triggered a new epoch in modeling in the early

1980s (see Chapter 3 for a short review of cochlear models). Recently, it has been pointed

out [51] that the mathematical properties of a system displaying a Hopf-type bifurcation

account for the essential features of the nonlinear amplification process. This led us to the
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conjecture that active amplification in the mammalian cochlea can indeed be described

by a distributed Hopf-type amplification process.

In the cochlea, fundamental information processing steps, such as pattern sharpening

and suppression, are performed on a biophysical, rather than on a neural, level. This is in

contrast to visual perception, where the retina constitutes a complex neural network that

performs the corresponding tasks by means of effects like lateral inhibition. In auditory

processing, the active process plays a central role in these computational tasks. Based on

the above-mentioned observations, we argue that systems displaying a Hopf-type bifurca¬

tion serve as the basic computational units of peripheral auditory information processing.

We will demonstrate in this work that the coupling of these distributed active systems

to the hydrodynamic traveling wave as well as among themselves explains the observed

basilar membrane excitation patterns.

The fact that outer hair cells are innervated by efferent neurons, and that stimulation

of these neurons has strong effects on the amplification of auditory stimuli, demonstrates

that higher-level, neural auditory signal processing cannot be separated from processing

at the periphery. Instead, both levels are interdependent, as they form strong feedback

connections. An understanding of the active mechanism in the cochlea is therefore not only

necessary for explaining the observed basilar membrane responses, but it is a precondition

for a deeper knowledge of neural processing of auditory signals. Our aim was therefore

to construct a biophysical, or biomorphic, cochlear model, which is based on Hopf-type

active amplification and reflects the fundamental physical and biological mechanisms at

work in cochlear signal processing.
When a model of a biological system is designed, the question arises whether the

processing of complex signals necessarily requires complex biological mechanisms? Or,

specifically, has a cochlea model to be complex1, in order to be able to account for all

aspects of peripheral auditory processing? For an answer, we remark that the interaction

of simple elements can produce complex collective behaviour of a physical or biological

system2. For this reason, we argue that a cochlea model of low complexity should be able

to show complex processing characteristics. Such a model would naturally be endowed

with a low number of free parameters, and exhibit a transparent (i.e. biophysically and

physiologically interprétable) structure. We identify the active amplifiers (the outer hair

cells) as the central elements of such a model, which interact with the cochlear traveling

wave, as well as with each other by mechanical coupling. If the amplifiers are modelled

by Hopf-type oscillators, this results in a cochlea model of minimal complexity. This

further justifies to consider the Hopf amplifiers as the computational units of cochlear

information processing. When they are appropriately coupled, a faithful representation of

cochlear biophysics is obtained.

While the modeling of the active process by a generic Hopf-type system leads to an

optimal description of peripheral auditory information processing, the problem of an op¬

timal modeling framework, into which this amplification scheme could be embedded, still

persists. The "classical" modeling formalism (see Sec. 3.1), which is based on a detailed

treatment of hydrodynamic interactions between the basilar membrane and the cochlear

fluid, is not appropriate. The incorporation of (Hopf-type) amplification into this frame¬

work would pose a major, nontrivial problem, as a detailed scheme of force generation by

outer hair cells and of force transmission to the basilar membrane is required. The latter

involves detailed and often untestable assumptions on the geometrical structure and ma-

1in the Kolmogorov sense, i.e. in terms of the minimal description length

2Examples abound, e.g., in solid state physics.
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terial properties of the organ of Corti, and would lead to a very intricate model structure.

As we are interested in the basic mechanisms of auditory information processing that

lie behind the detailed micromechanical interactions, an alternative modeling framework

must be used.

In contrast to a dynamic, causal description of cochlear mechanics, which is based on

the action of micromechanical forces, we propose a final viewpoint, which relies on a bal¬

ancing principle that holds in equilibrium. This approach is equivalent to the application

of the principle of minimal free energy or maximal entropy in thermal equilibrium, when

problems in solid state physics are solved. The question of how the final equilibrium state

is attained in time, however, involves a detailed analysis of the individual system, which,

in cochlear modeling, corresponds to the traditional micromechanical formulation.

A suitable balancing principle is provided by the theory of the propagation of wave

energy along the cochlear canal. The Hopf-type amplification process is then naturally in¬

corporated into the ensuing energy-based formalism as a power source term. This approach

allows for stepwise amendments of the model, as additional features, such as longitudinal

couplings among the active amplifiers, are easily incorporated (see Sec. 4.9 and 4.10).
As the dissipation of wave energy enters the energy-based formulation, we will give the

problem of dissipation in the cochlea a special treatment (Sec. 4.5). Surprisingly, only

few work has been done on this subject in the past.

In order to formulate our model in terms of wave energy propagation, an appropriate

hydrodynamical formulation had to be found. Already in 1950, Peterson and Bogert

[179] demonstrated that the passive cochlea is equivalent to a water surface wave, where

the surface is endowed with mass and transversal stiffness. This approach is physically

transparent, and it naturally explains many features of auditory signal processing. A

detailed account of the classical theory of water surface waves and its application to

cochlear hydrodynamics is given in 4.4.2.

At the time when we began with the design of our model, physiological investigations

also led to the conjecture that a Hopf bifurcation may indeed be present in the hair-cell

mechano-electrical transduction process [25, 21]. In the meantime, strong evidence for

this hypothesis has been gathered by sophisticated physiological experiments [150, 149],
while the performance of our model demonstrates its value from the theoretical side. In

this way, the biomorphic Hopf cochlea model constitutes the link between recent advances

in cochlear physiology and theoretical insights. It therefore corresponds to a synthetic

approach to auditory research, complementary to physiological and biochemical analysis.

Beyond a synthetic view of the functioning of the healthy cochlea, a cochlear model,

when designed in a suitable way, may also help in understanding cochlear malfunction

(hearing loss), if cochlear damage is included into the model structure. This was an¬

other reason for us to develop a new model type. Cochlear hearing loss can be simulated

by selective maladjustment, or even disruption, of the Hopf-type amplification process.

Strategies to design successful preprocessing (hearing aids) can then be tested, provided

that a quantitative measure for information loss and recovery is available. This prob¬

lem has been resolved [227] by the development of a complexity measure that is easily

applicable to time series.

Noise plays a particular role in auditory signal processing. In other sensory systems,

such as vision, quantum effects prevent the contamination of the incoming signal with

Brownian fluctuations. For example, the energy of a single photon at a wavelength of 400

nm is larger than 100 kT; in audition, however, the smallest detectable displacements of

the tympanic membrane are of the order of Brownian fluctuations of the air molecules.
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Estimations on stereocilia displacement amplitudes suggest that this detection threshold

corresponds to signals well below the noise level within the cochlea. It has therefore been

suggested that stochastic resonance may account for low-amplitude signal amplification.

The Hopf-type amplification process may play an important role, if it is poised close to

the bifurcation point. This aspect is discussed in Sec. 5.2.

1.3 Evolution and the Scene-Segmentation Problem

For the auditory system - indeed for sensory systems in general - to recognize and extract

the relevant signals from a background formed by a mixture of time-varying ambient sig¬

nals poses a fundamental problem. The relevant signals, once recognized, must be tracked

in time, and, in hearing, associated to a sound source. This scene-segmentation problem

is nontrivial, and very challenging [17]. From the viewpoint of dynamical systems the¬

ory, a signal, for example speech, may be associated with a manifold, possibly a chaotic

attractor, in a parameter space. This manifold is perturbed by additional background

signals that, in view of the signal in focus, are defined as noise. The problem of extracting

signals from a noisy background can then be seen as the reconstruction of the unper¬

turbed manifold from a noisy data set [113, 114]. This view of noise is in contrast to the

phenomenon of stochastic resonance, where noise is made use of in order to enhance the

detection of small-amplitude signals. The distinction lies in the fact that in the first case,

noise is inherent to the signal and must therefore be reduced in order to recognize the

signal and associate it with a source. In the second case, noise is inherent to the detection

mechanism, as it operates on a molecular level.

The scene-segmentation problem is considered as the driving force of evolution [55].
On the level of the auditory periphery, it has caused a continuous differentiation of sig¬

nal processing capabilities, which was achieved by an increasingly complex structure of

the physiological constituents, finally leading to the basic characteristics of mammalian

hearing: The extreme sensitivity to stimuli near the thermal noise level, sharp frequency

selectivity and compressive nonlinearity, allowing for a compression of an input range of

120 dB to about 50 dB in humans. This refinement of peripheral signal processing devel¬

oped in close connection to the evolution of higher level, neural auditory processing. In

fact, higher level processing centers not only make use of signals supplied by the periphery,

but they also act as controllers to the peripheral processing stage, for which the efferent

innervation of the cochlea provides strong evidence.

Auditory systems have evolved at different times in different phyla. For example,

the mammalian hearing organ is homologue to the lateral line organ of fishes, and many

constituents of the mammalian auditory system are already present in submammalian

classes like reptiles, amphibiae and birds [147]. In insects, the capability to detect acous¬

tic vibrations evolved multiple times from mechano-receptor cells (see e.g. [92, 196]).
Recently, even a nonlinear, active amplification mechanism was discovered in mosquitoes

[75]. Therefore, it is justified to extend the focus to other vertebrate classes, and even

insects: The ecological requirements on hearing3, of which the solution of the scene seg¬

mentation problem is the most important one, are the same in every situation where

auditory systems evolve. The external, environmental conditions, and the internal physi¬

cal limitations, set by the molecular noise as high sensitivity is achieved, may enforce that

identical dynamical processes are used by different species. It is thus conceivable that the

3e.g. acoustical prey or predator detection and mate finding
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auditory systems of vertebrates and insects, that differ considerably in form, rely on the

same fundamental mechanism. To investigate the similarities and differences between au¬

ditory systems of different species is therefore of great interest also for the understanding of

the specific case of mammalian hearing, besides the fact that completely new phenomena

may be discovered. Furhtermore, physiological examinations are very difficult to perform

on mammals. For this reason, recent experiments that gave insight into the nature of the

active amplification mechanism were carried out on lower vertebrates such as bullfrogs or

turtles, whose hearing organs are easier to access.

Due to space constraints, we will concentrate on the basic features of mammalian

hearing. The active amplification process, as it is thought to operate in lower vertebrates,

is covered briefly in Sec. 2.5.4.
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Chapter 2

The Biophysics of the Perception of

Sound

2.1 The Mammalian Cochlea

2.1.1 Strategies of Extending the Frequency Range

A broad range of frequencies is the prerequisite for the discrimination of more complex

acoustic signals, which naturally arise if acoustic communication and orientation abilities

differentiate in the course of evolution. While very compact hearing organs are sufficient

for insects, an increased range of admissible frequencies cannot be covered by one struc¬

tural element alone, but it calls for an extended structure composed of elements with

varying properties. In lower vertebrates, this problem has been solved by a combination

of hydrodynamic effects with biophysical mechano-electrical transduction and amplifica¬

tion mechanisms that were already present in earlier mechano-sensitive hair cells [147]. In

mammals, the amplification and transduction mechanism has been further differentiated.

While in lower vertebrates a single hair cell type is responsible for both mechanical-to-

neural transduction of acoustic signals and active amplification, two separate cell types

(inner and outer hair cells, IHC and OHC) emerged in mammals to perform these tasks.

The separation of the transduction process from the mechanical amplification mechanism

clearly allowed for more degrees of freedom in the evolution of the latter. Therefore a

substantial amount of signal processing is already carried out of the cochlear stage in

mammals. For example, advanced approaches to speech recognition display considerable

performance improvement if they are endowed with a preprocessing stage, which simulates

cochlear signal processing [231].
In insect hearing, acoustic air movements cause mechanical vibrations in the auditory

system, that are directly transduced to electrical stimuli. In vertebrates, however, the

mechanical elements are immersed in cochlear fluid. To be concrete, by means of hydro-

dynamic coupling, they behave as a vibrating membrane (the basilar membrane), which

displays spatially varying mechanical properties (mass and stiffness). Hydrodynamic in¬

teractions between mechanical vibrations and the fluid then lead to the emergence of

traveling waves. Since, due to varying stiffness of the basilar membrane, the locations of

their maximum amplitudes depend on the frequency of the incoming signal, the combined

hydrodynamical-mechanical system acts as a spatial frequency analyzer. In this way, a

broad range of frequencies is accessible.

Active amplification and mechano-electrical transduction are effectuated by hair cells

on the epithelial ridge (the organ of Corti) on the vibrating basilar membrane. The
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Figure 2.1: Anatomical structure of the middle and inner ear.

mechanical and biochemical properties of individual hair cells are tuned to the local char¬

acteristics of the basilar membrane in such a way that, by virtue of their coupling to

the traveling wave and the emergent basilar membrane vibration patterns, a maximum of

relevant information is transmitted to the neural processing centers.

2.1.2 Structure of the Mammalian Cochlea

The inner ear of mammals consists of an intricate arrangement of fluid-filled cavities

located in the temporal bone (see Fig. 2.1), which is called the labyrinth. It is divided

into a posterior and an anterior portion by a large chamber, the vestibule. The anterior

(vestibular) part, consisting of the vestibule and the semicircular canals, contains two types

of vestibular receptors. The first type, called cristae, are responsible for detecting angular

accelerations of the head [138], while the second type, the ampullae, detect positions and

linear accelerations [137].
The hearing organ proper is contained in the posterior portion of the labyrinth, the otic

capsule, which forms the boundaries of the coiled cochlea. The cochlea is carved into the

toughest part of the temporal bone, spiraling inwards like a corkscrew, where each turn

is smaller than the previous one. The axis of the cochlea is formed by a hollow, conical

shaft, the modiolus, which allows the auditory nerve to accesses the cochlea (see Fig. 2.2).
The outermost turn of the cochlea opens into the vestibule, where two membrane-covered

openings in the otic capsule, the round and the oval window, serve as connections to the

middle ear, so that acoustic pressure waves can be transmitted into the cochlear fluid.

This location, the start of the cochlear spiral, is called the base, while its end, in the

innermost turn, is named the apex. The length of the cochlear coil varies between 7 mm

(mouse) and 60 mm (elephant). In humans, the cochlea is about 35 mm long, and the

radius of the cochlear duct amounts to about 1 mm. In man, the cochlea spirals two and a

half turn around the modiolus, while in guinea pigs, five turns are observed (cf. Fig. 2.2).
The fact that the physics of acoustics and hydrodynamic waves constrains the admissible
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Figure 2 2: Section through the guinea pig cochlea. The cochlear canal spirals around

the modiulos (Mo) as central axis. The separation into three compartments, the scala

vestibuli (SV), the scala media (SM) and the scala tympani (ST) is clearly discernible.

The basilar membrane is indicated by a single, and Reissner's membrane by a double

arrow. The structure just on top of the single arrow is the organ of Corti. The stria

vascularis (St.V) and the spiral ligament (Sp.L) lie on the lateral wall of the cochlea,

opposite to the modiolus. (From Skepecky, [210].)

dimensions of the cochlea into a relatively narrow range explains these relatively small

differences across species.

The cochlear canal is divided into three compartments, or scalae. Parts of the spiral

lamina, a bony structure that extends outwards from the modiolus into the cochlear canal,

the basilai membrane and the spiral ligament separate the lower compartment, the scala

tympani. from the scala media, that consitutes the middle compartment (see Fig. 2.3).
The spiral ligament consists of a relatively thick support on the side on the cochlear wall

opposed to the modiolus. The basilar membrane, which spans across the middle section,

is an elastic segment that is free to vibrate in the cochlear fluid. In fact, the basilar

membrane is not really a membrane, but permeable, so that the cells of the organ of

Corti, being attached on top on the the basilar membrane, are bathed in fluid of the

scala tvmpani. The organ of Corti is formed by highly differentiated epithelial cells, and

the hearing sensory cells are located within this environment. It is here that mechano-
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membrane

Figure 2.3: Section of the cochlear canal. Solid line: boundary of the scala media; dashed

line: boundary of the cochlear partition, (from Fawcett [54], in [67].)

electrical transduction and active amplification (reverse transduction) of incoming signals

take place. The upper compartment, the scala vestibuh, is separated from the scala media

by Reissner's membrane. In contrast to the basilar membrane, Reissner's membrane,

consisting of only one or two layers of tigthly connected cells, is very compliant against

motions of the fluid. Its sole purpose is to act as an impermeable boundary between the

two scalae. so that in hydrodynamic modeling of the cochlea, Reissner's membrane can

be safely neglected.
Before the apex of the cochlea is reached, the basilar membrane and the scala media

end, leaving a small hole, the hehcotrema, where the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani

join. Low-frequency fluid motions may cross the helicotrema, so that large basilar mem¬

brane deflections induced by pressure variations caused by postural changes or external

air-pressure variations are avoided. Such stimuli otherwise would, besides presenting the

auditory svstem with unnecessary disturbances, cause damage to the very fragile trans¬

duction apparatus.

The three cochlear compartments are filled with two fuids of different ionic concen¬

tration and different electrical potential The scala vestibuli and the scala tympani are

actually continuous, being connected by the helicotrema. The fluid contained in these

two scalae is called the perilymph, while the scala media is filled with endolymphatic

fluid Perilymph is rich in sodium ions (150 mmol/1), calcium (0.7 mmol/1), while the

concentration of potassium is low (3 mmol/1). In contrast, the endolymph contains a high

concentration of potassium (140-155 mmol/1), while the concentration of calcium is very
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low (0.025 mmol/1) compared to the perilymphatic fluid. Both fluids are relatively rich

in cloride (131 mmol/1). With the perilymph having a reference potential of 0 mV, the

potential of endolymph equals about 85 mV. This potential gradient is the energy source

for the active amplification process taking place in the Organ of Corti, mediated by the

outer hair cells (OHC, see below), and also for transduction of mechanical vibrations into

neuronal signals. The ionic concentration of endolymph as well as the potential gradient

are maintained by the stria vascularis, an arrangement of epithelial cells on the lateral

wall of the cochlea, attached to the spiral ligament. The stria vascularis therefore acts as a

power supply, or battery [34], for the process of hearing. By using chemical and electrical

gradients for driving the cochlear amplifier, the connection to blood vessels can be kept

at a minimum. Blood flow, however, would act as a noise source, disturbing low-signal

detection.

Earlier, it was thought that the boundaries of the cochlear fluids correspond to the

anatomical boundaries of the scalae. Therefore, the term cochlear duct has been coined for

the compartment bounded by Reissner's membrane, the spiral ligament, the stria vascu¬

laris, the basilar membrane and the spiral limbus (dashed line in Fig. 2.3). Alternatively,

the term cochlear partition is used for this compartment, since it divides the cochlear

canal into two parts (the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani). However, some of the

mentioned boundaries are not impermeable to cochlear fluid. Perilymph from the scala

tympani can penetrate the basilar membrane, and in this way it serves as extracellular

fluid in the organ of Corti. The tightly-connected surface of the sensory and supporting

cells in the organ of Corti, the reticular lamina, is in fact impermeable to the fluids and

therefore acts as a fluid boundary. Also, perilymph can freely diffuse into the spiral liga¬

ment. The plain line in Fig. 2.3 indicates the boundary of the endolymph-filled space in

the cochlea.

2.1.3 Orientation along the Cochlear Canal

The helical structure of the cochlea, which spirals around the modiolus as a central shaft,

led to a specialized terminology for orientation along the cochlea. In fact, the helical

structure of the cochlea has negligible influence on cochlear hydrodynamics, since its radius

is much smaller than the diameter of the cochlear duct. In modeling, the cochlear canal

can therefore be seen as unwound and stretched (see Fig. 2.4). In the stretched cochlea,

the longitudinal coordinate extends along the cochlear canal, from the base, where the

stapes exerts pressure on the cochlear fluid, towards the apex; if the cochlea is considered

coiled, the term spiral direction is used. The transverse coordinate is perpendicular to

the basilar membrane; it is in this direction that the basilar membrane vibrations take

place. The radial coordinate, finally, extends laterally, from the modiolus to the outside.

The term radial stems from the spiral structure of the cochlea, with the modiolus as its

center.

Unfortunately, for the orientation within the organ of Corti the same terminology is

used as for the orientation along the cochlear canal. As it was observed that the cells

composing the organ of Corti display a highly polarized structure, the terms base and

apex also indicate the orientation along these cells. The part of an epithelial cell where

it is anchored to the basilar membrane or on another supporting cell (see below) is called

the cell's base, while its top portion is termed the apex.
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Figure 2.4: Coordinate systems in the cochlea, (a) Coordinates along the (uncoiled)

cochlear canal. CP: cochlear partition; SV: scala vestibuli; ST: scala tympani. The radial

direction (z-axis) points from the modiolus-side outwards (cf. Fig. 2.2). (b) Coordinates

in a transverse section of the cochlear canal. SM: scala media; OC: organ of Corti; BM:

basilar membrane. Note that the terms base and apex are used for the beginning and end

of the cochlear spiral and, at the same time, for orientation along the highly polarized

cells within the organ of Corti (cf. Fig. 2.11).

2.2 Transmission of Acoustic Power to the Cochlear

Fluid: Matching of Impedances

Incoming sound is transmitted on the oval window to the cochlear fluid contained in

the scala vestibuli, while the fluid motion induced by the pressure wave is balanced by

displacements of the round window. The cochlear partition, as it divides the scala vestibuli

from the scala tympani, is set into motion by the emerging pressure gradient across it; for

the time being, we consider the cochlear partition as a whole, thereby neglecting internal

degrees of freedom (see below). For simplicity, the complex structure constituting the

cochlear partition is often itself termed the basilar membrane. This is reasonable, since the

mechanical properties of the cochlear partition are, in the absence of active amplification,

mainly determined by the longitudinally varying stiffness of the basilar membrane. Below,

we will demonstrate in detail how this leads to the emergence of traveling waves. Before

doing so, however, it is necessary to understand how acoustic power is transmitted to the

cochlear fluid.
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2.2.1 Acoustic Impedances

The specific or characteristic acoustic impedance z of a medium is given by

2 = >Z, (2-1)

where p denotes the amplitude of the acoustic pressure and u the amplitude of the par¬

ticle velocity in the propagation direction in the sound-conducting medium. Impedances

are a useful tool in linear theory, where a linear response v is expected from a driving p.

Therefore, it is assumed that p as well as u are harmonic functions in space and time,

p(x, t) = pexp (ikx — iuit), and correspondingly for u. But note, however, that the ampli¬

tudes of both u and p are complex quantities in general, since their oscillations may be

shifted in phase, whence

z = r + ik. (2.2)

r is the specific (or characteristic) acoustic resistance and k the specific acoustic reactance

of the medium, r and k must be seen as functions of sound frequency. The unit of

characteristic impedance is Pa • s • m-1 = kg • m~2 • s_1 in the mks system.

For progressive plane waves, however, z is a real quantity,

z = r = ±poCs, (2.3)

the sign depending on the direction of wave propagation, po denotes the equilibrium

density of the (compressive) medium, and cs is the propagation velocity of the sound

wave. If resonant behaviour is observed and standing waves emerge, however, this is not

true and the reactive component is different from zero. The same holds for diverging

waves.

The situation for plane waves is easily understood from the solution of the wave equa¬

tion
1 d2p

V2P=-^, (2-4)
c dt2

which has the solution

V
_ Aet(kx-ut) + Bex(-kx-ut) (2.5)

= P++P-, (2.6)

if propagation along the x-axis is assumed. The subscripts in the second equation indicate

the positive or negative propagation direction. The second equation governing small-

amplitude acoustical processes is the linear Euler's equation1,

which leads to the expression

u = ue
X

Po-^ = -Vp, (2.7)

JL<Aei(kx-ut) _ Be*-kx-ut)]ex (2.8)
Poc

for the particle velocity u, where ex denotes the unit vector in ^-direction. With (2.5) we

obtain

u± = ±—c, (2.9)
Po

1in Sec. 4.4.2, a short derivation of equations (2.4) and (2.7) is given.
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and therefore

z± = r± = ±p0c. (2.10)

This type ofimpedance is a characteristic property of the medium (therefore the name),

being useful for calculating transmission and reflection between different media. It is anal¬

ogous to the wave impedance \J\ijt of electromagnetic waves propagating in a dielectric

medium (see e.g. [56]), or to the characteristic impedance Zo of an electrical transmission

line.

Characteristic impedance should, however, not be confused with the acoustic impedance

Z, being defined as

Z=jj, (2-11)

where U now denotes the volume velocity in a certain acoustic element,

U = unS, (2.12)

with S being the surface area of that element and n the unit vector normal to it. U is

equivalent to the current through a certain point in an electrical circuit, while u = U/S

corresponds to the current density. Z is useful for doing calculations on acoustic radiation

from vibrating surfaces or for discussing the transmission of sound energy through lumped

acoustic elements or through pipes and horns. The two impedances are related to each

other by

S=§. (2.13)

In the electrical analogy, the pressure p corresponds to the voltage, and the resistive com¬

ponent of Z is the counterpart of an electric resistance, while its reactive part corresponds

to a capacitance. In the case of the characteristic impedance z, its resistive and reactive

components would correspond to the local resistivity or capacitance, respectively, of the

sound-conducting medium.

The acoustic impedance Z gives the quantitative relation between an acoustic drive,

being the pressure over some cross-sectional area, and the ensuing physical response, which

consists of the summed velocities of all parts of that cross-section, or the volume velocity.

When we discuss the transmission-enhancing properties of the middle ear, the acoustic

impedance is the correct quantity to use.

As a final remark, we mention the radiation impedance,

Zr = — = Sz, (2.14)
u

where F denotes the force exerted onto an acoustic element. The radiation impedance is

a useful quantitiy for calculating the coupling between acoustic waves on a driving source

or a driven load.

2.2.2 Reflection and Transmission of Acoustic Waves

Clearly, the cochlear fluids could be excited directly by airborne sound waves impinging on

the oval window. However, due to the large difference between the characteristic acoustic

impedances of air and water, a large amount of the incoming sound would be reflected.

In the following, we are therefore going to explore in detail the problem of transmission

of acoustic power into the cochlear fluid.
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Figure 2.5: Reflection and transmission of sound waves at the boundary between two

media.

Figure 2.5 schematically depicts the situation at the oval window, if no middle-ear

ossicles were present. In this case, medium 1 would correspond to air, and medium 2, the

cochlear fluid, has the acoustic properties of water. Note that we denote the characteristic

acoustic impedances by r rather than z, as the reactive component is zero in this situation

(plane waves; see above). At the boundary, x = 0, the pressures and the normal velocities

of the fluid particles must be equal on both sides. This means that no net force is exerted

by the separating boundary, and that the two fluids always remain in contact. Assuming

a plane pressure wave p% incident orthogonally from the right, a reflected wave pr and a

transmitted wave pt arise. The boundary conditions are then given by

P% + Pr = Pt and

u% + ur = ut

(2-15)

(2.16)

at x = 0, where ultT,t denotes the x-component of the particle velocities. Division of

the first equation by the second gives, noting that p/u = ±r on both sides (pl/u% = ri,

PrjUr = -ri),
Pi +Pr /0 , vx

n = r2, (2.17)

Pi-Pr

from which we obtain the reflection coefficient

R = — =

Pt r2 + ri

and the transmission coefficient

T=l-R=
2ro

r2 + n

For the determination of the intensity reflection and transmission coefficients

Ri = Y and Tj = j-,
1

7.
* 1.

(2-18)

(2.19)

(2.20)
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note that the intensity of a harmonic plane progressive wave is given by

P2
I=<p-u>=—, (2.21)

where the averaging, denoted by the angular brackets, must be taken over one oscillation

period, and P denotes the pressure amplitude. Then, we obtain

Rl = fr2~rA2

=

4r2rt

(j"2 + n)2'

From (2.18) and (2.19), we observe that the reflected wave is either in phase with the

incident wave (if rx < r2) or in opposite phase (if r\ > r2), while the transmitted wave is

always in phase with the incident wave.

From (2.23) we observe that the intensity of the transmitted wave is small whenever

ri and r2 have strongly dissimilar values. For water and air at 20° C,

rwater = 1.48 • 106 Pa • snT1 (2.24)

ra„ = 415 Pa-sm-1, (2.25)

which leads to an intensity transmission coefficient from air into water of about

T7 = 0.1 %. (2.26)

2.2.3 Impedance Matching by the Middle Ear

From the above, it may be assumed that, due to the strongly dissimilar characteristic

acoustic impedances, only 0.1 % of the acoustic power are transmitted into the cochlear

fluid, if no middle-ear transduction apparatus were present. However, for an estimation

of the transmitted power, the input impedance of the cochlea, zc = pov/u must be taken,

where pov is the pressure exerted on the oval window. Since the sound wavelengths are

usually much larger than the diameter of the oval window, and due to the possiblity of

the cochlear fluid to be easily displaced at the round window, zc is different from the

characteristic impedance of water. Measurements give [121, 140]

Zc 6 [6 • 104,1.5 • 105] Pa snT1 at 1 kHz, (2.27)

which leads to an intensity transmission coefficient of about

T/)C « 2%. (2.28)

How, then, is it possible to elicit fluid motions within the cochlea that allow for the

extremely high sensitivity of hearing, if 98 % of the incoming sound energy are reflected?

The problem may be resolved by matching the acoustic impedance Zm = zm/s of the

middle ear to that of the cochlea, Zc = zcjSm, where Sm denotes the cross-sectional area

of the oval window, and s is the effective cross-sectional area of the middle ear. This

can be achieved by indirectly coupling the airborne sound waves to the cochlear fluid, by

means of a system of mechanical elements. If either the effective area or the ratio between

pressure and velocity are changed by the action of this mechanical system, the impedance

18
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Figure 2.6: Middle-ear transduction apparatus. Sound collected by the external ear (not

shown) impinges on the tympanic membrane. The vibrations of the tympanic membrane

are transmitted by the middle ear ossicles to the cochlear fluid. Impedance matching is

achieved by the large difference between the surface area of the tympanic membrane and

the stapes footplate, and by the lever action of the middle-ear ossicles. Note that the

incus and malleus perform a rotational movement, with the rotation axis passing through

the main concentration of ossicular mass. (From Rosowski, [199].)

at its output port, attached at the oval window, will be different from that seen at its

input. Besides a mechanical system, a sound-conducting canal, such as the external ear,

can contribute to acoustic impedance matching, if its area changes in a suitable way.

The external ear canal, being open at one side, but closed by the tympanic membrane at

the other, acts as a collecting horn and as a resonant cavity, which leads to a pressure gain

of up to 20 dB at the optimal frequency of 2500 Hz in humans. The tympanic membrane

transforms the acoustic sound wave into mechanical vibrations and transmits it to the

middle-ear ossicles. Depending on species, between one and three ossicles are present.

In humans, the tympanic membrane couples to the malleus ossicle, which transmits its

vibration to the incus and, finally, to the stapes ossicle, which is attached at the round

window (see Fig. 2.6), where a rotary motion around the axis marked in Fig. 2.6 occurs

[241].
Impedance matching is achieved by two ways: (1) the area of the vibrating part of

tympanic membrane exceeds that of the stapes footplate by a factor of about 14, with a

corresponding increase in the pressure of the stapes footplate against the cochlear fluid.

Assuming, for the moment, that the middle ear ossicles act as simple pistons, with the

velocity at the stapes being equal to the velocity of the tympanic membrane, we obtain

Z
tymp

Ptymp
VA:

tymp

(2.29)

for the acoustic impedance seen at the tympanic membrane, and

Pst
Zst —

vA,
(2.30)
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Figure 2.7: Middle-ear transfer function. Pressure gain measured in the basal turn of

the cochlea (scala vestibuli) with respect to the tympanic membrane. Maximum transfer

efficiency is achieved for frequencies above about 1000 Hz. (From Nedzelnitsky [160], in

[253].)

for the impedance of the output port at the stapes. Now, assume the areas of the tympanon

and the stapes are related by Atymp = KAst. Then pst = Kptymp, since the forces are equal,

and, by consequence,

Z* =
K2Z

tymp i
(2.31)

which demonstrates the impedance-matching capability of the decreasing area. (2) The

middle-ear ossicles act as levers, thereby changing the quotient of force and velocity at

the stapes footplate compared to the tympanic membrane. The second effect, however, is

strongly dominated by the first.

Impedance matching allows to a 30-fold increase of transmission efficiency, so that

Lc 60% (2.32)

if the middle-ear transduction apparatus is taken into account. The transmission efficiency

of the middle-ear, however, is largest for sound frequencies above 1000 Hz. Below that

threshold, the masses of the middle ear ossicles and the resonance phenomena in the

middle-ear cavity play an important role. Also, the input impedance of the cochlea, zc,

is a function of frequency (cf. Sec. 4.6.4, where zc is calculated for our cochlea model).

The transmission-enhancing capabilities of the middle ear are demonstrated in Fig. 2.7,

where the pressure gain in the basal part of the scala vestibuli, relative to the tympanic

membrane, are shown.

2.3 Traveling Waves in the Cochlea

2.3.1 Von Békésy's Observations

Helmholtz proposed in 1863 [81] that the cochlear partition acts as an array of independent

resonantors with spatially varying tuning properties, so that the position of maximum

excitation is a function of frequency of the incoming sound. In this way, a spatial frequency

analysis could be performed. The resonators were seen as strings under tension, being

stretched across the cochlear canal. However, hydrodynamic coupling in the longitudinal
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Figure 2.8: Von Békésy's measurements of traveling waves in a dead human cochlea.

(a) Envelopes of the basilar membrane vibration, for different frequencies, (b) Phase of

the vibrations relative to the stapes. The monotonous increase in phase indicates that

traveling waves occur, while the increase in slope corresponds to decreasing phase velocity.

(From von Békésy [240], in [67].)

direction was neglected in Helmholtz' theory, since the theory of hydrodynamics was still

in its infancy at that time.

More than sixty years later, in 1928, von Békésy was able to experimentally confirm

Helmholtz' hypothesis of spatial frequency analysis [239]2 (reviewed in [241]. He observed

a relatively broad maximum of the basilar membrane amplitude at a specific location

along the basilar membrane, depending on the stimulus frequency (see Fig. 2.8 (a)).

The higher the frequencies, the closer was the excitation peak to the stapes, while lower

frequencies were mapped towards the apex. This observation established the tonotopic

principle, stating that each position along the basilar membrane is assigned a specific,

characteristic frequency, where maximum excitation occurs. Conversely, to each frequency

a characteristic place on the basilar membrane can be assigned, where maximum vibration

amplitudes can be observed. The longitudinal direction along the cochlear canal (cf. Fig.

2.4) is therefore sometimes called the tonotopic axis, and morphological variations along

this direction are called tonotopical.

With his measurement technique, a stroboscopic method, von Békésy was indeed able

to observe the wave motion of the basilar membrane (Fig. 2.9) He discovered that waves

propagate along the basilar membrane, where their amplitude grows as their wavelength

decreases. Phase measurements finally confirmed the hypothesis that waves are traveling

from the base of the cochlea towards the place of maximum excitation (Fig. 2.8 (b)).

Von Békésy's observations denote a cornerstone in the understanding of the hearing

process, for which he received the Nobel prize in 1961. Since then, enhanced experimen¬

tal techniques, being applicable to living cochleae, led to the discovery of much sharper

excitation patterns (see Sec. 2.5.1). However, the basic pattern observed by von Békésy

characterizes all existing cochlear partition measurements.

2In the scientific literature, von Békésy's findings are often dated to the 1940's. In fact, his first

publications in the English language date to this time, while most of his fundamental findings have been

published earlier in German journals.
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Figure 2.9: Von-Békésy traveling wave. Snapshot of the basilar membrane vibration of

a dead human cochlea, where a tone of 200 Hz was applied. The dot-dashed curve was

measured 1/4 period after the solid curve. (From von Békésy [240], in [67].)

2.3.2 Driving of the Cochlear Partition

As von Békésy measured on dead cochleae, his findings apply to the passive mechanics of

the cochlea. Active amplification from within the cochlear partition (outer hair cells) must

therefore not be taken into account. We will show in Sec. 2.5.1, how von Békésy's response

curves are modified by the presence of an active process. Before doing so, however, we

should understand how the passive cochlear partition is set into motion by an external

sound stimulus.

As indicated in Sec. 3.1, we may use the terms 'cochlear partition' and 'basilar mem¬

brane' interchangeably: We consider the organ of Corti rigid enough to stay fixed on the

basilar membrane, merely contributing to its mass (for the time being). Due to the in-

compressibility of the endolymphatic fluid, each sectional part of the cochlear partition is

set into motion as a whole block if pressure differences across it occur. But how do such

pressure differences arise?

Figure 2.10 (a) schematically depicts the situation where the scala vestibuli is driven

by the stapes. Displacement of the oval window by the stapes causes the fluid to move

inwards. As the fluid is virtually incompressible, it would be difficult to transmit acoustic

vibrations to it. One possibility to reduce the encountered large impedance is in the

application of a second membrane, the round window, that is free to bulge out as pressure

is exerted at the stapes. This reduces the cochlear input impedance by a relatively large

amount (see Sec. 2.2.3).
Now, assume that the cochlear canal is symmetric in the transversal direction, the

cochlear partition being the symmetry axis. Then, the situation shown in Fig. 2.10 (a)

can be seen as the superposition of the two situations in Fig. 2.10 (b) [179], where a

second stapes is attached to the round window. Clearly, linearity of the fluid as well as

of the cochlear partition must be assumed. In the left panel of Fig. 2.10 (b) both stapes

exert the same pressure, 1/2 pst, with the same phase. Then, the fluid has no longer any

possibility to escape into some free space, and a compressive acoustic wave arises. Due
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(a)

(b)

ps(x,y,t)

ps(x,-y,t)

1/2p;

Figure 2.10: Generation of traveling waves, (a) Schematized picture of excitation of

the cochlear fluids. The stapes exerts a sinusoidally varying pressure of amplitude pst

at the very compliant oval window (OW), while the round window (RW) is free to

move outwards, so that the incompressible fluid can escape. The pressure difference be¬

tween scala vestibuli (SV) and scala tympani (ST), pv
— pt, drives the cochlear partition,

(b) Under the condition of mirror symmetry relative to the cochlear partition, the situation

in (a) can be seen as a superposition of two situations where a second stapes is attached

at the round window, with both stapes performing movements with half of the original

amplitude. In the top panel, the second stapes performes identical movements as the first,

leading to a compressive wave having a symmetric pressure distribution. The push-pull

arrangement in the bottom panel leads to an antisymmetric pressure distribution that is

able to displace the cochlear partition.
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to the symmetrical arrangement, the pressures at coordinates (x, y) and (x, —y) must be

equal at all time,

Ps(x,y,t)=ps(x,-y,t). (2.33)

The symmetric pressure distribution ps(x, y, t) therefore exerts no net force on the cochlear

partition: It is not an acoustic compressive wave that sets the basilar membrane into

vibration.

In the right panel of Fig. 2.10 (b), the arrangement is antisymmetrical: The stapes at

the round window still exerts the same pressure, but with opposite phase. This results in

an antisymmetric pressure distribution,

Paix, y, t) = -pa{x, -y, t), (2.34)

which leads to a net force in the transverse direction on each segment of the cochlear

partition. Consequently, it is this situation that accounts for the emergence of cochlear

excitation patterns, and especially for traveling waves.

This view is justified from experiments. The vibrations of the cochlear partition lag

the stapes vibration by several milliseconds, as can be deduced from Fig. 2.8 (b). For an

acoustic compressive wave, however, time lags of the order of microseconds are expected,

that have never been observed. Compressibility effects may nevertheless become important

for frequencies above about 7 kHz [68]. However, in cochlear modeling, they are usually

neglected [95].

2.3.3 Properties of the Basilar Membrane

Critical for the induced vibrations of the cochlear partition are the properties of the basilar

membrane, as it contributes significantly to mass and stiffness of the cochlear partition.

The basilar membrane consists mainly of an amorphous ground substance, that con¬

tains embedded fibers [100, 9, 20]. In the radial direction, the basilar membrane can be

divided into two sections. The arcuate zone, or pars tecta, extends from the spiral limbus

(on the modiolus side) to the feet of the outer pillar cells of the organ of Corti (see Fig.

2.11), and contains a single layer of fibres. The pectinate zone, or pars pectinata, spans

the region underneath the supporting cells of the organ of Corti and is attached at the

spiral ligament (cf. Fig. 2.3). It contains a thicker layer of ground substance, which is

surrounded by two layers of filament. Its structure suggests that the basilar membrane is

not really a membrane, but rather behaves like a plate. Therefore, the bending stiffness

of the (thicker) pectinate zone determines the restoring force that governs the frequency-

selective properties of the cochlea [216], and a transverse stiffness can be assumed for the

basilar membrane. In the basal region, however, radial tension may provide the restoring

force [85, 125]. From detailed measurements of the force necessary to displace a small

region of the basilar membrane [173, 174, 175], it was found that the pectinate zone was

indeed suffer than the arcuate zone. It was also argued by the authors of this studies that

the elements of the organ of Corti contribute to a significant extent to the transversal

stiffness of the basilar membrane.

Longitudinal variations of the basilar membrane properties account for the tonotopic

map originally observed by von Békésy. At the base, the basilar membrane is narrower

and thicker than in the apex. This may lead to a decrease in transversal stiffness by five

orders of magnitudes from base to apex.
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Due to the different properties of the arcuate and the pectinate zone, two different, par¬

allel vibration modes of these two parts of the basilar membrane may occur, that possibly

interact [122]. However the physiological significance of these differences is controversial

[207, 174, 233].

2.3.4 Emergence of Traveling Waves

The crucial feature of the basilar membrane is the decrease in stiffness of about five orders

of magnitude. Armed with this information, we are able to conceptually understand the

emergence of the von Békésy observed traveling waves. Later (see Sec. 4.3), an extensive

treatment is given based on the proposed cochlea model.

The basilar membrane impedance can be written as

Eix]
Zbm(x,oj) — —; \-icom + r(x). (2.35)

IUI

E(x)/iu> denotes the reactive and iuim the inertial contribution to the basilar membrane

impedance, while r(x) denotes the damping coefficient (resistive part). At the base,

stiffness is large, and ZBm is stiffness dominated. An incoming sound wave generates a

pressure difference p across the basilar membrane (cf. Fig. 2.10), leading to a small velocity

of the basilar membrane vbm — p/Zbm- Now imagine a wave of pressure differences

generated at the stapes. With negligible reflections occurring in the cochlea [255], the

wave must travel on. With increasing distance from the base, E(x) decreases, and, at the

characteristic place

xc(u) = y^S (2.36)
V m

the impedance gets minimal, with only the damping coefficient remaining. By conse¬

quence, the resulting basilar membrane velocity (and displacement) become very large at

this characteristic place, leading to the observed maximum amplitude. Also, most of the

wave's energy is dissipated away by the growing viscous forces. The remaining part of the

wave that is able to pass by the location of resonance, xc(co), enters the mass-dominated

region and rapidly vanishes due to viscous friction. The dominance of viscous friction

near resonance is caused by the decay of the velocity of the wave: Even small damping

coefficients cause large attenuation, since the wave spends many oscillation cycles at the

same place.

2.4 The Organ of Corti

2.4.1 Basic Structure of the Organ of Corti

The organ of Corti (Fig. 2.11) constitutes a complicated superstructure that resides on

the endolymph-side of the basilar membrane. It contains two types of mechano-sensitive

hair cells: cells of the first type transduce the acoustic stimulus into neural signals, while

cells of the second type generate active amplification by using a force-generating feedback

mechanism. The operation of both processes, that are highly nonlinear, is crucial for

obtaining the measured sensitivity and frequency selectivity of the mammalian ear (see

Sec. 2.5.1). The structure of the organ of Corti evolved in a way as to optimize this

transduction process.
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Figure 2.11: Internal structure of the organ of Corti (radial direction). SV: scala vestibuli;

SM: scala media; ST: scala tympani; BM: basilar membrane; AZ: arcuate zone; PZ:

pectinate zone; RM: Reissner's membrane; TM: tectorial membrane; IP: inner pillar cells;

OP: outer pillar cells; OHC: outer hair cells; IHC: inner hair cells; D: Deiter's cells; H:

Hensen's cells; C: Clausius' cells; ISS: inner spiral sulcus; TOC: tunnel of Corti; SP: spiral

prominence; Sp.L: spiral ligament; St.V: stria vascularis, (from Slepecky, [210].)

The basic structural unit of the organ of Corti is formed by the columnlike inner and

outer pillar cells. Their bases are anchored on the arcuate zone of the basilar membrane

at widely separated points, while their apical surfaces are closely linked together. As

they are arranged in a longitudinal row, they form the triangle-shaped tunnel of Corti.

Mechanical probing suggests that the pillar cell complex is relatively rigid compared to

the surrounding structures [175]. They may therefore provide structural stability to the

organ of Corti.

Adjacent to the inner pillar cells, at the modiolar side, lies a single row of flask-shaped
inner hair cells (IHC), which are responsible for acoustic-to-neural transduction. On the

other side of the pillar-complex, three rows of cylindrically-shaped outer hair cells (OHC)
are found. Outer hair cells operate as amplifiers of cochlear partition vibration. Similar

to inner hair cells, stereocilia protruding at their apical surface detect vibrations. In

contrast to IHC, however, OHC are free-standing, being supported only at their bases by
the Deiter's cells. From each Deiter's cell, a phalangeal process extends in the longitudinal
direction towards the top of the second-nearest OHC in the same row (cf. Fig. 2.12). This

end-only support is crucial for the functioning of the amplification process mediated by
the OHC.

Beyond the OHC, on the side opposite to the modiolus, Hensen's and Claudius's

cells are arranged in rows. In contrast to the high columnar Hensen's cells, the cuboidal

Claudius cells are not part of the organ of Corti. Their functions are largely unknown.
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Figure 2.12: Longitudinal structure of the organ of Corti. The outer hair cells (OHC) are

arranged obliquely, with their apex tilted towards the cochlear base, while the Deiter's

cells are inclined in the opposite direction. Note how the phalangeal processes (PP) of

the Deiter's cells provide an attachment on the reticular lamina side for OHC at a more

apical position. The apical ends of OHC and phalangeal processes constitute a perfect

tiling, which efficiently prohibits endolymph from entering the extracellular space, (from
Slepecky, [210].)

Overlying the entire structure of the organ of Corti is the tectorial membrane. The

tectorial membrane is composed of a gelatineous structure, being attached to the spiral
limbus on the modiolar side. On the opposite side, the tectorial membrane is attached to

Hensen's cells [232].
The entire surface of the epithelial cells of the organ of Corti is covered by the reticular

lamina. The reticular lamina is impermeable to ions and therefore efficiently separates

endolymph from perilymph. As the basilar membrane is permeable to the endolymphatic

fluids, the sensory cells are bathed in perilymph, while their stereocilia extend in the

calcium and potassium rich endolymph. It is the potential and ionic gradient between

the two media, being maintained by the stria vascularis, that guarantees their proper

functioning. Indeed, as the cochlear potential is reduced, for example by application of

the diuretic drug furosemide, a rapid degeneration of cochlear response pattern is observed

[52, 208].

2.4.2 Inner and Outer Hair Cells

Both inner and outer hair cells are able to sense mechanical vibrations of the cochlear

partition by means of their stereocilia. OHC have a membrane potential of about —70 mV

compared to perilymph, while the membrane potential of IHC amounts to about —40 mV.
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Figure 2.13: Excitation of outer hair cells. Displacement of the basilar membrane leads to

a shear motion between the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane. This leads to a

deflection of the OHC hair bundle, as the tallest stereocilium is attached to the tectorial

membrane. (From Geisler, [67].)

Relative to endolymph (having a potential of +80 mV), a potential gradient of 150 mV

across OHC stereocilia therefore exists. Angular deflection of the stereocilia leads to

periodic openings of ion channels at their tips, with an ensuing transduction current,

driven by the potential gradient. The transduction current consists mostly of K+-ions,
that are abundant in endolymph, and a small fraction of Ca2+-ions. Ca2+ is crucial for the

channel dynamics, as it is able to bind on the transduction channels (see Sec. 2.5.4). In

inner hair cells, the resulting change in membrane potential triggers the release of neural

transmitters at their base, where about 20 different afferent neurons synapse. It has been

shown [213, 158] that 90 - 95 % of the fibers of the auditory nerve contact only IHC.

The OHC, in contrast, are sparsely synapsed by afferent neurons. However, many efferent

nerve terminals end at OHC, serving adaptation of the active amplification process from

higher auditory centers. IHC stereocilia are most likely deflected by vibration-induced

fluid flow between the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane (see also Sec. 2.5.3).
The tallest stereocilia of OHC, however, are attached to the tectorial membrane [118,

133] (cf. Fig. 2.15). Deflection of OHC stereocilia is therefore triggered by the relative

shear-motion between the tectorial membrane and the reticular lamina, as the cochlear

partition is deflected (Fig. 2.13). The change in membrane potential in OHC, however,

induces a length change of the cell body. By this OHC motility [19], force is exerted on

the reticular lamina and the supporting Deiter's cells, leading to active amplification of

cochlear partition vibrations (see Sec. 2.5.2). As an alternative mechanism, amplification

by force-generation in the stereocilia may also play a role. As the volume of the OHC

remains constant, variations in the cell's length involve changes in its cross-section. For

this reason, the OHC are required to be free-standing in order that this mechanism can

be effective.
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Figure 2 14: Hair cell stereocilia. Electron micrograph of the apical surface of one row of

IHC and three rows of OHC, being separated by the tunnel of Corti (T), which is covered

by the pillar cells (cf. Fig. 2.11). (From Reiss and Raphael [185], in [210].)

In the longitudinal direction, the OHC are arranged obliquely, with the apex tilted

towards the cochlear base. This arrangement may, together with the phalangeal processes

of the Deiter's cells, provide the substrate for feedforward-coupling of the motile forces.

This led to the formulation of a feedforward-coupling scheme in our cochlea model (see

Fig. 4 25). From the modeling results, we conclude the the feedforward-coupling between

the active amplifiers is crucial for obtaining measured basilar membrane responses.

The stereocilia of IHC and OHC are fingerlike structures projecting from the apical

surface of their cells, the cuticular plate, into the endolymph. Hensen detected the stere¬

ocilia already in the middle of the 19th century, and he even proposed that they are

responsible for mechano-electrical transduction. However, this hypothesis had been con¬

firmed not bevore the 1970s [98, 202]. At their base, the stereocilia are tapered, allowing

them to bend rather than to buckle as they are deflected. They are arranged in rows in a

stair-step like manner, with the row containing the shortest stereocilia facing the modiolus

and the row with the longest stereocilia facing the lateral wall. IHC stereocilia form a

shallow U. while OHC stereocilia are arranged in the form of a V or a W (see Fig. 2.14).
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Figure 2.15: Tectorial membrane. Electron micrograph showing the tectorial membrane

overlying the three rows of OHC. The notches (arrows) on the lower surface of the tecto¬

rial membrane indicate the locations where the tallest OHC stereocilium inserts into the

tectorial membrane, (from Slepecky, [210].)

It has been argued that this arrangement of stereocilia not only allows more stereocilia

to be packed onto the surface of an OHC, but that the orientation of the V-shape, being

concave towards the modiolus, endowes the whole ciliary complex with structural stiffness

in the radial direction.

Adjacent stereocilia are connected by horizontal cross links, so that the stereocilia

mo\e as an entire block. Of particular importance are the tip links, that run upwards

from the tip of each stereocilium to the tip of its taller neighbor [181]. From examinations

on mammalian as well as non-mammalian mechanoreceptive cells, it has been found that

the ion-channels involved in transduction are located near the tips of the stereocilia [96,
103, 77] It is thought that the tension of tip links transmits stimulus induced movements

to the associated ion channels and therefore changes their open probability [181] (see also

Sec. 2 5.4). A deflection of the stereocilia towards the tallest row (in the direction of the

lateral wall) pulls on the tip links and leads to an increased channel-open probability. As

a consequence, the membrane potential is decreased by the resulting transduction current

(depolarization) If the stereocilia are deflected in the other direction, leading to a smaller

channel-open probability as compared to the equilibrium position, a hyperpolanzation of

the cell occurs.

Along the length of the cochlea, the length of both OHC and IHC stereocilia decreases

from base to apex. For outer hair cells, the range extends from 1 /im at the base to

about 6 /im at the apex. For the inner hair cells, the variation in their stereocilia length
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is between 2 and 5 ftm [134]. OHC also vary systematically in length [184, 182]. At the

base, their length can have a value of about 10 /im, which increases up to 90 /xm at the

apex. The function of this length gradation is unclear.

2.4.3 Tectorial Membrane

The function of the tectorial membrane (cf. Fig. 2.15) may be crucial for active amplifica¬

tion and transduction. It consists of an acellular gelatineous structure containing several

classes of proteins [215], appearing as a dense network of fibers [118, 133].

Most importantly, the tectorial membrane, being endowed with mass and stiffness, is

thought to constitute a second resonant system. Using laser-interferometry, it has been

possible to measure the vibrations of the tectorial membrane in two directions [76]. In

this way, it was confirmed that the tectorial membrane provides a second resonant system

with a resonance frequency one half octave below that of the basilar membrane, with

the direction of the vibrations being in parallel to the reticular lamina. Actually, such

a resonant system was proposed a few years earlier [6] on theoretical grounds. As the

basis of this resonance, the authors of the cited study propose the mass of the tectorial

membrane together with the compliance of the attached OHC stereocilia.

This observation is important for the assumed active amplification mechanism based on

OHC motility, since the length changes of the OHC lags with a phase of 7r/2 the maximum

displacement of the stereocilia [182]. The relative phase between tectorial membrane and

basilar membrane, which determines the moment of stereocilia deflection, is therefore

crucial, as it determines the relative phase between the OHC contraction-elongation cycle

and the basilar membrane vibration. In order to obtain most efficient amplification, this

must occur at the right phase relative to the basilar membrane motion. The observed

resonant behaviour of the tectorial membrane is proposed to resolve this problem.

Another problem encountered with active amplification is ringing. For the observed

frequency selectivity of the active amplifier, it is expected that the system responds a long

time after the stimulus signal has been turned off. This contradicts the observation that

the hearing system responds to stimuli within the /is-range. The resonant tectorial mem¬

brane may also serve as a mechanism to avoid ringing, as the phase relationship between

tectorial and basilar membrane may become mistuned as the external stimulus vanishes.

The efficiency of the active amplifier is then heavily reduced, so that the vibrations rapidly

decay. The amplifier then becomes susceptible to another, different signal.

2.5 Active Amplification by Outer Hair Cells

2.5.1 Basilar Membrane Response of the Living Cochlea

With the stroboscopic technique used by von Békésy in his measurements, the smallest

observable basilar membrabe displacements are of the order of the wavelength of the

light source, that is about 500 nm for visible light. At threshold, however, the basilar

membrane vibrations amount to fractions of a nanometer. Therefore, von Békésy was

obliged to apply rather high sound pressure levels (more than 100 dB). In the 1950s, the

first neuronal recordings became available [230, 62], and it was found that auditory nerve

fibres have a frequency selectivity comparable to psychophysical tuning curves. For the

following decades, it was a big riddle how the relatively broadly tuned basilar membrane

response curves observed by von Békésy are transformed into the sharply tuned neural
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Figure 2.16: Basilar membrane response at a basal location in the chinchilla cochlea.

(a) Frequency response (basilar membrane velocity). The numbers beneath the solid lines

indicate the stimulus intesity in dB SPL. (b) Gain of the responses shown in (a) relative

to the stapes. Characteristic frequency is 9 kHz. (From Ruggero, [200].)

excitation patterns. This led to the hypothesis of a second filter in the organ of Corti that

performs this transformation.

The employment of the Mössbauer effect for cochlear measurements [109], however,

opened new directions to resolve this problem. Mössbauer observed in 1958 that the

frequency of 7-photons emitted by a radioactive crystal is changed if the radiating atom

moved. Application of radioactive sources on the basilar membrane therefore provided

a means to measure its velocity. This allowed to measure basilar membrane responses

at ever smaller sound levels. The first in-vivo measurements by Rhode in 1971 [187]

not only revealed sharper response peaks, but also showed signs of cochlear nonlinearity.

These results were first met with scepticism, since the Mössbauer effect is itself nonlinear

and requires elaborate mathematical analysis in order to eliminate nonlinear distortions.

During the 1970s, it appeared that the basilar membrane is as sharply tuned as the

auditory nerve [189].
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Figure 2.17: Frequency tuning curves for the data shown in Fig. 2.16 (a). Solid line: veloc¬

ity criterion (sound intensity needed to elicit a basilar membrane velocity of 0.1 mm s_1).

Dashed line: place criterion (basilar membrane displacement of 1.77 nm). Dotted line:

tuning curve of a primary afferent neuron innervating this location. (From Ruggero,

[200].)
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Figure 2.18: Basilar membrane input-output function. The numbers attached to the

curves give the frequency in kHz of the applied stimulus. Characteristic frequency is

8 kHz. Note the strong compressive nonlinear behaviour of the 8 kHz tone (two curves,

indicated by arrows). (From Robles, Ruggero and Rich [197], in [157].)

The application of the laser interferometric technique, which was utilized for the first

time in 1982 [115], demonstrated that there was no need for a second filter in the cochlea.

Moreover, it was shown that the sharp basilar membrane tuning reverted to poor tuning

for large sound levels, or upon trauma or death [115, 206]. This demonstrated that the

active process is a very fragile mechanism. Damage of the active mechanism by acoustic

trauma or disease is very often the cause for cochlear hearing loss.

In Fig. 2.16, basilar membrane frequency response curves (a) and gain (b) are shown

for the vibration at a location on the basilar mebrane with characteristic frequency (CF) of

9 kHz. It is seen that the frequency selectivity successively decreases with increasing sound

level. Also, a strong compressive nonlinearity is observed for frequencies near CF, while

for other frequencies the response still appears linear. This phenomenon is better visible

in Fig. 2.18, where the cochlear input-output function for different frequencies is shown.

We observe that the response is linear for small stimuli, while above about 20 dB sound

pressure level, a strongly compressive nonlinear behaviour is visible (see 8-kHz curve).

For sound levels beyond 90 dB, it appears that the behaviour becomes linear again. This

observation suggests the operation of an active amplifier with dynamic gain control: For

small stimuli, amplification is constant, resulting in linear behaviour, while for increasing

stimuli, it is reduced until the response becomes passive and linear responses for very high

sound levels. From Fig. 2.16 (b), we estimate a small-amplitude gain of about 50 dB.

In Fig. 2.17, frequency tuning curves for the basilar membrane and an afferent neuron

innervating the location with characteristic frequency of 9 kHz are shown. In contrast to

Fig. 2.16 (a), where the response for à fixed input level is displayed, in Fig. 2.17, the input

level is varied in order to keep the response level at the same value for different frequencies

(iso-response curves). It is seen that the tuning of the basilar membrane deviates little

from the neural tuning curves, irrespective of whether constant basilar membrane velocity

(solid line) or displacement (dashed line) are imposed.

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show data measured near the cochlear base. Due to its anatomi¬

cal structure, it is very difficult to obtain information about the vibrations at low frequen¬

cies, that must be measured at the apex of the cochlea. Only few such measurements have
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Figure 2.19: Response of the chinchilla cochlear partition near the apical end. Shown is the

transversal displacement of the tectorial membrane (in the apical turn, the experimenter

looks "on top" of the cochlear partition), (a) Frequency response, (b) Gain relative to

stapes. The numbers indicate the input sound intensity in dB SPL. (From Rhode and

Cooper, [190].)

been performed on living animals [189, 190]. Figure 2.19 shows the transverse displace¬

ment of the tectorial membrane near the apical end of the chinchilla cochlea obtained by

the authors of the cited studies. Due to the position of the apical turn of the cochlea, the

experimenters were obliged to measure from the scala media side. This implied that the

vibrations of the tectorial membrane rather than the basilar membrane were measured.

However, the transversal motion of the tectorial membrane is most likely in unison with

the vibration of the basilar membrane. It is seen that the amplification is relatively small

(below 20 dB), and rather broad tuning emerges, which changes little as the stimulus

level is increased. From Fig. 2.20, where tectorial membrane and neural tuning curves are

shown, we observe sharper neural than mechanical tuning. This indicates that cochlear

processing is very different in the basal and the apical part of the cochlea, which has no

theoretical explanation yet.
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2.5.2 Outer Hair Cell Motility

From the observations that have been obtained using new experimental techniques, the

question about the mechanism that allowed for the sharp tuning and the strongly com¬

pressive nonlinear behaviour arose. It was seen that the then extant passive models of the

cochlea were unable to reproduce the measured responses. On the other hand, growing

evidence was furnished for the existence of an active mechanism, a hypothesis already

put forward by Gold in 1948 [74]. In 1978, Kemp observed [111] that, upon stimulation

by brief clicks, the ear is able to emit sound. Notably, the total energy of the generated

sound was found to be larger than the energy of the applied input stimulus. One year

later [112], spontaneous emission were detected. This phenomena have since been termed

otoacoustic emissions (see Sec. 2.7), and they gave a strong indication that an active,

force-generating mechanism must be present. In 1985 [19], it was found that OHC are

able to change their length upon electrical stimulation and are thus most likely responsible

for cochlear active amplification. This observation triggered an extensive research activity

in the biophysics of mammalian and non-mammalian hair cells (see also Sec. 2.5.4).

If the hair bundle of an OHC is deflected towards the row with the tallest stereocilia, the

resulting depolarization of the cell leads to a shortening of the cell body, while deflection

in the other direction, with ensuing hyperpolarization, leads to an increase in length.

The length changes amount to at most 4 % [19, 11, 203] (cf. Fig. 2.21). As the OHC

can be stimulated elecrically, by applying an external potential, the process of motility

(or e/ectro-motility) is termed reverse transduction, in contrast to forward transduction,

where a mechanical signal is transformed into an electrical (neural) stimulus. In OHC,

both processes occur simultaneously, and they are difficult to disentangle when applying

acoustic signals. The phenomenon of electrically evoked otoacoustic emissions (EEOAE,

see 2.7.4), however, provides a means to bypass forward transduction.

The speed ofOHC electromotility is large, and it seems that OHC respond to changes of

an external potential with frequencies beyond 80 kHz [83, 60]. The electromotile behaviour

of OHC can be decomposed into two processes, a slow and a fast one, that is able to
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operate at acoustic frequencies. Two mechanisms have been proposed in order to explain

the observed motility. The first mechanism is based on the fact that the cell shape is

determined by the osmotic pressure across the cell membrane, the turgor, and tensile

forces exerted by structural elements on the cell membrane or within the cell. In OHC,

it is assumed that tensile filaments in the lateral membrane balance the forces of turgor,

thereby allowing to flexibility only in the axial direction [87, 102]. Conformational changes

of a membrane protein, induced by variations of the membrane potential, then leads to a

change in basolateral surface area. Since the cell's total volume must stay constant, this

is compensated by a change in the cell's length ("area motor", [101]).

As an alternative mechanism, it has been suggested that the transmembrane potential

is directly involved in OHC motility [105, 107, 80]. The authors of these studies propose

that the cell membrane is composed of different sheets charged with ions. Different voltage

levels would change the electrical forces between these membrane sheets. If the total

volume of the cell membrane is assumed to stay constant, again a cell length variation

results.

Possibly, it is not the change in length, but the force exerted by OHC upon contraction

or elongation that is crucial for active amplification. As the cell's length changes by a

factor of only 1.04, it has recently been observed that its stiffness changes by at least

a factor of 2 [80]. Paradoxically, depolarization of the OHC seems to give a decrease of

stiffness and a shortening of the soma, so that the cell-length variations cannot be seen as

a simple consequence of stiffness modulations (it would require negative stiffness). Allen

[4] proposed an OHC motility model for resolving this difficulty.

Although OHC respond very quickly to externally applied electric fields, a problem

arises if the stereocilia-deflection induced transducer currents provide the signal. Above

1000 Hz, these currents are effectively shunted by the OHC's membrane capacitance, and

the change in transmembrane potential is too small as to trigger a motile response. It

is still unclear how this problem is resolved. A possible alternative mechanism to OHC

motility is presented in Sec. 2.5.4.

2.5.3 Micromechanical Motions of the Organ of Corti

It is still not well understood how OHC force generation actually induces enhancements

of cochlear partition vibration. In-vitro measurements of different parts of the organ

of Corti [99, 145, 234] first suggested that the reticular lamina is displaced 5-10 times

farther than the basilar membrane upon OHC contraction, which is accounted for by

the small stiffness of the reticular lamina. It has also been observed that the reticular

lamina and the basilar membrane move out of phase. Recent measurements [84], however,

revealed that the motions of motions of the basilar membrane and the reticular lamina

are rather similar. Especially, only little phase differences between these two vibration

components were detected. The discrepancies between these studies may be explained by

the experimental conditions, for example by a detachment of the tectorial membrane from

the OHC hair bundle, which was induced by the experimental procedure (see [84]).

It seems that the organ of Corti is readily deformable by OHC forces. OHC motility

probably forces the reticular lamina to rotate around the hinge formed by the tops of the

rigid pillar cells (cf. Fig. 2.11). It has been proposed [168] that this leads to a displacement

of the basilar membrane towards the scala tympani upon OHC shortening, as shown in

Fig. 2.22. This suggest different basilar membrane vibrations in the arcuate and pectinate

zone. It has indeed been derived from in-vivo measurements that the arcuate and pectinate
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Figure 2.22: Possible motion of the organ of Corti upon OHC contraction. The triangle

made up by the inner and outer pillar cells (the corners are indicated by the numbers 1, 2

and 3 in panel (a)) is assumed to be very stiff. Contraction of OHC (panel (b)) then leads

to a downward deflection of the basilar membrane. This scheme has been implemented in

a cochlear model. (From Nobili, Mammano and Ashmore, [168].)

zone move out of phase within a range of frequencies [251]. The proposed picture depends

upon the assumption that the pillar cells are very stiff. From experimental measurements

[173, 174, 175], this may well be the case. However, other measurements [251] indicate

that the basilar membrane deflects towards the scala vestibuli if the OHC contract. In

[84], it is argued that both the reticlar lamina and the basilar membrane rotate as a rigid

body around a point near the inner limbus.

In in-vitro experiments on excised cochleae [186], radial motions of the apical surfaces

of the OHC were observed that were coupled mechanically (by the reticular lamina) to

the apical surfaces of the IHC. This raises the question on how the IHC are stimulated.

As they are not attached to the overlying tectorial membrane, it is assumed that fluid

flows relative to the IHC stereocilia deflect them and lead to excitation. Already in

1960, von Békésy observed significant fluid streaming in cochleae, however at high sound

levels. It has been proposed that a component of steady streaming may impart significant

stimulation for IHC at high frequencies [130]. Possibly, the OHC active amplification can

trigger significant streaming at low amplitudes.

From this discussion on internal motions of the organ of Corti, an important question

arises: Which is the relevant motion for mechano-electrical transduction? Since the hair

cell stereocilia extend from the reticular lamina, it is clear that reticular lamina vibrations

are the relevant signal. However, due to cochlear anatomy, the measurement of these

motions is difficult in vivo: Experiments are usually performed at the cochlear base,

where access is less difficult. Due to the anatomical position of the cochlea in the temporal

bone, this implies that only measurements from the scala-tympani side is possible. Basilar
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membrane vibrations are thus the only experimentally obtained cochlear vibration data

- with the exception of (difficult) measurements at the apical side, where the transversal

motion of the tectorial membrane is measured (see Sec. 2.5.1). As the basilar membrane

and the reticular lamina perform similar movements, according to a recent study [84],

basilar membrane vibration data are indeed relevant for the study of mechano-electrical

transduction.

2.5.4 Limit-Cycle Oscillations in Hair Cells

In order for active amplification by OHC to be effective, the force exerted by the OHC must

be delivered to the basilar membrane at the right phase in order to enhance rather than

inhibit basilar membrane motion. Therefore, the active amplification mechanism must

work on a cycle-by-cycle basis, like a pendulum clock. It should therefore be possible to

describe the active amplification process as a nonlinear oscillator, or, in other words, as a

limit-cycle oscillation (see e.g. [10]). It is a well-established fact in nonlinear-systems the¬

ory, that two coupled nonlinear oscillators with different characteristic frequencies display

a constant phase relationship given by a rational number (phase-locking, see e.g. [73]).

In neural systems, this phenomenon has been demonstrated experimentally [225, 226]. In

the auditory system, the required second resonator is most likely provided by the tecto¬

rial membrane (see Sec. 2.4.3). The tectorial membrane ensures that the phase-locked

response of the OHC occurs at the right phase of basilar membrane displacement.

In lower vertebrates, where no hair-cell motility is observed, active amplification is

effectuated directly at the stereocilia transduction channels, where tip-link stiffness adap¬

tation, mediated by the transduction channels' conformation, plays a crucial role. In

the last two decades of the 20th century, illuminating advances have been made in the

understanding of the biophysical processes underlying this active amplification mecha¬

nism (see [29, 192] for an excellent review). Similar to the motile mechanism of OHC,

this process operates on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Since OHC are homologous to vertebrate

mechanosensory cells, the same processes may also, besides motility, be effective in OHC,

although not experimentally proven. At least, the motile mechanism may be governed by

the same processes
- the channel dynamics in the stereocilia's tips - as the here proposed

amplification mechanism. As OHC motility most likely is not effective for frequencies

above 1000 Hz, where transducer currents are capacitively shunted, stereocilia stiffness

adaptation may serve as an alternative for high frequencies also in mammals [192]. It has

even been suggested, that OHC motility just acts as a tuning mechanism for stereocilia-

stiffness based active amplification [192]. However, due to lack of experimental evidence,

such considerations remain purely speculative.

As a fundamental mechanism of active amplification by hair cells, stereocilia stiffness

adaptation has been recognized for reptiles and amphibiae [50, 30, 78, 12, 151, 97, 49].

Stereocilia stiffness adaptation is mediated by a mechanism that tends to restore tip-link

tension to the resting level as the hair bundle is deflected. The tip links are tethered

to Ca2+-permeable ion channels [180], whose conformation then determines their tension

and, by consequence, the stiffness of the stereocilium. Deflection dependent variations

in channel-open probability, governed by a feedback effect involving intracellular Ca2+-

concentrations [194, 195, 139], are therefore at the same time the basis for transducer

current adaptation, and for the mechanical adaptation of stereocilium stiffness. Probably,

the transduction channel itself must be identified with the cochlear amplifier. Adaptation

consists in a fast process, which may impart a mechanical tuning to the hair bundle
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Figure 2.23: Two models for tip-link tension adaptation in hair cells of lower vertebrates.

(a) The myosin-motor model. Transducer channels are tethered to actin cores by motor

proteins, possibly myosin-I/5. The motor proteins are trying to climb upwards on the actin

filaments, thereby pulling on the channel. Deflection of the stereocilia towards the tallest

stereocilium (positive direction) increases tip link tension (left panel), so that the channel

is pulled downwards (right panel). If the bundle is deflected in the negative direction,

tip-link tension is restored by the climbing motor proteins that move the transduction

channel upwards again, (b) The calcium closure model. Calcium enters open transduction

channels and binds to a site on or very near the channel. This decreases the channel-

open probability, which leads to an increase in tension of the to the channel attached tip

link. The affinity of calcium to the closed channel complex is significantly lower than in

the open state, so the calcium ions rapidly dissipate away, increasing the channel-open

probability again. Note that the two processes are not exclusive. The myosin motor acts

on a slower time scale than the calcium closure model, which can be very fast. (Adapted

from Corey, [29].)
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[193, 195], to which a slower process [195, 250] is superimposed, which is thought to

maintain the bundle's operating range. It has been experimentally shown that the fast

adaptation process operates as a force generating mechanism in turtles and bullfrogs,

leading to spontaneous sustained hair bundle oscillations (ringing) [31, 91, 14, 148].

Two modelling approaches for adaptation have been proposed so far, that are not

mutually exclusive (see Fig. 2.23): First, an active myosin motor has been suggested to

operate within the stereocilia, and second, a Ca2+-dependent channel closure model has

been formulated [30, 91, 250]. The active motor model [90, 12], since involving a relatively

slow mechanical adjustment of tension of the gating springs, is able to account for the

slow component of the adaptation process. In the Ca2+-dependent channel closure model

[30, 91, 250], however, Ca2+ binds directly to an intracellular site on the channel, thereby

shifting the energetics of channel opening so as to increase the probability of channel

closure. In order to maintain the same open probability, more force has to be applied to

the tip link tethered to the channel. This model is able to explain the frequency-dependent

fast component of adaptation and the observed sustained hair bundle oscillatons [25, 250],

and it may therefore serve as a basis for an active model of basilar mebrane vibration.

Both models display limit-cycle behaviour of the hair cell's response, which could

be generically described by a Hopf bifurcation [21]. This, together with its mathematical

properties, led us to the conjecture that the Hopf bifurcation may be the crucial ingredient

for active amplification in hearing (see Sec. 4.2), irrespective on whether mammals or lower

vertebrates are considered.

2.6 Nonlinear Phenomena

Even von Békésy had been able to measure nonlinear responses of cochlear vibration.

Unfortunately, since he did not trust in the experiment's outcomes, he renounced to

publish these results. Psychoacoustic phenomena, such as masking or combination-tone

generation gave early indications on cochlear nonlinearity. However, it was long believed

that the cochlear response is linear, until enhanced experimental techniques revealed that

the opposite is true (see Sec. 2.5.1). Today, it is believed that cochlear nonlinearity is to

a very large extent due to the nonlinear active amplifiers (OHC), and the passive cochlea

(dead animals) responds linearly, even for large sound levels. Besides the phenomena

mentioned here, the emergence of otoacoustic emissions is another expression of cochlear

nonlinearity. However, we defer a discussion to the followin Section.

2.6.1 Compressive Nonlinearity of the Basilar Membrane

Response

As already seen in Fig. 2.18 and 2.16, the basilar membrane shows strong nonlinearity at

characteristic frequency for moderate sounds, while the response at frequencies different

from characteristic frequency remains linear. It was observed that in the compressive

nonlinear regime, a 4 dB increase in input sound level leads to only 1 dB increase in

basilar membrane velocity [189]. As nonlinearity occurs only for moderate sound levels,

diminishing as the level gets very large, and as it is confined in the frequency range, it

follows that it is closely tied to the amplifier's action. A deterioration of the animal's

condition also rapidly leads to a linear response.
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Figure 2.24: Two-tone suppression on the basilar membrane, measured at a place with

characteristic frequency of 8.6 kHz. The dashed curve corresponds to the input-output

function of the 8.6 kHz probe-tone alone. If a suppressor at 10.6 kHz is presented, the

input-output function is shifted downwards, depending on the suppressor's level. (From

Robles, Ruggero and Rich [197], in [157].)

The strong nonlinear behaviour of the active process allows to cover a very large input

range (about 106 in amplitude, or 120 dB), as this input is compressed into a much smaller

range, that the auditory neurons can handle. It follows that, in the nonlinear regime of

the amplifier, the perceived loundness grows much slower than the sound pressure level.

If the active amplification process is destroyed, for example by trauma, however, this

compression is lost. A hearing-impaired person therefore experiences a very rapid loudness

growth as soon as the sound intensity exceeds the (elevated) threshold. This phenomenon,

called recruitment, was already examined in the 1930s [221].

2.6.2 Suppression and Upward Spread of Masking

If two tones are applied simultaneously, the nonlinearity of the cochlea causes them to

interact. One observed phenomenon is the reduction of the basilar membrane response

to one tone (the probe) at its characteristic place, when another tone (the suppressor)

is present. Depending on whether the frequency of the suppressor is below or above the

frequency of the probe tone, the terms low-side or high-side suppression are used.

An example for high-side suppression is shown in Fig. 2.24. It is seen that the sup¬

pressor tone reduces the response of the probe, depending on its level (which is above

50 dB). Interestingly, for large levels of the probe, an increase rather than a reduction of

response occurs. This indicates that the nonlinear process is not effective at high sound

levels, so that linear superposition of the two signals may occur. Note that, in general,

mutual suppression occurs, since the probe also affects the response of the suppressor, so

that both tones are mutually reduced [190].
Two-tone suppression is readily accounted for by the compressive behaviour of the ac¬

tive amplifier. If a suppressor is present, the active amplifiers at the probe's characteristic

place are already excited well into the compressive nonlinear regime (cf. Fig. 2.16). The

gain of the amplifier is therefore severly reduced compared to the case where the probe is

presented alone, which leads to a decrease of the basilar membrane response. Clearly, low-
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side suppression is effective for larger frequency differences between probe and suppressor,

as the traveling waves elicited by low-frequency suppressors cross the characteristic place

of the probe. High-side suppression only occurs if the probe's characteristic place still lies

on the decreasing side of the suppressor's response pattern.

Closely related to two-tone suppression, although usually treated independently in

the literature [4], is the psychoacoustic phenomenon of upward spread of masking, which

was already qualitatively described in 1876 [152] and quantitatively in 1923 [58]. The

effect is that, for a masker at constant frequency, a high-frequency tone is more efficiently

masked than a low-frequency tone, leading to asymmetric masking patterns. This is the

psychophysical complement to the asymmetry between low- and high-side suppression

discussed above. Interestingly, the problem of the upward spread of masking prompted

Wegel and Lane 1924 [243] to design the first hydrodynamic model of the cochlea, even

before von Békésy made his pioneering discoveries (1928).

2.6.3 Combination-Tone Generation

As the amplification process operates on a cycle-by-cycle basis (1 : 1-locking) no higher

harmonics (2a;, 3a;, ... ) are produced upon a single stimulus frequency ui. However, the

situation changes if a complex tone, composed of several different harmonics, is applied.

If we write the output y(t) of the amplifier as a power series

y{t) = alX(t) + a2x(tf + a3x(tf + 0(x(t)A), (2.37)

where x(t) denotes the input signal, we observe that additional components of mixed

frequencies, named distortion products or combination tones, are generated. For example,

let

x(t) = Aeiuit + Beiül2t, (2.38)

and assume u>i > ui2. Note that distortion products are only generated around charac¬

teristic place xc((jj\), since only there both components are input to the active process

(the u>i component cannot travel to xc(ui2)). The second term in (2.37) then produces the

components uii + ui2 and uii — ui2. However, only the second component can travel to its

characteristic location, while the first component's characteristic place lies more basally.

Similarly, the only component of the third term in (2.37) that is able to propagate is given

by 2lo2 — uii < uii.

These distortion products have been shown to propagate along the basilar membrane

to their own location of resonance [198]. For human listeners, the 2co2 — uii component

is particularly easy to hear, even at relatively low sound levels, provided that u>i ~ 1.2o;2

[211, 212]. Note that it is advantageous that only a few distortion products are able

to travel along the basilar membrane; all higher frequency products, such as uii + uj2 or

2oJi~ui2, are efficiently squelched by the passive properties of the cochlear partition. Were

the tonotopic map organized the other way, with low frequencies mapped near the base

and high frequencies near the apex, significant distortion of complex signals would be the

case.

From (2.37) and (2.38) we deduce that the amplitude of the 2oj2—uji distortion product

must be proportional to A3 at the place of its generation, if A = B is assumed. From this

we deduce a 3 dB decay if each of the stimuli decreases by 1 dB. However, it has been

observed that the decay amounts to only 1 dB per dB. This is a strong indication that

the distortion product is itself amplified at its characteristic place.
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2.7 Otoacoustic Emissions

The detection of otoacoustic emissions (OAE) [111] was a strong indication that an active

process must be present in the cochlea. Since their first observation, otoacoustic emis¬

sions have become an important tool for diagnosis of auditory disorders, as they allow

non-invasive probing of the innear ear (for reviews see [183, 245]). Depending on the

particular type of the evoking stimulus, otoacoustic emissions are generally classified in

four categories.

2.7.1 Spontaneous Otoacoustic Emissions (SOAE)

Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions occur in the absence of external stimulation, and they

are present in about 80 percent of all humans [177]. Interestingly, the emissions are

essentially groups of pure tones, being characteristic for each individual. SOAE can be

affected by sound of very tiny amplitudes presented to the ear. Even acoustic clicks

with energies as small as 1 eV have been shown to affect the emission's waveform [249].

This observation suggests that mechanisms on a molecular level may be involved in the

generation of the emissions.

The emergence of SOAE can be explained by sustained oscillations of the active am¬

plifiers. For example, if the active process undergoes a Hopf bifurcation, stable limit-cycle

oscillations of the system occur (see 4.2) if the bifurcation parameter, ß, is positive. Feed¬

back of the system's response may then lead to self-sustained oscillations of a portion of the

basilar membrane, which has also been shown using cochlear models [260, 229, 61]. Van-

der-Pol oscillator models have successfully been used to model the emergence of SOAE

[135].
But why is it then that only emissions at sharply specified frequencies occur? Probably,

irregular arrangements of outer hair cells trigger sustained oscillations at their boundaries,

where mutual suppression (interference) of individual amplifier's limit-cycle oscillations

does not occur. However, the spectral peaks of the emission are often regularly spaced,

so that it appears unlikely that they are produced by spatial irregularities. Possibly,

randomly distributed irregularities can produce regularly spaced spectral peaks in spon¬

taneous emissions [256, 229, 235], if the backwards traveling wave generated at the place

of the emission is partially emitted back at the stapes. Then, interference between the in¬

cident and the reflected wave occurs, attenuating or enforcing the emission, depending on

their relative phase. The relative phase, in turn, is a function of the location of generation

of the emission.

2.7.2 Transiently Evoked Otoacoustic Emissions (TEOAE)

After a short click or tone burst has been presented to the ear, transient emissions are

generated that eventually die out, sometimes sereral 100 ms after application of the stim¬

ulus. Similar to SOAE, the spectra of these emissions contain only a few sharp frequency

compounds, although being evoked by a noisy signal. This can easily be explained by

a Hopf-type oscillator: SOAE can emerge for positive bifurcation parameters, where the

system undergoes stable limit-cycle oscillations. TEOAE, however, may be generated if

the bifurcation parameter lies close to zero, but is still positive. Spontaneous oscillations

may then not occur, as suppressive effects from the surroundings are too large. An exter¬

nal stimulus, however, may raise the system into a higher level of excitation, from which it
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has a long decay time. The spectral regularities of the emissions would then be accounted

for by the same mechanism as above.

Emissions can also be evoked by a brief stimulus stimulus of a single frequency (syn¬

chronously evoked), but they are difficult to measure. Similar to SOAE and TEOAE, they

are by-products of the active amplification mechanism.

2.7.3 Distortion Product Otoacoustic Emissions (DPOAE)

If a stimulus containing two frequencies coi > ui2 is applied, the distortion product 2ui2—uii

emerges as an emission, provided that the ratio between the two stimulus frequencies is

about 1.2 [79]. This is a direct consequence of combination tone generation discussed above

(see Sec. 2.6.3): At the site of generation, both a forward and a backward traveling wave

emerge; the backward traveling wave, finally, emits sound into the middle ear. Low-level

DPOAE disappear after cochlear degradation [18], while high-level DPOAE can persist in

the presence of OHC damage and even after death. This suggests that low-level DPOAE

are closely tied to the active amplification process, while high-level DPOAE possibly reflect

passive nonlinear properties of the cochlea.

2.7.4 Electrically Evoked Otoacoustic Emissions (EEOAE)

If the normal cochlea is stimulated with an AC electrical current, acoustic emissions of the

same frequency can be measured in the external ear [159]. This effect gives strong evidence

for the reverse transduction process in OHC, according to which AC voltages cause them

to exert motile forces. In fact, EEOAE share many characteristics with acoustic OAE,

and the two readily interact.

EEOAE also provide a valuable tool for the analysis of the active process. OHC motile

forces are generated by a two-stage process (see Sec. 2.5.2) involving both forward and re¬

verse transduction. Using acoustic stimulation, it is virtually impossible to separate these

two processes. By EEOAE, however, forward transduction is bypassed and the reverse

transduction process can be studied directly [172, 120, 252], where the transmembrane

voltage can be estimated.
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Chapter 3

A Short History of Cochlear

Modeling

The history of cochlear modeling begins with Helmholtz [81], who conceived of the cochlea

as a spatial array of tuned oscillators, similar to piano strings. His intention was to ex¬

plain how the ear could fulfill its task, based on the knowledge on cochlear physiology

at that time. Physiological and psychophysical experiments revealed in the 20th century

that signal processing in the cochlea is very complex. In order to understand the relevant

biophysical mechanisms in auditory information processing, modeling approaches, based

on abstractions on the extant knowledge, are therefore used. When compared with ex¬

perimentally obtained results, a model can give insight whether the theories implemented

into the model are relevant. Conversely, results obtained from cochlear models can lead to

hypotheses about cochlear biophysics. As an example, the theory of otoacoustic emissions

is to a large extent based on cochlear modeling (see Sec. 2.7).
The era of "classical" macromechanical models of the cochlea began with von Békésy's

observation of traveling waves. Based on the theory of hydrodynamics, macromechanical

models are able to excellently explain the response of a linear, passive cochlea, in accor¬

dance with the measurements by von Békésy. The discovery of nonlinearities of cochlear

vibration patterns and of active amplification later led to extensions of classical models

in order to include force generation by active amplification and nonlinearity.

In cochlear modeling, the term "active" deserves some attention. In common usage,

an active system is defined by its ability to exert forces, or to deliver energy, to its

surroundings. In cochlear modeling, however, a distinction is made between undamping

or negative damping and "true" active amplification [43, 4]. In the former case, the active

process counteracts viscosity, by exerting forces that are proportional to velocity, which

causes the dissipated power to decrease. In the latter situation, however, the local energy

density is caused to increase by an external power supply. Most models of the cochlea are

of the first type, while our approach pertains to the second. Recent physiological findings,

however, indicate that "true" active models are in fact appropriate for describing cochlear

active amplification (see Sec. 5.1)
Brownell's [19] discovery that outer hair cells are able to generate force within the

organ of Corti, and subsequent observation of motions within the organ of Corti (see Sec.

2.5.3) stimulated the development of detailed micromechanical models that incorporate

various hypotheses on interactions within the organ of Corti. However, for most of the

modeling assumptions of these models, it is currently not possible to experimentally test

their validity. This led to an abundance of different models, and even model classes, each

incorporating a possible mechanism.
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Another interesting model type, multimode models, emerged in the 1990s, and seems

promising. In this model class, more than one mode of wave propagation is assumed,

and if conditions for interaction of the different modes are satisfied, active amplification

occurs.

The above-mentioned models are called biophysical, as they incorporate knowledge or

theories on the relevant biophysical processes in the cochlea. Other models try to mimick

the cochlear response without relying on actual cochlear processing. Such filter-based

signal-processing models are often used as pre-processors for models of higher-level, neural

processing [32, 33]. In telecommunications (data compression) and as pre-processors for

cochlear implants, such models gained some interest.

Already von Békésy' devised physical models, consisting of fluid containers with vi¬

brating membranes, in order to investigate the hydrodynamics of the cochlea [241], and

interest in this field continued until now [82]. Before powerful computers were available,

models of the cochlea were frequently implemented as an electrical network (e.g. [259]).

The implementation of such networks on a chip, a silicon cochlea, has first been proposed

in 1988 [144] and has been elaborated in the following decade [236, 205].
In the following Sections, I try to give a short overview on the main developments of

cochlear modeling. However, it is virtually impossible to cover this vast field with all its

ramifications. Therefore, this survey is far from being complete, and many interesting

developments had to be left out. The interested reader is thus referred to the excellent

reviews by de Boer [43, 35, 38, 39] or Hubbard and Mountain [95] for a more extensive

treatment.

Emphasis is laid onto the passive classical macromechanical models. Although they are

not able to explain the modern observations of cochlear active amplification and nonlinear¬

ity, they provide a solid framework for models where active amplification mechanisms are

included. The framework in our modeling approach relies, in contrast, on a surface-wave

analogy of the cochlea (see Sec. 4.3 and 4.4.1). At first sight, this seems strikingly different

from the classical approach, where the Laplace equation with the appropriate boundary

conditions at the basilar membrane is directly solved; possibly, relevant features are lost.

However, a closer look at the two-dimensional classical model reveals that our approach

is equivalent to it, but with the big advantage of being much more transparent and easier

to handle. The passive classical models, having a tradition of more than seventy years,

therefore provide a solid justification for the modeling framework adopted in this work.

3.1 Classical Macromechanical Models

Classical models are characterized by the following points [43]: (1) the organ of Corti

is considered as a single entity, that moves with the basilar membrane, without having

internal degrees of freedom; (2) the mechanical properties of the cochlear partition are

dominated by the basilar membrane (von Békésy's observations); (3) the mechanical prop¬

erties of the cochlear partition is described by local parameter functions; (4) longitudinal

coupling is neglected. The first point distinguishes macromechanical models [238], where

the whole cochlear partition moves in unison, from micromechanical models (Sec. 3.2).

From the second point it follows that in cochlear modeling, the terms 'cochlear partition'

and 'basilar membrane' are used interchangeably. But note, however, that according to

detailed basilar membrane stiffness measurements, the organ of Corti may impart a sig¬

nificant contribution to the basilar membrane's stiffness [173, 174, 175]. The last two
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helicotrema

Figure 3.1: Simplifications for the classical model of the cochlea. The cochlear canal

is assumed to be rectangular, which allows for a separation of the Laplace equation in

Cartesian coordinates. The basilar membrane width b is smaller than the total width of

the cochlear canal. It can be shown (three-dimensional models) that the height of the

cochlear canal, H, should be changed to Heff = A/b, where A denotes the cross-sectional

area of either compartment. (From de Boer, [43].)

requirements express that no mechanical coupling between elements of the organ of Corti

in the longitudinal direction is present. It is found that even minute longitudinal coupling

leads to a degeneration of model performance [8] (but see Sec. 4.9). Different sections of

the cochlear partition are thus only hydrodynamically coupled by the cochlear fluid.

As modeling simplification, the cochlea is seen as a rectangular duct, with height H

and basilar membrane width b (see Fig. 3.1); the fluid is assumed inviscid and incompress¬

ible. This three-dimensional situation is further simplified by assuming that the basilar

membrane moves in unison over its entire width - allowing us to neglect the z-coordinate.

If we further assume that the principal motion of the fluid occurs in the x-directions, we

can also neglect the transverse y-coordinate and end up with a one-dimensional model.

The one-dimensional model is also termed the long-wave model, since the last assumption

is only valid for wavelengths much smaller than the height H (see Sec. 4.4.3). Indepen¬

dent on the model's dimensionality, the model is driven by the antisymmetric part of the

pressure distribution in the cochlear canal [179, 35]. Following the arguments exposed in

Sec. 2.3.2, we can therefore assume that the cochlea is driven by an arrangement of two

stapes at the oval and the round window, but moving with opposite phase (see Fig. 2.10).

The classical model involves the solution of the Laplace equation

V2p = 0, (3.1)

with the appropriate boundary conditions on the wall and on the vibrating basilar mem¬

brane (cf. Sec. 4.4.2), where p denotes the fluid's pressure. The basilar membrane is

assumed to be endowed with constant mass density m and exponentially decaying stiff¬

ness

E(x) = E0e~ax. (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Electrical analogs for hydrodynamic calculations, (a) Electrical representation

of a fluid element of mass M at position x = (x,z,y) (coordinates as in Fig. 3.1). The

volume velocity through each face is determined by Vj = v-ej-A, where i = x, y, z, A = AL2

denotes the surface area of each face (Ax = Ay = Az = AL) and e* is the unit vector

in direction i. The voltage AU denotes the pressure difference across the fluid element,

while the currents correspond to the volume velocities, (b) Electrical representation of a

section of the cochlear partition.

This hydrodynamical problem, being difficult to solve, can be easily formulated as an

electrical transmission line. From this representation, direct intuitive insights can be

gained.

3.1.1 Electrical Transmission Line Analogy

The first formulation of a (one-dimensional) transmission-line model of the cochlea dates

to the year 1924 - even before von Békésy first published his discovery of traveling waves

(in 1928, [239]). At that time, Wegel and Lane searched for an explanation of the psy-

choacoustic phenomenon of the upward spread of masking (cf. Sec. 2.6.2). With their

model, they would have been able to predict the emergence of traveling waves, but for

lack of analytical tools and with no computers available, they were not able to solve the

model equations. The first quantitative analyses were performed by Zwislocki in 1948

[261], Peterson and Bogart [179] and Fletcher [59].

Hydrodynamic systems can, under the assumption of linearity, be easily transformed

into electrical networks of the impedance type. A fluid element in a volume of cross-section

S in each direction, having mass M and velocity v can be described by an elecrical element

as shown in Fig. 3.2 (a). The inductances account for inertial effects (mass M) and the
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resistances, if present, account for viscous friction. Voltage is equivalent to pressure,

and the currents / in the different coordinate directions correspond to volume velocity

V = Sv n in that direction. Together, we obtain the analogy

-> p (3.3)

-* Vx = Svx (3.4)

-* M (3.5)

-> k (3.6)

-+ r, (3.7)

V

I

L

C

R

where r denotes the damping constant caused by viscous losses, and k is the fluid's com¬

pressibility; usually, R = C = 0. Clearly, these elements can be connected so as to

simulate a complete fluid. The boundary conditions (no fluid can cross the boundary) are

automatically satisfied as no further elements are connected across the boundary (cf. also

Fig. 3.3 (b)).
The cochlear partition, or basilar membrane1 impedance impose another boundary

condition on the fluid. A section of the cochlear partition can be represented by an induc¬

tance Lap (mass of the cochlear partition) a capacitance Ccp (compliance = 1/stiffness)

and a resistance Rep (damping by friction), as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). In Fig. 3.3, the

one- and two-dimensional transmission-line analogs of the classical model of the cochlea

are shown. Clearly, the capacitance Ccp should increase exponentially along x in order

to mimick the basilar membrane stiffness E(x), (3.2).
The one-dimensional situation (Fig. 3.3 (a)) corresponds to the Wegel-Lane model.

The impedance of the elecrical analog of the cochlear partition, ZCp, is given by

ZCp(x, to) = iuLcp + —^—7-r + Rcp(x), (3.8)
iuiUcp{x)

which is equivalent to the mechanical formulation

ZCp(x,ui) =iujrn +
~^-

+ r(x). (3.9)
IUI

The determination of the real contribution of the impedance, RCp(x) or r(x), poses some

problems, and we refer a discussion to Sec. 3.1.6. The transmission line is driven by an

AC source attached to the oval window (compliance Cow), while the round window is

connected to the earth, simulating the possibility for the vibrating fluid to escape into

the middle-ear cavity provided by the round window. With the push-pull arrangement

proposed in Sec. 2.3.2, the AC source were attached to both terminals, but with only half

the voltage (equivalent to the stapes pressure) of the former situation.

Assuming

CCP(x) = C0eax, (3.10)

it is easy to see intuitively how the one-dimensional classical models behaves. Let us fix

the frequency of the driving AC current, to, to a not too large value. Then the impedance

Zap in the base of the cochlea is dominated by the capacitive term l/iuiCcp(x) (Ccp

is small there), and only a small current can flow across the branches. With increasing

distance from the terminals, the capacitive term decreases, and the current increases

1note that the two terms are used interchangeably
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Figure 3.3: (a) One-dimensional classical macroscopic model of the cochlea, represented

as an electric transmission line (Wegel-Lane). The oval and round window are represented

as small compliances, Cow and Crw- The impedances Zcp correspond to the element

shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). The helicotrema, at the end of the transmission line, only displays

an inertial reaction, Lht- (b) Two-dimensional macroscopic model. Current (and fluid)

is allowed to flow in the transversal direction. The input current Ist(x) is the same every¬

where, since the stapes velocity does not change across the oval window. The boundary

conditions at y — ±H are automatically fulfilled, as now current can flow across the

boundaries.
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correspondingly; at a characteristic place, xc(ui), it is cancelled by the inertial contribution,

iuiLcp, and only the (small) resistive term remains. In this region, the current across the

partition will be large. By consequence, the power dissipated by the resistance will also

become large and limit the current to a maximum. Past resonance, currents could in

principle flow across the branches; however, most of the supplied current already passed

the cochlear partition around resonance, so that past xc no significant current is left.

Noting that the current across the cochlear partition corresponds to the partion velocity,

we readily understand from this intuitive picture how the maxima of basilar membrane

vibration at characteristic places emerge. Also, note that each inductance representing

the fluid's mass,

LF = P^, (3.11)

where A denotes the cross-section of one of the fluid compartments, leads to a phase

shift between the currents accross adjacent sections, that are successively accumulated.

Increasing phases along the longitudinal axis, however, are a characteristic of traveling

waves.

The two-dimensional model (Fig. 3.3 (b)) differs from the one-dimensional case in the

possibility for the current to flow in the y-direction. Assuming the stapes moves like a

piston, each terminal at the base obtains the same current (volume velocity). Near the

base, where only a small amount of current may cross the cross-branches representing

the cochlear partition, the current is therefore distributed uniformly over the inductive

connections representing the scalae, and no current in the y-direction occurs. Near reso¬

nance, however, the impedance of the inductances representing the fluid density becomes

much larger than the cochlear partition's impedance. By consequence, the current will

concentrate near the partition. In contrast to the region near the stapes, the extension

of the scalae in the y-direction plays no importance near resonance, since only negligible

currents occur away from the partion branch. In the one-dimensional model, however, the

cross-section of the scalae determines the current across the partition branch everywhere

(cf. (3.11)).
In terms of hydrodynamics, the behaviour of the two-dimensional model near resonance

corresponds to the short-wave situation, where the penetration depth of disturbances into

the fluid, being proportional to the wavelength, is very small, leaving regions away from

the vibrating membrane (or surface) virtually unaffected. The situation near the base,

where the whole fluid moves more or less in unison, is characteristic for the long-wave

situation (see 4.4.3 for a more extensive treatment).

3.1.2 One-Dimensional Model

The one-dimensional model starts from the two-dimensional Laplace equation

d2p d2p
—-H = 0
dx2 dy2

and from Newton's equation applied to a fluid element

Vp = -icopv, (3.13)

where, in a linear theory, sinusoidal movements have been assumed.

The crucial assumption is now that the term d2p/dy2 stays constant over the y-

coordinate (one-dimensionality). Together with the boundary condition imposed at the

(3.12)
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walls (vy(±H) = 0) and at the basilar membrane2

2o

vbm =

—^—
at z = 0 (3.14)

ABM

this leads to the one-dimensional wave equation

d2p 2iu)p
p = 0. (3.15)

dx2 HZBM

The basilar membrane impedance, Zbm(x,ui), is given by

E(x)
Zbm(x,co) = iuim^ : \-r(x), (3.16)

IUI

where r(x) is chosen such that a "standard" situation is achieved, where the relative

bandwidth of the response remains constant in the frequency domain (see Sec. 3.1.6).
The basilar membrane impedance denotes the local parameter function that determines

the basic version of classical models of the cochlea.

For p, a sinusoidal depence on x and t can be assumed (linearity),

p(x,cü)=p0e-tkM, (3.17)

which represents a wave traveling in the positive x-direction. Since the cochlear parti¬

tion implies an inhomogeneous medium, whose properties, which are expressed by the

impedance of the cochlear partition ZBm, change with position, the wave number k is a

function of x, k = k(x,ui). (3.17) suggests that the amplitude of the propagating pressure

wave remains constant throughout the cochlear duct (determined by p0). However, as we

shall see shortly, dissipation of wave energy by viscous friction entails a negative imaginary

part of k(x,ui), which leads to a reduction of pressure amplitude.

For the velocity of the basilar membrane, vBm(x,ui), apart from exp(—ikx), an addi¬

tional dependence on x must be assumed,

VBM(x)=vBMfi(x)e-ikM. (3.18)

This ansatz is easily understood from the one-dimensional electrical circuit analog, Fig. 3.3

(a): The inductances L in the top and bottom line induce mere delays, but no changes in

voltage amplitude. This justifies the traveling-wave ansatz (3.17) for p(x,ui) -H- Uv(x,ui) —

Up(x,ui). The currents across the branches, however, are determined by Zcp(x), so that

an additional dependence on position of the amplitude of vbm(x) *-* I(x) is expected.

Using (3.17) and (3.18), it can be shown that

vbm,o Hk2

representing the impedance of the fluid channel as seen from the side of the basilar mem¬

brane. The denominator of this quantity, 1/Hk2, has been termed heq(X) [218, 219] or

Q(k) [36], a convention we shall adopt here,

<?(*) = j^ï- <3-20)

2Note that the pressure difference across the basilar membrane is 2p, since the pressures in the two

scalae are ±p in the antisymmetric arrangement.
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The function Q(k) characterizes the one-dimensional model, as it determines the dis¬

persion relation: From (3.14), it follows

P0
-

l

,
(3.21)

VßMfi 2Zbm

which leads to

-2iu>pQ(k) = ZBM(x), (3.22)

which is recognized as the dispersion relation. It will be seen shortly that in the two-

dimensional case (and similarly in three dimensions) this form does not change. What

changes, however, is the expression obtained for Q(k). Therefore, Q(k) is a useful descrip¬

tor for the classical model.

With (3.20), (3.22) can be rewritten as

e = - «p.. (3.23)

Under the assumption that ZBM(x,uf) is purely imaginary (no damping), the dispersion

relation (3.23) has two real solutions, one positive and one negative, corresponding to

right and left propagating waves. In this case, (3.23) reads

k2 - 1 2uj2P
(3 24)

As the location of resonance xc(ui) is approached, where

E(xc) = muj2, (3.25)

ZBm —> 0, and k diverges. We can rewrite (3.24) into

_

E(x)k2
" ~

mk2 + 2p/H'
(3-26)

which allows us to compute the group velocity

,_
dco

_

1 dm2
_

1 1 2E(x)pk
vg{x,u)

~

dk~2co dk -üjH(mk2 + 2p/H)2-
[à-Zn

From (3.24) and (3.27), it is clear that, as the location of resonance is approached, the

wavelength and the group velocity decay to zero, so that the wave essentially stalls at

resonance. In the absence of dissipation, the wave amplitude would diverge.

In the presence of a real contribution r(x) to the impedance Zbm, by (3.23) the wave

number has a small imaginary contribution. With

k(x, u)2 = 1 2U}2P. (3.28)
H E(x) — mu2 + iuir(x)

we obtain at resonance

*<*») = --W^ = (i-oJjg. p-29'
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In the presence of a damping term r(x), the wave number is thus limited to a maximum

value. The emergence of an imaginary contribution to k leads to an attenuation of the

wave amplitude, that becomes maximal at resonance, however small the damping term is

chosen.

An analytical solution of the one-dimensional model is difficult. Before powerful com¬

puters were available, the WKB method, which is used in quantum mechanics for solving

Schrödinger equations with varying potentials, provided that wave reflections do not oc¬

cur, became popular in cochlear modeling [255, 237]. With the WKB method, it is seen

that far from resonance, x <C xc(ui), the basilar membrane velocity and the group velocity

of the traveling wave are determined by

vbm(x.uj) ~ e*ax (3.30)

vG(x,co) ~ e-fx. (3.31)

Alternatively, an analytical solution for (3.15) can be derived if the stiffness is assumed

as the dominant contribution of the basilar membrane impedance ( "exponential model",

see [35]), which shows the same behaviour3. However, in our surface-based modeling

approach, these characteristics can be directly seen from the obtained dispersion relation,

without involved calculations (see Sec. 4.4.3).

3.1.3 Inadequacies of the One-Dimensional Model

The one-dimensional model is inadequate for cochlear responses near resonance, since

a constant distribution of pressure and velocity across the transversal (y-)direction is

assumed [209]. However, from arguments based on the elecric-transmission-line analog, we

know that the fluid velocity distribution must be very inhomogeneous in the y-direction.

From the physical models of the cochlea [241] it was indeed observed that the cross-

sectional area of the scalae has no influence on the localization of the resonance. Also,

dispersion relations that are incompatible with experimental findings arise from the one-

dimensional model [132].
The one-dimensional model is useful under the condition of long wavelengths, i.e. under

the condition that kH <C 1. It can be easily shown that this ensures that the variations

of the fluid variables in the y-direction remain small [43]. In our modeling approach, the

dispersion relation (3.24) will be encountered again in the long-wave limit of the surface-

wave model of the cochlea. However, near resonance, where the wave number is seen to

diverge, the long-wave condition does not hold.

Due to its relative simplicity, the one-dimensional model remains a valuable tool. But,

since the region around resonance is most interesting, higher-dimensional models must be

examined.

3.1.4 Two-Dimensional Model

The two-dimensional approach allows for variations in the fluid variables in the transversal,

^-direction, and it therefore furnishes a more realistic picture of cochlear hydrodynamics.

Our modeling approach revealed itself to be equivalent to the two-dimensional model, that

we sketch briefly here. By virtue of the application of the theory of surface waves, a much

more transparent, easy to interpret picture is obtained in our approach (see Sec. 4.4.3).

3Note that far from resonance, stiffness is dominant.
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For a detailed discussion of the classical two-dimensional model, we refer the interested

reader to the excellent review by de Boer [38].
The starting point for the two-dimensional formulation is again given by equations

(3.12) and (3.13). With the ansatz

pk(x,y)=pM(y)e-*kx (3.32)

the boundary conditions at y = ±H lead to

Piy)(y)= ^tS/T1 for*>0, (3.33)

Piy)(y)= -C-^mÛ for,<0, (3.34)

where the denominator has been chosen so as to ensure p^y\y = 0) = 1 (on the basilar

membrane).
The general solution of the pressure p(x, y) is given by a superposition of the partial

solutions pk(x,y),

where, for generality, waves propagating in both directions have been included, and

P(k) determines the strength of each component. The fundamental equation of the

two-dimensional equation, the Siebert equation^, is obtained by making p(x,y) obey the

boundary conditions (3.14). Using (3.13) and (3.14),

-2iujpp(x) = ZBM(x) j°° ^le-*kxdk, (3.36)

where p(x) = p(x, z = 0) and

«" =

SÄS
<3-37>

is the descriptor of the two-dimensional model5. With the substition

v^ =Ä (3'38)

we obtain

2p(x)
~r rT

= vbm{x
Zbm(x)

/oo V(k)e~lkxdk. (3.39)
00

In words, V(k) corresponds to the inverse Fourier transform of the basilar membrane

velocity. With (3.38), Q(k) determines the input impedance of the fluid channel as seen

from the side of the basilar membrane, P(k)/V(k) = iuip/Q(k), as in the one-dimensional

situation (see (3.19)).
The dispersion relation can be obtained by allowing for only one single component k

in (3.36). Then

P(k) = Pk5(k-k') and (3.40)

p(x) = Pke-*kx, (3.41)

4termed after W.M. Siebert, see [209]
5It determines the dispersion relation; see below.
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where, for the moment, k! is taken for the integration variable. This immediately leads to

the condition for k(x,uS)
-2iu;pQ(k) = ZBM(x), (3.42)

which is recognized as the dispersion relation, notably of exactly the same form as in

the one-dimensional case, (3.22). Using the definitions for Q(k) and ZBm(x), it can be

rewritten as

k tanh kH = -—-

—, rT, (3.43)
E(x) — mui2 + iu>r(x)

which is of exactly the same form as the dispersion relation obtained in our surface-

wave based model, (4.66). The only difference is the factor 2 in the numerator, which is

accounted for by the fact that the density p must be doubled in the surface wave analogy

(see 4.4.1).
In the long-wave limit, kH <C 1, ktanhkH « k2H, and the dispersion relation (3.23)

from the one-dimensional model is recovered (since Q(k) assumes its one-dimensional

form). This indicates again that the one-dimensional formulation is only appropriate for

long waves. In the short-wave limit, kH 3> 1, k varies twice as fast as in the long-wave

limit. This is seen from a comparison of (3.23) with (3.43) (applying tanh/cff « 1),

leading to

ksw(x, uj) = Hk2LW(x, u), (3.44)

so that
d d

faksw(x, u) = 2H—k2LW(x, u>). (3.45)

Since tanh kH « 1, the dispersion relation is independent of H in the short-wave limit.

This means that the position of the boundaries of the cochlear canal exerts no significant

influence on the fluid motions. We thus conclude that the bulk of wave motion thus occurs

far from the boundaries, i.e. in close vicinity of the cochlear partition.

3.1.5 Three-Dimensional Model

The formulation of three-dimensional models leads to the same equation as (3.36), but

with a different expression for Q(k) [219, 37, 36]. A three-dimensional formulation allows

to incorporate radial variations of the properties of the basilar membrane. However, they

lead to great analytical difficulty. Numerical solutions are also difficult to obtain, as the

model equations lead to instabilities. The WKB method has therefore gained interest

among the modelers [219, 220, 228].
It has been shown [169, 170, 171] that the relatively flat response peaks obtained with

the classical model get more pronounced if the three-dimensional structure of the cochlea

is taken into account.

3.1.6 Dissipation in the Cochlea

The peak of the cochlear response is determined by the balancing between active and

passive amplification and energy dissipation: In the absence of dissipation, the energy

density as well as the wave amplitude would diverge at resonance, xc(ui). However, as the

wave velocity decays to zero as resonance is approached, even tiny dissipative losses, since

accumulated over many oscillation periods, lead to a significant decay of energy density

and wave amplitude. The peak response is therefore determined by the balancing between
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these two processes. An elaborate treatment of dissipation in the cochlea is therefore of

great importance. However, in the current literature, little is found about this subject,

and dissipation still poses a major problem in the understanding of cochlear mechanics6.

As the major contribution to dissipation, viscous friction of the moving fluid on the

vibrating basilar membrane and the scalae boundaries (boundary layer dissipation) [217,
219, 7] is generally assumed in classical cochlear modeling. Alternatively, viscous losses

caused by the viscous shear motion between tectorial membrane and reticular lamina

[3] have been proposed. The viscosity of water, which leads to internal dissipation by

viscous friction among the fluid elements (cf. Sec. 4.5) is usually neglected as a source of

dissipation (the fluid is assumed to be inviscid).
In our modeling approach, we analyzed the problem of dissipation in the cochlea by

ourselves. We recognized that internal dissipation in fact dominates over boundary layer

dissipation whenever dissipation must be taken into account. We refer the interested

reader to Sec. 4.5, where a detailed treatment on this subject, which involves theory

of hydrodynamics (in particular boundary layer theory), is given. In the following, we

shall discuss how dissipation is traditionally incorporated into the classical model. The

relationship to our results will be exposed in Sec. 4.5.

In the classical model, (boundary layer) dissipation is expressed by the damping term,

r(x), in the basilar membrane impedance Zbm(x)- But what function is appropriate for

r(x)? De Boer [35] proposed

r(x) = Sy/%m~e-*x (3.46)

in order to achieve a "standard situation", where the relative bandwidth in the frequency

domain, which is determined by the parameter S, remains constant. At resonance, E(x) =

mui2, from which follows that \/Eo exp(—a/2 x) — *Jrnui, such that

r(xc) = 8mui. (3.47)

This ensures that the relative bandwidth of the basilar membrane resonance is equal to

1/6.
However, this expression for the dissipation is somewhat artificial, as it is chosen as

to ensure a particular predefined model behaviour. In our analysis, we thus obtained a

different expression for the function r(x), that does not meet the "standard situation",

even if only viscous friction between the basilar membrane and the fluid is accounted for.

However, this contribution is strongly dominated by internal dissipation, which is caused

by viscous interactions among the fluid elements themselves.

The "standard situation" has originally been proposed in order to guarantee the same

relative frequency resolution at different places on the basilar membrane, which is in

accordance with physiological and psychophysical observations. However, the classical

model is passive, while the frequency selectivity of the mammalian ear crucially depends

on the operation of an active amplification process. Therefore, it is not necessary to

ensure a constant basilar-membrane response bandwidth on the basis of a passive model;

the bandwidth of the excess gain induced by the active process (see e.g. Fig. 2.16 (b))
should account for this.

6see e.g. the discussion about dissipation in J.B. Allen's mailing list,

http://www.auditorymodels.org/list/cochlea/2001-December/subject.html
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3.1.7 Active Macroscopic Models

The discovery of active amplification in the cochlea led to the formulation of classical

models incorporating active amplification. In classical macroscopic models, active am¬

plification can be accounted for by admitting a negative damping term in the basilar

membrane impedance ZBM(x). To be explicit, the damping term should be negative in

a region basalwards from the response peak, which has the effect of response amplifica¬

tion. At the apical side of the response, however, positive damping is required in order to

guarantee attenuation past resonance. In 1980, Kim and coworkers [117] were the first to

apply this scheme, although it was proposed already in 1948 by Gold [74].

A nonlinear feedback model, that produced a force proportional to velocity, was pro¬

posed 1979 by Zwicker [258], and was later realized as an elecronic circuit using amplifier

elements [259]. This model was able to produce self-sustained oscillations, and could

therefore be used for explaining otoacoustic emissions (see Sec. 2.7).

Zweig [254] calculated the impedance of the cochlear partition from experimental data,

for very low sound levels. This led him to formulate a classical negative-damping model,

that was stabilized by a slow feedback force against uncontrolled oscillations.

Other models incorporate negative reactive elements in order to cancel the cochlear-

partition reactance, while the damping is low [123]. This approach was pursued in order

to avoid the high power consumption of contemporary micromechanical active models (see

Sec. 3.2.2).

3.2 Micromechanical Models

3.2.1 A Second Degree of Freedom

In the 1970s, it was believed that a second filter was necessary in order to generate the

sharply tuned neural response patterns that were in contrast to the broadly tuned basilar

membrane data of that time. This led to the conjecture that a second resonant system

must be present in the organ of Corti. Soon it was proposed that the tectorial membrane

may provide the physical basis for such a resonant system [262]. Allen [3] even allowed

the tectorial membrane to vibrate independently in the radial direction in each cochlear

partition cross-section.

Recently, these approaches regained interest, as experimental evidence exists that the

tectorial membrane indeed constitutes a second resonator with characteristic frequency

half an octave below the basilar membrane's characteristic frequency. This may be crucial

for an efficient operation of OHC active amplification, as was discussed in Sec. 2.4.3.

3.2.2 Active Micromechanical Models

In addition to the second degree of freedom provided by the tectorial membrane, Neely

and Kim proposed a model where active elements, associated to the OHC stereocilia, were

incorporated as negative resistances [161, 163]. Later [164], they proposed that the force

associated with OHC stereocilia was directly translated onto a trans-basilar-membrane

pressure. In fact, this new, and revolutionary, model contains three filtering subsystems:

(1) the basilar membrane, (2) the tectorial membrane and (3) the outer hair cells. It is

able to produce basilar membrane responses very well. However, it displayed a very high

power consumption, with an apparent power gain of about 30000.
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An improved model version was later designed by Neely [162, 165], that incorporated

active amplification and a second filter and reproduced excellent basilar membrane re¬

sponses. Interestingly, the second filter produced a spectral zero (a notch) half an octave

below the characteristic frequency of the basilar membrane. This led to the conjecture

of a second frequency map [6], which was later associated with the tectorial membrane

resonant system [76].
Several models with delayed feedback were also designed by Geisler [70, 65, 66], but

the tectorial membrane was not considered a tuned system.

In contrast to other micromechanical models, Mammano and Nobili [146] proposed

an alternative view of how the basilar membrane and the tectorial membrane could move

when the OHC contract. They assumed very rigid pillar cells, which leads to a displace¬

ment of the basilar membrane towards the scala tympani (cf. Fig. 2.22 in Sec. 2.5.3).

However, other experimental data indicate that the basilar membrane moves towards the

scala vestibuli upon OHC shortening [251]. In their model, the tectorial membrane is a

tuned system.

In addition to the afore-mentioned models, a variety of other micromechanical models

exists. However, it will not be possible to discuss even the most relevant ones.

3.3 Multimode Models

In multimode models, elements of the organ of Corti or other associated structures are

allowed to propagate waves, in addition to the hydrodynamic traveling wave of basilar

membrane vibrations. The model response is then critically determined by local inter¬

action between the different propagating modes. Clearly, such models involve non-local

feedback, as one mode may be affected by the other at a certain location, and act back

on the first at a more apical position.

As examples, we mention de Boer's "sandwich" model [40], which was proposed around

1990. In this model, pressures pv and pt in the scala vestibuli and scala tympani squeeze the

organ of Corti, which bears pressure p0c- The OHC press with equal but opposite forces

against the reticular lamina and the basilar membrane, respectively, while they do not

interact with the tectorial membrane. In this model, the reticular lamina, being endowed

with zero stiffness, was able to move considerably while the basilar membrane remained

virtually stationary. This model was in accordance with measurements on internal organ

of Corti motions that were performed at that time on excised cochleae [99]. Recent

experiments [84], however, suggest that no relevant relative motion between the basilar

membrane and the reticular lamina takes place.

The "sulcus connection" model proposed by de Boer in 1993 [41] is another, microme¬

chanical, model type that allows for a second propagating mode. In this model, the

tectorial membrane, being attached to the OHC stereocilia, is assumed to hinge at two

points: (1) at the modiolus above the internal spiral sulcus and (2) at a point over the

tunnel of Corti. This provides a connection to the fluid-flow within the inner spiral sulcus.

3.3.1 Traveling-Wave Amplifier Model

A particularly interesting model designed by Hubbard in 1993 [94] is based on classical

electronic traveling wave amplifiers, that are generally used for microwave generation [72].
The model consists of two coupled transmission lines that are made up of only passive

components. The first transmission line, called the output line, is a tuned transmission
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line of the Wegel-Lane type, that carries the traveling wave propagating along the basilar

membrane. The second transmission line, however, is not tuned. Both transmission lines

are connected by active elements (transistors) that are identified with OHC. A signal on

the second line controls the transistors, that supply a current to the first line carrying the

hydrodynamic propagation mode.

Amplification of the hydrodynamic (first) mode can only occur if the current supplied

by the transistors adds constructively to the current in the first transmission line. This

is the case if the propagation velocities in the two lines are equal. As the propagation

velocity in the first transmission line (traveling wave) decays as the location of resonance

is approached, strong amplification is obtained in a region basal to resonance, where the

velocities of the two modes match. Clearly, the group velocity in the second transmission

line must be slow relative to the basilar-membrane transmission line. Interaction between

the two lines actually causes the velocities of the two modes to be equal over a limited

region, which leads to enhanced amplification.

The crucial point is that a feedforward, not feedback, situation is obtained: signals in

both lines travel down the cochlea and lead to significant amplification on the basis of

their previous values. The coupling of the amplifiers to the traveling wave is therefore not

local, as in classical models, but distributed over an entire region.

The obtained excellent model responses indicate that the proposed model structure

- involving two propagating modes with nonlocal, feedforward interaction -

may indeed

be significant for cochlear active amplification. Since active amplification occurs on a

relatively small region of about 2 mm, this model is also in accordance with theoreti¬

cal estimates about the size of the region where active amplification may occur [5, 44],

which possibly is limited to below about 1 mm, as is indicated by experimental measure¬

ments [167, 191]. A final important observation is that the model is fairly robust against

parameter variations.

3.3.2 Feedforward-Coupling between Outer Hair Cells

Geisler and Sang proposed in 1995 a model [69] where feedforward coupling between

OHC was crucial. They justified their model with the anatomical finding that the OHC

are arranged obliquely in the longitudinal direction, with their apex tilted towards the

cochlear base, while the supporting Deiter's cells are tilted the other way (cf. Fig. 4.25 in

Sec. 4.10). If the OHC stereocilia receive a stimulus by the traveling wave, they argued,

the OHC force would be exerted a few micrometers in front of the exciting stimulus. If

the forward-coupling distance is of suitable size, the basilar membrane at that position

may be deflected in such a way as to provide undamping. An excellent model response

was obtained, which depended critically on the feedforward-coupling distance.

For our modeling approach, this model is of significance (see Sec. 4.10, as the final

version of our active model included feedforward couplings between the active Hopf-type

elements. The crucial difference to the Geisler-Sang model consists in the fact that in our

model, feedforward coupling does not lead to undamping. In contrast, the coupling leads

to the emergence of a second energy-propagating mode, that critically interacts with the

first, hydrodynamic mode.
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3.4 New Directions in Cochlear Modeling

In this Chapter, we encountered a variety of cochlear models, where we must be aware

that the collection presented here does not cover all existant models of peripheral auditory

processing. The reason for this abundance is the fact that cochlear processing is still not

well understood, and that many different, often completely diverging opinions exist.

The source for the apparent confusion is connected to the active amplification process,

while cochlear hydrodynamics, which determines the passive characteristics of the cochlea,

is well described by the "classical" modeling approach. The different concepts of active

amplification, and the concentration on specific aspects, such as coupling and undamping,

gives rise to many models where these conceps are implemented.

Therefore, problem is to find a general description of the active process, without being

bound to rely on a certain micromechanical amplification scheme. Thus, the question

that must be addressed, is: What is the generic description of the active process, after all

details have been abstracted? Recently, it has been suggested that an oscillator undergoing

a Hopf-type bifurcation may provide the answer [51]. As the Hopf-bifurcation is a generic

property of dynamical systems, the exact form how a system is actually implemented is

not relevant.

The justification for this conjecture is furnished by its mathematical properties, which

explain the basic characteristics of hearing. The design of a Hopf-type cochlear model may

therefore lead to a new, more adequate model class. Based on the principle of Hopf-type

amplification, many aspects of cochlear information processing can then be investigated.

For example, coupling schemes among the amplifiers and mechanism of dissipation as well

as their alteration by the mechanical activity of the organ of Corti may be examined.

In the following Chapter, a Hopf-type model of the cochlea shall be formulated. We

will use an energy-based formalism, which allows to make use of the genericity of the Hopf

bifurcation. We anticipate, that an adequate coupling among the Hopf-type amplifiers is

indispensable in order to account for all experimentally observed characteristics of cochlear

information processing.
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Chapter 4

A Biomorphic Active Nonlinear

Model of the Cochlea

4.1 Reasons for a New Cochlear Model

After this survey over the large variety of existant cochlear models, the question naturally

arises as to whether it is necessary to construct another new model type. This would be

indicated if (a) new insights into cochlear biophysics call for a synthesis into a model, or (b)

if none of the existant models meets our demands. In our situation, both conditions apply:

Firstly, the mathematical properties of a system poised at a Hopf bifurcation (see Sec. 4.2),

as well as recent insights into the transduction process by hair cells (see Sec. 2.5.4), provide

the basis for a new class of active, nonlinear cochlea models. However, up to now, no

attempt has been made to design a model based on Hopf-type amplification. Second, we

demand from a cochlear model that it should be easy to modify. It should be possible

to simulate the effects of cochlear damage on the basilar membrane vibration patterns,

which requires that the model constituents are closely related to the biophysical processes

in the cochlea. However, most of the available active models either display a rather high

structural complexity (micromechanical models), thus making purposeful modification

difficult, or they are designed on a purely functional basis (filter-based approaches), lacking

a close connection to biophysics.
In this situation, we may specify our requirements on a "good" model of the cochlea,

which should be satisfied by our new design, in the following way:

1. The model should be able to faithfully reproduce the basic characteristics of the

basilar membrane response. This includes the shape of the response patterns for

varying sound intensities as well as the compressive nonlinear behaviour of the basilar

membrane input/output function. Also, nonlinear effects like two-tone suppression

or combination tone generation should be reproduced.

2. The model should be "biomorphic". This means that its structure closely relies on

the biophysics and experimentally observed physiological properties of the cochlea.

3. Transparency: To the constitutional elements of the model and the model param¬

eters, a clear interpretation in terms of function as well as in terms of biophysical

significance can be attributed. This allows for rapid adjustment and tuning of the

model response. Also, improvement of the model by adding new structural elements

will be possible in this case. When it comes to modeling of cochlear hearing loss,
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this requirement is of particular importance, as it allows us to purposefully distort

the model performance by selectively disabling the elements of the active process.

4. Parsimony: The model should display the minimal complexity necessary for its

function. Especially, the number of free parameters should be kept low.

The last two points closely depend on the requirement that the model is biomorphic:

Only then the model can be endowed with a clear, biology-related interpretation, and a

transparent structure. Parsimony, in the sense of minimal model complexity, demands

that only the relevant biophysical processes are incorporated into the model. Based on

the assumption that the simplest solution has been employed by nature in the course of

evolution, we expect that model complexity, and especially the number of free parameters,

are increased if the model structure does not reflect the fundamental biophysical processes

of the biological system. Presumably this is the reason for the intricate structure of

the micromechanical models discussed in Sec. 3.2: Because the nature of the active

amplification process in OHC was not recognized, many additional structural elements

were needed to obtain realistic responses. Often, these structural elements and their

interdependencies rely on assumptions of cochlear micromechanics that cannot be tested

experimentally. In our model, we intend to eliminate such not testable hypotheses.

4.2 The Hopf Hypothesis

At the heart of our model is the hypothesis that the active amplification process in OHC

is characterized by a Hopf bifurcation. At the time when we set out to design our model,

the Hopf hypothesis, seen from physiological grounds, was merely a conjecture. How¬

ever, it was clear that further experiments will either provide evidence for, or disprove,

its existence. In fact, in the meantime advanced physiological experiments on the ampli¬

fication process of bullfrog hair cells have been performed [150, 149], and they revealed

many characteristics of Hopf-type amplification in the hair cell's response. Originally,

the mathematical properties of Hopf-type amplification were the justification for the Hopf

hypothesis, due to the fact that they provide an explanation for the basic facts of hearing.

This is demonstrated in the following Sections.

4.2.1 Hopf System as a Nonlinear Amplifier

In our modeling approach, we started from the hypothesis that the active amplification

mechanism is governed by the differential equation

z = (p + iuch)z-\z\2z + Felult, (4.1)

where the last term constitutes an external periodic forcing with frequency ui, z(t) e] C.

ujch is the natural frequency of the oscillation, and p K denotes the control parameter.

If we choose F = 0 (no external driving), (4.1) corresponds to the generic differential

equation of a system displaying a Hopf bifurcation. For p, < 0, the solution z(t) — 0 is

a stable fixed point, while for positive p, the fixed-point solution becomes unstable and

a stable limit cycle z(t) — ^fßeluJcht appears (Hopf bifurcation, [88]). The mathematical

analysis of the system (4.1) reveals that it is able to account for essential nonlinear aspects

of hearing [51].
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Figure 4.1: Stationary solution (4.3) of the driven Hopf system for different driving forces

log10(F)G{-l,...,6}.

If we consider the forcing F(t) = FelU)t as the input, the response z(t) corresponds to

the amplified signal. For periodic forcings the steady state solution, assuming 1 : 1-locking,

is obtained by the ansatz

z(t) = ReluJt+^. (4.2)

R is then determined by the cubic equation in R2,

F2 = R6 - 2pR4 + [p2 + (uj - cvch)2}R2, (4.3)

that can be analytically solved. (4.3) follows by first rewriting (4.1) as z — (p, + iuich)z +

\z\2 = FeZUJt, and then, after applying (4.2), computing the square modulus. Figure 4.1

shows the response R as a function of ui for different stimuli F.

In numerical simulations, we observe that for p, < 0 the 1 : 1-locked steady state

solution is approached very rapidly. This is of particular importance for cochlear modeling:

Although the cochlea behaves highly nonlinear at moderate sound intensities, no higher

harmonics are generated if only a pure sinusoidal tone is applied (see Sec. 2.6.1). The

Hopf system (4.1) thus naturally accounts for this phenomenon.

Let us first consider the case p, = 0 and u> = u>ch. Then, R = Fllz, and the gain

G = R/F = F~2/3 is seen to increase infinitely as F tends towards zero. This means that,

exactly at the bifurcation, the response of the system is compressively nonlinear for any

stimulus size. No small amplitude linear regime does exist; no stimulus is faint enough in

order to elicit a linear response.

For p < 0 (and still u> = uich), R = —F/p, for weak stimuli F, as only the i?2-term

contributes in (4.3). As F is increased, the other terms can no longer be neglected, and

as p2R2 « R6 — 2ßRA (which is satisfied if R2 ~ //), the compressive nonlinear regime is

entered. From (4.3), it follows that this transition occurs at about

Fcnl = (-pfl2. (4.4)

Therefore, for weak stimuli F < Fcni with frequency close to uicu, the response R is nearly

linear, with constant amplification, while for moderate stimuli the differential gain of the
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system, dR/dF, decreases with increasing stimulus intensity as F 2//3. This is seen by

taking the derivative of (4.3) with respect to F, which yields

2F = (6R5-8ßR3 + 2p>2R)^-. (4.5)
dF

For relatively large stimuli F, Rœ F1/3, and only the first term on the right hand side of

(4.5) is significant, which leads to the relation for the differential gain, dR/dF ~ F~2IZ.

Exactly the same compressive nonlinear behaviour is observed for the basilar membrane

response if the stimulus frequency is close to the characteristic frequency at the location

of measurement. The parameter p. determines the amount of active amplification in the

small-amplitude linear regime as well as the onset of the nonlinear regime, Fcni. In a

model that makes use of a Hopf-type amplifier, the gain can effectively be controlled by a

feedback process affecting the control parameter p. For large stimuli, p, is then set to large

negative values, which prevents damage by overstimulation, while for small excitations p.

is increased to values close to zero, which makes the system extremely sensitive.

If \ui — uiCh\ is large enough, the last term in (4.3) dominates, which implies R «

F/\u! — uiCh\. Far from resonance, the response is linear for every input amplitude. The

half-maximum bandwidth (3 dB bandwidth), T^b, is determined by the condition

j-,2 / ft-max \ r, I K-max \
,

/ 2 , r>2 \ / ^rnax \ / a c\

F =

—W~
-

2M —^~ + (^ + ridB) —z~ , (4-6)

where Rmax denotes the maximum response, obtained at ui = uich,

V = Rmax ~~ 2//ilma;r + p, Rmax- (4.7)

Therefore,

I*» = 3/i2 + \ (~RLx - 30//iCz) • (4-8)

As a first observation, remembering that p < 0, we recognize that the bandwidth cannot

fall below

r3dB,mm = V^l/il- (4-9)

This limiting case is attained for very small forcings F, when Rmax in (4.8) can be ne¬

glected. Clearly, as p, —>• 0, ever smaller bandwidths are possible. In the special case

p. = 0, we obtain TMB = Zy/l/t R2max, or, with Rmax = Fllz,

T3dB = ^V3. (4.10)

Since the gain scales with F~2^, it follows that the gain-bandwidth product is independent

of the forcing amplitude. For p, < 0, this also holds provided that the forcing amplitude

is sufficiently large, so that the R^^-texm dominates in (4.8). This is the case if Rmax ^

yf—p. Whether we substitute Rmax —

—F/p, (linear, constant-amplification regime) or

Rmax — F1^ (compressive nonlinear regime), in both cases we obtain

Fcbw « (-/x)3/2 = Fcnl, (4.11)

which is consistent with our previous delimitation of the two regimes. As a consequence,

we observe, that in the linear regime (F < Fcni) the bandwidth is determined by p, and
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independent of the forcing, while for larger drivings (F > Fcni), besides the compressive

nonlinear behaviour, a constant gain-bandwidth product is observed. It is remarkable

that this result is in harmony with experimental measurements of the basilar membrane

frequency response (see Fig. 2.16 in Sec. 2.5.1): Exactly as in our situation, it was

observed that the frequency selectivity of the basilar membrane is large and constant for

small stimuli, while it decreases with increasing sound level as the compressive nonlinear

regime is entered.

To summarize, the sinusoidally driven Hopf-type system (4.1) is able to account for (a)

the absence of higher harmonics if a pure frequency stimulus is applied (l:l-locked steady

state solution), (b) the high sensitivity of the mammalian ear (as G ~ — \/p, —> oo as

p, —> 0), (c) the linear regime at low stimulus levels, where constant amplification occurs,

(d) the compressive nonlinear behaviour for medium and large stimuli (G ~ F~2/3);

(e) the high frequency selectivity for small stimuli (T^b ~ ju -> 0 as ju -> 0) which

(f) decreases successively as the compressive nonlinear regime is entered (constant gain-

bandwidth product for F > Fcni).

4.2.2 Otoacoustic Emissions and Noise

For nonlinear oscillators, phase locking is expected if they are weakly coupled [225, 226].

This means that the frequency ratio of two coupled oscillators "locks" into a rational

number. Note that this property has been used when the stationary solution of the driven

Hopf system (4.1) was derived, where 1 : 1-locking to the external stimulus was assumed.

In our model, the Hopf-type amplification process is identified with the active, force-

generating mechanism that is localized in outer hair cells. The vibrating basilar membrane

is thus endowed with an array of force-generating Hopf oscillators that, in a realistic

picture, must be seen as weakly coupled. Assuming sustained activity even in the absence

of an external stimulus, phase locking between neighboring oscillators will occur. As,

due to the tonotopic principle, their respective characteristic frequencies are nearly equal,

1 : 1-locking can be assumed. Therefore we may expect coherent in-phase oscillations

of the active Hopf-type elements in an entire interval on the basilar membrane, where

the oscillation frequency is close to the characteristic frequency at this place. These

oscillations then elicit the basilar membrane into vibrations, which further triggers active

amplification, in the same way as if a small external stimulus were present. In this way, a

local disturbance of basilar membrane vibrations is generated, that then may propagate

back to the base of the cochlea. Across the middle-ear ossicles, the tympanon is stimulated,

and if a microphone is insterted into the external ear canal, sound generated by the cochlea

can be measured.

The question is, how sustained oscillations may emerge in the absence of external

driving. For the Hopf system, stable limit-cycle oscillations with frequency uich occur

beyond the bifurcation point, p > 0. However, if the oscillators were independent, due

to incoherent phases, no net force would be generated. But in a realistic view, where

coupling is taken into account, the emergence of otoacoustic emissions is readily explained

by synchronization of the weakly coupled oscillators.

It is also possible that noise keeps the Hopf-type oscillators in an excited state. If the

active process is associated with transduction channel dynamics, thermal fluctuations may

provide a driving force. Clearly, the power spectrum of an individual oscillator will then

cover a broad frequency range. If several oscillators are coupled, however, a concentration

of the power in a neighborhood of their characteristic frequency is expected, which would
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also lead to otoacoustic emissions. If an external stimulus is present, the oscillators phase-

lock to it in the same way; instead of adding additional power into the system, the

power, which is distributed over a whole frequency range, becomes concentrated around

the stimulus' frequency. In this way, weak-signal detection is enhanced by the presence of

internal noise. Also, the time needed to generate an appreciably amplified response may

be reduced - a problem encountered when dealing with transient signals. Later (see Sec.

5.1) we further elucidate the role of noise in the active amplification process and provide

recent experimental evidence for this mechanism for weak signal detection.

4.2.3 Pitch Perception

Coupled nonlinear oscillators may provide the substrate for pitch perception, as observed

in psychoacoustical experiments: In a recent lucid paper [22], it has been shown that the

observed phenomena in pitch perception of complex tones, such as the first and second

pitch shift effects, can be explained by the interaction of three coupled nonlinear oscilla¬

tors [23, 13]. The third oscillator corresponds to the incoming sound stimulus, while the

two first oscillators are located somewhere in the auditory system. A Hopf-type active

amplification process in the cochlea, involving an array of coupled nonlinear oscillators,

may well serve as the substrate for this pitch-perception model. Although dichotic ex¬

periments [89], where one part of the spectrum of a complex tone is presented to one ear

and the rest to the other, suggest that the relevant processing occurs beyond the auditory

periphery, this does not rule out the possibility of cochlear preprocessing for obtaining

optimal performance.

4.3 Towards a Novel Cochlea Model

In the last Section, we observed that the Hopf-type system (4.1) is able to account for

essential characteristics of the basilar membrane response, and may even provide the sub¬

strate for higher-level aspects of auditory processing (pitch perception). In other words,

essential features of the processing performed by the cochlea as a whole are already con¬

tained in one of its constituents, the active amplification process. From this observation,

the Hopf hypothesis draws its strongest support.

4.3.1 First Attempt: Arrays of Coupled Oscillators

As the active amplification process is tied to the outer hair cells, which form an array

along the basilar membrane, a first approach could be to model the cochlea by a simple

array of coupled Hopf-type systems of the form (4.1). It has been demonstrated that

an array of diffusively coupled nonlinear oscillators may generate traveling waves under

suitable conditions [178], where the wave propagation velocity depends on the diffusion

coefficient D > 0. If D approaches a lower bound Diow, the propagation velocity decays to

zero, where Diow depends on the array length. In Ref. [178], Chua's oscillators [26] were

employed, which exhibit a variety of bifurcation phenomena [116], including Hopf-type

bifurcations [156]. We may thus expect that traveling waves emerge in a coupled Hopf-

oscillators approach to cochlea modeling, where the propagation velocity could be adjusted

by the diffusive coupling D. However, in contrast to the situation in Ref. [178], where

identical oscillators have been used, the characteristic frequencies of the Hopf oscillators,

uich(x) are required to decrease with position x on the oscillator array (according to the
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tonotopic principle (2.36). Traveling waves may therefore only locally emerge on the array,

where the condition uoch(x) ~ ui is satisfied. However, the incoming signal (frequency ui)

is not able to propagate that far, as oscillators with u>cn(x) <C ui, that respond poorly to

the signal, are involved in its propagation. These rather disappointing conclusions were

confirmed by numerical simulations.

In the biological cochlea, hydrodynamic interactions between the fluid and the basilar

membrane effectuate the propagation of the incoming signal to the region where active

amplification by (possibly coupled) oscillators (OHC) takes place. In a modification of the

coupled-oscillators approach, the hydrodynamic effects were accounted for by modeling the

passive basilar membrane by an array of coupled, driven harmonic oscillators with viscous

damping. To each of these oscillators a second, Hopf-type oscillator was coupled, In other

words, the cochlear partition was modeled by a coupled array of pistons immersed in fluid,

each endowed with an additional, force-generating (Hopf-type) mechanism. Notably, each

basilar membrane element received the same external stimulus, which would correspond

to the pressure across the basilar membrane. The trans-membrane pressure, however,

is by itself related to the basilar membrane vibration1. Therefore, it is not justified to

assume a constant driving for each oscillator element. It was thus not surprising that no

satisfactory results were obtained using this non-biomorphic approach.

In a biomorphic cochlea model, however, the coupling of the basilar membrane to the

fluid, which leads to the emergence of traveling waves, must be adequately included. The

(passive) traveling wave, as carrier for the incoming signal, may then be coupled to an

array of Hopf-type oscillators. This calls for a new modeling attempt, where the coupling

problem is given careful attention.

4.3.2 The Coupling Problem

We will prove that the problem of the coupling between different model constituents, and

at different levels of integration, should be at the focus of a modeler's view. This allows

for a clear analysis of the modeling problem and sheds light on the path to the design of

a "good" cochlear model in the sense of Sec. 4.1. How this can be done is explained in

the following.
In cochlear modeling, the coupling problem manifests itself on three different levels:

1. Coupling between the cochlear fluid and the vibrating basilar membrane elements

2. Coupling of the active amplification process to the composed system basilar mem¬

brane - cochlear fluid

3. Mechanical coupling between the active elements

The first point poses the purely hydrodynamical problem of a vibrating membrane

which is immersed in a fluid and endowed with transverse, but vanishing longitudinal

stiffness (see Sec. 2.3.2). If we, in addition, manage to account for viscous attenuation,

a passive model of the cochlea is devised. This is demonstrated in detail in Sec. 4.4 to

4.6. An important issue to address on this level is the dimensionality of the model. In

Sec. 3.1.4 we have seen that one-dimensional models fall short to reproduce basilar mem¬

brane responses near the locations of resonance. On the other hand, higher-dimensional

models become increasingly complex. As a solution, we adopt the surface wave analogy,

1by the dynamic boundary condition on the basilar membrane; see Sec. 4.4.2
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which was proposed by Peterson and Bogert already in 1950 [179]. This approach not only

allows us to take advantage of the hydrodynamical theory of water surface waves, but it

automatically makes our model £u;o-dimensional, while its structure is kept transparent

(see Sec. 4.4.1).
As the central modeling assumption, we consider the fluid and the passive basilar

membrane as linear systems. This is in accordance with the observation that the essential

nonlinearities of hearing are tied to the active process, and disappear when the active

mechanism is disrupted [188, 246, 206]. In other words, the passive version of our model

will be linear. Nonlinearities are then introduced by the active amplification process,

which relates to the second point of the coupling problem,

4.3.3 Energy-Based Approach

In a direct attempt to the second point of the coupling problem, we might conceive of a

micromechanical model that accounts for the force transmission from the outer hair cells

to the vibrating membrane. A detailed analysis of the geometry and mechanics of the

organ of Corti would have to be made, including many non-verifiable assumptions. This

would clearly stand in contradiction to the proposed requirements of transparency and

parsimony, as it readily involves an intricate model structure with many free parameters.

Also, by the lack of the possibility for experimental verification, such a model would

not be biomorphic. As an alternative, a more global, integrative approach is needed,

into which the complex geometrical structures are subsumed. Observing that the active

amplification mechanism acts as a distributed, locally active power source, we propose

an energy-based formalism. The question of how the individual elements in the organ

of Corti interact with the cochlear fluid is then reduced to question of how the energy

density of the combined system basilar mebrane / cochlear fluid evolves along the cochlea.

The active amplification mechanism, represented by a distributed power source, then just

involves two coupling constants. For a detailed discussion, we refer to Sec. 4.7. In this

way, we end up with a simple version of an active, Hopf-type model of the cochlea.

The last point of the coupling problem involves the coupling between the Hopf-type

oscillators. From anatomical and physiological findings on the organ of Corti structure, a

coupling scheme is derived (see Sec. 4.10), which finally leads to the formulation of the

complete Hopf-type model. Interestingly, the problem of coupled Hopf-type oscillators

that we encountered in the first, naive attempt to modeling is now taken up in the final

stage of our advanced approach. We observe, after adopting the energy-based formalism,

that it is exactly the coupling between the active oscillators that guarantees our finally

obtained excellent model responses.

4.4 Coupling to the Hydrodynamic Wave - Elements

of Cochlear Hydrodynamics

4.4.1 Tu?o-Dimensional Surface Wave Analogy

When we explained the emergence of traveling waves (see Sec. 2.3), we observed that

the basilar membrane is driven by the antisymmetric part of the pressure distribution,

pa(x, y, t). Since the symmetric part, ps(x, y, t), pertaining to the compressive sound wave,

has no influence on basilar membrane motion, we may completely dispense of it. Thus we
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(a)

scala tympani -Pa(x,t)

TKv

Figure 4.2: Surface wave analogy, (a) Push-pull arrangement, leading to the antisym¬

metric pressure distribution pa(x,t) (see also Fig. 2.10). (b) Superposition of the two

compartments leads to the suface wave analog of the cochlea.

are left with the push-pull arrangement, which generates pa(x, y, t) (see Fig. 4.2 (a)). It is

clear that basilar membrane displacement at location x is caused by the transmembrane

pressure pBM = 2pa(x,y,t). Also, due to the axial symmetry of the situation, equal

amounts of fluid m,f(x) are displaced on both sides of the basilar membrane, but in

opposite transverse directions, as is indicated in the figure.

Under the assumption that the fluid and the basilar membrane are linear, we may su¬

perimpose the upper and the lower compartments of the cochlear duct (the scala vestibuli

and the scala tympani), but with opposite sign (see 4.2 (b)) [176, 43]. Then we end up

with a single compartment, driven by twice the original stapes pressure, 2pst(t), and con¬

taining a fluid of twice the original density, p = 2porig. The basilar mebrane, however,

now appears as a free surface, to which no external pressure is applied. Its vibrations can

therefore be considered as surface waves, comparable to surface water waves in oceans and

lakes. This analogy allows us to take advantage of classical water surface wave theory, as

exposed, for example, in the excellent textbooks by Stoker [222] and Lighthill [131].

However, a few differences to ordinary water surface waves exist. Firstly, the driving

pressure, pst(t), is applied at a well defined location (the oval window) to the fluid, and

not to the free water surface, as in oceans, where atmospheric pressure variations (wind,

storms) cause surface waves. Second, the free surface in our situation is endowed with a

mass density, m(x,y), and with an anisotropic surface tension TBm(x,v).
In the following analysis, we will neglect variations in the radial (y-) direction. The ra¬

dial component of the surface tension TBm(x, y) then transforms to an effective transversal

stiffness E(x). It is an experimental finding that the longitudinal component of the surface

tension, henceforth called T(x), is much smaller than its radial counterpart. Therefore,

in the sequel we will neglect T(x). However, we will see at a later stage (see Sec. 4.9),

that the effects of a very small surface tension (passive longitudinal couplings) lead to a

significant improvement of the model performance.
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In this way, we end up with a two-dimensional surface wave model of the cochlea. The

quantities E(x) and m(x) are thus one-dimensional densities, where

E(x) = E0e~ax, (4.12)

m(x) —

tuq. (4-13)

In the following analysis, various properties of the surface wave model, like the disper¬

sion relation, are deduced from this two-dimensional approach. However, the model re¬

sponse is given by the one-dimensional quantity Ç(x,t), which denotes the displacement

of the basilar membrane from equilibrium. When applying the energy-based formalism,

the transverse (z-) direction collapses into a one-dimensional energy density, from which

Ç(x,t) is derived. In this way, we circumvent the inadequate one-dimensional treatment

of cochlear hydrdynamics (cf. Sec. 3.1.3), while the resulting model formalism still is

one-dimensional.

When it comes to the coupling of the local active amplifiers to the surface wave, the the

basilar membrane can no longer be considered as linear. In principle, this implies that the

surface wave analog is no longer adequate, at least in the regions where strong amplification

occurs. However, to defend our approach, we observe that the contribution of the active

amplification mechanism to the total trans-membrane pressure remains relatively small in

the larger part of the active basilar membrane regions. Only where u)ca(x) « to, it becomes

comparable in size to the trans-membrane pressure in the absence of active amplification.

This would not lead to significant distortions of the response shapes of the surface wave

model. The fact that our model yields realistic responses supports this view.

Alternatively, we may incorporate the active process directly into the surface wave

analog of the cochlea. Then, the pressure at the vibrating surface, pBM(x,t), would

consist of two parts,

Pbm(x, t) = pvib(Ç(x, t)) + pHopf(x, C(x, t)), (4.14)

where pVib(((x, t)) denotes the pressure exerted by the passive surface when it is displaced

by ((x,t), and PHopf(x,Ç(x,t)) is the pressure that is supplied by the active amplifiers

(outer hair cell forces). The expression (4.14) determines the dynamic boundary condi¬

tion of the surface wave problem (see Eq. (4.48) in Sec. 4.4.2). In the absence of active

pressure, PHopf(x,C,(x,t)), the dispersion relation of the surface wave problem can be de¬

rived along the lines of standard hydrodynamics (see Sec. 4.4.3). This approach is not

possible if an active pressure term is present: pBopf(x, C(x,t)) is determined by a differen¬

tial equation (on the basis of the generic Hopf equation (4.1)), involving the amplitude of

the surface vibrations. We are thus faced with an intricate, computationally intensive hy¬

drodynamic problem (Laplace equation and boundary conditions); only for a closed-form

approximation oî pHopf(x,C,(x,t)) (e.g. in the nonlinear regime), a nonlinear dispersion

relation could be derived. In order to obtain a time-domain solution of the Hopf cochlea

model, this approach must be pursued. For the stationary case, however, we will adopt

the original approach, where active amplification is taken account of in an energy-based

formalism.
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4.4.2 Hydrodynamic Theory of Surface Waves

In fluids, waves emerge by the balance between the inertia of the fluid and a restoring

force. As an example for a restoring force, compressibility k is recognized, being formally

expressed by

K=-hw (4-15)

where V denotes the volume of a fluid element and p the local pressure. In a linear ap¬

proximation, it is easy to deduce that compressibility effects give rise to fast-propagating,

isotropic sound waves, that are described by the well-known "wave equation".

If the fluid is endowed with a free surface, restoring forces are at work as the free surface

is locally displaced from equilibrium. In contrast to the compressibility, the relevant

quantity in this situation can be termed the distensibility, D, which denotes the facility

of the fluid to increase its cross-sectional area A by displacing the free surface,

This effect leads to the emergence of surface waves. Surface waves differ from sound

waves in several ways: Firstly, they are anisotropic, as they are able to propagate only in

directions parallel to the surface. Secondly, the penetration depth of a disturbance at the

surface depends on the wavelength. Therefore, in contrast to sound waves, the effective

fluid inertia is wavelength-dependent, and highly dispersive behaviour is expected for

surface waves. And, as a last point, the propagation velocity of surface waves is very

small compared to sound waves, due to the fact that D ^> k: The reactive force (which is

proportional to the inverse of D or k, respectively) is much larger for compressive sound

waves than for surface waves.

In the following, we are going to lay out the foundations of the linear theory of water

surface waves, focusing on the problems encountered in cochlear modeling. In particular,

the statements made in Sec. 2.3 are provided with physical justification in this and the

following Section. For a more profound introduction into this interesting subject, we refer

the reader to the classical literature on surface wave theory [131, 222, 244] and to standard

hydrodynamics textbooks [126, 129].
Imagine the case of a relatively dense medium (water) separated from a less dense

medium (air) by a freely movable interface (the water surface). Let us choose a coordinate

system where the equilibrium position of the free surface coincides with the origin of the

transverse coordinate, y = 0 (see Fig. 4.3). Deviations of the free surface from equilibrium

are expressed by ((x,z,t), and the bottom of the fluid is determined, in general, by

y = —h(x,z). The velocity of a fluid element at location x = (x, y, z) is denoted by u(x),

where, as the transverse y-direction plays a distinguished role, we write u = (ux,v,uz).
A fluid element undergoes the acceleration

The first term describes the local change of the velocity field u; the second, nonlinear

term, called the "convective rate of change", represents the variation due to the changing

position of the fluid elements. The acceleration of a fluid element must be balanced by

the forces acting on it,

p-pT
= ~ffluid = ~Vp + text - tvisc- (4.18)
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Figure 4.3: Surface waves: coordinate system employed. Note that, in the cochlea, the

y-coordinate denotes the transverse and the ^-coordinate the longitudinal direction. The

radial direction (z-coordinate) is usually neglected in cochlear modeling (cf. also Fig. 2.4).

Here, Vp denotes the force exerted by the fluid pressure on a fluid element, fext an external

force, and fmsc a counteracting force due to viscous interactions.

In the traditional theory of water waves, the force induced by the gravitational field

in the transverse direction (unit vector e^) is fext = —pgey, which leads to the emergence

of surface gravitational waves. In the specific situation of the cochlear fluid, however,

the directions of gravitational forces are space- as well as time-dependent (curvature of

the cochlear duct and postural changes). But, fortunately, the forces exerted by the

stiff basilar membrane, expressed by Vp, exceed the action by the gravitational field

by many orders of magnitude, which allows us to neglect the latter term. Therefore, a

major difference between the cochlear fluid and an ordinary water surface emerges: In the

cochlea, the restoring force acts only on the surface, and it is completely determined by

the properties of the surface itself (transversal stiffness). For surface gravitational waves,

however, stability is ensured by the gravitational force acting throughout the fluid, on each

individual fluid element.

As water is generally considered as an inviscid fluid, îvisc = 0. However, under certain

conditions, even tiny viscous interactions may cause considerable wave attenuation and

energy dissipation. In the cochlea, this is the case in the vicinity of resonance, where the

traveling wave essentially stalls, and in principle negligible viscous losses accumulate over

many oscillation cycles, thus leading to severe attenuation. In Sec. 4.5, this quite intricate

problem is addressed in detail.

From (4.17) and (4.18), and noting that fext = îmsc = 0, we may now restate the first,

inertial law as

-^ + (u-V)u = —Vp. (4.19)
ot p

A second law governing the motion of a fluid element is given by the equation of continuity,

~+u-Vp + p\7 -u = 0. (4.20)

The first two terms of this equation describe the convective change in density p, Dp/Dt.
The last term expresses the change in density caused by a relative change in volume of a

fluid element moving in the velocity field2, V • u.

2Note that by Gauss' law D/Dt fv,t\ dv = fs,t, u- dn — fv,t^ V • udv.
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As the assumption of zero viscous forces is not appropriate for realistic flows, the

velocity field u will generally carry a rotational component, and (4.19) would not be valid.

In the following, however, we will show that in a linear theory the irrotational and the

rotational part of u, u;rroi and uroi, respectively, evolve independently. In this situation,

(4.19) is still valid for Ujrroi. From a linearization of (4.19) and (4.20) in the components of

u, the emergence of compressive sound and surface waves is then deduced (see Eq. (4.27)

and (4.28) for sound waves). The behaviour of surface waves is critically determined

by the boundary conditions at the water surface. As will be demonstrated later in this

Section, (4.19) contributes the dynamical boundary condition at the water surface, while

(4.20) leads to the incompressibility condition, V u = 0. How the dispersion relation

of a particular surface wave problem is obtained from the linearization of the boundary

conditions will be the subject of the next Section.

If the water flow, u, is irrotational, a velocity potential

u = V</> (4.21)

can be introduced. This step is justified in the following way: Using the vorticity

0 = V x u, (4.22)

(4.19) may be rewritten as3

£+Vg„>)+nxu=-ivp. (4.23)

where we recognize Bernoulli's equation, provided that the vorticity vanishes. When we

take the rotation of this equation, we end up with Helmholtz' equation,

— + V x (Q x u) = 0. (4.24)

which is the mathematical expression of the well-known Helmholtz theorem. This theorem

states that the vortex lines are carried along by the fluid, which expresses the conservation

of angular momentum. Under the assumption of incompressibility, V • u = 0 (see below),

we deduce4 from (4.24)

Dfl dVL
— =

-^
+ (u-V)n = (n.V)u (4.25)

A particular solution of this equation is, fi = 0, provided that initially O = 0, so that no

vorticity is ever produced. As this implies V x u = 0, the potential representation (4.21)

for u is justified. In fact, this is a consequence of the neglection of viscosity. John von

Neumann coined the term "Theory of dry water" for this situation FeynmanLectures, as

it is not appropriate for realistic flows.

However, even for compressible "wet" water, with viscous forces present (i.e. Vxu/

0), (4.21) can be employed in a linear theory. Namely, in a linear approximation, (4.24)

reduces to

£-0, ,4,6)

3using the identity u x (V x u) = V (|u2) - (u • V)u

4Vx(ftxu) = (u-V)fi-(fi-V)u+(V-u)îî-(V-n)u, and VÎÎ = V-V x u = 0 as well as V-u = 0
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from which follows that, in a linear theory of wave propagation, vorticity stays put in

place. As a consequence, we may consider the rotational and irrotational part of u to

evolve independently in time. For the irrotational part of the fluid, a velocity potential

can be then be inferred, unrot = V</>. As long as viscous friction is negligible, we may

further neglect the rotational part and assume that u = U;rroi. When we intend to examine

attenuation effects by viscous friction, however, the rotational part must be taken into

account. For details, we again refer to Sec. 4.5.

Linear approximations as those applied in (4.26) are valid, provided that we can regard

deviations from equilibrium as small quantities. For a fluid at rest, the fluctuations of

local quantities, like density or pressure, propagate at velocities c that are much larger

than the velocity fluctuations u of the fluid elements (c>u). This applies to the situation

of compressive sound waves (propagation velocity c = cs) as well as surface waves. As

a consequence, it is justified to neglect higher-order terms of components of u. Also, we

recognize that the propagation velocity of the vorticity lines, being equal to u, can be

neglected in comparison to the wave propagation velocity c, so that (4.26) is a reasonable

approximation, despite Helmholtz' theorem. With respect to p and p, only first order

deviations from equilibrium are retained.

From linearizing (4.19) and (4.20) in the described way,

p0Tt
= ~Vp (427)

^ = -PoV • u, (4.28)

with p0 denoting equilibrium density, it is easily seen how compressive sound waves arise.

Integrating (4.27) using (4.21), we obtain

p-po = ~Po^, (4.29)

while (4.28) leads to

Yt
= -PoVV (4.30)

In (4.29), we assume <f> = 0 in the undisturbed part of the fluid, where the pressure p

assumes its equilibrium value peq. From this, it follows that the integration constant po is

identical to peq.

In order to proceed, a relationship between p and p must be established, in order

to characterize the compressibility properties of the fluid. This involves a careful ther¬

modynamic analysis, which is beyond the scope of this work, so that we again refer the

interested reader to the excellent treatments [131, 244]. For the present, we simply assume

P = P(Po) + Tp
(p-po) + 0((p-Po)2). (4.31)

With
dp

_

dp

dt
=

dp
PO

% (4.32)

the familiar wave equation follows,

W-if£=0, (4.33,
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where the wave velocity cs is given by

(4.34)

(4.33) describes the wave propagation in a homogeneous, isotropic medium, with a single

wave speed, cs, which is independent of the waveform.

In the remainder of this Section we will examine the properties of water surface waves,

that are determined by the distensibility due to the free surface. In contrast to the

nondispersive compressive waves (4.33), we will observe that the wave velocity is strongly

dependent on the waveform in this case. Also in contrast to the deviation of (4.33),

we can, but do not have to, linearize the equations (4.19) and (4.20) in the beginning,

when we use them to derive boundary conditions at the free surface. Linearization of the

boundary conditions, however, will reveal the emergence of surface waves. In particular,

dispersion relations relating wave number and frequency, ui = W(k), are then derived.

With respect to the cochlea, the knowledge of the dispersion relation already reveals many

of the fundamental characteristics of cochlear biophysics, like the emergence of traveling

waves and the tonotopic principle (see Sec. 4.4.3).
The distensibility of water endowed with a free surface is much larger than its com¬

pressibility. When dealing with surface waves, we may therefore savely assume that the

fluid is incompressible. (4.20) thus reduces to the incompressibility condition

V • u = 0. (4.35)

Remembering u = Vçf>, we obtain the the Laplace equation

V2(j) = 0, (4.36)

which is familiar, for example, from electrostatic problems.

It might be argued whether wavelike phenomena could indeed be described by the

Laplace equation (which elsewhere is characteristic for static phenomena). However, notice

that disturbances induced by surface displacements in the velocity potential cf> propagate

with velocity c <C cs. With D2(j)/Dt2 = d2(ß/dt2 + c2V20 + ... we observe that a term

c~2d24>/dt2 appears at the left hand side of (4.36). Clearly, this term is much larger than

the term cj2d24>/dt2 on the left hand side of (4.33), so that the Laplace equation is an

excellent approximation for water surface waves.

The nature of the oscillatory solutions describing water surface waves is revealed when

solving (4.36) with boundary conditions determined by (4.19), which, after integrating, is

expressed in terms of (f) by

^ =-1-^ («7)

Let the free surface of the water be described by the condition

f(x,z,y,t) = 0. (4.38)

The characteristic property of a fluid surface is that fluid does not cross it. In other words,

the velocity of the fluid normal to the surface must be equal to the normal velocity of the

surface at a given point. With the unit vector normal to the surface given by

»=$j (4.39)
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we obtain, noting that (4.38) implies df/dt = 0, and using the symbols vf for the velocity

of the surface and Vf>n for the surface's normal velocity,

-/ = vf-V/ + -/
dtJ

f J
dtJ

= «/,»|V/| + ^/ = 0,

from which follows

vf,n
df/dt

'

|v/|

(4.40)

(4.41)

(4.42)

On the other hand, the normal velocity of a fluid element located at the fluid's surface is

given by
U'V/

(4.43)un =

|V/|

For a fluid element encountered at the free surface, the condition un = Vf>n must hold,

which is satisfied provided that

£-£'-*' o. (4.44)

Condition (4.44) means that a particle which happens to be on the free surface will stay

there for all time.

Now let us introduce Q(x,z, t) as the displacement of the free surface from the equilib¬

rium y ~ 0, so that / can be chosen as

f(x,z,y,t) = ((x,z,t) -y.

(4.44) then gives a kinematic condition on the boundary,

Dt
~ dt*xdx+Uzdz~Uy>

(4.45)

(4.46)

where we used u = (ux,uy,uz). The dynamic condition is obtained from (4.37). For

surface gravitational waves, where the surface itself exerts no force (e.g. negligible surface

tension), p = p0 is assumed, where po equals the athmospheric pressure. In the cochlea,

however, p is determined the properties of the basilar membrane, p = p0 + Pbm(Q, with

Pbm(Q denoting the pressure exerted by the displaced basilar membrane.

To summarize, the two boundary conditions at the free surface are given by

(t + (ßxCx + <f>z(z = 4>y (4-47)

4H + kiï + <li + fi) = -?^ (4-48)
2 y

p

on y = Ç(x, z, t), with the subscripts now indicating partial derivatives.

At the solid fixed boundaries, the normal velocity of the fluid must vanish, n- V</> = 0.

If the bottom is determined by y = —h(x, z), we therefore have

(j)y + <fixhx + 4>zhz = 0 (4.49)
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on y — —h(x,z). For the cochlea, we assume a constant height of the cochlear canal,

h(x, z) = h. Then (4.49) reduces to

0 on y -h. (4.50)

As we consider only small perturbations of water initially at rest, Ç as well as <j> are

small quantities, and it is justified to resort to a linear theory for further analysis. However,

it is clear that for waves in oceans, for example as ocean waves approach a beach, the

elevations £ can become fairly large and the linear theory can no longer describe the

situation accurately. A nonlinear theory of water waves is then needed in order to account

for phenomena like wave breaking or cnoidal waves [244]. In the cochlea, however, where

the restoring force of the basilar membrane is fairly large, a linear theory is well justified.

For example, the vibrations of the basilar membrane for weak sounds are within the

nanometer range; for large sound stimuli, the basilar membrane displacements do not

exceed 200 nm, while the associated velocities are at most of the order of mm s_1, which

is far below the velocity of the traveling waves.

In a linear theory, conditions (4.47) and (4.48) reduce to

Ct = <t>y

Pbm(Q = -fxf>t-

(4.51)

(4-52)

These linearized boundary conditions are still complicated by the fact that they apply at

the surface y — Q(x,z,t), whose shape is not known in advance. However, by the mean

value theorem, a the value of a function g(Q can be expressed by g(Ç) = g(0) + Çdg(s)/dy
with s G [0,C]. For g = 4>t or g = <\>y, the correction term involves the product of two

small quantities, which can be neglected. This justifies the approximations Q — 4>y(y — 0)

and Pbm(C) = ~p4>t(y = 0) for the conditions (4.51) and (4.52).
To summarize, we are finally left with the system of equations

Ù = 0w >
on y = 0 (4.53)

(4t = ~Pbm((), on y = 0 (4.54)

V0 = o, on ye (—h,0) (4.55)

<t>y = o, on y = —h. (4.56)

This problem can be solved by first eliminating £ from equations (4.53) and (4.54), which

gives us a single boundary condition for </> at y = 0. With a suitable oscillatory ansatz for

4>, chosen in a way that (4.56) is satisfied, the dispersion relation ui = W(k) can be derived

from the boundary condition at y = 0. Once a solution for (j> is found, the displacements

C are extracted from equation (4.54). In the following Section, this strategy is pursued,

after an explicit expression for Pbm(Q has been stated.
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4.4.3 Dispersion Relation: Emergence of the Tonotopic Map

In our two-dimensional model of the cochlea, we dispense with the radial coordinate z in

equations (4.53) - (4.56). Displacement of the basilar membrane generates a local pressure

Pbm- Fortunately, the medium supporting the surface waves now has spatially varying

properties: The transversal basilar membrane stiffness,

E(x) = E0e~ax (4.57)

depends on position, and so does the function pBM which determines the pressure exerted

by the basilar membrane. Under the condition that the spatial changes of the involved

properties (here: E(x)) are always slow over one wavelength, the strategy proposed at the

end of the last Section can be applied without constraints, leading to a space-dependent

dispersion relation, ui = W(k,x), or k = k(x,ui). In the cochlea, this condition is not

fulfilled near the stapes, as for realistic parameters (see Table 4.1 on page 95) E(x) decays

rapidly. The exponential dependence of E(x) on x also causes the spatial variation of E(x)

to decrease rapidly with increasing distance from the stapes. As also the wavelengths decay

rapidly, the condition for the validity of our approach is fulfilled in the major part of the

cochlear duct, except for very high frequencies. In the vicinity of resonance, the condition

is always satisfied.

A displacement of the mass- and stiffness-loaded basilar membrane ( generates two con¬

tributions to the pressure Pbm, corresponding to inertial and reactive forces: An upward

(positive) acceleration C of the basilar membrane gives rise to a counteracting (downward)
force density fmerua = +mÇ. Also, an upward deflection £ of the basilar membrane pro¬

duces a reactive force density freacuve = JrE(x)(, according to Hooke's law. The pressure

Pbm is therefore determined by

Pbm = E( + ml (4.58)

We can now eliminate ( from (4.53) and (4.54) by first taking the derivative of (4.54)

with respect to t and then applying (4.53). This yields

p(j)tt = -E(x)(j)y - m(l>yttt on y = 0. (4.59)

Next, we have to find an expression for 4> such that the boundary conditions at the

bottom (4.56) of the Laplace equation (4.55) are satisfied. Since, in our two-dimensional

setting, surface waves are only allowed to propagate in the ^-direction, we make the ansatz

</> = Y(y)elkx-luJt. (4.60)

From Laplace's equation, we obtain

^Y - k2Y = 0. (4.61)

The boundary condition at y =
—h then requires

—Y = 0 at y=-A. (4.62)
dy

Hence, from (4.61) and (4.62)

Y(y) = Y(0) cosh k(h + y). (4.63)
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The dispersion relation is now readily derived by inserting (4.60) and (4.63) into (4.59).

By dropping common factors, we obtain

—pui2 cosh kh = —kE(x) sinh kh + mui2k sinh kh. (4.64)

Hence, the dispersion relation reads

9 E(x)ksinhkh .t n„.

u =

, . , ,, TTT- (4-65)
mk sinh kh + p cosh kh

For the wave number k = k(x,ui) (cf. Fig. 4.4 (a)), which depends on stimulus frequency

ui as well as on position along the cochlear duct, no closed-form solution can be given.

However, from rearranging (4.65),

2

k tanh kh = —7—: -, (4.66)
E(x)

— muiz

it is evident that, for fixed position x, k(x,u>) —> oo as ui approaches the characteristic

frequency at location x (see Fig. 4.4 (a)),

„,(«) = J^M = Me-f. (4.67)
V m V m

Alternatively, we can invert (4.67) and define the characteristic place, or place of resonance,

xc(lo) =-log — --log (a;). (4.68)
a m a

For fixed uj, k(x,ui) —>• oo as x —* xc(ui). In other words, the wavelength X(x,uj) =

2ir/k(x,u)) decays to zero as the location of resonance xc(ui) is approached.

With (4.67), (4.66) can again be rewritten to

2

k tanh kh=——-~ . (4.69)
mu)c{x)2 — u)z

In the long-wave approximation, where it is assumed that tt < 1, we obtain5

k(x,u) = JP-
t

u
=
J-P-

,

u
(4.70)

V h
y/E(x)

- mco2 V mh y/ujc(x)2
- lü2

'

The long-wave approximation is valid in regions far from resonance, where u>c(x) > ui is

satisfied. With (4.67) we immediately see that k(x,ui) increases exponentially with x,

k(x,u,) = u^^ReS*. (4.71)

In addition, we observe that k ~ uj in the long-wave limit, from which follows that group

and phase velocity, vph = ui/k and vG = dui/dk, are equal, and hence no dispersion

takes place. This is explained from (4.60) and (4.63), as these equations state that the

penetration depth of perturbations of the free water surface is of order 1/k. If \/k 3> h,

the whole fluid up to depth h is equally affected by the wave motion, and the effective

5tanh kh « kh
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inertia does not depend on k. The dispersion relation, which expresses the relationship

between fluid inertia and reactance, then displays a linear relationship (see [131]).

In the short wave approximation, kh ^$> 1, however, the contrary is true and strong

dispersion is expected. The short wave condition is valid as the location of resonance,

xc(u>), is approached, due to the divergence of k. As tanhfc/i « 1 in the short wave limit,

we obtain

k(x,u}) = —- 2= 7— r.
4.72

E(x) - mui2 muic(x)2 — ui2

Since ui ~ uic(x) in vicinity of the resonance, we get6

k(x,ui) —> r—^ ,
as x —» xc(ui), (4.73)

2muic(x)
— ui

displaying the presence of a first order pole in ui at uic(x), and, from (4.67), the presence

of a first order pole in x at xc(ui)7:

puj2 pu2 p 1

k(x,ui) ---
-

—

E(x) - mui2 E(xc(u>) - Ax) - mui2 m (eaAx - 1)

P 1

am Ax
+ o(Ax). (4.74)

For the formulation of our model in terms of the energy density distribution along

the cochlear duct, the dependence of the group velocity, vg(x,ui), on x and ui is of great

importance, since it determines the propagation of wave energy along the cochlear duct.

Also, many properties of the passive cochlea get immediately clear through the concept

of group velocity. For a theoretical framework of the concept of group velocity and phase,

we refer to the following Section, where the problem of spatially inhomogeneous media,

such as the cochlea, is given special attention.

Using (4.65), we obtain for the group velocity

dui 1 dui2
vg =

-^r
dk 2u> dk

E(x)p kh + sinh(kh) cosh(kh)

2ui (mksmh(kh) + pcosh(kh))2'

and the phase velocity is given by

(4.75)

ui / E(x)sinhkh , ,

p k V k(mk sinh kh + p cosh kh)'

where k = k(x,u>). Observing that sinh(fc/i),cosh(fc/i) —>• exx)(kh) as x —> xc(ui), we

immediately see that

vG -> 0 and (4.77)

vph ->• 0 as H oo. (4.78)

From (4.75) and (4.76) we notice that vG decays faster than vPh, since in the short wave

approximation, Vq involves an additional exponential term in the numerator. Expressed

6ljc(x)2 — u2 « 2uj(u>c(x) - u)
7see also (A.121) in Sec. A.l
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Figure 4.4: (a) wave number k(x,ui), (b) group velocity Vq(x,ui), (c) phase velocity

Vph(x,oj) and (d) ratio VG/vph(x,oj) for frequencies / e {100,400,2000,10000} Hz.

in formulae, we obtain in the short wave limit

E(x)p 1

vG

'JPh

2ui (mk + p)2
1

= VW)
y/k(mk + p)

(4.79)

(4.80)

In the vicinity of resonance, we obtain, using (4.73) for k(x,ui) and retaining only lowest-

order terms in ui — coc(x),

vG -» —r-1Mx) - uj)2,
uiöp

2vn

Vph —> —(u)c(x) — ui) as x -> xc(ui).
uip

(4.81)

(4.82)

Hence, vq exhibits a second order zero as ui —> u>c(x) or, by the same argument as in the

above footnote, as x —> xc(ui), while the corresponding zeroes of vvh are of first order, as

could also be directly inferred from the first order pole of k.

In Fig. 4.4 (b) and (c) the group and phase velocities for different frequencies are

plotted as a function of x on a logarithmic scale. The rapid decay to zero as the location

of resonance is approached is clearly seen in both cases. Figure 4.4 (d), however, shows

the ratio VG/vph. Far from resonance, this ratio stays close to one, corresponding to

nondispersive behaviour, as is expected in the long-wave limit. As xc(ui) is approached,
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the rapid decay of vG/vph suggests strong dispersive effects. As formula, we obtain

va
, x

E(x), . . , coc(x)2, , x x

vph mui2 ui1

« uic(x) — ui as x —> £c(u;) (4.83)

From Fig. 4.4 (b) and (c), we observe an exponential decay for both vG and vph in the

long-wave limit. From (4.75) and (4.76),

E(x)p kh ,d nA.

uj (mk2h + p)2

After straightforward calculation, using (4.70) and noting that uic(x) » ui in the long-wave

limit, (4.84) and (4.85) yield

ihm
. - hEo _qt ,, /. „^\

VG = vph^\ Wc{x) = \
e 2

,
as kh<^.l. (4.86)

Interestingly, the long-wave approximation depends neither for Vq nor for k on the mass

density of the basilar membrane, m. This is a direct consequence of the fact that, far

from resonance, the vibrations of the basilar membrane are dominated by the stiffness,

and the inertia becomes negligible. In the short-wave limit, (4.72) and (4.79), however, the

dependence on both mass and stiffness becomes explicit: Near resonance, the balancing

between the two contributions, which add nearly to zero, determines the hydrodynamic

properties. This will become explicit from the extended treatment of the short-wave

approximation in the Appendix (Sec. A.3). Clearly, the height h no longer appears in the

short-wave approximation, since for short waves the fluid appears as infinitely deep.

How can we interpret the results derived from the surface wave analog of the cochlea?

What statements can be made about cochlear functioning at this level of modeling? In

order to find an answer to these quenstions, imagine an observer traveling with velocity

vG(x,ui) along the basilar membrane. After starting, but still far from resonance, he

experiences a deceleration

d2x dvGdx dvG
_ax ,. 0_x

âF
=

to"« =-fe"0
~ e

• (4'87)

where we used the long-wave approximation (4.86) in the last step. Also, imagine that our

observer initially sits on a wave crest. Since in the long-wave limit vg = vph, and noting

that vph describes the velocity of wave phases, he will always stay at the same top position

on the wave - he is surfing along the basilar membrane - since no dispersion occurs. The

absence of dispersion, however, does not imply that the wavelength stays constant for

a fixed frequency, as the cochlear canal constitutes a space-varying medium. According

to the increase in k(x,ui), our observer will, while staying on "his" wave crest, observe

that the distance to neighboring wave crests continually diminishes. As he approaches the

location of resonance, xc(ui), the group velocity decays more rapidly than phase velocity.

Hence, he looses his wave crest, and he is overtaken by wave crest arriving from behind.

As he approaches xc(ui), his velocity tends to zero, and he is never able to attain xc(ui) in

finite time.
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As a wave train travels along the cochlear duct, the variation of the group velocity,

vG(x,ui), has a critical effect on the wave amplitude. From the theory of wave propaga¬

tion, we know that wave energy is propagated with group velocity. As vq decreases, we

expect an accumulation of wave energy density with increasing x, and a divergence at

xc. By consequence, the wave amplitudes will grow with increasing distance from stapes.

In the long-wave region, our observer will therefore ride on ever growing waves. These

waves experience a negative scaling in the x-direction, due to decreasing wavelength, and

a positive scaling in y-direction, due to increasing amplitude. Besides these scaling ef¬

fects, the shape of an arbitrary waveform stays constant. As the location of resonance is

approached, distortions of the shape of the waveform set in. In the absence of dissipation,

the accumulated energy and thus the wave amplitude would diverge to infinity at reso¬

nance. As viscous friction is taken into account, however, the divergence is prohibited,

since dissipative effects strongly dominate as xc is approached (see Sec. 4.5). Our observer

will therefore experience a monotonous increase of wave amplitude, until dispersive effects

become dominant near xc. After passing a location of maximum amplitude, a rapid decay

follows.

In other words, a wave train with frequency ui originating at the stapes decelerates

continously, and finally stalls as the location of resonance is reached. Its amplitude grows

continually, displaying a maximum a small distance in front of xc, followed by a rapid

decay. Also, in the vicinity of resonance, the velocity of individual wave crests (vph) begins

to exceed the velocity of the wave train (vG) itself. Observing the resulting oscillations

near resonance, we therefore notice that the overall picture of the motion of the basilar

membrane virtually does not change over time - the situation resembles that of a standing

wave - while continually growing wave crests arriving from behind enter the standing wave.

In computer animations of cochlear traveling waves, this phenomenon is easily displayed.

As signals with frequency ui cannot propagate beyond a characteristic place xc(ui),

a correspondence between frequency ui and position on the basilar membrane, can be

established,
ui->xc(uj). (4.88)

Equation (4.68) gives a formal expression of this correspondence, which is commonly

called the tonotopic map and constitutes one of the fundamental properties of the passive

cochlea. Note, however, that maximal stimulation of the auditory nerve occurs at a

location x < xc(ui), where the traveling wave amplitude assumes its maximum. Hence,

the effective tonotopic map for auditory processing deviates slightly from (4.68).

4.4.4 Energy Density in the Cochlea

As is indicated in Sec. 4.4.1, our originally iwo-dimensional model of cochlea reduces

to a one-dimensional formulation, as waves can only propagate in one direction (surface

waves along the basilar membrane). This was originally expressed by the displacement of

the basilar membrane, ((x,t), as the relevant model response function. Correspondingly,

in an energy-based formalism, the propagation of wave energy can be described by its

one-dimensional form
de d

wt+ rJv^
= °- <4-89»

Remember that (4.89) holds for an observer at rest. In the situation of the cochlea, we

must be careful with the interpretation of de/dt, since our modeling framework imposes

a steady-state condition. We gain more insight noting that (4.89) expresses that the total
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energy between any two group lines stays constant. If we now follow two points, Xi(t) and

x2(t), moving with velocity vG(x%) = va(k(xt,uj),ui) for i = 1,2, respectively, we obtain

for the total energy between the corresponding group lines

rx2(t)

E(t)= / edx, (4.90)

and from (4.89)

"I2(i) de
-—dx + vG(x2)e(x2) - vG(xi)e(xr) = 0. (4.91)

xi (t)
at

dE
_ f

~dt~Jx

If Vo(x2)e(x2) — vG(xi)e(xi) > 0, i.e., if more energy leaves the interval [xi(t),x2(t)]
than enters, the first term, denoting the change of energy contained in this interval, must

decrease accordingly. However, as we consider steady-state situations in our model, this

stipulates the condition, that the total energy stays constant, which is only possible if a

negative amount of energy corresponding to the first term is supplied from the outside.

Work done from the surroundings therefore corresponds to negative values of de/dt in

(4.89). Positive work is done by the active amplification mechanism, henceforth denoted

by the function a(e, x,ui), while negative work is done by dissipation mechanisms (see

Sec. 4.5), whose effects are subsumed in d(x,ui)e(x,ui). d(x,ui) expresses the dissipation

rate, i.e. the fraction of the energy density that is dissipated away in unit time. The active

amplification process, later being determined by means of the stationary solution of the

Hopf system, (4.3), clearly depends on input energy as well as on space and frequency.

Also note that positive d(x, ui) denotes dissipative loss.

To arrive at a differential equation that governs our cochlea model, we insert

de
— = —a(e,x,ui) + d(x,ui)e(x,ui) (4.92)

into (4.89). The model differential equation, being valid for the stationary situation, is

thus given by

de 1

dx vg(x,ui)
—— (x,ui) + d(x,ui)

. .

a(e,x,ui)

e(x,ui)+
y ' '. 4.93

vg

In the absence of active amplification, a(e, x, uj) = 0, (4.93) is readily integrated, and

as a general solution for our passive model we obtain

x ,
x^g(0,w)

e(x,ui) = e0(ui)—-. r-exp
vG(x,ui)

7
Jo

d(y,uj)

vaiv,u)
dy (4.94)

It remains to derive an adequate expression for the dissipation rate d(x,ui), which is

done in the next Section. Also, an expression for the basilar membrane response in terms

of vibration amplitude A(x,ui) or velocity is desirable. Besides establishing a relationship

between e(x,ui) and A(x,ui), which is fairly easy in a linear theory, this demands a careful

analysis of the initial conditions e(0, ui), if the responses to different frequencies are to be

compared (see Sec. 4.6.3 - 4.6.5).
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4.5 Hydrodynamic Attenuation in the Cochlea

4.5.1 Attenuation Effects

In most situations it is safe to neglect the viscous forces acting in water flows. However,

sometimes even tiny viscous interactions between different fluid elements or tangential

stresses between the fluid and the sourrounding walls may accumulate and lead to con¬

siderable energy dissipation. In our model, the traveling wave essentially stalls close to

the location of resonance, so that even a small rate of dissipation, accumulated over many

cycle periods, finally leads to severe attenuation of wave amplitudes, thereby preventing

their divergence. The inclusion of dissipation therefore completes the passive model of the

cochlea.

In the cochlea, dissipation may be caused by six processes:

1. Internal dissipation, caused by viscous friction between the fluid elements

2. Friction of the moving fluid on the vibrating basilar membrane surface

3. Friction at the rigid boundaries of the cochlear canal

4. Dissipation by deviations of the surface tension from its equilibrium value

5. Friction between the vibrating elements of the organ of Corti

6. Viscous losses in the fluid flow within the organ of Corti

The last two contributions are difficult to analyze. Friction within the cellular tissue com¬

posing the organ of Corti may well impart a substantial contribution to the attenuation of

the traveling wave. However, a quantitative estimation involves knowledge of the vibration

modes of the organ of Corti and estimates on the associated frictional forces. Provided

that the tectorial membrane provides a second resonator, efficient damping may occur for

frequencies different from characteristic frequency. We suggest that a second resonator,

embodied by the tectorial membrane, may serve as a means for a rapid adaptation to

transient stimuli, where ringing is avoided, while at the same time, sharp frequency selec¬

tivity (large filter-Q) can be maintained. To address this interesting problem is beyond

the scope of this work, but may be the subject of future research.

Dissipation by fluid flow (streaming, [130]) within the structure of the organ of Corti

may provide another substantial contribution to dissipation. Vibrations of the basilar

membrane, in combination with the action of the outer hair cells, induce an oscillating

fluid flow between the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane. This fluid flow leads

to the stimulation of the inner hair cells (that are not attached to the tectorial membrane).

Viscous friction induced by the shearing motion between the reticular lamina and tecto¬

rial membrane, respectively, has thus been considered as the dominant source for wave

attenuation in the cochlea. A quantitative analysis of this attenuating effect has already

been performed by Allen in 1980 [3].
From the remaining contributions, all have been examined in the classical hydrody¬

namics literature [131], with exception of the second, which therefore deserves careful

analysis from our part. In fact, no published material has been found where specifically

dissipation in the cochlea is addressed. Despite the fact that an understanding of the

mechanisms of attenuation in the cochlea constitutes a precondition for profound insights
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into cochlear dynamics, the majority of modelers evades this difficult problem by assum¬

ing simple dissipation mechanisms. For this reason, we shall examine this subject in

this Section. However, we emphasize that a deeper theoretical analysis, in connection

with experimental investigations, is required in order to understand the role of dissipation

mechanisms in cochlear information processing.

Friction at the rigid walls of the cochlear canal is only relevant in the long-wave limit,

kh ~> 1, where appreciable fluid motions distant from the vibrating basilar membrane oc¬

cur. As only a small number of wave cycles falls into the long-wave region, the contribution

to overall dissipation by friction at the rigid walls can be neglected.

The fourth item in the above list, enhanced dissipation by deviations of the surface

tension from its equilibrium value, is spurious in classical modeling, where longitudinal

coupling along the basilar membrane is not taken into account. However, we claim that

mechanical coupling along the longitudinal direction of the cochlea, although still negligi¬

bly small compared to the transverse stiffness of the basilar membrane, plays a significant

role in cochlear signal processing (see Sec. 4.9). If the surface tension T is nonzero, no

enhanced dissipation will generally take place, provided that the variations of T over one

wavelength remain negligible (see [131]). Otherwise, substantial shearing stresses

dT

P*v = —te
(4-95)

may be present in the boundary layer, in order to balance the surface force per unit area.

If, for example, a water surface is covered with a thin layer of contaminant, such as oil,

greatly enhanced shearing stresses arise beneath the surface. The resulting viscous losses

may then well dominate all other contributions, leading to the calming effect of 'oil on

troubled waters'.

In the cochlea, such deviations of the surface tension may in fact occur as an effect of

the complex interaction of the constituents of the organ of Corti. In this respect, this con¬

tribution to dissipation is closely connected to the fifth item in the above list, i.e. friction

due to shearing motions within the organ of Corti structure. Possibly, the dominant wave

attenuation effect in the cochlea must be attributed to viscous shearing induced by spatial

gradients in surface tension. Experimental measurements on hydrodynamical hardware

models of the cochlea support this conjecture [82]. A quantitative assessment, however,

depends on the micromechanical properties of the basilar membrane and the organ of

Corti, and must therefore be postponed to future work.

Among the remaining three contributions to dissipation within the cochlea, internal

dissipation, caused by viscous friction between fluid elements moving with different veloci¬

ties, proved as the most dominant process of dissipation in the cochlea, as will be shown in

thhe following Section by a detailed analysis. Internal dissipation leads to a proportional

loss of wave energy [131]
dj = Auk2 (4.96)

per unit time, as was derived by Stokes [223]. v = p,/p, also called kinematic viscosity,

denotes the diffusivity with which vorticity in the fluid is diffused away. It is given by the

ratio between viscosity p. and density p. For water (and therefore for the cochlear fluids),

v = 10"6m2s_1. Clearly, the rate of internal dissipation strongly increases as the location

of resonance is approached, where k —y oo.
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4.5.2 Implications of Attenuation beneath a Vibrating Surface

In most micromechanical cochlear models, the viscous damping of the oscillating basilar

membrane by interaction with the surrounding fluid is considered as the primary cause for

energy dissipation, while internal dissipation is not taken account of (e.g. [168]). However,

wherever dissipation is relevant in the cochlea (i.e. near the location of resonance), a quan¬

titative assessment of this contribution reveals that internal dissipation, (4.96), strongly

dominates the dissipative losses caused by friction on the vibrating basilar membrane. In

this Section, a formal mathematical expression for the latter contribution is derived, and

a quantitative analysis is given in the subsequent Section.

In a local coordinate system, with the origin on the vibrating surface, the boundary

conditions of zero velocity on the surface are the same as those imposed by a rigid wall in

the resting coordinate system. A closer look at dissipation caused by friction in the latter

problem may therefore provide us with deeper insight into the structure of the problem.

Let us consider a fluid confined to the half-space y > 08, bounded by a solid wall at

y — 0, subjected to an oscillating pressure gradient in ^-direction, Vpe(x). At y = 0,

the boundary condition of zero tangential velocity implies ux = 0. In the presence of

viscosity, p, the tangential stresses pxy occuring at the wall act as a source of a vorticity

field Vi = V x u. Vorticity therefore cannot be neglected in close proximity to the wall,

and the Laplace equation does not appropriately describe the fluid motion in this region.

The rotational part of u, ur, is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation for an incom¬

pressible fluid,
du
p— + Vpe = -pV x V x u. (4.97)
dt

First, note that u = ug -I- ur and ug provides a solution of (4.97) for p = 0. Second,

ur —> 0 as y —>• oo, and finally, only the x-components of the velocities are nonzero. (4.97)

then readily amounts to the one-dimensional diffusion equation for ur

dur^ d uT}X

dt dy2
' [ }

where v = p/p is now identified as the diffusivity of vorticity, with the solution

ur = -use-(l+t)y/s. (4.99)

S = yj2v/ui, called the viscous penetration depth, denotes the distance over which vorticity

is diffused away from the solid wall within a time of order 1/ui. From this result, we

conclude that viscous effects, causing rotational flow ur, only have to be considered within

a boundary layer thickness 5b of order 6 from the rigid boundary [119, 131].

Within the distance 6b from the solid boundary, a net defect of volume flow

ÖB

(ug - u)dy, (4.100)

relative to the flow of irrotational motion ug, is observed. An expression for the dissipa¬

tion by the friction on a rigid wall is then obtained by the mathematical concept of the

8In this more abstract analysis, we utilize the same coordinate system as in the description of our

cochlear model: y describes the transverse direction (orthogonal to the solid wall), and x denotes the

direction of wave propagation; cf. also Fig. 4.3.
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displacement thickness Si defined by9

[ B(us-u)dy = us5i. (4.101)
Jo

From (4.99), it immediately follows that

6i = (1 — i)\Jv/2ui = yjv/iui

(4.101) implies that

/
B

udy = us(SB - 6i), (4.103)
Jo

which means that the volume flow in the boundary layer is exactly the same as would be

obtained for the irrotational solution ug, if the solid boundary was shifted from y
— 0

to y = Si. Therefore, the problem of viscous dissipation is solved by calculating the

irrotational flow under the condition of zero flow through the shifted boundary y = Si.

The mathematical cause for dissipation is the fact that, for oscillatory motions, <5i G C.

For example, in the dispersion relation of the surface wave model of the cochlea, (4.65), h

has to be replaced by h — Si. The solution k(x, ui) then contains a small negative imaginary

part ki, leading to exponential attenuation of wave amplitudes exp(— J* kI(x',ui)dx'),
caused by friction at the bottom, with x being the distance from the base.

Dissipation beneath the vibrating surface cannot be calculated the same way as dissi¬

pation by friction on a rigid surface: In the latter case, the assumption was that the fluid

is driven by a pressure gradient dpe/dx tangential to the wall, while in the former, the

driving force per unit area, fe = EC, + m(, (cf (4.58)), acts in the y-direction on the free

surface. As a consequence, the y-component of the fluid motions Ud that are in phase

with the oscillating driving force, fe, exerts a damping effect on the vibrations: Only for

these velocity components does the rate of work per unit length of the cochlear duct,

/ feUd,ydy, averaged over one oscillation period, not vanish. In the steady state situation,

where energy densities stay constant, this quantity equals the amount of energy loss by

dissipation.
The in-phase contribution uj to fluid velocity emerges by viscous interaction with the

surface (basilar membrane). Intuitively, we may conceive of viscous interactions with the

surface to cause fluid elements within a surface layer of width Sb to be dragged by the

moving surface. This increases the surface mass density by an amount of Am, leading to

an effective surface mass density m + Am. Depending on the phase of the contributing

fluid velocity components, we expect a nonvanishing imaginary part of Am. As m then

has to be replaced by m +Am in the dispersion relation (4.65), a small imaginary part ki

of the wave number k emerges, leading to attenuation of wave amplitudes. It thus remains

to find an expression for Am.

Let us introduce a local coordinate system S with origin at a fixed point on the moving

basilar membrane, and let us the fluid velocities in S and s the coordinate perpendicular

to the surface, while O denotes the original, resting coordinate system. Assuming small

curvature of the surface, in S the situation is locally equivalent to the problem of fric¬

tion on a rigid wall, and we may apply the results derived above. A boundary layer of

width SB is then introduced, and ur>s, ug)S denote the rotational and irrotational velocity

components in S. Note that they are tangential to the surface, but their y-component

9 Note that öi must be distinguished from the physical concept of boundary layer thickness 5b

(4.102)
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in O now is nonvanishing, due to the inclination of the surface. ug;S, as a solution of

the Laplace equation, lags the driving force by a phase of ir/2, since it is balanced by

inertial reactance. On the other hand, ur;S =
— exp[—(1 + i)s/o~]ug;S, and the modifying

factor contributes a negative imaginary part that is in phase with the driving pressure.

Therefore, contributions to viscous damping are expected only by urs.

Inside the boundary layer, this velocity component contributes a momentum

p*Bs = p f
B

ur,sds (4.104)

per unit length along the cochlear duct. Now note that ug)S is independent on the coordi¬

nate s. With us = urs + ug;S and utilizing equations (4.101) and (4.103), it immediately

follows that

Pr)S = i-Si + <5s)pug)S. (4.105)

The second term on the right hand side is purely real and oscillates with a phase shift of

7r/2 with respect to the restoring force. For this reason, over a complete cycle of oscillation,

no net work is done by this contribution. In fact, SBpuSjS describes the contribution of

irrotational fluid motion within the boundary layer to the fluid's momentum under the

condition that friction be neglected. This, however, is already captured in the dispersion

relation (4.65).
Assuming that the fluid in the boundary layer is dragged with the vibrating surface

in the w-direction, the y-component of ug in O can be replaced by Ç The damping force

exerted by the fluid is then given by10

fr = JlPo,r,y = SlpÇ (4.106)
dt

= -AmÇ, (4.107)

the minus sign indicating that this force acts against the driving force fe, so that fe =

EC + mC, — fr- Equation (4.58) must therefore be changed to

Pbm = EÇ + (m + Am)C, (4.108)

so that m in the dispersion relation (4.65) has to be replaced by the effective mass

m + Am G C It is the negative imaginary part of Am that is associated with viscous

damping of the basilar membrane vibrations.

The small imaginary part of k(x,ui), ensuing from Am = Sip, is given by

ki(x,uj) = -—k(x,uj)
oSi

9«, (4-109)

where the condition that |SAm| = y/v/2ui p <C m has been applied. Note that the

expected change in the real part, Akji(x,u}) <C k(x,ui), can safely be neglected. Using

dui dui dk
.

dk .

^.

d5-1
= dkW1=VG{x'u)W1 (4'110)

and

dui 1 dui"2

dSi 2ui dSi
P

2E(x)

(4.111)

uiz (4.112)

10The second term in (4.105) has been dropped.
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we obtain as our result

vG(x,ui)2E(x) V 2w'

where we applied (4.102) in the last step.

If we follow a traveling wave with amplitude A(x) along the cochlear duct, we observe

an attenuation of the amplitude due to dissipation beneath the vibrating surface of

dAdlss(x) = -kI(x,ui)A(x)dx, (4.115)

or, since locally e(x) ~ A(x)2, the dissipation of energy as the wave advances a distance

dx is given by

dedlss(x) = —2ki(x,ui)e(x)dx. (4.116)

In order to compare the result with the rate of dissipation by internal friction, (4.96),

we utilize
De de

Dt ...

= "gW
te

(4.117)
dissdiss

Clearly, (4.117) describes the dissipation observed by an observer moving with the wave

(group velocity va), or, in other words, it stands for the convective change, motivating

the use of D/Dt.
From (4.116), we therefore obtain

De

Dt
= -dse, (4.118)

diss

with ds, the rate of dissipation induced by the vibrating surface, given by

d° = wf*^- (4'119)

We observe that dg is independent of the wave number k, and its spatial dependence is

entirely due to the decreasing basilar membrane stiffness E(x).

4.5.3 Consequences for Cochlear Modeling

In cochlear modeling, the effects of internal dissipation,

dj = Avk2 (4.120)

are usually completely neglected. Attenuation effects are often attributed to friction of

the vibrating basilar membrane on the cochlear fluid, which in some way is built into the

model. As a consequence, the dissipation rate ds, that we derived based on stringent

hydrodynamic theory, is implicitly, and exclusively, used in most models. As an example,

we mention the micromechanical model proposed by Nobili and Mammano [168], where

the basilar membrane is considered as composed of individual non-interacting elements

that, like pistons, move in the transverse direction, thereby experiencing viscous damping

by the fluid. This model otherwise displays an excellent performance, but contrary to our

approach, a hydrodynamic treatment of the dissipation problem was not applied.
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In classical models [35, 43], the resistive part of the basilar membrane impedance,

ZBm, is chosen to vary as11

r(a;) ~ e_t*. (4.121)

The justification that has been put forward is to establish a "standard" situation, where

the relative bandwidth in the frequency domain is independent of the position on the

basilar membrane12. It is clear that this argument does not rely on solid grounds, as

variations of the relative bandwidth from base to apex are expected. In the following, we

shall briefly investigate the implications of the assumption (4.121) utilized in the classical

modeling framework.

From the fact that the dissipated power is proportional to the resistive part of the

impedance, we conclude that the dissipation rate behaves like

ddassicai ~ e't*. (4.122)

Over the relatively narrow region near resonance (where dissipation is effective), this

term can be taken as approximately constant. Only when response curves for different

stimulation frequencies are compared, the ^-dependence of (4.122) plays a role.

In our expression for the dissipation rate on the vibrating basilar membrane (4.119),

in the neighborhood of resonance we may make use of the approximation

ui « loc(x) ~ e~*x. (4.123)

Remembering that E(x) ~ exp(—ax), we obtain for the spatial variation of ds the ex¬

pression
ds ~ e~^x, (4.124)

provided that only pure tones are applied. In the region of resonance, this term stays

roughly constant.

From this comparison, it becomes clear that the dissipation mechanism, which is usu¬

ally incorporated into classical models, must be identified with the dissipation effectuated

by friction on a vibrating surface. The difference between (4.124) and (4.122), amount¬

ing to the factor e*ax, corresponds to an adaptation of "dissipation efficiency" along the

cochlear duct in classical models, which was introduced, as stated above, in order to

maintain a constant cochlear filter bandwidth.

However, if we reconsider the derivation of (4.119), we observe that

ds ~ -^-ru^S^x) ~ e-ïxZ6i(x), (4.125)

which is equivalent to (4.122), provided that 5\ does not depend on x. The assump¬

tion made for classical modeling is therefore equivalent to assuming a constant boundary

layer thickness1^ for each position along the cochlea, or, equivalently, for each stimulus

frequency. This, however, does not conform to a realistic treatment of cochlear hydrody¬

namics.

Observing that the dissipation on a vibrating surface plays an omnipresent role in

cochlear modeling, albeith sometimes in disguised form, it is necessary to estimate its

11
see page 57

12This is equivalent to the fact that the response curves are shift-invariant in the space domain, which

is a consequence of the logarithmic tonotopic map.

13<5i = (1 - i)S and 5b = 0(5); see page 89.
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Figure 4.5: Internai dissipation di(x,ui) (solid line) and dissipation caused by friction on

the vibrating basilar membrane ds(x,ui) (dashed line) for a fixed frequency / = 1000 Hz.

effect with respect to the overall dissipation. Clearly, close enough to xc(ui), internal

dissipation dj finally dominates over ds, as it involves the square of a diverging quantity,

while ds stays (roughly) constant (cf. Fig. 4.5). However, it could well be the case that at

a certain distance basalwards from xc(ui), where k is still not too large, ds dominates over

dj, thereby strongly affecting response curve shapes. This was initially assumed by the

author, misleading him to believe that, as did other modelers, internal dissipation could

be neglected. Comparisons of the two terms, as shown in Fig. 4.5, revealed, however, that

internal dissipation is dominant near the location of resonance, while in the long-wave

region, both contributions display the same exponential behaviour, with ds exceeding di

by a constant factor. With the long-wave approximation for k(x,ui) (4.71), we obtain in

the long-wave limit the expressions14

ds

di 4^'
which yields a constant ratio of

di

h 5

-UJ'2 .

(4.126)

(4.127)

(4.128)
4V2^

A more exact, quantitative validation of the two terms can be provided by determining

their attenuating effect onto the passive solution (see the following Section).

Anticipating the corresponding results, we state that internal dissipation constitutes

the dominating mechanism of attenuation, independent of frequency. This has severe

consequences for models that implicitly or explicitly presuppose dominant dissipation on

the vibrating basilar membrane: Either the response peaks display a too sharp form, or,

to provide a more realistic behaviour, dissipation needs to be artifically "enhanced".

As a conclusion of this discussion, we remark that (1) internal dissipation must be taken

into account for a realistic model and that (2) dissipation mechanisms deserve careful

14where we use E(x) = Eoe~°'x
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Cochlear fluid density P 2.0 kgm~3

BM mass density m 0.5 kgm~2
BM stiffness at the base £0 1010 Nm-3

BM stiffness exponential constant a 3-102 m_1

Height of cochlear canal h io-3 m

Table 4.1: Parameters for the passive model of the cochlea

attention. In many cases, their influence on the shape of the passive model response

peaks predominates the effect of other model properties. For this reason, a more profound

analysis of dissipation mechanisms within the cochlea is required. This will also include an

analysis of possible attenuation mechanisms effectuated by a second resonator, as provided

by tectorial membrane (cf. Sec. 2.4.3).

4.6 Passive Model

Given the closed-form expression (4.94), we are able to solve the problem of the passive

cochlea, after having obtained explicit expressions for the dissipation term d. It remains

to derive expressions for the velocity and displacement amplitudes of the basilar mem¬

brane in terms of the total energy density, e(x,ui). This shall be done in the following

Section. In Sec. 4.6.2, the passive model response will be discussed in detail. Also, a final

comparison between the two contributions dj and ds to cochlear dissipation, in terms of

the computed model response, is made. This comparison justifies the statements made in

the last Section.

The numeric parameter values used for the passive cochlear model are given in Table

4.1. We employed the same values as in de Boer's classical model [35], which are based

on physiological grounds, with exception of the fluid density. As a consequence of the

surface-wave approach, the fluid density p is set to the doubled density of water. The

units of the density of the transversal stiffness, E(x), are Nm~1/m-'2 = Nm-3.

4.6.1 Amplitudes

In physiological experiments, the basilar membrane velocity amplitudes V(x,ui) can be

measured, for example by the laser interferometry technique. Assuming a linear fluid,

V(x, uj) = uiA(x, uj) is obtained, where A(x, ui) denotes the basilar membrane displacement

amplitude. Therefore it is sufficient to derive an expression for the latter. In our energy-

based modelling approach, A(x,ui) can be expressed in terms of the energy density e(x,ui)

by noting that - for a linear fluid - kinetic and potential energy contribute, on average,

equally to the total energy, e(x,ui) = 2epot(x,ui) (the equipartition principle).

In our situation, the potential energy is completely determined by the transversal

stiffness E(x), which generates a restoring force E(x)Ç as the basilar membrane is displaced

by (, according to Hooke's law. Hence, the potential energy amounts to

ePot(x,t) = ^E(x)C(x,t)2. (4.129)

In a linear theory, provided that we are given an input signal of frequency ui, we assume

Ç(x,t) to vary sinusoidally, Ç(x,t) = ^4sin(o;t + 6). From this, we obtain the potential
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energy averaged over one cycle,

ePot(x,uj) = -E(x)A(x,ui)2. (4.130)

In terms of the total energy e(x,uj), the displacement amplitude of the basilar membrane

is therefore given by

A(x,ui)
I2e(x,uj)

(4.131)

Amplitudes are not only depend on the square root of energy, as can be expected. In

addition, the amplitudes are modified by a factor corresponding to the spatially varying

stiffness. For the basilar membrane velocity, V(x,ui), we obtain

V(x,ui) = ujA(x,uj) = ui\
<2e(x,uj)

(4.132)

4.6.2 Passive Response

According to (4.94), the amplitude of the passive response is given by

A(x,ui) =
A0(uj) 'vG(0,u})

\f2 y/E(x)\j vG(x,ui)
exp

_I r
~2Jo

d(y,uj)

vo(y,u)
dy (4.133)

AA(x,u)

This allows us to prove that dissipation beneath the vibrating basilar membrane, ds, is

indeed negligible compared to internal dissipation. In Sec. 4.5, we established that near

resonance ds <C dj, but in principle it remains open to what point the integral in (4.133)

may, via ds(x,ui), affect response shapes. In Fig. 4.6, where the integrals

Ii,s(x,uj) =\ogAA(x,uj) =
1

21gl0 70
dIfS(x,uj)/vG(x,uj) (4.134)

are plotted for different frequencies on a logarithmic scale, this question is answered. At

points where Ii(x,ui) and Is(x,ui) are equal (intersection of the dashed and dotted lines),

the attenuation remains small for all frequencies (less than 0.1 on a logarithmic scale).

Beyond that point internal dissipation dominates. The reason is the presence of the

strongly divergent factor k(x,ui)2 in di(x,ui), which leads to the rapidly increasing slopes

of Ii(x,ui). Thus, no strong influence of ds(x,ui) on the response shapes can be expected.

Indeed, Fig. 4.7 demonstrates that the response shapes change little, whether ds(x,ui)

is included or not. However, it is clearly visible that a neglection of internal dissipation

leads to significantly pronounced response peaks at high frequencies, accompanied by a

shift towards the apex. This because ds(x, ui) begins to dominate the divergent behaviour

of the response (reflected by the factor l/vG(x,ui) in (4.133)) only in the close vicinity of

the resonance.

To complete the picture, in Fig. 4.8 the complete passive response shapes are depicted

for a number of frequencies, where also internal dissipation is taken into account, and

where the initial conditions at the base are determined by (4.185).
These results are very similar to the excitation patterns of de Boer's classical one-

dimensional model [35], where rather involved modeling equations are solved either nu¬

merically or using the WKB approximation method. In particular, in the long-wave
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Figure 4.6: Attenuation of the passive basilar membrane amplitude. The shift of the

response amplitude i^s = logAA, according to (4.134), is shown. Dashed line: Internal

dissipation, //. Dotted line: Dissipation due to friction on the vibrating basilar membrane,

Is- Solid line: Both contributions, (a) / = 200 Hz. (b) / = 1000 Hz. (c) / = 4000 Hz.

(d) / = 16000 Hz.

limit, the response of the latter latter model is proportional to exp(|o;a:). This result has

been obtained under the assumption that the stiffness dominates the basilar membrane

impedance (the 'exponential model', [35]), which is valid in the long-wave limit. In our

model, we directly obtain exactly the same result when using the long-wave approximation

(4.84) for vg(x,uj) in (4.133). With vg,lw(x,ui) ~ exp(-Qi/2 x),

ALW(x)
y/E(x) y/vG,Lw(x,uj)

~ e2Ie4I = e*aX. (4.135)

In contrast to de Boer's model, the response peaks of our model are less pronounced

for moderate frequencies. They, however, become sharper as the stimulus frequency is

increased, with an accompanying decrease in bandwidth. This phenomenon can be ac¬

counted for by an analysis of the frequency dependence of vg(x,ui) and k(x,ui) near res¬

onance. At points of hydrodynamic equivalence15, Xhe(Ax,ui) = xc(ui) — Ax, (which are

characterized by an equal distance Ax from passive resonance) k(Ax,ui) = k(xhe(ui),uj) is

constant, while va(Ax,ui) — VG(xhe(UJ),<^) and its derivative are proportional to ui. Let us

choose a frequency ui0 and a distance Ax, so that the location xhe(Ax, uj0) = xc(uiq) — Ax

is just at a small distance basalwards to the response peak of the curve A(x,ujq). If we

15see Sec. A.l in the Appendix for a profound discussion
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Figure 4.7: Response shapes obtained for different dissipation schemes. Dashed line:

Internal dissipation. Dotted line: Dissipation due to friction on the vibrating basi¬

lar membrane. Solid line: Both contributions, (a) / = 200 Hz. (b) / = 1000 Hz.

(c) / = 4000 Hz. (d) / = 16000 Hz.

change the frequency from uiq to uii, where uji > uiq, the wave number and the group

velocity at the respective points of hydrodynamic equivalence are related as

k(Ax,uJi) = A;(Ax,6<;o),

vG(Ax,uii) = —vG(Ax,ui0),
UJq

(4.136)

(4.137)

with k(Ax, uii) and vq(Ax, uii) referring to the point Xhe(Ax, uii) = xc(uii) — Ax. Further,

the choice (4.186) for the initial condition Aq(uj) in (4.133) assures that the change in stiff¬

ness, E(x), induced by the change in position, and the change in uG;0(w), are compensated

(see Sec. 4.6.5). Then, we obtain from (4.133) and (4.137)16

A(Ax,uii) = ——A(Ax,ui0). (4.138)

This expression indicates that at points of hydrodynamic equivalence xhe(Ax,uii), the

response A(x,uii) decreases with increasing frequency. However, the response peak height,

as measured relative to the response A(Ax,ui) (where Ax is chosen sufficiently large),

is expected to increase with increasing frequency: Since the dominant dissipation term

16Note that the exponential term in (4.133) is constant at points of hydrodynamic equivalence, as the

dominant contribution to dissipation only involves k(x,io) (cf. (4.136)).
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Figure 4.8: Passive response of the basilar membrane for driving frequencies / 6

{100,200,400,1000, 2000,4000,8000,16000} Hz.

(4.96) is independent of k(x,ui) at points of hydrodynamic equivalence, while the group

velocity increases at these locations for increasing frequency, the attenuation of the basilar

membrane vibration decreases at points of hydrodynamic equivalence with respect to wi.

This effect competes with the aforementioned behaviour (4.138) and leads to sharper peaks

for increasing ui. Both observations are in complete accordance with the curve shapes seen

on Fig. 4.8, and they explain the decrease in bandwidth with increasing uj.

In Sec. 4.9.5, we will observe that if longitudinal coupling along the basilar membrane

is included, which can be modelled by a non-zero surface tension, the high-frequency

response peaks become broader and less pronounced. The reason for this phenomenon

is the fact that the divergence of l/vG(x,ui) and of the dissipation rate at xc(ui) has

disappeared (see Sec. 4.9.5 for more details).

Many models that neglect internal dissipation generate response peaks that are too

sharp in comparison with experimental data. Also the sharp decay of the response curve at

the apical side generally is in contrast to experimental measurements (e.g., von Békésy's

measurements, Fig. 2.8 (a)). The first of these deficiencies is often attributed to the

dimensionality of the model. However, we claim that already the inclusion of internal

dissipation may resolve this problem. With the inclusion of longitudinal coupling along

the basilar membrane (see Sec. 4.9), an additional substantial broadening of the response

peaks is generated, and the decay at the apical side of the response is significantly reduced.

This indicates that the 'classical' assumption of independently moving basilar membrane

segments, which are coupled only by the hydrodynamic interactions, is not realistic and

must be abandoned in cochlear modeling.

4.6.3 Comparison with Experiments

In principle, the cochlear response can be characterized in two ways: In the panoramic

description, the basilar membrane vibration is considered as a function of position x

along the basilar membrane, at a given frequency; Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 are examples of this
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representation. In the local description the response at a fixed point, xBu, on the basilar

membrane is examined as a function of frequency.

Clearly, the panoramic descritption is easily obtained from cochlea models, since the

model response is usually obtained from the integration of partial differential equations

that involve derivatives with respect to the ^-coordinate (cf. eg. (4.93)). In experi¬

ments, however, it is extremely difficult to obtain a panoramic description: Firstly, the

cochlea, being carved into the stony temporal bone, is very difficult to access surgically;

and secondly, measuring a panoramic description of the basilar membrane response would

involve simultaneous access at different points, which, with currently available exper¬

imental techniques, would cause serious distortions of the response patterns. For these

reasons, measurements of vibration velocities at a single point close to the base are usually

performed for varying frequencies. In other words, a local view is adopted.

Under adequate experimental conditions, the local view is equivalent to the frequency

response of the basilar membrane at the chosen location xbm'- If amplitudes are measured,

constant stapes amplitude must be assured; if velocities are measured, which is usually

the case, the condition of constant stapes velocity must be satisfied.

If we want to assess the performance of our model by comparison with experimental

results, instead of the easily obtainable panoramic description, we must be able to compute

the frequency response of our model. Since the differential equations (for the active model)

must be solved for a large number of different frequencies, this leads to a significant increase

of computational time. For obtaining frequency responses, the experimental conditions of

constant stapes velocity or amplitude, respectively, must be incorporated into our model

in the form of suitable initial conditions eo(ui) in (4.94). Adequate initial conditions,

that allow for a comparison with experiments, will be obtained after an analysis of the

transmission of power from the stapes to the cochlear fluid. Having found the adequate

expression e0(w) for the initial codition at the cochlear base, we will use it throughout the

later modeling stages, where active amplification is included. In particular, an extension

of the active model to the whole frequency range, from which interesting conclusions on

the auditory system can be drawn, relies on an adequate treatment of the initial condition

problem.
Let Pst denote the power delivered by the stapes to the cochlear fluid. Assuming a

stationary state, Pst must equal the energy flux far away from the base along the cochlear

duct. This flux is clearly given by the product of the energy density with the group

velocity, taken at x = 0, so that

Pstiw) = vGfi(uj)e0(ui). (4.139)

Below, we will demonstrate that this relation is also a direct consequence of the fact that

Pst(oj) must equal the total dissipated power within the cochlea. Provided that we know

how Pst(ui) depends on ui, for example under the condition of constant stapes velocity, vst,

this relation allows us to derive appropriate initial conditions for computing the frequency

response.

In the following Section, we will show that

Pstiu) = \v2stfiKZc(ui), (4.140)

where Zc(ui) denotes the (frequency-dependent) input impedance of the cochlea, and vstß

the velocity amplitude of the stapes. Under the assumption of equal stapes velocity for
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all frequenies, we thus obtain the relationship

.
,

UZJuj) , â „ ,„.

e0 (uj) ^-f,
4.141

with a common proportionality constant for all ui. Knowledge of §ftZc(w) is therefore the

prerequisite for an assessment of our model based on experimental results.

4.6.4 Impedance of the Cochlea

Under the assumption of linearity, the power delivered by the stapes to the cochlea can

be stated in terms of the input impedance of the cochlea, Zc(uj), as seen by the stapes,

Zc(uj) = P-^\, (4.142)
vst(u)

where

VsM = vstflelLdt and (4.143)

PsM = Pst,oeM^}. (4.144)

This notation also implies

Zc(uj) = Zcfl(ui)el^\ (4.145)

with ZCfl(u) — \Zc(ui)\. The average power delivered by the stapes is then given by

2tt fi

Pst(uj) = — / dt vstfipstfi cos ut cos(uit + <j)(u>)) (4.146)
w Jo

= -VstfiPstfi cos (j)(uj). (4.147)

Finally, using (4.142) and (4.145), we obtain

Pstiu) = \v2stfiZcfi(uj) cos^w) = l-v2st^Zc(uj)- (4-148)

Knowing the dependence of $RZC on frequency thus yields the desired connection between

stapes power and velocity.

In the following, we derive an explicit expression for Zc(ui). We will see that for

moderate and low frequencies (uj/2tt < 10000 Hz)

Zc(uj) « const, (4.149)

while for larger frequencies, a moderate increase can be observed.

From (4.148) we obtain

ÏÏZc(lu) = 2^4^-, (4.150)
vst,0

which transforms to

$tZc(cü) = l-^ cos2 cf>(uj), (4.151)
^ rst\w)
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where (4.147) has been used. The crucial point now is that, if a stationary state is assumed,

the power generated by the stapes, Pst, must equal the total rate of energy dissipation in

the cochlea,

Pst(ui) = lim /
) Jo

Xc de

Xc^Xciu)
Jo

dt
(x,ui)dx (4.152)

= lim / d(x,ui)e(x,ui)dx, (4.153)
Xc-+Xc(lü) J0

which, taking into account (4.94), reduces to

P*(») = W) lim f^4exp
(- f «f^dy) (4.154)

xc^xc(u)J0 VG(X,U1) V Jo Vg(V,u) j

= e0Ust(uj). (4.155)

Since Pst ~ e0, Ust(ui) can be seen as the relative rate of dissipation.

Now, consider that TLst is of the form

vGfi lim /
C

fix) exp (- [ f(y)dy] . (4.156)

This expression can be transformed into

-vGfi lim / — expf-/ f(y)dy) = vGß 1- lim exp ( - / f(y)dy)
xc^xc(w)jQ ax \ j0 ) l xc-¥xc(u) \ Jo /.

= ^g,o. (4.157)

Since f(y) = d(y,ui), the last equivalence follows from

lim [
C

f(y)dy = oo. (4.158)
Xc->Xc(w) J0

Hence

Ust(ui) = vG,o(uj), (4.159)

which justifies relation (4.139). Clearly, the same conclusion is obtained from the fact that,

in the stationary-state, the power delivered by the stapes, Pst = eoIlst, must equal the

product of the energy density at the base of the cochlea, eo(ui), times the group velocity

vg,o(u).
Inserting (4.155) into (4.151) (where we use (4.159)), we arrive at a preliminary ex¬

pression for the cochlear input impedance,

MZc = l^^ cos2 cj>. (4.160)
2 e0vG,o

This result allows us to numerically compute $tZc(u), provided that we could relate p2t0

to the energy density at the base of the cochlea17, e0 (where we disregard the factor cos2 4>

for the moment).
In order to find an appropriate expression for pst, remember that our surface wave

model is obtained from a push-pull arrangement, with a second stapes in opposite phase

17Note that the proportionality factor 1/eo drops out, since p2t 0
~ eo.
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Figure 4.9: Modulus of the basilar membrane impedance near the base. Plain line: Exact

value. Dashed line: Reactive contribution.

at the round window (see Sec. 2.3.2), giving rise to an antisymmetric pressure distribution

in the transverse direction. Therefore, the trans-membrane pressure at the base, pBM,o —

Pbm(x = 0), is twice the stapes pressure,

Pbm,o = IPst- (4.161)

The impedance of the basilar membrane is given by

~ /
E(x) dix,ui)

,

t „„^.

ZBM(x,ui) = iujm+-±-^+
v ' ;. (4.162)

iuj 2

At the base, the dissipation term is zero and the stiffness term dominates over the inertial

term, provided that the frequencies are not too large (uj/2tt <C u)base/2ix = l/2ity/E0/m =

22500 Hz),

Zbm,o = ZBM(x = 0) « —
IUI

•f — <*
L°base

—

J_ El
2-ïï 2ir 27rV m

= 22500 Hz. (4.163)

In terms of the (complex) basilar membrane velocity at the base, vBm(x = 0), we thus

obtain
1 F

Pst = -^ZBm,ovbm(Q) « -i~vBM(0), (4.164)

or, for the oscillation amplitudes18 patß and vBm,o,

1 En

Pst,0 — -zZbM,QVbM,0 ~ TT-VßMfi, (4.165)

with zbm,o — \Zbm,o\- In Fig. 4.9, the exact value of zbm,o and its approximation by the

reactive part, E(x = 0)/ui, are shown as a function of uj. Clearly, as u) —>• ui^ase, the real

18 «Bm(i = 0) = VBMflS
iu)t-\-iip
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part, given by the dissipation term d(x,uj)/2 = 2uk(x,uj)2, is expected to diverge, but

this only happens in very close vicinity of Ccw, (divergence of zBm,o in Fig- 4.9), so that

we can safely dispense of the resistive term in (4.162) for the most part of the frequency

range. The inertial term, however, gains influence for a;/27r ^ ujstlff/2iT ps 5000 Hz. For

ujguff, the stiffness term dominates in zBM,o(u), and the approximations given in
UJ
<

(4.165), and in the equations that follow, can savely be used.

With vBMt0 = uiA0, where AQ = y^2eo/E0 denotes the amplitude of the basilar mem¬

brane displacement at the stapes, we obtain

2e0
VBM,oiUJ)=U}\l-jjr- (4.166)

This leads to the result

UZc(uj) =

^2Z;M'o(^cos^(o;)
«
I_?° cos20(w). (4.167)

c^ ;
4 E0vGfi(ui)

^ ;
4vGfl(ui)

vy J y '

It remains to find an expression for cos 4>. This problem is not easy to resolve, since we

lack one equation: At the beginning we had four unknown variables, namely Zst>0, (j>, vst$

and pstfi, but only three equations, namely (4.145), (4.148), and (4.165), which allowed us

to express pstfi through the known parameter vBm,o- Thus, this problem cannot be solved

in a formal way.

However, we still can examine the physical situation. For example, in an electrical

transmission line, the existence of a non-zero imaginary part of the input impedance is an

indication for the emergence of standing waves: Current and voltage are not propagated

infinitely through the transmission line, but reflection occurs at certain locations. In

an ideal, homogeneous cochlea, however, there is no possibility for reflection: By stapes

motions, the cochlear fluid is excited at the base, and these perturbations propagate

along the basilar membrane as a traveling wave. Although the propagation cannot pass

beyond the location of resonance, xc(ui), reflection does not occur: The wave slows down

indefinitely, and without ever reaching this limiting point, it is dissipated away by the

viscous forces. Neglecting cochlear inhomogeneity and discontinuities for the moment, we

may thus assume that

Zc = $Zc = Zcfi, or (4.168)

cos0 = 1. (4.169)

We therefore arrive at the fundamental result for the input impedance of the cochlea

Zc(uj) =
l^BMfi(^f K

I_^_ (4.170)

c^ '
4 E0vg,o(uj) 4vG,o(u>)

K '

The dependence of the input impedance Zc(uj) on frequency is shown in Fig. 4.10.

The dashed line corresponds to the exact value of Zc(uj), the plain line shows Zc(uj) with

the resistive term neglected. The approximation for moderate frequencies (uj J$ uisttff) is

given by the dotted line. Three interesting features can be observed: (1) Zc(uj) ~ const

for w/2tt < 10000 s_1, (2) a relatively rapid increase for 14000 s"1 < o;/27r < 18000 s-1,

which (3) slows down for very large uj. Also, (4) dissipation is only effective for very large

frequencies, so that the resistive term in (4.162) can be savely neglected, which allows us

to write

=

Kmut-W 1
=

1 ,jS_X 1

1 '
4 E0 vg,o(uj) 4 °\uj2base J vGfi(u)'

K '
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Figure 4.10: Input impedance of the cochlea, Zc(ui). Dashed line: exact value according to

(4.170). Solid line: Zc(ui) with the resistive contribution neglected. Dotted line: Inertial

contribution in zBM,o neglected. Dash-dotted line: Short-wave approximation (4.178) of

Zc(uj) (with dissipation neglected).

with uibase = yEo/m. From (4.171), we can now readily explain the observed curve shapes.

The rapid increase is caused by the decay of vq,o, which sets in for u;/27r > 15000 Hz. For

still larger frequencies, this is overcompensated by a still faster decrease in zBm,o(u).
For large frequencies, the location of resonance, xc(uj), approaches the base of the

cochlea. Therefore, it is tempting to utilize a short-wave approximation for va,o(u)) as the

frequencies get large. As we shall see, this will explain the apparently linear increase of

Zc(uj) for uj/2-k > 18000 Hz.

In Sec. A.3, we derived that in the short-wave limit (kh 3> 1),

mui

Vg(x,uj) « vg,sw(Ax,uj) = (coshojArr — 1), (4.172)

where Ax denotes the distance from xc(ui). In our situation, Ax = xc(u>), since x = 0.

We also provided a condition for the validity of the short wave approximation, namely

Ax <C Axsw = 0.37 cm. In terms of frequency, this condition is restated by noting that

1 F 9

Ax = xJuj) = -log log (uj) < AxSw,
a m a

(4.173)

which leads to

CO > UJsw = Ubasee 2Axsw, (4.174)

where ujsw/2tt = 13000 Hz.
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Substituting Ax — xc(uj) in (4.172) yields

mui

vg,sw(&x,uj) =

P

mui

P

cosh (log 21og (uj)) — 1

\ m

2 V uj2 uj2ase
m^ fee ~ U2f

P 2ÄLe

(4.175)

(4.176)

(4.177)

where in the second step, cosh a; = 1/2 (exp(a;) + exp(—x)) has been used. Insertion

of expression (4.177)into (4.171) then gives the short-wave approximation of the input

impedance of the cochlea

Zc,sw(u) = -pw, (4.178)

and the linear dependence on uj for high frequencies becomes explicit. The dash-dotted

line in Fig. 4.10 corresponds to the short-wave approximation Z^swiu). We observe

that the approximation is nearly exact for uj/2tt ^ 18000 Hz, as long as dissipation can

be neglected. Clearly, if we included the dissipative term in ZCtsw(u), the short-wave

approximation would be correct without constraints.

In order to conclude, let us reconsider our assumption that the input impedance of

the cochlea be purely real. If we can safely exclude the occurrence of wave reflection,

this assumption is perfectly valid for the whole frequency range. However, as the cochlea

constitutes an inhomogeneous medium, the possibility of reflection cannot be ruled out

from our model. Under the condition that the change of the stiffness E(x) is small over

one wavelength, the situation can be considered as locally homogeneous, and no problems

arise. For low frequencies, however, a substantial decrease in E(x) is experienced over

one wavelength. For example, at u;/27r = 500 Hz, A = 20 cm, and one wavelength does

not fit into the whole cochlea at all. Due to this mismatch, a resonance-like behaviour

is expected, leading to a non-zero imaginary part of Zc(uj). In his model [35], de Boer

showed analytically, how this mismatch between the wavelength and the scale of cochlear

inhomogeneity leads to an nonvanishing, inductive (mass-like) expression for SsZc(uj), while

for low frequencies (ui/2tt ;$ 300 Hz $IZc(uj) is reduced by a factor of four per octave.

From this we conclude that, for low frequencies, our result (4.171) can only be used with

precautions. Also, local discontinuities of properties of the cochlea may lead to reflections

and to the emergence of standing waves. These phenomena are possibly of importance for

explaining otoacoustic emissions. Our treatment, however, does not take account of these

effects.

4.6.5 Initial Conditions

Under the condition of equal stapes velocity for all frequencies, with (4.141) and (4.171)

the initial condition at the base of the cochlea (initial energy density) is given by

e0,viu) = e0^Vr 4.179

ug,o(w)
i / 2 \ 2

1„ /. UJ1
X

= eo-£0 1-— -2—T-, (4-180)
4 V "Le J VG,oi")

2 \ 2

UJ1
N

UJ
eo
U-7T-

I"7^i> (4-181)
2 ; ,, Z',.,^2
base l>G,o(w)
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where dissipative effects, that are effective only for very high frequencies, have been ne¬

glected. Note that in the last step all constants appearing in Zc(uj) have been included in

the proportionality constant e'0. For moderate frequencies (cü/2n ;$ 10000 Hz), Zc(ui) as

well as vGfl(uj) are roughly constant (see Fig. 4.10),

e0,„(w) « e'0 =: e0. (4.182)

If displacements rather than velocities are measured, the power delivered by the stapes

is given by

Pst(uj) = Zc(uj)v2tfi = uj2Zc(uj)A2stß, (4.183)

where Astß denotes the amplitude of the stapes displacement, which is ensured to be equal

for all frequencies. By consequence, the initial condition is determined by

f \ ' 2
A ^ V 1

e0)Q(^
= e0uj 1 —

—r^
V "base/ VGß(u)2

rö a;2e'0 =: a;2eo.

In terms of the initial conditions for the displacement or velocity amplitude, A0(ui) or

Vo(uj), respectively, we obtain (cf. (4.133))

A0(uj) =
—^-- ( 1 - -^— J y/ëà « ujA

vg,o(uj) \ uj2basJ

V0(uj) =

r-
( 1 - -^— ) y/e~o « Vb,

VGßiu) V "Le/

where the slowly-varying function vg,o(uj) has been included into the constants A0 and Vq,

respectively.

Clearly, the response shapes are unaffected by the choice of the experimental condi¬

tion, whether equal displacement or velocity amplitudes of the stapes are assumed: The

additional factor ui2 in e0,a(w) leads to A0(uj) ~ w in (4.133). On the other hand, for the

basilar membrane velocity, V(x,ui) ~ toA(x,u>), while Vo(uj) ~ const. As a consequence,

the frequency response curves look identical in both situations. This argument, however,

only applies to the passive, linear situation.

The inclusion of the Hopf-type active amplification process into our model introduces

strong nonlinearities for moderate and large stimuli, and, by consequence, the response

curves are shaped by the absolute value of e(x,ui), which depends on whether (4.185) or

(4.179) is used. If responses to many different input sound levels are calculated, similar

response curve shapes will be observed in the panoramic description for both, equal veloc¬

ity and equal displacement amplitude conditions, but at different input levels eo: Assume,

for example, that e$(uj) = const. Then, on a logarithmic scale, A(x,uj) and V(x,ui) just

differ by a shift in ui. If (4.179) is used for the velocity, this amounts to the same as

shifting e0(uj) for the amplitudes, and the same response shapes are obtained. Therefore,

even when nonlinearities are introduced into the model, it is sufficient to examine either

basilar membrane velocities or amplitudes; we decide for amplitudes.

For the frequency response, measured at a particular location on the basilar membrane,

the response shapes do vary: The calculation of a single frequency response curve involves

different initial values eo(uj) (one for each frequency uj). In the presence of nonlinearities,

the response curves corresponding to equal velocity or displacement amplitude conditions,

respectively, therefore do no longer differ by a simple vertical shift, but the nonlinear

(4.184)

(4.185)

(4.186)

(4.187)
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effects lead to different curve shapes. However, as the regions of active amplificaton

are rather small (less than 10 % of the frequency range of the response curves; see Fig.

4.16), eo(uj) does not vary appreciably in the range where nonlinear effects are significant.

On a logarithmic scale, no effects are visible. Therefore, it is sufficient to examine the

frequency response for equal stapes amplitude, although a comparison with experimental

data obtained for equal stapes velocity conditions is made.

It is interesting to see how the passive resonance peaks (in the panoramic view) scale

when the initial conditions (4.185) or (4.179) are used. On hydrodynamically equivalent

points (xi, uii) and (x2, ui2), where the distance Ax from the location of resonance is chosen

such that dissipation is still negligible, we obtain, e.g. for (4.185) (cf. (4.133))

A(x2,uj2) = yl0_g==-7=^== (4.188)
y/E(X2) \/VG(x2,UJ2)

'jj2 [uT[ 1

£oe-*Sc(w2) efAx V ^2 y/vG(xi,uJi)
(4.189)

=y/mUJ2

- ^^e-f-VoefAxA/^^^^^ (4-190)

= ^-^./^l— (4.191)

-A(xi,uJi), (4.192)
UJ2

where all constants have been subsumed into A0, and in the first step, (A.24) has been

used. From this, it follows that the heights of the displacement response curves heights

scale with \/Jul. The same holds true for the velocity response curves, as is easily seen.

This result suggests that sensitivity declines at high frequencies. However, several

factors may compensate for this apparent loss. First, the peak maxima decay slower

than l/Jul, as was pointed out in the discussion at the end of Sec. 4.6.2. On the other

hand, we assumed constant input impedance of the cochlea, while, in fact, the impedance

Zc(ui) grows approximately linearly for large frequencies (see Fig. 4.10). From (4.148),

we expect an additional factor proportional to Jul in Aq(uj) for large frequencies, if a

constant stapes velocity or amplitude is imposed. Also, wave reflection, which leads to

a non-vanishing imaginary part of Zc(uj), is neglected in our model. Especially for low

frequencies, a reduction of sensitivity is therefore expected in a more realistic treatment.

4.7 Coupling to Active Amplifiers: Basic Hopf-Type

Cochlea Model

In the work presented so far, we laid the foundation for a passive, linear model of the

cochlea. The achievements attained so far are summarized in the following:

1. the model framework, based on the hydrodynamic theory of water surface waves and

the propagation of energy through an inhomogeneous medium, has been formulated

and thoroughly analyzed. The problem of the interaction, or coupling, between the

vibrating basilar membrane and the surrounding fluid, previously termed the first

coupling problem, has thus been resolved.
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2. quantitative statements on the different contributions to traveling wave attenuation

have been made. As the response curves are shaped by the balance between ampli¬

fication and attenuation, an understanding of dissipation mechanisms is crucial for

an active model of the cochlea. This problem has been, according to my knowledge,

addressed to the first time in this work.

3. the derivation of an expression for the input impedance of the cochlea and the

detailed discussion on initial conditions, allows for the incorporation of experimental

conditions into our model. Hence, it will be possible to assess the model performance

by comparison with experimental results.

From these grounds, it is now possible to incorporate the active, nonlinear amplification

process (described in Sec. 4.2.1) into our model. We therefore have to address the second

coupling problem, namely the coupling of the active Hopf-type amplifiers to the cochlear

partition. Henceforth we will use the term cochlear partition for the combined system

basilar membrane - cochlear fluid. This clearly involves an extension of the meaning of

the term 'cochlear partition', which originally denoted the entire vibrating part in the

cochlear duct, namely the basilar membrane inducing the organ of Corti, the scala media

and Reissner's membrane (see Sec. 2.1.2). For want of anything better, however, we stay

with this term.

4.7.1 A Strategy Towards Active Amplification

The complete differential equation for the active model of the cochlea reads

de 1

„ (x,uj) =

dx vg(x,uj)

a(e(x,uj)

vG(x,

dv°f
\ , A( \

(x,uj) + d(x,uj)

,x,uj)

UJ)
'

e(x,uj) (4.193)

where internal dissipation only is incorporated into the attenuation term d(x,u),

d(x,ui) = Avk(x,uj)2. (4.194)

The problem now consists in deriving an expression for the active amplification

(x,t), (4.195)
act

From the requirements imposed on our model (see Sec. 4.1), this expression should re¬

flect the physiologically observed amplification mechanisms, while at the same time being

transparent and parsimonious in the number of required parameters.

In order to achieve this, we must rely on several assumptions. First, we expect that the

hydrodynamic properties derived in the previous Sections are not altered significantly by

the presence of an active amplification mechanism. This means that a separation between

the passive, linear system of the cochlear partition and the nonlinear amplification process

can be performed. The active process merely adds energy to the passive wave, without

further altering its properties. In particular, we still expect sinusoidal movements of

a(x,uj,e(x,t)) =
de

dt
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the fluid and the basilar membrane. Even in the presence of a nonlinear amplification

process, this can be safely assumed, since the displacement amplitudes remain always in

the submicrometer range.

In general, such a separation between the passive hydrodynamic wave and the active

force-generating mechanism is not appropriate. In a more realistic approach, the original

expression for the pressure across the basilar membrane, (4.58), should be rewritten as

Pbm(0 = EÇ + m( + Pact((), (4.196)

where pact(C) describes the additional pressure generated by the active mechanism; in

our model, pact(() would reflect Hopf-type amplification. The ensuing dispersion relation

would be amplitude-dependent, incorporating all nonlinear effects. However, this approach

would lead to a much more intricate formulation of the model than the energy-based

formalism (see (4.193)). Since, for a single tone, active amplification is confined to a

relatively narrow region basal to resonance xc(uj), the contribution pQCt(C) would only

lead to a local alteration of the dispersion relation. This alteration is the counterpart

to the power supply term a(x,uj, e(x, t)) in (4.193). Instead of a pressure- (or force-)

generating active amplification mechanism, we merely consider the power supplied by the

active process. This is, in fact, the big advantage of our approach: We can dispense of

the detailed analysis of force-generation, that necessarily involves untestable assumptions,

but directly analyze the effects of an amplification mechanism in a more abstract fashion.

The difference between the energy-based approach and the traditional modeling strat¬

egy is captured by the philosophical notion of the causal and final aspect of physical

processes. The traditional approach, where the active mechanism is modelled as a force-

generating process, can be called causal, as it involves the question of how the system

reaches its final state in time. The interactions of the system components, reflected by

the geometrical arrangement and the nature of the forces, have to be determined in detail.

Mathematically, this is reflected in a system of partial differential equations evolving with

time. Hence, once such a set of differential equations is found, the system response can be

calculated for arbitrary initial conditions. In particular, the time evolution of the response

as transient stimuli are applied can be examined.

Our approach, however, is final. We are not interested in the way how the system

approaches its final state, but we are merely interested in the state itself. The final ap¬

proach is guaranteed by the existence of basic principles that must be satisfied by the

system in equilibrium. In our case, such a principle is given by the balance between the

energy propagated from the base of the cochlea by the traveling wave, dissipated power

and power supply by the active mechanism. In the differential equation for our model,

(4.193), this is reflected by the absence of the time coordinate: Only the steady-state en¬

ergy density distribution along the cochlear duct can be determined. In this way, we may

omit all details of the processes at work, but, as a price to be payed, only steady-state

situations can be examined. This approach is equivalent to the application of thermody¬

namic principles in the physics of many-particle systems, where the equilibrium state is

characterized by minimal free energy or maximum entropy. However, these principles do

not provide an explication of how the equilibrium state is attained in time, in terms of

cause and effect; finding such an explanation requires the analysis of the individual sys¬

tem, while the thermodynamic principles are generally applicable for systems in thermal

equilibrium.
The second assumption we made is in close connection to the above discussion: We

assume that the active process is determined by the steady-state response of the Hopf
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system. The build-up of the response after an input signal has been applied, which may

take some time, or the decay (ringing) after the end of the signal, are not taken into

account. The time for the response to build up may be reduced by (1) making use of

internal noise driving the system, when weak stimuli are applied (see Sec. 4.2.2), and

(2) by the strong feedback with the hydrodynamic wave, for stronger stimuli. Ringing is

avoided by hydrodynamic attenuation and, possibly, mechanical interactions within the

organ of Corti (tectorial membrane as a second resonator, see Sec. 2.4.3).
As a third assumption, we still expect that the fluid and the passive properties of the

basilar membrane can be treated as linear. Then, the energy-amplitude relation (4.131)
remains valid.

4.7.2 Mathematical Formulation of the Active Mechanism

Along the arguments exposed in Sec. 4.2.1, we propose a Hopf-type system for active

amplification, which is associated with the activity of outer hair cells. In the case of

mammals, we assume that OHC motility as well as a possible amplification by OHC

stereocilia stiffness adaptation (see e.g. [29, 192]) is governed by a Hopf system

z = (pt + iujch)z - j\z\2z + FeiuJt. (4.197)

Active amplification in the cochlea is modelled by an array of such systems with in¬

dependent characteristic frequencies ujch(x), where x denotes the location on the basilar

membrane. In (4.197) the driving force F corresponds to the input signal of the amplifier,

while the modulus of z(t) denotes the amplified signal.

We generalized the Hopf equation (4.1) by introducing an additional parameter 7,

where 7 = 1 in the classical setting of Sec. 4.2.1. As is discussed below in some detail, 7

does not constitute an additional degree of freedom, but effectuates a scale transformation

of the forcing F and the amplitude R of the Hopf system (4.197). This property proved

convenient for avoiding underflow in our numerical model simulations.

The question now arises how to tie (4.197) - or its stationary solution - to the term

a(x,uj,e(x,t)) in (4.193). First, consider the input signal to the active amplifier, F. With

high experimental evidence, motile responses of outer hair cells are excited by changes in

their membrane potential. The membrane potential is determined by ion currents through

the cell that are mediated by the opening or closing of ion channels in the OHC stereocilia.

The conformation of these channels, however, depends on the position of the stereocilia.

The displacement of the stereocilia is therefore considered as the input signal to the active

amplifier. In inner hair cells, stereocilia displacement is caused by viscous friction on the

surrounding fluid, and is therefore proportional to basilar membrane velocity. The tallest

stereocilium of outer hair cells, however, is rigidly attached to the tectorial membrane.

Displacement of the basilar membrane, causing a distortion of the geometry of the organ

of Corti, leads to a shearing motion between the tectorial membrane and the reticular

lamina. This shearing motion is the source for OHC stereocilia displacement. As the basi¬

lar membrane amplitude and the involved motions within the organ of Corti are usually

very small (nm-range), we can safely assume that the OHC stereocilia displacement is a

linear function of the basilar membrane displacement. The basilar membrane displace¬

ment amplitude, however, is proportional to the square root of the energy density of the

cochlear partition. From these arguments it follows that

F = ^a(x)e(x,uj), (4.198)
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Figure 4.11: Graphical representation of the amplification mechanism of the basic Hopf-

type cochlea model. A discrete picture is employed, where the cochlear duct is subdivided

into intervals of length Sx. The amplification the hydrodynamic wave is determined by a

local feedback loop (plain arrows), involving only the amplifier element at position X{, Hl.

The dashed arrows indicate the power consumption by the active elements and the power

dissipation by attenuating effects. The horizontal arrows denote the energy propagation

effectuated by the travelling wave. In the energy-based formalism, these three energy

flows are balanced at each position xt.

where the proportionality constant, o(x), is a function of the location on the basilar

membrane.

As the output of the Hopf amplifier results in an enhancement of the displacement

amplitude, the corresponding enhancement of the energy density of the cochlear partition

must be proportional to the square of the Hopf system output. As we consider the

amplitude of the steady-state solution R of (4.197) as the amplifier output, we obtain for

the amplified signal

a(e(x,uj),x,uj) = L(x)R2 (y/a(x)e(x, uj)) (4.199)

= L(x)H(j'a(x)e(x,uj)), (4.200)

where L(x) again denotes a space-dependent proportionality constant, and H is the solu¬

tion of the cubic equation (cf. (4.3))

a(x)e(x, uj) = j2H3 - 2jpiH2 + [p2 + (uj - ujch(x))2]H. (4.201)

As the bandwidth of the active amplification is relatively narrow, we may safely assume

that the functions a(x) and L(x) can be taken as constants for fixed uj: Only in a small

neighborhood of the location of active resonance, xch(ui), their value determines active

amplification, so that we can set

a(x) = a(xch(uj)) =: a(uj), (4.202)

L(x) = L(xch(uj)) =: L(uj) (4.203)

We may, therefore, drop the ^-dependence. Also, the bifurcation parameter p, and the

parameter 7 are assumed as independent on e(x,ui).
How the active model of the cochlea operates is explained in Fig. 4.11, where a discrete

picture of the cochlear canal is employed. Each rectangle in the bottom row corresponds

o,
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Figure 4.12: Active amplification in the model of the cochlea. For an input stimulus

frequency ui, the active amplifier elements along the basilar membrane (being identified

with the OHC) are excited, depending on their characteristic frequency ujch(x) (line above

the abscissa). At x = xch(uj), maximal amplification occurs, leading to a rapid increase of

the active response curve (dashed line) over the passive response (plain line). The excess

gain is of the order of about 50 dB.

to a segment of the cochlear canal. At position x%, the energy density of the hydrodynamic

wave equals e% = e(x%). The input to the Hopf-type amplifiers, which are represented by

the top row, is given by ate(xt), where o% = a(xt). Note that the amplifiers represent an

array along the basilar membrane19, where the characteristic frequency of each amplifier,

^>ch,i = Wch(xi), depends on its position (see below). The amplification effectuated by each

element is given by

a(xl,el) =Hi = HÜJch(xl)(J/a(xi)e(xi)), (4.204)

and the power delivered to the hydrodynamic wave is determined by the coupling constant

Kt = K(Xi).
The local feedback structure of the active amplification mechanism employed in this

model is represented by the plain arraws in Fig. 4.11. In a later model version, where

feedforward coupling between the amplifiers is taken into account, a nonlocal situation

will be encountered, as is displayed in Fig. 4.27.

In the steady state situation, where the energy density stays constant in time, the total

power delivered by the active process equals the total dissipated power,

rXc(w)
,

de

Jo ""di
act

I dx
^7

o dt

(4.205)
diss

The power supply at position x%, deJdt\act, and the local dissipated power, deJdt\act, are

indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.11. The balancing between these two quantities

and the energy propagated forward by the hydrodynamic wave (horizontal arrows) at

every position along the cochlea provides the foundation of the energy-based formulation

of our model, which is expressed by the modeling differential equation (4.193).
Intuitively, it is now easy to understand how active amplification is effectuated in our

model (see Fig. 4.12). Evidently, the location of active resonance, xch(ui) must lie some

19The active amplifiers are associated with the outer hair cells.
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Figure 4.13: Response and gain of the distributed Hopf type amplifiers, (a) and (c):

p, = —25. (b) and (d): p, = —200. Each line corresponds to a (constant) input energy

e e {1011,..., 1020} (arbitrary units).

distance basalwards from the location of passive resonance, xc(uj), since very near xc(ui)

strong attenuation of the traveling wave occurs, and the active amplification could not

be effective. Clearly, the function xch(ui) describes a second tonotopic map. How it may

look like is discussed in Sec. 4.11, where active amplification at different frequencies is

discussed. In the sequel, however, only one single, fixed frequency is considered, and the

the form of the function xch(ui) is of no importance. Around xch(ui), the response H(-)
in (4.201) becomes large, as is shown by the line just above the abscissa in Fig. 4.12. In

this region, energy is fed into the traveling wave, resulting in a boost of its amplitude and

causing an excess gain relative to the purely passive response (cf. the straight and dashed

curves in Fig. 4.12). As the stimulus intensity is increased, the compressive nonlinearity

of the Hopf system becomes effective, and the excess gain is correspondingly reduced. For

very large stimuli, the output of the Hopf system, H, becomes negligible compared to

the energy density e(x,ui), and essentially passive characteristics of the basilar membrane

response are expected.
In Fig. 4.13, the response H is shown as a function of x for two different values of

p,. Note that in this figure (as well as in the inset in Fig. 4.12) the output of the array

of Hopf systems along the basilar membrane is represented. At each position x, another

Hopf system, with characteristic frequency uiCh(x), must be imagined (In Fig. 4.13, we set

xch(u) = xc(uj), i.e. correspondence of the two tonotopic maps). In contrast to Fig. 4.1 in

Sec. 4.2.1, which displays the frequency response of the Hopf system, a strong asymmetry

is observed. For x 3> xch(ui), the response is constant, while for x <C xch(uj), it decays
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exponentially. This is readily explained by noting that

H(e,x,uj) = R2(e,x,uj) ~ -

---?. (4.206)
(uj - ujch(x))2

For x 3> xCh(u>), uj <C uich(x), and H(e.x,u>) ~ 1/ui2 = const. On the other hand, if

x <C xch(ui), H(e,x,uj) ~ l/uich(x)2 « eaa: (from (4.67)), indicating a logarithmic slope of

a at the skirt.

We shall see in the following Section that it is particularly easy to tune the model

response by adjusting the model parameters.

4.7.3 Tuning of the Active Amplifier

Spatial Amplifier Bandwidth

The rising slope of the active response curve is determined by the bandwidth of the Hopf

response R, which is in turn determined by the bifurcation parameter p and by 7. First,

remember that the bandwidth Tr^b (in frequency-space) of a Hopf-system,

*%ub = V +
4 (j-rRLx - w»R2max) , (4-207)

is independent on the characteristic frequency coch, (cf. (4.8) in Sec. 4.2.1). For small

stimuli, F < Fcnt, the bandwidth Tr^^b, is constant and independent of 7,

r^B « V3H, (4.208)

The 3dB bandwidth, TzdB,uj of a Hopf-amplifier element in our model, a(-) ~ H(-) ~

R2(-), is different from (4.207), as it is determined by the corner frequencies u ± TzdB^

where the square of the Hopf response R falls to half of its maximum value. From the

condition (cf. p. 66)

F2 = ^H^ _ 2{i (H]^ + {ß2 + r2dBJ^, (4.209)

we obtain

*îdB,u = »2 + \ (JHlax ~ l2pHmax) , (4.210)

where Hmax = H(ui = uiCh) is determined by

F = Hmax - 2p,Hmax + p, Hmax. (4.211)

The minimum bandwidth, which is assumed if e < ecni, equals the modulus of the control

parameter p,,

rsSS>w = H (4.212)

Due to the logarithmic form of the tonotopic map

1 W 9

xc(uj) = -log — logw, (4.213)
a m a

however, the spatial bandwidth, T^b,x, depends on the location x on the basilar mem¬

brane. The question is now, how TzdB,x is related to T3dB,u- Knowing this, we may
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so that we finally obtain

purposefully shape the response curves by adjusting the bifurcation parameter p,. Here, it

is important to note that in our situation, a spatial array of Hopf oscillators is considered,

where ui stays constant, and ujch(x) varies (cf. Fig. 4.13). The spatial bandwidth T3dB,x

is therefore determined by

^3dB,x(x, r3dB)W) = xch(ujch(x) - T3dB:UJ/2) - xch(ujch(x) + TUB^/2). (4.214)

In a small neighborhood of uj, the second tonotopic map, xch(cj), may be approximated

by
xch(uj) = xc(uj) - Ax. (4.215)

In Sec. 4.11.1, an appropriate formulation for the second tonotopic map is derived (cf.

(4.309) and (4.311)). It is evident that, since TsdB,uj ^ uca(x)), the approximation (4.215)

is justified for the following calculations. With (4.215) we obtain

F3dB,x(x, T3dB,u) = xc(ujch(x) - YMB^/2) - xc(ujch(x) + YZdB^/2).

a Uchix)+T3dBtUJ/2

where (4.213) has been used. Since T$dB,u *C ujCh(x), we can make use of the expansion

losi^f = -l+0(*3>. <4-217)

rMB„(*,W) = i^. (4.218)

Since TSdB,uj = const, we readily see that T3dB,x scales with l/uich(x). This result will

prove important in Sec. 4.11.2, where the tonotopic variation of the model parameters a,

K and p, is analyzed.

Gain and Compressive Nonlinearity

The forcing amplitude Fcni where the transition from the linear regime, with constant

amplification, to the compressive nonlinear regime (see Sec. 4.2.1) occurs, is estimated by

the relation

FCni = {-^- (4.219)
Jn

This equation follows from the original form Fcn\ = (—/i)3/2, where 7 = 1, when consider¬

ing that the parameter 7 is equivalent to a scaling of the forcing, F —) F/Jj. In terms

of the energy density, we obtain with Fcn\ = -\/o(uj)ecni

ecni = ^7^. (4.220)

If we replace L(co) by

Liu) =: K(u)/a(uj), (4.221)

where K(uj) denotes a new parameter, the gain of the cochlear amplifier can be written

as

^/ n

a(e,x,uj)
TW

.H(Jae)
, Ä __

G(e, x, uj) =
v ' '

= K(ui) y .

'. 4.222)
e o~(uj)e
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Note that

GHopf(e,x,uj) = 1^^ (4.223)

gives the gain of the Hopf system H(-), which is usually smaller than one. Multiplication

by K(ui) shifts the gain curves GBopf(e,x,uj) to a suitable range and thereby determines

the gain of the cochlear amplifier, a(-).

G(e,uj) is constant for e < ecni, while it scales like

G(e,u)~^l~^ = e-l (4.224)
e e

for e > ecni, where the relation R ~ F1/3 has been used for F > Fcni (cf. Sec. 4.2.1). For

sufficiently large values of e, the Hopf amplification gain becomes therefore negligible, so

that the system behaves essentially passive (and linear) for very intense stimuli.

The Role of Parameter 7

If to (4.197) the transformation

z = —z' and (4.225)
Jï

F = -^-F', (4.226)

is applied, the classical form of the Hopf equation (where 7 = 1) is recovered in the new

coordinate z', with forcing F'. Correspondingly, if we set 7 7^ 1, this is equivalent to the

scale transformation

F -> JjF (4.227)

R ->• JjR (4.228)

for the Hopf system input and output, where the right hand sides correspond to the values

for the classical system.

From (4.198) we readily deduce that a transformation

7 -» 7' = A77 (4.229)

must be accompanied by an accompanying transformation

a^a' = -^-a, (4.230)

in order to leave the response of the cochlear amplifiers

a(e, x, uj) = ^-R2(Ja(x)e(x,uj)) (4.231)
a(x)

invariant. From (4.225), we observe that

!
—v

A
R2 ->

-^-R2 (4.232)
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under the transformation (4.229. With (4.231) and (4.230), it thus follows that K remains

invariant under (4.229),
K' = K. (4.233)

This demonstrates that the effect of a change in 7 may be balanced by an appropriate

change of the parameter a, (4.230).

Why, then, should it be necessary to introduce a new model parameter, if it does not

add any new, useful property to the model? Evidently, the previous discussion revealed

that, from a purely theoretical point of view, the additional parameter 7 is spurious. How¬

ever, when it comes to the practical problem of numerically solving the model equations,

the rescaling effectuated by 7 is especially useful. A small value of 7 in (4.197) allows

us to use larger inputs F = yfo(x)e(x,u)), by virtue of (4.230). The choice of 7 = 10~6

allowed us to avoid underflow in our numerical simulations.

When we will consider active amplification at different frequencies, 7 gains another

practical value. While a(x) varies tonotopically from base to apex (see 4.11.2), 7 is

considered as a global constant. It therefore effectuates a 'global' adjustment of the

transition point ecni, valid for all frequencies, while the local adjustments are obtained by

the function a(x).

Efficient Parameter Tuning

With these results, it is now easy to devise a transparent scheme for tuning the ampli¬

fication process of our model. Let us first fix the stimulus frequency uj. Then, we may

proceed as follows:

1. Fix xch(uj) a certain distance Ax basalwards from xc(ui). Ax then determines the lo¬

cation of the rising slope in the response curves, and, by consequence, the bandwidth

of the response peak.

2. Set the minimal bandwidth of the cochlear amplifier, TdB, (4.208), by an appro¬

priate choice of the bifurcation parameter p, < 0. This determines the slope of the

rising skirts of the response, and, by consequence, also the peak bandwidth.

3. Determine ecni, the transition point between linear and compressive nonlinear regime,

from (4.220) by an appropriate choice of a and 7.

4. Adjust 7 (and a, by (4.230)) so that optimal numerical simulations are possible.

5. Set the cochlear amplifier gain by K.

Let us briefly note that cr(ui) and K(uj) (or a(x) and K(x), respectively) can be

approximated by simple exponential functions of a; (cf. (4.383) and (4.384) in Sec. 4.11.3).

Noting this, we observe that only four parameters determine the response of our active

amplification model, namely a, pt, a and K. An additional parameter is needed for the

tonotopic map of the active process, xch(uj).
An example for the gain (4.222) of the distributed Hopf-type amplification is shown

in Fig. 4.14, for two different values of a. It is clearly seen that the envelope remains un¬

changed, while the response curves are shifted inside. This is the consequence of resetting

the transition point ecni, (4.220).
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Figure 4.14: Gain of the distributed Hopf-type amplification elements, for two different

values of a (p, = —100). In (b), the value of a has been reduced by 10~3. This leads to

an upward shift by AG = 3 (on the logarithmic scale) of the gain curves that correspond

to values e > ecni (cf. (4.222) and (4.220)).

Numerical Parameter Values

After having exposed the function and tuning capabilities of the model parameters, we

need to find the numerical values, for which optimal model responses are obtained. Our

aim is to reproduce the characteristics of the experimentally measured basilar membrane

vibrations by our model. This also includes that the numerical values of the model am¬

plitudes, A(x,ui), correspond to the experimentally observed basilar membrane displace¬

ments. However, we will demonstrate in the following that the scaling properties of the

parameter a allow us to transform the model response curves to any numerical range.

As a consequence, it is not necessary that the experimental and model basilar membrane

displacements agree numerically. If an agreement is desired, this can be achieved by a

suitable choice of a and of the initial conditions A0(ui).
In the foregoing discussion, it was made clear that parameter the K determines the low-

intensity gain, while a sets the transition point to compressive nonlinearity, ecni, (4.220).

The transformation of a,

a -> Aaa, (4.234)

is thus equivalent to a scaling of the initial conditions, for which a certain excitation

pattern would be observed, by an amount (cf. (4.220))

e0 -> Ae0e0, (4.235)

where Aeo = Aa. This scaling is equivalent to a shift of —log Aa on a logarithmic scale.

According to (4.235), the simultaneous transformations

a ->• Aaa,

e0 -> -r-e0

(4.236)

(4.237)

leave the model response curves invariant. We shall make use of this property in order

to avoid numerical instabilities. If we intended to obtain basilar membrane displacement

amplitudes in the physiological range (A(x,ui) < lptm), we would encounter the problem
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V -100 -200

xBM [cm] 2.003 2.015

a 2.407 19.255

K 57.946 14.487

7 10-6

Ah 0.92

Table 4.2: Parameters for the basic version of the active Hopf-type model of the cochlea.

Model simulations are shown in Fig. 4.16.

of numerical underflow. For this reason, we adjusted a and such that larger values for the

model initial conditions could be used20.

As (4.236) and (4.237) merely induce a vertical scaling (or shift) of the response curves,

an adjustment of the model responses to the experimentally measured range of amplitudes

is equivalent to a change of length units. In the figures that display model excitation

patterns, arbitrary units are therefore used for A(x, ui). The optimal numerical parameter

values that were used for the simulations of the basic model version (Fig. 4.16), are shown

in Table 4.2. The parameter values correspond to a location xBm on the basilar membrane,

for which the frequency response depicted in Fig. 4.16 is calculated. The location of active

resonance is determined by the parameter Ah, such that xch(ui) = Ahxc(u>).

4.7.4 Active Place Response

The response of the active Hopf-type cochlear model has been obtained by numerical

integration of (4.193), using the Mathematica environment. For fixed frequency / = 1000

Hz, various simulations with different values for p, a and K have been performed. The

place of active resonance, xch(ui), has been chosen according to

xch(uj) = AHxc(uj), (4.238)

where AH £ [0.90,0.98] has been varied for different simulations. As optimal parameter

values, for the basic version of our model p, = —200 and Ah = 0.92 have finally been

chosen, where a(e,x,uj) is determined by (4.199) and (4.201). The optimal values for 7,

a and K are shown in Table 4.2.

Characteristic examples for the place response curves ('panoramic picture') of basilar

membrane displacements, A(x,ui), are shown in Fig. 4.15. In Fig. 4.15 (a), response

curves with excess gain of about 20 dB (for soft sounds) are shown. Compared with

experimental data, this is a too small, as more than 40 dB are usually measured (see Figs.

4.16 (a) and (b)). Also, the slopes at the basal side of the response peak are quite large,

followed by a flat top. In the following, we show how we can improve this model response

by an appropriate adjustment of the model parameters.

As a first step, we increase the excess gain. From (4.222), this is effectuated by an

increase in the value of K. In our example, we define K = KrK0, where K0 denotes

the optimal value (see caption of Fig. 4.16). In the first example, KT was set to 0.3.

An increase to 0.5 (Fig. 4.15 (b)) leads to the desired amplification of about 40 dB.

20For our energy-based modeling formalism, the model initial conditions extend over a range of 1012,

as a range of 120 dB of input intensities must be covered. An appropriate choice of 7 alone is thus not

sufficient to guarantee reliable numerical results.
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Figure 4.15: Tuning of the active cochlea model, (a) p, = —25, Ah = 0.94, Kr = 0.3.

(b) Kr = 0.5. (c) p, = -100. (d) /i = -100, AH = 0.92, Kr = 1.0. In (c) and (d), the

rescalings of K required by the change in p, and Ah are subsumed in K0. The value of

KQ in (d) equals 57.946 (see Table 4.2).

Otherwise, the response shape did not change. As a consequence, the response peak

bandwidth has become much too small, being accompanied by an excessively large basal

slope. The basal slope of the response may be reduced by increasing the modulus of the

Hopf bifurcation parameter p,, since, from (4.218) and 4.212), the spatial bandwidth of

the active element scales with \p\. As a consequence, the relative contribution of the

regions surrounding the location of active resonance, xch(uj), to the active amplification

of the basilar membrane response gain more weight. The result is a more distributed

amplification, with more moderate slopes. However, an increase in |/x| leads to a shift of

ecni, according to (4.220), and to a decrease in small-amplitude gain. These effects must

be balanced by an appropriate rescaling of a and K, in order to leave the gain and the

transition to the nonlinear regime invariant, with respect to Fig. 4.15 (a). In Sec. 4.11.2,

we will demonstrate that, as piapproachesp2, a and K must be transformed as

_l l ß2

K -». ^K.
Pi

(4.239)

(4.240)

In Fig. 4.15 (c), p, has been changed from p,i = —25 to p,2 = —100, while a and K have

been adjusted correspondingly. Clearly, we achieved the desired effect: The slopes are

reduced and the curves display, instead of the flat top in panels (a) and (b). a soft tip.
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However, despite the transformation of K, the gain is slightly reduced below 40 dB.

This is caused by the fact that, since the region of amplification has been extended towards

the location of passive resonance, dissipation partially absorbs the amplifier's power. In

fact, this is the reason for the emergence of tips rather than flat tops: Before (panels

(a) and (b)), the peak's shape was determined by the balancing between dissipation and

passive amplification (decrease in group velocity) past the region of active amplification.

In panel (c), however, the power delivered by the active amplifiers also enters the balance

at the peak - leading to a larger amplitude variation around the peak.

The peak bandwidth may be increased by reducing the value of Ah- K and a must

again be changed accordingly, since the group velocity changes significantly with position

near passive resonance (see Fig. 4.4 (b) and equation 4.193). Fig. 4.15 (d) shows the

results of these transformations. Notably, the gain is slightly increased compared to (c),

since by the basalward shift of the region of active amplification, less power is absorbed

by dissipative processes.

4.7.5 Active Frequency Response

In order to assess the performance of our model with experiments, the frequency response

must be computed. Figs. 4.16 (c) - (f) depicts the frequency response and the gain of the

basilar membrane displacement amplitude at the locations

/mnn it \ f 2.003 cm if p, = -100 ,.„,-

xBM = xc(1000 Hz)
=

| 2 015 cm .f £ = _200
(4.241)

Each curve corresponds to a fixed stapes amplitude, where for the input impedance of the

cochlea, Zc(uS) = const has been used. From the discussion in Sec. 4.6.4 (cf. Fig. 4.10), this

choice is appropriate. For Figs. 4.16 (c) and (d), The same parameters as in Fig. 4.15 (d)

have been employed (see Table 4.2, leading to a gain of about 40 dB (Fig. 4.16 (c)).

From Fig. 4.16 (d), it is also easily seen that the response is linear for large and very

low stimuli, while the gain decreases, according to a compressive nonlinear behaviour, at

moderate stimulus amplitudes.

These figures have to be compared with the experimental measurements on the basilar

membrane of the chinchilla cochlea [200] that are displayed in Figs. 4.16 (a) and (b). In

contrast to our model, in the experiments the stimulus intensities were not large enough

to attain linearity. For small stimuli (3 and 10 dB), the response appears approximately

linear, with a gain of nearly 60 dB. With increasing stimulus intensity, the experimental

curves display a shift of the response peak towards lower frequencies by more than 10 %,

together with an associated increase in response bandwidth. This shift emerges in such a

way that on the slope at the apical side the curves are seen to coincide for stimuli larger

than 60 dB; at (low-intensity) characteristic frequency (and beyond) the response does

no longer increase, due to a strong compressive nonlinearity. Even an extension of the

compressive nonlinear regime to frequencies lower than CF is observed, with increasing

stimulus intensity. For the largest stimulus intensity, it seems that linear behaviour is

recovered at the location of the shifted response peak, while the strong nonlinearity at the

falling slopes persists.
In our simulations, although a pronounced compressive nonlinearity is visible at the

peak, a comparable extension of the compressive nonlinear regime, with an ensuing peak

shift and an increase of the bandwidth, is not observed. Also, the response peak is

relatively flat in the frequency domain, while it displays a moderate tip in the panoramic
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Figure 4.16: Frequency response and gain of the basic active Hopf-type cochlea model.

(a) Frequency response and (b) gain of experimentally measured basilar membrane vibra¬

tions, under the condition of constant stapes velocity [200]. (c) - (f) Frequency response

and gain of the cochlea model for constant stapes displacement amplitude, under the as¬

sumption of constant input impedance of the cochlea, (c) and (d): p = —100. (e) and

(f): p = —200. The numerical values of the active amplification parameters are given in

Table 4.2. The parameters used for (e) and (f) arise from rescaling a and K according to

(4.239) and (4.240), respectively.
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view (space domain; see Fig. 4.15). This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the

response peak is stretched by the transition from place into frequency domain. This is

seen by observing that the bandwidth of the frequency peak is approximately given by

Aa; « ujc(xa) - ujc(xe), (4.242)

where xa and xe denote the boundaries of the response peak in the panoramic picture.

From Fig. 4.15 (d), xa « 1.85 cm and xe « 2.05 cm. With (4.67), we then obtain

Auj « W—(e-tXo-e-fXe) (4.243)

le-%xa(i_e-%{xe-xa)} (4.244)

« ujc(xa)(l-e-%Ax). (4.245)

With Arc = 0.15 cm and ujc(xa) = 1300 cycles s_1, we obtain A/ = 250 Hz, which

corresponds quite well with Figs. 4.16 (b) and (c). As a consequence from (4.245), using

Uc(xa) ~ ui we obtain

— « (1 - e"fAx) = 0.2 (4.246)
ui

which is fairly larger than Ax/x = 0.075. The consequence is a stretching of the curves.

The peaks can be made more acute by increasing the modulus of p,, as is seen by

comparing panels (c) and (d) with (e) and (f) in Fig. 4.16. However, this strategy

is limited, as an ever more extended region of active amplification would be required.

Theoretical considerations [5], however, restrict the range of cochlear amplification on a

range of at most 2 mm. From experimental measurements [27], 300 — 600 pirn have been

deduced. This provides an upper limit for the range of p,. In the presented simulation,

the range of 2 mm is already exhausted.

In addition to the frequency response and gain curves, cochlear nonlinearity is ex¬

pressed by the basilar membrane input-output function for a given frequency. Fig. 4.17 (a)

displays the schematic input-output function, obtained from a variety of experimental

measurements, for a pure tone stimulus at characteristic frequency [157], where the scal¬

ing is such that an input of 100 dB is mapped onto an output of 100 dB (cf. also with

Fig. 2.18). For stimuli below 20 dB, the response appears approximately linear, whereas

for larger sounds, the active gain decreases, which gives rise to a pronounced compressive

nonlinearity. For very large stimuli (beyond 100 dB), active amplification is no longer

effective, and the response becomes passive and linear. The active gain of the cochlea

can be read off from Fig. 4.17 (a) by extrapolation of the intense-sound passive response

towards lower stimuli. It is then given by the difference between this extrapolated line

and the measured response. We may observe from the figure that an amplification of more

than 50 dB is achieved for small stimuli (below 20 dB). In Fig. 4.17 (b) the input-output

function for our model, where the same parameters have been used as in Fig. 4.16) (b)

and (c), is shown. The plain curve corresponds to the input-output relation of the basilar

membrane at the peak of the excitation pattern (xBm — 2.003 cm), where ujch(xBM) ~ oj.

The curve thus reflects the nonlinear characteristics of the Hopf-type amplifiers, and dis¬

plays strong similarity with the experimental measurements. As the stimulus frequency

differs from the characteristic frequency of the active process (uj ^ ^>ch(xBM)), the re-
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Figure 4.17: Input-output function of the basilar membrane, (a) Interpolation from var¬

ious experimental measurements [157]. (b) Results from the active cochlea model. Plain

curve: Input-output function at xBm = 2.003 cm (location of the peak of the excitation

patterns shown in Fig. 4.15 (d)). Dashed curve: Input-output function at xbm — 1-85 cm

(where uich(xBM) ¥" u).

sponse becomes linear throughout the entire input range. This is shown by the dashed

line21 in Fig. 4.17 (b).
The reason for this successful reproduction of the measured basilar membrane input-

output function is, as exposed in Sec. 4.7.3, the dependence of the gain G of the Hopf

system on the input e. G(e) is constant for small stimuli, and it decays as e~s for higher

intensities. For very large values of e, the gain therefore becomes negligible, and the

response is essentially linear and passive, in accordance to physiological measurements.

4.7.6 Limitations of the Basic Hopf-Type Model

The results obtained from the basic Hopf-type model, where independent Hopf amplifiers

have been employed, demonstrate that our model is able to reproduce experimentally ob¬

served basilar membrane responses to a significant extent, where the basilar membrane

21 For comparison, this curve is again adjusted such that an input of 100 dB corresponds to an output

of 100 dB; from figure 4.15 (d), it is easily inferred that the gain is about 45 dB smaller compared to the

plain curve. As a consequence, the dashed curve would not be visible on figure 4.17 (b) if the two curves

were plotted using the same scale.
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input-output function is exactly reproduced. The important point is that these results

were obtained with a model displaying a very low complexity of its structure: Only a very

small number of parameter values had to be optimized, as compared to models of compa¬

rable performance. In particular, the model exhibits a transparent structure, and a tuning

strategy can explicitly be given for determining excess gain, bandwidth and compressive

nonlinearity by adjusting the values of the parameters A#, p, a and K (see Fig. 4.15).

This scheme can be extended to incorporate the whole accessible frequency range of the

cochlea (see Sec. 4.11), without introducing additional degrees of freedom. These prop¬

erties of the active model are due to the nature of the active amplification process, which

demonstrates that Hopf-type amplification is suitable for explaining information process¬

ing in mammalian hearing. Especially the low model complexity could otherwise not be

obtained.

Although the basic version of our active cochlea model already accounts for many of

the observed characteristics of cochlear processing, it still exhibits several deficiencies,

which are summarized in the following.

1. The observed shift of characteristic frequency by more than 10 % with increasing

stimulus size is not reproduced, and

2. the associated increase in bandwidth remains too small.

3. The response peaks show a relatively flat top and

4. a large fall-off at the apical skirt.

5. The strong compressive nonlinearity, which is experimentally observed at the apical

slopes for large stimulus intensities and causes the response curves to coincide in an

ever more extended region with growing intensities, is not reproduced by our model.

In contrast, the model responses display similar peak shapes for different stimulus

intensities.

In Sec. 4.9, we will show that the first four deficiencies of our model disappear if coupling

in the longitudinal direction is taken into account. In the beginning, we supposed that

the fifth deficiency may be attributed to either passive nonlinearities of the interactions

within the organ of Corti, leading to a nonlinear basilar membrane response for large in¬

tensities, or additional attenuating effects of these nonlinear internal interactions for large

vibration amplitudes, which could lead to a nonlinear attenuation. This could possibly be

effectuated by the second resonator given by the tectorial membrane, whose characteristic

frequency is half an octave below the characteristic frequency of the basilar membrane.

This mistuning may have an attenuating effect for large stimuli.

However, a thorough analysis of possible physiology-based feedforward-coupling mech¬

anisms among the active amplifiers revealed that this discrepancy from the experimental

measurements is due to the fact that the Hopf-type amplifiers were considered as inde¬

pendent. In Sec. 4.10 we shall demonstrate how an appropriate feedforward-coupling

scheme, which is based on the microanatomy of the organ of Corti structure, leads to

an almost perfect agreement between measured and model basilar membrane responses.

The coupling among the amplifiers thus proves crucial for peripheral auditory information

processing.
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4.8 Longitudinal Coupling along the Basilar

Membrane

In our situation, the neglection of any interaction (or coupling) in the longitudinal direction

has most drastic effects on the model response. Its inclusion into the model is a further

step away from "classical" modeling, where the model response is entirely determined by

local parameters, and spatial interactions arc, with exception of hydrodynamic coupling,

totally neglected.

Longitudinal coupling can be decomposed into two contributions: (a) Coupling be¬

tween the passive elements of the basilar membrane, resulting in a non-vanishing surface

tension, and (b) coupling between the active amplifiers themselves.

Experimentally, it has been found that the coupling in the longitudinal direction is

negligible compared to transversal stiffness. However, this does not mean that longitudinal

coupling can completely be abandoned from a cochlear model; it merely means that its

value must be many orders of magnitude smaller than that of transversal stiffness, E(x).

Surface tension, however small, introduces qualitatively new properties into the model.

As the assumption of longitudinal coupling along the basilar membrane is justified on

anatomical grounds, it should therefore be taken into account.

Coupling between the active elements is appealing since it easily explains the emergence

of otoacoustic emissions (see Sec. 2.7 and 4.2.2). Also, if feedforward-coupling is included

into the model, the maximum excitation of an amplifier element will occur at a position

x > xch(uj), thus enabling a shift of the response peak. However, the inclusion of surface

tension is a prerequisite for a successful application of coupling schemes for the active

amplifiers, as the presence of a non-vanishing, however small surface tension removes the

singularity of the wave number k(x,ui) at passive resonance xc(uj). By consequence, the

associated singularity of dissipation (see (4.96)) is distributed over a more extended region.

Whereas in the basic model of the cochlea the rapid divergence of the dissipation near

xc(uj) limited the region of substantial amplification, it is now possible to extend its range

towards, or even beyond xc(ui). Besides shifting the location of active resonance, xch(uj),

towards xc(uj), this can also be effectuated by suitable coupling schemes. Additionally,

direct coupling among the Hopf amplifiers induces a non-local feedback (see Sec. 4.10

and Fig. 4.27), which leads to a significant improvement of the model response. It is

important that these coupling schemes are derived from a firm biophysical basis, and

that a minimal number of additional free parameters is introduced. We will show in the

following two Sections, that coupling in the longitudinal direction, especially coupling

among the amplifiers, is indispensable for successfull cochlear information processing.

4.9 Passive Longitudinal Coupling: Surface Tension

The inclusion of a non-vanishing surface tension into our model has, besides of being a

prerequisite for the successful incorporation of direct coupling between the active elements,

by itself several beneficial consequences: (1) The location of active resonance, xch(u) can

be shifted to larger values, and (2) the bandwidth of the active amplifiers (determined

by p) can be increased without deteriorating the response shapes after the shift of the

location of active resonance has been performed. In our basic model, this was prevented by

the rapid increase of dissipation near passive resonance. In this Section, we demonstrate

how the model response is improved by a compared to the transversal stiffness extremely
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small contribution of surface tension to the restoring force of the basilar membrane. First,

however, the effects of surface tension on cochlear hydrodynamics are examined in some

detail.

4.9.1 Tension on a Free Surface

In physics, the notion of surface tension arises when free surfaces of liquids are considered,

provided that the liquid molecules exert mutual attractive forces. For water, this is the

case due to the polar nature of its molecules. A water molecule that is far from the

surface does not feel any net force from neighboring molecules; over a time period of

the order of the Brownian motion's time scale, any contributions are averaged out. If the

molecule happens to be on the water surface, however, a net force orthogonal to the surface

remains: The molecule has positive potential energy with respect to its position inside the

fluid. Now, imagine that we divide the free water surface into two pieces, separated by a

straight frontier. We may increase the surface area by pulling on the frontiers in opposite

directions, that are orthogonal to the frontiers and tangential to the surface. This causes

other water molecules to surface, thereby increasing their potential energy. This additional

energy, however, equals the work exerted by the forces acting on the frontiers. For a small

separation Sx of the frontiers, we then get, in a linear approximation, an increase in free

energy of the amount

SE = TLSx, (4.247)

where L denotes the length of the separating frontier. The proportionality constant T

corresponds to the force needed to separate two pieces of fluid of unit length; or, conversely,

it corresponds to the force that holds (or pulls) them together. For this reason it is called

surface tension, and it is measured in units of N m_1. In water, T = 0.074 N m_1.

When observing that the increase in surface area is given by SA = LSx,

SE = TSA, (4.248)

which leads to the alternative definition

rr.dE .

T=-, (4.249)

T thus denotes the increase in free energy upon a change in surface area, measured in

units of J m~2. In equilibrium, where the free energy is minimal, the total surface area of

a bulk of water assumes its smallest possible value. This explains, for example, the shape

of water drops. Besides the molecule's interaction, tension of the surface is also present

if the surface is covered by an elastic membrane. Every attempt to increase the surface's

area must then compensate for the restoring tension of the membrane by an opposite force

of equal strength. In the cochlea, this restoring force is caused by longitudinal connections

of the basilar membrane segments. With respect to our energy-based model formalism,

the potential energy of the system is altered by the occurence of surface tension. This

implies a modification of the relation connecting amplitude and energy density, (4.131),

which relies on the equipartition principle.
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4.9.2 Dispersion Relation

Since a local deviation from equilibrium enforces a small increase of a free surface's area,

surface tension acts as an additional equilibrium restoring force. It is expected that the

presence of this force alters the dispersion relation, especially for short waves: For a

given wave amplitude, the relative increase in surface area becomes larger, the shorter the

wavelength. In surface gravitational waves, surface tension becomes effective as À ^ 0.1 m,

leading to the emergence of 'ripples'.

Figure 4.18: Surface tension leads to a vertical restoring force. On each side of the strip

of length L and width Sx, the surface tension exerts a force equal to TL in parallel to

the fluid's surface. Equal, but opposing forces are also present at the boundaries, but

they would be assigned to the neighboring strips. If the curvature of the fluid's surface

is nonzero, the moduli of the vertical components fi and fr of these forces are not equal,

since the angles a and a' are different at x and at x + Sx. For infinitesimal width Sx, their

(nonvanishing) sum gives the restoring force FT(x).

In order to derive the effects of surface tension on the dispersion relation and the group

velocity, we have to consider how the equilibrium restoring force is determined. Again, let

us denote the surface's displacement from equilibrium by Ç and consider a long-crested

surface wave. On a strip of width Sx, having frontiers parallel to the wave crest, forces of

strength T per unit length act on either side of the strip (see Fig. 4.18). At position x,

the vertical component of this force, per unit length, is given by

fl = Tsma=-T^, (4.250)

where a linear approximation, sin a ~ a ~ tana, has been employed. At position x + Sx,

a similar expression for the force per unit length fr is obtained, but with opposite sign.

On the strip, a net vertical force

>'+*=T(i<i+fa>-i<*>)=T0fa- (4-251)

therefore acts per unit length of the strip. Per unit area, the equilibrium restoring force

therefore is

Mx)=T^ix). (4.252)
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By consequence, we have to extend the excess pressure pBM on the basilar membrane

(see (4.58)) by the term Ft(x), so that we obtain

PBM = EC + T7-± + mÇ. (4.253)
dx1

In a linear theory, where sinusoidal motions in the longitudinal direction are assumed,

£ ~ exp(ikx). This follows directly from the ansatz (4.60) for the velocity potential </> in

linear theory, and from the relation Q = 4>y (see Sec. 4.4.2). Then,

PBM = (E + Tk2)Ç + mÇ, (4.254)

and we notice, that this expression is formally equivalent to the previous situation, where

transversal stiffness was the only restoring force, provided that E is replaced by the

quantity E+Tk2. Since the formal appearance of the dispersion relation is only determined

by the factors ( and C in (4.254), we do not actually have to perform the calculations, but

obtain the new formulation from (4.65) by perfoming the replacement E(x) —» E(x) +

k2T(x),
.2

UI

(E(x) + k2T(x))k sinh kh

mk sinh kh + p cosh kh

Alternatively, we can write

,2

(4.255)

A;3 tanh kh =
1 .„.

.

^

ON——-.
(4.256)

±(E(x)-mtü2)+T(x)
V '

As the denominator of this expression never becomes equal to zero, we observe that

the divergence of the wave number k, which was encountered for uj — y/E(x)/m, now

disappears.
For the group velocity, vg — dui/dk = \/2uj duj2/dk, we obtain

_

(E(x) + k2T(x))p kh + sinh kh cosh kh
(ao^7\

2uj (mk sinh kh + p cosh kh)2

+
1 k2T(x) sinh kh

uj mk sinh kh + p cosh kh

In the long-wave limit, kh <C 1, the additional term k2T(x) in (4.255) can be neglected

(since T(x) <C E(x)), and the same expressions as in the situation with vanishing surface

tension, (4.70) and (4.84), are valid.

4.9.3 Surface Tension on the Basilar Membrane

Since transversal stiffness strongly dominates longitudinal coupling, it is extremely diffi¬

cult to experimentally derive the form of the function T(x). However, we shall put forward

a sensible ansatz for T(x), which is based on microanatomical findings. Investigations on

cochlear microanatomy (cf. Sec. 2.3.3) reveal that, in the apical region, the transver-

sally stiff basilar membrane is constructed by radially aligned fibres under tension. The

transversal stiffness, E(x), is then determined by the thickness of the basilar membrane,

i.e. the number of fibres per cross-sectional area, and by the basilar membrane width. If

we now assume that these fibres are longitudinally connected by some additional structure,
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possibly by cross-linked filaments, and if further the density of these filaments is propor¬

tional to the density of radial fibres throughout the basilar membrane, the longitudinal

coupling is expected to display the same dependence on x as the transversal stiffness,

T(x) ~ E(x) ~ e~ax. (4.259)

Deviations from this exponential dependence are expected near the base, where the basilar

membrane exhibits the characteristics of a vibrating plate rather than of a structure under

tension. Longitudinal connections between basilar membrane elements, and the ensuing

longitudinal coupling, may therefore not be proportional to the basilar membrane stiffness.

However, we will use the ansatz

T(x) = T0e-ax (4.260)

throughout the cochlea, where, for realistic modeling, T0 <C E0 must be ensured.

As a first consequence of this choice, we note that the principle of hydrodynamic

equivalence is still applicable22: The same exponential dependence of both, E(x) and

T(x), allows us to separate out the ^-dependence from the dispersion relation, so that we

can write

co2 = e~axf(k), (4.261)

where the function f(k) does not explicitly depend on x. This separation property, how¬

ever, is the condition for the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence to hold. In this way,

the wave number k(x,ui) still assumes the same value at the positions

x = xref(uj) - Ax, (4.262)

where Aa: is fixed for all ui. Note that the reference point for the principle of hydrodynamic

equivalence, xref(ui), still coincides with xc(ui), the location of passive resonance and

divergence in the absence of surface tension. This is a consequence of (4.261), where

e~ax ~ ujc(x)2; the proof of this assertion follows along the same lines as in Sec. A.l.

It follows from the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence, that the derivatives dk/dx

assume the same value at each point Xhe(Ax,uj = xc(ui) — Aa:. As a consequence, the

distance Axdmax between the point xdmax(u) := xne(Axdmax,^), where the first derivative

of k(x,ui) assumes a maximum, and xc(uj) is the same for each uj. We may therefore

take this point as a new reference point for the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence,

xref(uj) = Xdmax(uj) =: xsym(ui). xsym(uj) constitutes a symmetry point for the curves

k(x,ui) on the logarithmic scale, in the sense that

k{xsym + Ax,ui)
_

k{xSym, uj) .

oßQ"»

k{xSym,uj) k[xSym — Ax, uj)

provided that Aa: is sufficiently large. This follows from the approximations for the long¬

wave and longitudinal-coupling limit, that are given below (see (4.271) and (4.270)).

An important point is given by the fact that, at the points of hydrodynamic equiva¬

lence,
k(Ax,uj)2T(Ax) T0wA ... ,1M1.1

E{'Ax)y
'
=

Y0k{Ax'w)
= const

' (4264)

where the argument Aa: signifies that the expressions are evaluated at the respective point

of hydrodynamic equivalence, Xhe(Ax,ui). Now remember that the effect of surface tension

22See Sec. A.l in the Appendix for an elaborate exposition.
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Figure 4.19: Wave number k(x,ui), if surface tension of the form T(x) = FE(x) is present.

(a) F e {10-4,...,10-10}, / = 1000 Hz; dashed line: F = 0 (no surface tension), (b)

F = 10"5, frequencies / e {100,400,2000,10000} Hz; dashed lines: locations of passive

resonance in the absence of surface tension, xc(uj).

on the dispersion relation is captured by the transition E(x) —y E(x) + k(x,ui)2T(x). The

property (4.264) thus ensures that, at a constant distance from xc(u>), the effect of surface

tension relative to transversal stiffness is the same for all frequencies. For each frequency,

similar changes relative to the original situation, where surface tension has been neglected,

are thus expected.
The question arises, what values we should take for T0. Due to the lack of experimental

data, the effect of surface tension, (4.260), needs to be investigated for different T0. As the

relative size of T0 with respect to E0 is important, we introduce the parameter F = T0/EQ,

such that

T(x) = FE(x). (4.265)

In the following, we will examine how the wave number and the group velocity are af¬

fected by different choices of F; the effects of non-vanishing surface tension on the passive

response are investigated in the following Section.

In Fig. 4.19 (a), the wave number k(x, uj) is shown for different values of F. It is clearly

seen that the divergence at x = xc(ui) has disappeared; divergent behaviour (F = 0) is

indicated by the dashed line. For F £ 10~5, k(x,uj) displays a pronounced leap at xc(uj),
while for x ^$> xc(ui), again exponential growth is observed, which is similar to the long¬

wave limit (x <C xc(uj), provided that uj is not too large). In Fig. 4.19 (b) the wave number

is shown for different frequencies, where F = 10~5 has been chosen. The curves differ by

a simple horizontal shift, indicating that the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence still

holds.

The asymptotic behaviour for large x is readily captured by noting that sinh kh «

coshkh w 1/2 expkh for k ^> l/h. For sufficiently small F, this is the case if x 3> xc(uj)

(cf. Fig. 4.19 (a)). When making use of this asymptotic expressions for the hyperbolic

functions, the dispersion relation reduces to

uj2 = ~(E(x) + k(x, uj)2T(x)) if x > xc(uj),
III

(4.266)

leading to

k(x,uj)2 -> ^-(mui2eax - E0).
To

(4.267)
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On the right hand side, only the first term is significant for x 3> xc(uj). This is easily seen

from the transformation

muj2eax-E0 = (muj2 - E0e~ax)eax (4.268)

= E(xc(uj)) - E(x) « E(xc(uj)). (4.269)

Therefore, we finally obtain

k(x,uj) -+kLC(uj)=ujJr^reçïx iî x^> xc(uj). (4.270)
V -M)

Noting that k only depends on T0, while the effect of transversal stiffness is negligible

in this asymptotic expression, we henceforth denote the regime, where it is valid, the

'longitudinal-coupling limit', and the associated expression for k with kLc- Comparing

this expression with the long-wave limit,

kLW(x,uj)=ujJj^e^, (4.271)

evaluated at x = 0, we are able to express the leap in k at xc(uj),

j (F\-
^c(Q^)

_

fmh [Ëo'_ [rnh 1

Jk{F) ~

wm
-

VTV T0
-

VT7F
(4'272)

JkiF) is independent on ui, as it should be due to the principle of hydrodynamic equiva¬

lence. Since JkiF) ~ 1/jF, the leap in k(x, uj) can be adjusted by choosing an appropriate

value of F (see (4.265)).
Since the dominant internal dissipation is highly dependent on k, di = Avk2, the

effectivity of dissipation is directly determined by setting F. However, remembering that

the energy loss of the traveling wave per unit distance is also determined by the group

velocity,

Dx= —
de_
dx

Avk(x,uj)2
V ' ; (4.273)

diss vGix,uj)
'

the behaviour of the group velocity va(x, uj) under longitudinal coupling must first be an¬

alyzed, in order to develop an active-amplification scheme under distributed attenuation.

From the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence, we already know that

UJo

wG(Aa:, uj2) = —vG(Ax, wi), (4.274)
U)i

where Aa: is used in the same way as in (4.264).

Fig. 4.20 (a) displays the group velocities at 1000 Hz, for different values of F, whereas

the group velocity for fixed F = 10~5 and varying frequencies is shown in Fig. 4.20 (b).

From the latter situation, it is clearly visible that the scaling of vG with uj is in accordance

with the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence, (4.274). In analogy to the fc(x,a;)-curves,

in the longitudinal-coupling limit the same asymptotic law as in the long-wave limit,

va ~ exp(—a/2 x), is observed from Fig. 4.20 (b), where it is seen that both asymptotics

go in parallel. A quantitative expression for both limits would allow us to estimate the

decrease in va(x,u) at resonance, in the same way as it was done for the wave number

before. From (4.257), we obtain for x 3> xc(uj),

Vglc =
P Ejx) + k2T(x)

+ l_kT(x)_^
2uj m2k2 uj m
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Figure 4.20: Group velocity vg(x,ui), if surface tension of the form T(x) — FE(x) is

present, (a) F G {10-4,..., 10"10}, / = 1000 Hz; dashed line: F = 0 (no surface tension),

(b) F = 10~5, frequencies / G {100,400,2000,10000} Hz; dashed lines: locations of

passive resonance in the absence of surface tension, xc(uj).

where, in the denominator of the first term, we just retained the highest order in k. When

inserting the expression for k in the longitudinal-coupling limit, (4.270), we obtain

vg,lc 2m3uis
T0(E0e~ax + mui2)e-ax + y/Tome'^

0 _ax
—e *

m

if x 3> xc(uj).

(4.276)

(4.277)

Clearly, the same result could directly be obtained by noting that k^a ~ w: Far from

resonance, non-dispersive behaviour is again encountered, in the same way as in the long¬

wave limit; as consequence, Vg,lc — vph,LC = ^i/k^c-
With the long-wave approximation

/ x
E0h _„

vg,lw(x,uj) = \l e 2 (4.278)

we find for the decrease in vg(x,uj) around resonance,

vg,lw(0,u)
Jv(F) =

^g,lc(0,u;)
= JkiF) =: JiF). (4.279)

Now we are able to evaluate the behaviour of the energy dissipation beyond the point of

resonance, if surface tension is included. At a distance Aa: past resonance, the dissipation

per unit distance of wave propagation, Dx, changes by an amount of

DxjAx,F2)

DxiAx,Fi) F2
(4.280)

if F = Fi is replaced by F2. For the derivation of this relation, (4.273), (4.272) and

(4.279) have been used under the assumption of constant frequency uj. As the frequency

is changed, however, we observe, from (4.274), that the dissipation rate scales as

Dx(Ax,uj)
UJ

(4.281)
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at points of hydrodynamic equivalence a distance Aa: past or in front of resonance, xc(ui).

As we will see in the following Section, this will entail some consequences on the high-

frequency response shapes.

4.9.4 Potential Energy

With surface tension as an additional restoring force, the relation between the energy

density and the basilar membrane vibration amplitude, A(x,uj), is altered. In Sec. 4.9.1,

we observed that the change in free energy, which is induced by a change in surface area,

SG, is given by
SE = TSG. (4.282)

The increase of the density per area of the free energy, e, averaged over one oscillation

period, then gives the desired contribution to the potential energy. We may derive an ex¬

pression for e provided that the averaged relative increase in surface area can be computed.

This can be done in the following way, where we assume sinusoidal waves propagating only

in the a:-direction: Consider a small segment Sx of the fluid surface. The length of the

curve describing the surface over that segment shall be denoted s(Sx). The relative in¬

crease in the length along the surface, over a distance Sx, is then given by

Si = £(MziE. (4.283)
ox

For infinitesimal Sx, s(Sx)2 = Sx2 + (dÇ/'dx)2'Sx2, which leads to

«-HS'-'-KI)'-
where the last relation applies to small displacements Ç of the surface. Since, in this one-

dimensional equation - which applies to our model of the cochlea - the relative increase in

area is equal to the relative increase in length, Si, we obtain for the increase in potential

energy density due to longitudinal coupling

ePot,LC = e = T<Si> . (4.285)

For the average of Si over one wave length, we obtain

1
„

fd(\\ 1u2
. ^

1-2
„2

< Si >= - < hp >=7)k2 <C>
-k2A2. (4.286)

For the total potential energy density, which is composed by contributions from the

transversal stiffness (cf. (4.130)) as well as from the longitudinal coupling, we thus obtain

epot(x, uj) = j(E(x) + k(x, u)2T(x))A(x, uj)2. (4.287)

By making use of the same arguments as in Sec. 4.6.1, the relation between displace¬

ment amplitudes and total energy density can be stated as

^•WsMTifeW (4288)
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Figure 4.21: Passive response of the basilar membrane endowed with surface tension

T(x) = FE(x), and F e {lO"7,10"6,5 • 10"6,10"5, 5 • 10"5,10"4}. Responses for F < 10~7

cannot be distinguished from the classical response curve (F = 0). Stimulus frequency:

/ = 1000 Hz.

Substantial deviations from the original relation, A = J2e/E, are expected whenever k2T

becomes large compared to E. This may be the case near (and beyond) resonance. For the

choices of F used in our model simulations (F < 10-5), however, the changes induced by

(4.287) remain rather small, even past resonance. For example, for F = 10~5 and / = 1000

Hz, the amplitudes taken at x = 2.4 cm, i.e., past resonance (a:c(1000 Hz) = 2.08 cm)

differ by less than a factor of two, which on a logarithmic scale corresponds to a shift

of less than 0.3. Thus, the response shapes are only affected marginally by the altered

expression for the amplitudes.

4.9.5 Passive Response

The effect of surface tension on the passive response is shown in Fig. 4.21. It is seen that

for F < 10-7, no visible deviation from the coupling-free situation occurs. For F > 10-5,

however, passive longitudinal couplings lead to severe distortions of the response shapes.

The reason for this phenomenon is the reduction of dissipation at resonance. For small

F, dissipation is still strong enough so as to induce a very rapid decay at the right hand

skirt. From Fig. 4.19, we observe that for F ^ 10~4, the leap in k and the drop in vG

at resonance nearly disappear, so that no significant increase in dissipation takes place.

By consequence, the response peak is flattened out. For our purpose
- bearing the idea

that coupling of the active elements will later be introduced - values of F < 10~5 must

be chosen.

Since the effect of dissipation scales with 1/ui, according to (4.281), it is expected

that the response curve shapes also change with uj, possibly in a similar way as in the

coupling-free situation. Figure 4.22 (a) shows the basilar membrane response for different

frequencies, while Fig. 4.22 (b) shows the same situation for F = 0 (identical with

Fig. 4.8 in Sec. 4.6.2). For high frequencies, otherwise pronounced peaks disappear when

s
CD

<

o -1
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Figure 4.22: (a) Passive response with surface tension determined by F

surface tension (F = 0). Panel (b) is identical with Fig. 4.8.

= îo-5. (b) No

surface tension is present, and the response decay is reduced. This is a consequence of the

scaling property of the dissipation rate, (4.281), which renders high frequency responses

susceptible to the effects of surface tension.

However, the same scaling of the dissipation rate was observed in the coupling-free

situation at locations basalwards from resonance, and it was argued in Sec. 4.6.2, that this

eventually leads to more pronounced high-frequency response peaks. The explanation for

this seemingly paradox situation is found by recalling that the responses in the coupling-

free situation are determined by the balancing of two diverging quantities in (4.133). At

points of hydrodynamic equivalence, Xhe(Ax,uj) = xc(ui) — Aa:, these contributions are

given by
1

--f(Ax), (4.289)
JfvG(Ax,uj)

which causes the growth of the passive response, and by the dissipative term

exp

^ rXsy,

2 Jo

t(o;)-Aa; d(y,u)

vaiy,u)
dy -: exp

UJ
g(Ax) (4.290)

The functions f(Ax) and g(Ax) do not depend on frequency, so that both contributions

scale with 1 /Jul. Far from resonance (sufficently large Aa:), the passive response therefore

scales as 1/Jul, as was discussed in Sec. 4.6.2. When uj is increased, the argument of the

exponential function is reduced, and it becomes effective at a location closer to resonance.

This means that Aa; must be chosen smaller in (4.290) in order to observe the same

attenuating effect. At this location, the divergent behaviour of /(Ax) (as Aa: —> 0) in

(4.289) leads to an additional, substantial contribution to the response. We therefore

expect that the relative response peak height

A(Ax,uj) - A(Ax0,uj) (4.291)

increases with uj, provided that Aa: denotes a location close to and Aa:o far from resonance.

In the longitudinal-coupling free situation, sharper response peaks are therefore expected

with increasing frequency.
From this reasoning, it follows that the more pronounced peaks in the situation where

no longitudinal coupling is present are due to the possibility to 'draw' additional contri¬

butions to the response's increase from the divergence. If surface tension is added, and
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F 10~5 10"6

Ah 0.97 0.98

K 8.692 4.636

xbm [cm] 2.05

a 24.07

7 10"6

P -200

Table 4.3: Parameters for the active Hopf-type model endowed with surface tension.

Model simulations are shown in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24. The frequency response has been

measured at the same location on the basilar membrane, xbm, for both values of F. As K

has been chosen such that the excess gain remains the same in both situations, the value

of a could be kept constant in order to ensure that the transition to the nonlinear regime

occurs at the same input level.

the divergence removed, however, this possibility is limited. For relatively large couplings

(F = 10-5 in Fig. 4.8), no additional response growth can be observed, despite the reduc¬

tion of the dissipation strength (cf. (4.280)): 1/vg(x,ui) just approaches its upper bound

(cf. Fig. 4.20 (b)), so that its scaling with 1/uj leads to a flattening of the peak. The

reduction in dissipation strength also leads to a reduced slope at the apical side. This

is in agreement with experimental data of basilar membrane vibrations, that suggest a

much slower apical decay of the response. For smaller frequencies, where the reduction of

dissipation is smaller, the response shapes are less affected. For ui ^ 1000 Hz, they are

virtually indistinguishable from the coupling-free situation.

The flattening of high-frequency peaks, with ensuing reduction of (passive) bandwidth,

stands in contrast with experimental results, which report larger frequency selectivity for

high than for small frequencies. Clearly, frequency selectivity is primarily determined by

the active amplification mechanism. However, numerical simulation revealed that too a

large reduction of the dissipation strength also increases the active amplifier bandwidth,

if feedforward coupling between the amplifier elements is taken into account. In this

case, the coupling allows wave-energy to propagate far beyond the location of passive

resonance, which leads to unrealistically broad response patterns. Therefore, we suppose

that the situation encountered in the basal region is not realistic and that, near the

base, smaller values for the surface tension must be expected. In particular, we expect a

deviation from the exponential law, (4.260) or (4.265), in the basal region. This would be

in accordance with the anatomical structure of the basilar membrane: Near the base, the

basilar membrane resembles a plate-like structure, rather than a radial alignment of fibers

under tension, which was the justification for the exponential dependence on position of

the longitudinal coupling, (4.260).

4.9.6 Active Response

With respect to the definition of the location of active resonance,

xch(u) = Ahxc(uj), (4.292)

the choice of A# was restricted in the coupling-free situation, due to the rapid divergence of

dissipation as xc(ui) is approached (i.e. for AH £ 1). If longitudinal coupling is included,
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Figure 4.23: Active response of the basilar membrane endowed with longitudinal coupling

(surface tension), (a) F = 10"5, pt = -200. (b) F = 10~6, p = -200.

however, we may choose Xch(uj) at a position near passive resonance, xc(ui). Whereas

previously AH = 0.92, for the present simulations we set AH = 0.97 and AH = 0.98.

In Fig. 4.23, the active place response for two different values of F is shown; for the

numerical parameters used in the model simulations, we refer to Table 4.3. In Fig. 4.23

(a), where F = 10~5, the shift of the response peak with increasing stimulus intensity

is clearly visible. Compared to the coupling-free response (see Fig. 4.15 (d)), the slopes

at the apical side are now significantly reduced. As a consequence of the more apical

position of active resonance, xch, the flat-topped response peaks, that were observed in

the coupling-free situation, are now replaced by more realistic peak shapes. In Fig. 4.23

(b), the results for the situation for smaller longitudinal coupling (F = 10~6) are depicted.

We observe that the bandwidth is reduced due to the more rapid decay at the apical side,

which is explained by the fact that the dissipation rate is increased by a factor of about

10, compared to the previous situation. For the same reason, the amount of the peak

shift is reduced, as the balancing between dissipation and amplification takes place more

basally. Interestingly, the gain of the Hopf-type amplifiers had to be reduced by factor

of 1.9 compared to the previous situation (cf. Table 4.3). This is caused by the more

pronounced decrease of the group velocity near resonance for smaller F (see Fig. 4.20

(a)): The group velocity differs by more than a factor of two at the locations of active

resonance, xcn(uj), in the two situations. The reduced bandwidth and the more pronounced

peak are therefore due to (1) increased dissipation (more rapid decay) and (2) a decrease

in group velocity at active resonance (more rapid increase of the response, see (4.193).
In Fig. 4.24, the frequency response and the gain of both situations (F = 10~5 and

F = 10~6) are compared to the experimental results. We immediately observe good cor¬

respondence with the experimental curves for F = 10~5. The estimated frequency shift,

A/ « 80 Hz, or A/// « 8 %, is somewhat below the experimental result, which slightly

exceeds 10 % (see panel (d)). Another interesting observation, which is related to the

peak shift, is that the region of compressive nonlinearity is extended towards lower fre¬

quencies as the stimulus intensity is increased. Also, the curves tend to coincide at the

high-frequency slopes, which makes the obtained picture strongly resembling the exper¬

imental measurements. The relatively large response bandwidth is, as discussed above,

a consequence of the reduced dissipation rate past active resonance. When feedforward

coupling between the active amplifiers is taken into account, the passive coupling strength

should be correspondingly reduced.
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Figure 4.24: Frequency response of the active Hopf-type cochlea model endowed with

surface tension, (a) frequency response and (b) gain of experimental basilar membrane

data [200]. (c) frequency response and (d) gain of the cochlea model with surface tension,

F = 10"5 and AH = 0.97; (e) and (f): F = 10~6 and AH = 0.98. For the latter situation,

the value of K had to be reduced by a factor of 1.9.
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For smaller passive couplings, F = 10~6, the frequency shift is less pronounced, and

the bandwidth becomes very small. At first sight, the correspondence to the experimental

data seems unsatisfactory. However, this situation is suitable for introducing feedforward

coupling between the active amplifiers, as the dissipation at the high-frequency side is still

large enough to prevent sustained activity past passive resonance, as it would be observed

for the situation where F = 10~5.

4.9.7 Limitations and Potential of Passive Longitudinal

Coupling

Most of the deficiencies of the basic model, listed in Sec. 4.7.6, are resolved after longi¬

tudinal couplings are included: Firstly, a substantial frequency shift is now reproduced,

which is, however, still below the experimentally observed value. Secondly, the response

curve shapes are now in much better agreement with the experiment. The steep high-

frequency fall-off is reduced, since the longitudinal coupling now allows wave energy to

propagate beyond xc(ui), and the flat tops of the peaks have disappeared. Thirdly, an

appreciable increase in response bandwidth occurs for increasing stimulus levels. These

results demonstrate that longitudinal coupling is indispensable for cochlear information

processing. If longitudinal coupling is neglected, as is done in the framework of 'classical'

modeling, many characteristics of cochlear processing are not explained.

The strong nonlinearity at high response levels, which manifests itself by the con¬

vergence of the experimental response curves at the high-frequency side, is still not well

reproduced by the model. This suggests that a fundamental aspect of cochlear information

processing is still missing.
The observed phenomenon is reminiscent on a loss-of-memory effect, as, on the high-

frequency slope, different stimulation intensities lead to the same response. The compres¬

sive nonlinear characteristics of the Hopf-type amplifiers alone is insufficient to account for

this peculiar feature; although convergence of the response curves is observed even with

the present model, it is restricted to the region around resonance, xCh(^) (cf. Fig. 4.24 (c)).

The measured response curves, however, show that the curves converge within a relatively

large interval past xch(ui), where, for stimuli between 50 and 80 dB, the point where the

curves coincide shifts towards lower frequencies.

How can these observations be explained? The convergence of the curves may be

explained by an averaging effect, combined with the compressive nonlinearity. If the

amplification at a certain location on the basilar membrane is only dependent on the local

excitation at that place, the region where nonlinear effects take place, and the distance

between the response curves is expected to change, is constrained to a small interval around

xCh(uj). However, if amplification depends in a nonlocal manner on the basilar membrane

vibration, nonlinear effects are present in a much larger interval: The nonlinear properties

of the Hopf-type elements around xch(ui) are then also effective at a more distant location.

The compressive nonlinearity, which is characteristic for the cochlear amplifier, then causes

a convergence of the response curves over an entire region apical to the location of active

resonance, xch(ui).
This averaging effect emerges because a weighed sum of cochlear excitation over an

extended region (basilar membrane vibration or excitation of the active elements) consti¬

tutes an amplifier input. If the excitation of amplifiers at different positions is involved in

the weighing, the averaging effect is equivalent to a coupling between the amplifiers. The

measured basilar membrane response thus suggests the presence of substantial couplings
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base apex

Figure 4.25: In the longitudinal direction, the outer hair cells (OHC) as well as the

supporting Deiter's cells (DC) are arranged obliquely on the basilar membrane. Upon

contraction of an OHC, the neighboring OHC are subjected to a force in the basal di¬

rection, which is transmitted by the phalangeal processes (PP) of the Deiter's cells (see

Fig. 4.26).

between the amplifier elements. An adequate formulation of an active coupling scheme

may therefore provide the missing component in our model, which allows us to accout

for all aspects of cochlear information processing that are represented in the available

experimental measurements. In the following, based on the microstructure of the organ

of Corti, we will devise a coupling scheme between the active elements, which leads to

optimal model responses.

4.10 Coupling between the Active Elements

4.10.1 Feedforward Coupling

Most researchers agree that active amplification in mammals must be attributed to the

motility of outer hair cells. The stimulus that triggers OHC contraction or elongation is

given by the deflection of their stereocilia, which is caused by the relative shear displace¬

ment between the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane. As neighboring outer hair

cells are connected by the supporting tissue of the organ of Corti, the length change of

one hair cell also affects the position of the apex of its neighboring cells, which entails

deflections of their stereocilia. In this way, length changes of neighboring cells may be

triggered. From a modeler's point of view, direct couplings between the active amplifiers

must therefore be taken into account.

By the inclusion of couplings into a model, a variety of new degrees of freedom, and an

increase in the complexity of the model structure emerges. The question then arises: What

kind of coupling scheme should be adopted, in order to retain for our model the attribute
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base apex

Figure 4.26: The oblique arrangement of OHC and DC, with inverse inclination, leads to

an increased tension of the phalangeal processes upon OHC contraction. This leads to

displacements of the apices of neighboring OHC, and, by consequence, to a deflection of

their stereocilia. (Fmot denotes the motile force exerted by the OHC.)

'biomorphic'? Which is the most relevant coupling process, and how is it efficiently

captured in the formulation of the model? For our energy-based model formalism, the

question is: How is energy propagated by means of the direct interactions between the

active elements?

A hint towards an answer to these questions may be obtained by examining the anatom¬

ical structure of the organ of Corti. We observe that the outer hair cells are aligned

obliquely in the longitudinal direction in such a way that their apex is directed towards

the base of the cochlea (see Fig. 4.25). The supporting Deiter's cells, on the other hand,

are aligned in the opposite direction. From each Deiter's cell, a phalangeal process pro¬

trudes in the apical direction. Each phalangeal process is attached at the reticular lamina

between the two next nearest neighbors of the OHC which is supported by the respective

Deiter's cell.

In Fig. 4.26 it is shown how a feedforward coupling may emerge from this geometrical

arrangement. If an outer hair cell contracts, a force is exerted on the supporting Deiter's

cell. Because the two cells are inclined in opposite directions, forming a triangle, upon

contraction of the outer hair cell the joint of the two cells moves basalwards. This entails an

increased tension on the Deiter's cell's phalangeal process. The apices of the neighboring

outer hair cells are thus pulled basalwards, and their apices are displaced relative to the

tectorial membrane. The ensuing deflection of their stereocilia, that are attached to the

tectorial membrane, causes these outer hair cells to also contract. In this way, a direct

coupling between neighboring hair cells emerges upon the arrival of a traveling wave,

which is effective only in the apical direction [67]. For a micromechanical model, the

implementation of a coupling scheme, based on a detailed geometrical analysis of this

situation, indeed produces improved model responses [69].
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From the modeling point of view, it was proposed that this arrangement helps to

counteract viscous friction at the basilar membrane: The feedforward coupling between

the OHC rather than the traveling wave will trigger OHC contraction and elongation. This

entails a deformation of the organ of Corti that precedes the traveling wave. If the motion

of either the basilar membrane or the reticular lamina is reduced relative to the motion of

the fluid, reduced friction ensues. In our modeling approach, however, we observed that

viscous friction on the vibrating membrane is negligible compared to dissipative losses

due to viscous friction between the fluid elements. Another, possibly more important,

source of attenuation is viscous friction caused by the shear motion between the basilar

membrane and the reticular lamina [3]. It may be the case that the proposed coupling

scheme reduces this contribution to energy dissipation. We will, however, disregard of

this scheme of amplification, and consider amplification as a power-generating process.

This approach stands in contrast to most contemporary active cochlea models, that use

negative damping as a mechanism for active amplification [67, 42]. Rather, we propose the

emergence of a second mode of energy propagation, based on the interactions between the

amplifiers. This second mode then causes strong amplification of the first, hydrodynamic

mode.

Amplification schemes with reduced attenuation may later be included in an enhanced

model version. An analysis of the power consumption by the active process23 and its

comparison to physiologically imposed constraints may reveal to which extent this is

necessary.

4.10.2 Second Mode of Energy Propagation

The Feedforward-Coupling Scheme

The attempt to use feedforward coupling between OHC as a possible substrate of a second

mode of energy propagation, is also supported by the relatively successful representation of

basilar membrane responses by multimode models (see Sec. 3.3). In these models, besides

the traveling wave of the cochlear fluid, one (or more) vibrational modes occur withing the

structures of the organ of Corti. Active amplification is generated if interaction between

the first mode (the traveling wave) and the other modes is possible. This may happen,

for example, if the decreasing wave velocity of the first mode matches the wave velocity

of the second mode (cf. the traveling-wave amplifier model, [94]).
Our model, however, differs from extant multimode models in two points:

1. The second mode is not present along the entire length of traveling wave propagation

(i.e. from the base up to, at least, the location of resonance), but it occurs only in

the region where active amplification takes place.

23 The calculation of the power consumption of the active cochlea model is easy. In the steady state

situation, the dissipated power, integrated over the entire length of the cochlea, equals the power delivered

by the amplification process, Pact{üj). Since 9e/9i|djSS = d(x,ui)e(x,tü),

fie

= / dxd(x,cj)e{x,ui), (4.293)
diss ^0

where xe denotes the position of the helicotrema (in our model, we may set xe -¥ oo, as for x ~S> xc(cj),

the integrand vanishes), and e(x,u) is computed by the model simulations.

•Poct(w) I
e

,
de

dXdi
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2. The reason for the emergence of a second mode is the active amplification process by

itself. Active amplification of the first mode is not generated, but strongly modified

and enhanced by the emergence of a second mode.

The action of the second mode can be compared with that of an additional (due to

feedforward coupling) uni-directional power line: At the sites of strong active amplification,

i.e. around xCh(uj), the second mode is built up. Apically from xch(ui), it distributes its

power to the first mode, thereby partially compensating for the wave attenuation caused

by dissipation. In particular, the re-distribution of the amplifiers energy in the apical

direction induces an additional shift of the response peak towards larger frequencies.

For feedforward coupling, a general formulation for the energy density of the second

mode, e(x,ui), can be given by

fx
e(x,uj)= dx'g(x - x')H(y/aK(uj)(e(x',uj) + Me(a;',u;))), (4.294)

Jo

where H(-) denotes the output of an active amplifier element (cf. (4.199)), and g(x)

characterizes the feedforward coupling strength from a:' to a:. g(-) must therefore satisfy

the conditions
-o

gix')dx' = 1 and #(0) = 1. (4.295)/
j —t

Realistically, g (a:) should resemble a sigmoidal function, with a characteristic length scale

Aa: corresponding to the coupling range. However, in order to limit computation time,

we propose to assign constant weights to all contributions to e(x, uj) within the interval

[x — Ax,x\. This is achieved by setting

gix) = -^il-eix-Ax)), (4.296)

where 6(-) denotes the Heavyside Theta function,

«(*> = { 0 If
x < 0.

<4'297>

The expression for the energy density of the second mode then reads

1 rx
e(x,.uj) = — / dx'H(^aK(uj)(e(x', uj) + Me(x', uj))). (4.298)

Aa: Jx_Ax

The second mode is thus generated by the outputs of the amplifiers within a range Aa:.

The amplifiers themselves are driven by (1) the first mode, e(x,uj), and by (2) a relative

contribution of the second mode (factor M). M therefore denotes the feedback strength

of the second mode onto itself, relative to the coupling strength of the first mode to the

second.

The second mode couples to the first mode according to

aK(e,x,uj) = ^44 * H(^aK(u)(e(x,uj) + FKe(x,ui))), (4.299)

which yields the power delivered by the active elements to be used in (4.193). The coupling

strength of the second mode to the first, relative to the feedback strength of the first
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Figure 4.27: Graphical representation of the feedforward coupling scheme. In this discrete

picture, the cochlear duct is subdivided into intervals of length Sx. The second mode's

energy density at position xt, et, is determined by the summation over all amplifier outputs

within a range Aa: past xx, where the summation weight 1/Ax must be used. Relative

contributions to the amplifier input from the two modes are indicated by the plain vertical

arrows. The amplification of the first mode is determined solely by the amplifier element

at position xx, Ht (dashed arrows). The parameter K% has the same function as in the

basic version of the model.

mode onto itself, is determined by Fk- The subscript in o~k and Fk indicates that these

parameters must be chosen differently from the previous model version.

The operation of this feedforward coupling scheme is most easily explained by a graph¬

ical representation (see Fig. 4.27), where a discrete rather than a continuous picture is

employed (discrete step size Sx). The second and the first mode (top and bottom stripe)

are connected only through the active amplifiers; the amplifiers are driven by either mode.

Within a range Ax = nSx past the current location xt, the second mode drives amplifiers

with a relative contribution M compared to the first mode (whose contribution strength

is set equal to 1; cf. (4.298)). The sum of the active amplifier outputs at locations

xt-[n+i),... ,x%-\ then determines the energy of the second mode at position xu where

the summation terms are weighed by I/Ax, according to (4.298). In a more general

picture, where the coupling strength varies smoothly with distance, a weighing function

g(xt), with properties (4.295), must be assigned to each term in the summation. The first

mode receives power from the amplifier element at position xt. The input to this amplifier

element contains a relative contribution Fk of the second mode's energy density, e(xt).

The amplifier's coupling to the first mode is - similar to the previous version of the active

model - determined by the constant Kk-

Fig. 4.27 also reveals that the proposed coupling scheme endows our model with

properties of both, feedforward and feedback coupling. Feedforward coupling is tied to the

second mode and is indicated by plain arrows. In contrast to the nonlocal feedforward

coupling, the first mode is amplified by a local feedback loop, which is represented by the

dashed arrows. The action of this feedback loop is strongly determined by the second

mode's energy density, e(x,uj).
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Compressive Nonlinearity

The role of ok hi (4.299) and (4.298) remains the same as in the basic model version: It

determines the transition between the linear and compressive nonlinear regime. Cleary, in

a more general version of the feedforward coupling scheme, aK could be chosen differently

in (4.299) and in (4.298). This would imply that the transitions occur at different energy

levels, depending on whether the first mode couples to the second or vice versa. However,

both situations are determined by the same amplification mechanism. Assuming that the

transition point is an intrinsic property of the amplifier, we can expect aK to assume

identical values in both equations.

It is important to note that for the feedforward coupling model, the tuning properties

are retained. The effects of the parameters M, Ax and Fk are closely examined in the

following Section. Their values critically determine the properties of the second mode.

We will see that, in order that the model is in agreement with experiments, the measured

responses impose restrictions on the dynamics of the second mode. As a consequence, the

optimal values for the feedforward-coupling parameters fall in a rather narrow interval.

Examination of the feedforward-coupling schemes (4.298) and (4.299) reveals that aK

still determines the energy level, ecni, where the transition between the linear and the

compressive nonlinear regime occurs.

A shift of ecni is effectuated by a change of aK,

oK -»• AooK, (4.300)

which must be accompanied by a rescaling of the coupling strengths M and FK,

M -> -£-M, (4.301)

FK - -^FK. (4.302)

This is easily understood by rewriting (4.298) and (4.299) in the form

t(x,u) = — / dx'H(y/aK(uj)e(x',uj) + M'e(x',uj)), (4.303)
AX Jx-Ax

aK(e,x,ui) = ^44 • H(JaK(uj)e(x,uj) + F'Ke(x,uj)), (4.304)
aK(uj) v

where we rescaled the coupling parameters,

M' = aKM and F'K = aKFK. (4.305)

It is obvious that M' as well as F'K remain invariant under the transformation (4.300).
Note that, by virtue of (4.303), the second mode is completely determined by the

function e(x, uj). When rescaling according to (4.300), the same curves e(x, uj) are obtained

as in the previous case, provided that e(x,uj) be rescaled according to

e(x,uj) - —e(x,uj). (4.306)
Aa

In (4.304), again the previous situation is recovered if the rescaling (4.306) is applied

to e(x,uj): For the first term of the function argument in (4.304), this is obvious; for

the second term, involving e(x,uj), this follows from the invariance of F'K under (4.300),
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and from the fact that e(x,u) assumes the same values under the rescaling (4.306). The

rescaling of the first-mode energy, (4.306), however, involves a resetting of the transition

point ecni, as the individual curves e(x,ui) are now obtained for other initial conditions eo-

If we restate (4.303) and (4.304) in the original forms, after having performed the

transformation (4.300), the parameter values M — M'/Aook and Fk = F'K/Aoo~k must

be used. This explains, why the rules (4.301) and (4.302) must be applied.

4.10.3 Effects of the Second Mode

Shift of the Response Peak

In Figs. 4.28 (a) - (c), the effects of M, Ax and p on the second mode energy density,

e(x,ui), are examined. The level of the input, which would otherwise correspond to the

energy density of the first mode, e(x,uj), in a cochlear model simulation, is held constant

for each curve. The location of resonance for the uncoupled amplifiers was set to xcn(f =

1000 Hz) = 2.04 cm, which is indicated by the dashed vertical line.

For large coupling strengths M (M ^ 0.02), a substantial increase of e(x,uj) at, and

even beyond, the location of active resonance, xCh(ui), is obtained (Fig. 4.28 (a)), which

leads to a shift of the resonance peak towards the cochlear apex. These effects are remi¬

niscent on a kind of 'inertia' carried by the second mode: Around resonance, energy is fed

into the second mode. This can be compared with the acceleration of a mass by an ex¬

ternal force field. Beyond resonance, the energy density is expected to decay - this would

correspond to friction forces exerted on the moving mass. Depending on the momentum

accumulated previously, however, the mass could move on a relatively long distance with¬

out losing much of its velocity. In this picture, the momentum of the mass corresponds

to the energy of the two modes, being contained within the interval [x — Ax,x], with

their relative contributions being determined by M. From this reservoir, energy can still

be drawn at locations past resonance, which leads, besides the observed peak shift, to a

shallower decay at the apical skirts24. As the input level is increased, due to the nonlinear

growth of e(x,uj), the input in (4.298) is mainly determined by the (constant) value of

the first mode, and 'inertial effects', caused by the blow-up of the second mode, are no

longer present. Therefore, the peak shifts basalwards, towards the location where it would

otherwise be if no coupling were present (not shown).

From Figs. 4.28 (a) and (b), we observe that the increase in e(x,ui) at the basal skirt

is determined by M as well as by Ax, as is expected. Moderate values of M may lead to

a substantial peak shift, since a certain amount of "momentum" has been accumulated

around active resonance. For large M, the shift is further increased; for our model unre¬

alistic response curves would be obtained in this case. The choice for an optimal value of

M is indicated by the dashed line.

If Ax is changed (Fig. 4.28 (b)), while M is kept constant, the picture is different. It is

seen that maximal responses are obtained for minimal values of Ax. From the weighting

of the integrand in (4.298), this is expected: With smaller Ax, the contributions in close

vicinity of x attain more weight; near resonance, a rapid increase in e(x) therefore ensues.

Also, the coupling to the second mode is essentially local for small Ax. Only small peak

24Note that this analogy is related to the ancient Aristotelian picture of motion, where the air distur¬

bances caused by a moving body themselves deliver the force for maintaining its motion for a certain

time; motion without a force acting (the principle of inertia) was inconceivable at that time. The second

mode's energy in our model would correspond to the Aristotle's hypothetical driving force by the ellicited

air disturbances.
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Figure 4.28: Energy density of the second mode, e(x,ui) for constant input energy

e(x,uj) = e(uj). In the different panels, one parameter is varied, while the others are

fixed at their optimal values (For p = —700: M = 0.02 and Ax = 0.005 cm). The curve

corresponding to the overall optimized parameters is indicated by the dashed line. The ver¬

tical dashed line indicates the location of active resonance, xc/j(f = 1000 Hz), (a) Coupling

strength M is varied: M {0.01,0.012,0.014,..., 0.028}. (b) Coupling range Ax is var¬

ied: Ax {0.0001,0.001,0.002,0.005,0.01,0.02,0.05} cm (from top to bottom), (c) The

bifurcation parameter p is varied: \x G {-2000, -1500, -1000, -800, -700, -650, -600},

from bottom to top. (d) Output of the cochlear amplifier (4.299) for varying Fk'-

Fk e{1, 2, 4,10, 20, 50,100, 200}, from bottom to top.

shifts are observed in this case. Moderate values of Ax lead to a more extended averaging

over the past amplifier outputs, resulting in less steep slopes. Also, the peaks are shifted

towards the apex, since contributions from the vicinity of resonance are still significant

for relatively large x.

Controlling the Second Mode

If the Hopf-system control parameter p was fixed at values used for the previous model,

the parameter settings for M and Ax that effectuated an appreciable peak shift, simul¬

taneously caused an abrupt increase in the second mode's energy density around xc(uj).

In addition, the energy densities became unrealistically large in this situation. This in¬

dicates that the second mode essentially decouples from the hydrodynamic wave, and

propagates solely according to its own, intrinsic dynamics, (4.298). The contribution of

the first mode's energy density, e(x,w), to (4.298) is negligible in this case. By (4.299),
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however, the second mode exerts a strong and unfavourable influence on the first mode,

which leads to unrealistic model responses. These detrimental effects are avoided by in¬

creasing the modulus of the Hopf bifurcation parameter, p,. This leads to a decrease in the

Hopf-amplifier gain and to an increase in bandwidth (see (4.8)). By selecting appropriate

values for the coupling parameters, optimal values for the frequency shift and the peak

maxima are obtained, while e(x,uj) remains bounded.

In Figs. 4.28 (a) - (c), ß= —700 has been used - a value that later proved optimal for

the cochlear model. The effect of different choices of p is presented in panel (c), where the

other parameters are kept at their optimal values. The obtained picture is similar to the

situation where Ax is varied, and the same reasoning applies. Decreasing \p\ (top curves)

leads to a smaller bandwidth and an increased gain of the Hopf amplifiers (cf. (4.8) and

(4.223)), with the consequence of large slopes around resonance. The curves for p, = —200

(the value used in the previous model simulations) yield excessively large values, which

do not fit into Fig. 4.28 (c). Note that the two topmost curves correspond to p, = —600

and p = —650; it is seen that for decreasing moduli of ß, the response grows very rapidly.

Ffor small \p\, the larger amplifier gain also facilitates a peak shift, as more "momentum"

has been acquired by the second mode. For larger \p\, the more distributed action of the

amplifiers leads to more moderate slopes, and the decreased gain entails a smaller or not

observable peak shift.

Efficient Tuning of Feedforward-Coupling

For the active amplification in« the cochlear model, the output characteristic of the am¬

plifier at current location x, (4.299), is relevant. For this reason, we expect that the

parameter FK, which couples the second mode to the traveling wave, plays an important

role. However, for Fk chosen from within a large interval, the output of the cochlear

amplifier displays virtually the same characteristics as the energy density of the second

mode. This is seen in Fig. 4.28 (d), where the amplifier's output is shown for a large

range of FK, spanning more than two orders of magnitude. The shapes of the obtained

curves, however, display no observable difference. A change in FK thus merely alters the

amplifier's gain, so that its effect is similar to the function of the gain parameter K~k,

and variations of FK can be compensated for by corresponding variations of Kk- On a

closer examination, changes in Fk lead to a shift of the response curves only in the linear

regime; if FK were be chosen very large, the curves would be shifted upwards, thereby

increasing the compressive nonlinearity. However, the values required for Fk in order to

observe such effects are far beyond realistic parameter choices for modeling.

From this observation, it follows that the number of relevant additional parameters

appearing in the feedforward-coupling model collapses to two: The feedforward-coupling

strength M and the coupling range Ax. An increase in M leads to an increased peak shift

and increased gain, as can be expected. However, a decrease in the coupling range causes

the gain to grow, while the peak shift is reduced and the coupling becomes essentially local.

Nonlocal coupling is achieved for large Ax, which also causes flatter, more distributed

responses (see Figs. 4.28 (a) and (b)).
In Fig. 4.29, the action of the second mode is compared to the situation with indepen¬

dent Hopf-type amplifiers. In order to obtain to the basic version of the model comparable

responses, the basal slope of the energy density of the second mode should match the slope

of the independent amplifier's output. This can only be achieved when the modulus of

the bifurcation parameters is increased with respect to its value in the former situation
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Figure 4.29: Effects of the second mode. Straight line: energy density of the second mode,

e(x,ui). Dashed line: output of the independent Hopf-type amplifiers, where p: = —200,

as in the basic model version. Dotted line: output of the feedforward-coupled amplifiers,

according to (4.299). (a) p = -700, M = 0.02, Ax = 0.005 cm. (b) \l = -800, M = 0.03,

Ax = 0.005 cm.

(where p = —200). Larger values of M and smaller values of Ax, both being favorable for

a peak shift towards the apex, demand such an increase. In our model, values of p — —700

and p = —800 proved to be optimal. These two situations are shown in Fig. 4.29. It is

seen that in the latter case, where a larger value for the coupling strength M has been

used, the gain as well as the peak shift are increased. As a consequence, the parameter

Kk must be adjusted correspondingly (see (4.299)).

4.10.4 Optimal Model Responses with Feedforward

Coupling

Place Response

The place response for the two situations shown in Fig. 4.29 is displayed in Fig. 4.30,

where the used modeling parameter values are indicated in Table 4.4. Passive longitu¬

dinal coupling along the basilar membrane has been accounted for by a surface tension

corresponding to F = 10~6. This allows us to limit the dissipation around (and past) the

location of active resonance; otherwise, the benefits of feedforward coupling were not ef-

p -700 -800

xBM [cm] 2.07 2.08

K 370.9 463.6

M 0.02 0.03

Ax [cm] O.C 05

o 24.07

F io-6

Ah 0.985

7 10~6

Table 4.4: Parameters for the active feedforward-coupling model. Model simulations are

shown in Figs. 4.30 and 4.31. a could be kept constant for both values of p (cf. Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.30: Place response for the cochlear model endowed with feedforward coupling

and surface tension (F = 10-6). (a) p = -700, M = 0.02, Ax = 0.005 cm. (b) pt = -800,

M = 0.03, Ax = 0.005 cm. Model parameter values according to Table 4.4.

fective, as the divergence of dissipation would lead to a rapid decay of the second mode as

xc(uj) is approached. The value of F, however, should not be chosen too large, since both

coupling schemes, passive and active, lead to an increased response bandwidth. A choice

of F = 10~5 (see Fig. 4.23 (a)), although being optimal in the absence of feedforward

coupling, would lead to unrealistic responses. Choosing F = 10~6, however, led to very

narrow responses in the former situation (Fig. 4.23 (b)), while it proves optimal when

coupling between the amplifiers is involved.

The amount of the observed peak shift is comparable to the optimal response where

only passive couplings were involved. The nonlinear response behaviour, however, stands

in striking contrast to the situation where the Hopf amplifiers act independently. It is seen

from Fig. 4.30, that on the entire apical, decaying slope, the curves coincide as the regime

of compressive nonlinearity is entered; indeed, the ensemble of these curves constitutes a

kind of "apical envelope". The response peak shifts continuously basalwards, in such a

way that the dependence of the response peak on position appears nearly linear (on the

logarithmic scale used in Fig. 4.30). These observations are in complete agreement with

the experimentally obtained response (see discussion of the frequency response, below).

For very large stimulus intensities, the upper (high-amplitude) part of the response

curves is similar to the passive response (cf. dashed lines in Fig. 4.30). Were the high-

intensity responses purely passive, they would bisect the low-intensity curves. However,

this is not the case: As the "apical envelope" is reached, also the high-intensity responses

coincide to it. As a consequence, an anomaly on the decaying (apical) slope occurs. This

observation is readily explained in terms of the second mode of energy propagation. For

large stimuli (topmost curves) the energy density of the second mode attains large values,

although they are negligible compared to the energy propagating through the first mode

at the characteristic place. However, on the decaying branch, where the energy density

of the first mode decays, the relative contribution of the second mode's energy in (4.299)

increases, since it decays less quickly, due to "inertial" effects (see Sec. 4.10.2 above). As

the energy densities of the two modes become comparable, the decay is reduced, until the

second mode dies away.
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Frequency Response

The frequency response of the feedforward-coupling model is depicted in Fig. 4.31, where

it is compared to experimentally obtained response curves. The same characteristics as

for the place response are observed: The existence of an "apical envelope", an anomaly

for high-intensity curves and a gradual shift of peak frequency. The first and the third

observation are in perfect agreement with the experimental results, while the response

anomaly seems unrealistic at first sight. It must be noticed, however, that no experimental

response curves for correspondingly high sound levels are available. Also, an upper limit

is most likely imposed onto the energy density of the second mode, as it possibly should

be associated with vibration modes of internal structures of the organ of Corti, which

are constrained to a certain range of amplitudes. Realistically, the coupling parameter

M should therefore be energy- (or amplitude-) dependent. Large intensities would then

lead to a smaller contribution of the second mode, and therefore to a more passive-like

response behaviour. In this case, however, the decaying high-intensity response curves

would bisect the low-intensity curves (see above). This stands in contrast to experimental

measurements that report an extension of the basilar membrane excitation pattern towards

the apex as the stimulus level is increased to large values. As a possible solution to this

dilemma, for large intensities, when the active mechanism is not effective, the couplings

between the active amplifiers, being tied to certain structural elements of the organ of

Corti (such as OHC and Deiter's cells), must be replaced by nonlinear passive couplings.

From a modeling point of view, this can be captured by an amplitude-dependent surface

tension, which leads to more distributed passive response curves. The frequency shift

approaches about 100 Hz, or slighly more than 10 %, which is now in agreement with the

experiment (cf. dashed lines in Fig. 4.31). This result is due to the combined action of

passive coupling, which is described by surface tension, and active feedforward coupling.

Overall, a perfect agreement of the model responses with the experimental data is

obtained. The feedforward coupling between the active amplification elements (in fact, a

coupling between nonlinear oscillators) is a precondition for obtaining this model perfor¬

mance. Optimal responses are only obtained within a relatively small interval of M and

Ax. This indicates that a relevant aspect of cochlear information processing has been

captured by the employed coupling scheme (4.298) and (4.299). Parameter values differ¬

ent from those used in Fig. 4.31 lead to unrealistic model responses. The condition for

an optimal parameter choice amounts to the establishment of a well-balanced interaction

between the two modes of energy propagation: If the second mode dominates, it decouples

from the first mode and it entirely determines the obtained response curves, which thus

become unrealistic with respect to experimentally obtained responses. The requirement

of reproducing the experimental measurements therefore considerably restricts the para¬

meter ranges. This implies that estimations, for example for the coupling range, can be

given that later may be experimentally tested.
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Figure 4.31: Frequency response of the active Hopf-type cochlea model endowed with

feedforward coupling between the amplifiers and surface tension (F = 10-6). (a) Fre¬

quency response and (b) gain of experimental basilar membrane data [200]. (c) Frequency

response and (d) gain of the cochlea model, where p, = —700, M = 0.02, Ax = 0.005 cm.

(e) and (f): p, = —800, M = 0.03, Ax — 0.005 cm. The dashed line indicates the frequency

shift in the experimental and the model response. Model parameter values according to

Table 4.4.
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4.11 Active Amplification at Different

Frequencies

For the design and the analysis of the Hopf-type cochlea model, we concentrated on the

response at only one single frequency (/ = 1000 Hz). In the preceding Chapter, it thus

became clear that, at this fixed frequency, our model is able to excellently reproduce

measured cochlear responses. However, the extended frequency range of the mammalian

ear spans about 10 octaves (from about 20 to 20000 Hz in humans). This is another

important characteristic of hearing that a model should incorporate.

For the passive framework of the Hopf-type model, variations of the model response

with frequency have already been discussed in Sec. 4.6.2. For the active model, however,

the situation is more complex. First, a second tonotopic map xch(uj) for the active am¬

plification must be established, o which exists besides the passive tonotopic map of the

basilar membrane, xc(u). This is done first in Sec. 4.11.1. Second, for the parameters

that determine the active amplification process (p, a and K in the basic version of the

model) a tonotopic variation along the basilar membrane is expected; essentially they

become functions of x or uj (cf. Sec. A.l.2). These functions should be chosen such that

at every frequency, or at every position on the basilar membrane, the model produces

a basilar membrane response that is "typical" for mammalian hearing. The problem is,

that few experimental measurements of such responses exist, since such experiments would

involve accessing each location along the cochlear canal. As in-vivo experiments at a dis¬

tance from the base are very difficult to perform, our knowledge on cochlear processing

is constrained to high-frequency tones. Only few measurements in the apical region ex¬

ist, which suggest that cochlear processing for high and low frequencies is substantially

different (see Sec. 2.5.1).
Due to the lack of experimental measurements, we adopt for the investigation of our

model's ability to adapt to different stimulus frequencies (see Sec. 4.11.2), the following

assumptions: The sensitivity of the basilar membrane to low stimuli is constant for all

frequencies, and the transition from linear to compressive nonlinear regime occurs at

the same stimulus intensity, where constant stapes velocity or amplitude25 are assumed.

Obviously, these assumptions are in disagreement with available psychoacoustic data.

Nevertheless, in order to be able to investigate the tuning capabilities of our model, this

view is adopted for reasons of simplicity. Species-specific variations of the sensitivity

with frequency, for example, may be considered as additional, second-order modifications.

For simplicity reasons, we deliberately limit our efforts to the basic model, although an

extension to the complex model, involving longitudinal couplings, is possible.

As a very interesting result, we will demonstrate in Sec. 4.11.3 that the functions

a(x) and K(x) are well approximated by an exponential function, with the exponential

constant only depending on the stiffness parameter a. Deviations of the "real" cochlea re¬

sponse from the assumptions of frequency-independent sensitivity and linear-to-nonlinear

transition points can then be seen as modifications of this exponential law.

In our model, both conditions amount to the same, see Sec. 4.6.5
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4.11.1 Second Tonotopic Map

Two Natural Tonotopic Maps

Two natural choices exist for the second tonotopic map xch(uj), each having its own ad¬

vantages. The first possibility is to set the location of active resonance a constant distance

Ax basalwards to passive, resonance xc(ui),

x{2(u) = xc(uj)-Ax. (4.307)

On the other hand, we could require that the characteristic place for active amplification

occurs a at constant fraction AB < 1 of the distance between passive resonance and base,

x^(u;) = Affxc(u;). (4.308)

Ax or Ah, respectively, determine the peak bandwidth of the active response (see Sec.

4.7.4), and they should be determined accordingly. For our model simulations at / =

1000 Hz (shown in Fig. 4.16) AH = 0.92 has been chosen, which corresponds to Ax =

0.166 cm.

The characteristic frequency of active amplification uj^ch\x), which corresponds to

xc\\uj), is obtained from (4.67) by noting that xc(uj) = xctj(uj) + Ax. As we want to

solve x = xcfj(uj) for uj, we obtain

ujW(x) = xj^e-^x-^ = ujc(x)e-^x. (4.309)
\ m

From this, an expression for uiCh(x) can be derived by the requirement that x\^(uj) =

xc)1(uj) for fixed uj. The relation between Ax and AH is given by26

Ax = (1 - AH)xc(u;), (4.310)

which immediately leads to the expression

uj{c2}(x)=uic(x)e-^1-^x^) = (uJc(^H~lujc(x))^ (4.311)

E i

V*3^* (4.312)
v III

for uich(x), where we used u;c(0) = JE^Jm.

Frequency Selectivity

The difference between the two proposed tonotopic maps for the active amplification,

x
W(,,\ a J2)
ch uj) and x^jKuj), becomes explicit when the relative bandwidth of the model, Trei

Auj/uj, is analyzed for different frequencies uj. Although Yrel, as we will define it, does not

correspond to the auditory filter bandwidth of the mammalian ear, its tonotopic variation

is indicative for a variation of frequency selectivity.

We define the bandwidth Auj as the width of the excess peak of the active model

frequency response over the passive response, that is obtained for low-level stimuli. The

26 Note that Aa: is not constant in that calculation; the usage of (4.307) is justified, as only fixed

frequencies are considered.
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onset of the excess peak occurs at uj fa ujCh(x), while near uic(x), a steep decay is observed

(cf. Fig. 4.16). This allows us to define

Auj(x) = ujc(x) — uich(x) (4.313)

for the bandwidth of the active model at location x. This definition is reasonable, since

it is most likely the active response peak, and not the passive basilar membrane response

at x ;$ xc(u>), that determines the frequency selectivity of the mammalian ear for faint

stimuli.

If we consider the bandwidth Aui as a function of the applied frequency uj rather than

of the tonotopic location x, we may set x = xc/l(o;) in (4.313), which leads to

Auj(uj) = ujc(xch(u)) - co, (4.314)

from which we obtain for the relative bandwidth

=

Au,
=
^M)

_ L
UJ UJ

With this expression, it becomes now easy to compute the relative bandwidths for the

two candidates for the second tonotopic map. On account of (4.307), we obtain for the

first,

ifj = -ujc(xc(uj) - Ax) - 1 (4.316)
UJ

= e*Ax-l. (4.317)

The relative bandwidth is thus merely dependent on Ax, which is a constant in this case.

The corresponding expression for the second alternative, (4.308), is obtained by observing

that Ax = (1 — AH)IAH xc/l(a;), leading to

rfj(x) = e^'-l (4.318)

~ -—z—-x if x < — « 10 cm. (4.319)
2 AH a 1 - AH

TrJt(x) is thus seen to increase approximately linearly along the entire cochlear canal

(which has a length of about 3.5 cm). In terms of frequency, using (4.311) we readily

obtain

r2M=H^-l, (4.320)
\ UJ /

where ujt, = J/E0/m denotes the characteristic frequency at the base (x = 0). From this

F(2)
1

rel
(2)

large frequencies, i.e. near the base, rrJt approaches zero.

expressions it becomes evident that rj.J increases with decreasing frequency. For very

The Second Tonotopic Map and the Tectorial-Membrane Resonator

This limited knowledge of the tonotopic variation of the basilar membrane response allows

us to construct a tonotopic map for the active amplification process based on the two

canditates analyzed above. We know from Sec. 2.5.1, that the relative bandwidth of the

basilar membrane is significantly increased for low frequencies. For higher frequencies,
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however, the frequency selectivity of the basilar membrane is rather sharp and remains

approximately constant as the frequency is varied.

These observations suggest that both tonotopic maps may be appropriate, for different

regions on the basilar membrane. The first version, xcl^(uj) = xc(ui) — Ax, is a good

candidate in the basal, high-frequency region, as it leaves the basilar membrane frequency

selectivity constant. The second candidate, x\^(uj) = Ahxc(uj), may be appropriate in

the apical region, where a degradation of frequency selectivity is observed. Then, the

problem of how the two types of tonotopic maps should be connected can be settled by

the, somewhat arbitrary, condition that the frequency / = 1000 Hz should separate the

low- from the high-frequency regime. As a consequence,

( \ - j x^u) ~ ^x if x < £<a(1000 Hz)
Xchiw) -

I a#xc(u;) if x > xc/l(1000 Hz).
(4.321)
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Figure 4.32: Second tonotopic map. (a) Second tonotopic map xcn(uj), on a logarithmic

scale. Solid line: First tonotopic map, xc(u>) (passive basilar membrane tuning). Dashed

line: Second tonotopic map xcn(uj) according to (4.321). Dotted line: x^(uj) = Abxc(uj),

differing by a simple vertical shift from the basilar membrane tonotopic map. (b) Fre¬

quency resolution Trei(uj), (4.320), of the basilar membrane. Note that large values of

Trei(uj) indicate low frequency selectivity. Solid line: Trei(u) for the second tonotopic map

(4.321). Dotted and dashed lines: Frequency resolution for xch(uj) and xch (uj); note that

the plain and the dashed line coincide for / > 1000 Hz. Dash-dotted lines: x)J(uj) for

Ah chosen such that the limiting value of rre; for our choice of xCh (solid horizontal line)

is attained at / = 2000 or 4000 Hz, respectively, instead of at / = 1000 Hz.

In our basic model, where A# = 0.92. the condition that xCh(uj) be continuous, leads to

Ax = 0.17 cm. The situation is depicted in Fig. 4.32 (a), where the second tonotopic map,

(4.321), is compared to the tonotopic map of the basilar membrane, xc(u>). The divergence

of the two curves indicates an increase of the relative distance between the locations of

active and passive resonance, (xc — xch)/xch for / > 1000 Hz. In Fig. 4.32 (b), however,

it is seen that this ensures that the relative frequency resolution in this (high-frequency)

region remains constant. For low frequencies, the resolution decreases rapidly27. With

different choices for A#, this variation may be reduced (dash-dotted lines), with the effect

that the transition between the two regions is shifted towards higher frequencies.

The emergence of a second tonotopic map for the active process now rises a funda¬

mental question: How is this tonotopic map related to the characteristic frequency of the

27Note that the relative bandwidth, Trei(u), denotes the inverse of frequency resolution.
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tectorial membrane resonant system? In Sec. 2.4.3 we mentioned that recent measure¬

ments [76] indicate that the tectorial membrane, when connected to the stereocilia of the

outer hair cells, constitutes a second resonant system with characteristic frequency half

an octave (i.e. Auj — J2) below the characteristic frequency of the basilar membrane.

This half-octave shift ensures that the outer hair cells are stimulated at the right phase

with respect to the basilar membrane motion, so that optimal amplification can occur.

Remembering that the input signal for the active process is given by the relative shearing

motion between tectorial membrane and reticular lamina, which leads to the deflection of

the attached stereocilia, the. active process is optimally excited if the tectorial membrane

displacement is maximal at the site of active resonance. This is the case provided that the

characteristic frequencies of the active process, i.e. the second tonotopic map, coincide

with the tectorial membrane resonant frequencies,

ujch(x) = ^. (4.322)

This condition can be maintained by the first type of the second tonotopic map,

xch(uj) = xc(ui) — Ax over the entire high-frequency range. With the expression (4.309),

we immediately obtain the condition

Ax = -log 2 = 0.23 cm. (4.323)
a

This is fairly larger than the value for Ax (0.17 cm) employed in our model. However, even

with this choice the active and passive resonant frequencies at a location x > xc(1000 Hz)

differ by 0.36 instead of 0.5 octaves.

Would we use a larger value for Ax in order to match the condition (4.323), the

bandwidths of the model response in the high-frequency region would become too large, in

comparison to measurements. A further problem arises as we allow longitudinal coupling

in our model. For both passive (surface tension) and active coupling schemes, the location

of active resonance was set rather close to the passive characteristic place. Our choices

of AH = 0.97 and 0.98 lead to Ax = 0.06 and 0.04 cm, respectively, which substantially

differs from (4.323). How can we remedy this situation? A speculative solution consists

in postulating a second mode of energy propagation. Unlike the second mode proposed

in our active feedforward-coupling scheme (Sec. 4.10.2), where the coupling to the first,

hydrodynamic mode is independent on position, we may suggest that certain conditions

must be fulfilled in order to obtain effective coupling. If these conditions are such that they

are satisfied only in the vicinity of the passive resonance, only in this region a significant

energy transfer to the hydrodynamic wave is possible. This would cause response peaks

that are similar to those shown in Sec. 4.10.4. The region where the second mode is

built up would be located around the position where the matching condition (4.323) is

satisfied and optimal amplification (of the second mode) occurs. The generation of the

second mode would therefore take place at a much more basal position if compared to

our cochlea model. Such a scheme is similar to the traveling-wave amplifier model put

forward by Hubbard [94] (see Sec. 3.3.1), where strong active amplification occurs as the

two modes are able to interact. In this model, the condition for interaction, or coupling,

is met if the group velocities of the two modes match, which is the case a small distance

basalwards to (passive) resonance.

The question then arises, why such a wide separation between the location, where

amplification takes place, and the region where the response is built up (near xc(ui)), may
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be advantageous. The answer may be given by the fact that, as xc(uj) is approached, strong

wave attenuation occurs. Would amplification take place here, a large amount of energy

would directly be dissipated away. Therefore it is favorable if amplification takes place

at a distance from xc(ui), and if the energy delivered by the active elements propagates

independently. The basilar membrane response, however, must be built up close to xc(uj),

in order to guarantee a rapid decay of the response at the apical side; otherwise, large

bandwidths and unrealistic response shapes would be obtained, as was the case for the

basic model (see Sec. 4.7.4 and 4.7.6).

4.11.2 Tonotopic Tuning of Active Amplification

In this Section, the functional dependence of the model parameters on the stimulus fre¬

quency will be investigated, where we assume that the second tonotopic map is given

by (4.321). We require that for each frequency - or at each location along the tono¬

topic axis - the same response should be obtained28: The gain of active amplification

(sensitivity) should be constant, and the transition into the compressive nonlinear regime

should occur at the same response peak amplitude Acni, irrespective of frequency (or

place). In real cochleae, the frequency response curves differ at different tonotopic lo¬

cations (cf. Sec. 2.5.1), most likely in a species-specific way. Nevertheless, many species

are specialized to a specific frequency range, where their auditory system displays best

performance. To a good approximation, the variability of the basilar membrane response

is limited for frequencies from within this range. A realistic cochlear model should thus be

able to produce similar responses within a substantial frequency interval, and the above

requirements are thus reasonable.

Tonotopic Variation of Parameters a and K

In the basic version of the model, effective active amplification occurs at a position where

the energy loss by dissipation is still negligible. At this location, xc/l(u;), the energy density

of the passive cochlea equals (in the absence of dissipation)

e(xch,uj) = e0(ui)
"G'o(fa,)

(4.324)
VG(Xch(uj),Uj)

where vg,o denotes the group velocity at the base, and

eoiuj) = uj2e0 (4.325)

gives the initial conditions for fixed stapes amplitude, under the condition of constant

input impedance of the cochlea (see Sec. 4.6.5).
Note that this initial condition assures that the passive basilar membrane response am¬

plitudes attain approximately the same values at the respective hydrodynamically equiva¬

lent points29. The problem is now to derive appropriate expressions for a and K, such that

the responses of the active model become similar for different frequencies. Remembering

that active amplification in the model differential equation (4.193) is determined by

vGix,uj)

28cf. discussion on page 155

29see Appendix, Sec. A.l
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we observe that the transition to compressive basilar membrane nonlinearity occurs at the

same amplitude Acni, provided that the quantity a(ui)e(x,uj) attains the same value at

different frequencies (see discussion in Sec. 4.7.3). With respect to a reference frequency

ujq, we thus obtain

o-iu) = e^-aiujù) (4.327)

= Ta(ui,ujQ)a(ujü). (4.328)

With (4.324) and (4.325), the transfer function Ta(ui,ujQ) is given by

T/,,,,\
Ul VG(Xch(uj),Uj) VGfijuJQ)

la{UJ,UJo)
= — -: -; r t—r-. (4.329)

uJ2vG(xch(uj0),uj0) vGt0(uj)

Unless uj « u>b, va,o(uj) ~ const, so that the last term in (4.329) can be dropped.

Since the output of the active amplifier, H(-) is multiplied by a factor of K(uj)/vg(x,ui),
K must be rescaled as

K(uj)=TiK1)(uj,uj0)K(uj0), (4.330)

where the transfer function for K, TK (uj,ujq), is given by

T(l)r,,
,,,

x
VGJXchiuj),Uj)

1K{UJ,UJ0)
— -: -; r r. (4.331)

vGixChiuo),uo)

The rescaling effectuated by TK
'
assures an equal local energy supply by the cochlear

amplifiers to the hydrodynamic wave at different locations xch(uj). Equal excess gain,

however, cannot be achieved in this way. The reason is that the spatial bandwidth,

^3dB,xi^>) (4.218), of the array of distributed Hopf amplifiers varies with frequency. This

is seen from

TsdB,x ~ ^~^, (4.332)
Uchix)

(see Sec. 4.7.3), where T^dB,u is independent of uj. As substantial amplification occurs

only in close vicinity to xch(ui), we may safely replace uich(x) by uj in (4.332). This leads

to

r3dB,x ~ - (4.333)
ui

If the stimulus frequency is changed tow, a traveling wave passing the region of active

amplification thus obtains a fraction ui0/ui of the energy it would receive for frequency uj0.

The transfer function for K should therefore be augmented by an additional factor

T{2) (a;,w0) = —, (4.334)
UJq

which leads to the result

rp ( N VG(Xch(u),u) UJ

Tk(uj,uj0)
= — — -

—. (4.335)
VG(Xch(UQ),UjQ)uJo

Up to now, we considered K and a as functions of frequency rather than of position

along the tonotopic axis. This is reasonable for modeling purposes, where the response

to pure tone stimuli is calculated. With respect to interpretations in terms of cochlear

physiology, however, expressions for the spatial variation of the model parameters are
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required. These are obtained in a straightforward way by noting that the region of active

amplification is confined to a rather small segment of the entire length of the cochlea.

Within that segment, the tonotopic variations of the parameters are relatively small, and

outside of the region of active amplification, where they do vary, their values are not

relevant. It is therefore safe to assume constant values K = K(uS) and a = a(uj) for fixed

uj. In terms of position, these values must be set equal to K(x) (or to cr(x)), evaluated at

the center of the active region, xch(w). Therefore we can write

K(uj) = K(xch(uj)), K(x) = K(ujch(x)), (4.336)

a(uj) = a(xch(uj)), o(x) = a(uch(x)). (4.337)

The same holds true for the tonotopic variation of the control parameter p,, which is

discussed below.

Tonotopic Variation of the Control Parameter pt

Since the spatial bandwidth of the cochlear amplifier scales with 1/uj, the amplification of

the hydrodynamic wave takes place in an ever smaller spatial segment, if ui is increased. By

consequence, the basal slopes of the active response curves become ever larger, followed by

a relatively flat peak, unless the control parameter p, is adjusted. As p, uniquely determines

the small-signal bandwidth of the Hopf system in the frequency range,

rVsdß ~ P, (4.338)

we observe from equation (4.332), that the rescaling

p(uj) = —p(uj0) (4.339)
UJq

leaves the spatial bandwidth constant for all frequencies.

Clearly, a change in p, involves simultaneous transformations of the parameters a and

K. This has already been formulated, and made use of, in Sec. 4.7.4. Here, we provide

an explicit explanation for this fact. The transformation law for of a is easy to find by

recalling that (see Sec. 4.7.3)

eCni = ^-fV (4.340)
ja(uj)

In order to maintain the transition point between linear and nonlinear regime, ecni, for

different /i, a is bound to vary like

o-(ß) = Taiß(pL,ß0)a(pJ0) (4.341)

with respect to a reference parameter p,0, with the transformation function

T^)=(£f=(£)\ (4.342)

With respect to K, we note that the gain of the active amplifier for low-intensity

stimuli is given by

.
H(Joe) R2(JcTè) 1

,AnAn,

GH0Pf(e, x, uj) =
vv J

=

KV '
=

-j 4.343

ae ae p,2
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Figure 4.33: Model response at high frequencies, (a) Reference: /0 = 1000 Hz, p, = —200.

(b) / — 4000 Hz, p remains unchanged, (c) / = 4000 Hz; p is adjusted according to

(4.339) in order to maintain constant spatial bandwidth, (d) / = 8000 Hz.

(see discussion in Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.7.3). The bandwidth, on the other hand, scales with p,.

With a change in p, the energy supplied to the hydrodynamic wave within the region of

active amplification (which is of order of the spatial bandwidth of the cochlear amplifier),

scales with p, l/p2, so that K transforms like

K(p) = TK,ß(p,po)K(pj0),

where

TK,ß(p,Po)
p
_

UJ

Po u0'

(4.344)

(4.345)

Response at Different Frequencies

The transformation rules for K, a and p allow us to compute the place response for high

(/ > 1000 Hz; Fig. 4.33) and for low frequencies (/ < 1000 Hz; Fig. 4.34), respectively.

The choice for the second tonotopic map, (4.321), where either the absolute or the relative

distance between active and passive resonance are constant, requires a distinction between

low and high frequencies.
For high frequencies, the gain and the transition to compressive nonlinear behaviour

remain virtually unchanged in comparison to the situation where f = fo = 1000 Hz,

provided that K and a are rescaled according to (4.335) and (4.329) (see Fig. 4.33 (a)).

Due to the decrease in spatial bandwidth of the Hopf amplifiers, however, the shape of
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Figure 4.34: Model response at low frequencies, (a) and (c): / = 250 Hz. (b) and (d):

/ = 100 Hz. For (a) and (b), p has been adjusted in order to maintain constant spatial

amplifier bandwidth; for (c) and (d), p = —200 has been taken as constant.

the curves becomes rather unrealistic: The response growth around xch(uj) is restricted

to a very narrow region, which results in exceedingly large slopes at the basal side. As

a consequence, the response peak abruptly becomes very flat, where the response shape

past xch(uj) resembles again the passive curve (cf. the dashed line). One of the central

deficiencies of the basic model (see Sec. 4.7.4 and 4.7.6) thus becomes even more pro¬

nounced. The modeling results shown in Fig. 4.33 (b) are thus in poor correspondence to

the experimentally obtained results30 (see, e.g., Fig. 4.16).
A more realistic response is achieved by adjusting the spatial active amplification

bandwidth according to the arguments given in the preceding Section. In the present case

(/ = 4000 Hz), p, has to be decreased from /x0 = —200 to p = f/fo po = —800, leading

to a nearly perfect agreement with the original situation (Fig. 4.33 (c)). Note that a

change in p, involves an additional transformation of a and K, according to (4.342) and

(4.345). For even larger frequencies (/ = 8000 Hz), the obtained situation still remains

very similar.

If the frequency is decreased, an adjustment of pt again guarantees good correspondence

to the original situation, as is seen in Fig. 4.34 (a) (/ = 250 Hz) and (b) (/ = 100 Hz). If

p, is held constant throughout the low-frequency regime, too large spatial bandwidths are

obtained. As a consequence, the region of active amplification extends well beyond xc(uj),

so that the response curve growth is truncated by dissipation, before maximal amplification

has been achieved. This situation is shown in Figs. 4.34 (c) and (d). Despite the fact that

30Note that the curve shapes of the place response and frequency response are in qualitative agreement.
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the response peak appears sharper on first sight, the frequency resolution is reduced due to

the ensuing decrease of the active amplification gain (see Fig. 4.34 (d)). This observation

is in agreement with the experimentally obtained low-frequency measurements of basilar

membrane vibration that revealed rather broad frequency tuning (see Sec. 2.5.1).
In contrast to our low-frequency model response, the experimental results (see Fig.

2.19)) display a shallow high-frequency decay, which corresponds to a shallow decay at

the apical side for the place response. This difference can be accounted for by a broader

tuning of the passive response, which may be due to increased longitudinal coupling

near the cochlear apex (cf. discussion in Sec. 4.9.5). If this situation were modelled,

e.g. by a non-vanishing surface tension, the large values of p would generate broad and

shallow active low-frequency response curves. Similarly to the hybrid nature of the second

tonotopic map, in order to obtain more realistic low-frequency responses, the dependence

of p on the location on the basilar membrane should therefore be divided into a high- and

a low-frequency regime: While in the high-frequency, near-to-base regime the modulus

of pi is bound to increase proportional to characteristic frequency, p should be taken as

constant in the apical region.

4.11.3 Approximations to the Tonotopic Variation of Model Pa¬

rameters

Biological Aspects of the Tonotopic Variation of the Model Parameters

In the preceding Section we demonstrated how realistic model responses can be obtained

at different frequencies. This was achieved by a tonotopic variation of the model pa¬

rameters a and K. The transition rules (4.335) and (4.329) involve the group veloc¬

ity at locations rather close to passive resonance, where the long-wave approximation

vq(x,uj) ~ exp(—a/2 x) is not valid, so that a rather intricate dependence on position, x,

of a and K is expected. On the other hand, anatomical and physiological parameters, like

the basilar membrane stiffness, or the number and length of OHC stereocilia, are rather

simple functions of x that are, for example, of exponential type. The structural organi¬

zation of the cochlea can thus be described by functions depending on a small number of

parameters, whose values are specific for each species. Additional species-specific varia¬

tions, for example increased sensitivity within a specific frequency range, could be obtained

by superimposing additional organization principles for certain features (e.g. transduction

channel properties). Seen from a phylogenetic viewpoint, these second-order organization

principles emerged later in evolution, in order to ensure optimal adaptation of a species to

its (acoustic) environment. As the emergence of cellular structures is governed by molec¬

ular concentration gradients in embryonal development, complicated spatial variations of

features could only be generated by a very complex arrangement of such gradients, while

simple variations (e.g. of exponential type) are possibly achieved by one single gradient.

Assuming that evolution tends to implement the solution of lowest complexity in order

to perform a specific task, complicated variations of physiological parameters are unlikely

when seen from an ontogenetic viewpoint.

For a realistic model of the cochlea, the relevant model parameters are associated with

physiological variables, a and K, which determine the properties of Hopf-type amplifi¬

cation, are possibly associated with the number and length of stereocilia per bundle, the

number of transduction channels per stereocilium and specific channel properties. It is

known that on the turtle auditory papilla the number of channels per stereocilia increases
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linearly from 2 to 5 [192]. For this reason, it is tempting to examine whether the tonotopic

variation of a and K can be described by a simple rule. This constitutes a further test

whether the Hopf-type cochlear model can be termed "biomorphic".

Exponential Tonotopic Variations in the Basal Part of the Cochlea

As the transition rules for a and K involve the group velocity vq(x,uj), the notion of

hydrodynamic equivalence (established in the Appendix, Sec. A.l) is crucial for deriving

approximations.
In terms of group velocity, the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence states that

UJ')

vG(Ax, uj2) = —vG(Ax, uji), (4.346)
UJi

where vG(Ax,uiz) = vg(xc(ui1) — Ax,^)31, i = 1,2.

For the apical region of the basilar membrane, x < xc(1000 Hz), the second tonotopic

map,

xch(uj) = xc(uj) - Ax, (4.347)

defines by itself a set of hydrodynamically equivalent points, to which (4.346) can be

applied. For the transformation function for K we thus obtain

VG(Xchiu),U}) ( UJ
2

TK,tot(u,uj0) = V T
'

\ (
— ) (4.348)

VG(xch(uJo),UJ0) \UJ0J

vaiAx,uj) fuj\2
(4349)

vaiAx,ujo) \uj0
\ 3

—

,
(4.350)

Wo/

where TK,tot — TkTk,^ includes the adjustment of the bifurcation parameter p (see (4.339)

and (4.335)). For Tff)tot = TaTa^ we get m a similar way

_

VGjxchiuj),Uj) VG,oM U
Uax,\

J^toH^î^o) — —/ ;—r r 7—: (4.001 J
vG(xch(uJo),^o) vg>0(uj) UJ0

vo,oMfuj\2
(4352)

VQfiiuj) \UJ0J

-V. (4.353)
^0/

In the last equation, we made use of the fact that vg,o(uj) stays constant provided that uj

is not too close to uibase.

The spatial dependence of Tx,tot and Ta^ot is easily formulated by using (4.336)

TK,tot(x) = T^0e~^x, (4.354)

W*) « T^e-**, (4.355)

where TK'Q and T^l are independent on x32. Note that (4.354) does not constitute an

approximation, but an expression for the exact transformation function of K in the

31The points xc(io) — Ax, for different ui, are all hydrodynamically equivalent.

32The upper index (b) stands for "base"
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(a) 11

CT

Figure 4.35: Tonotopic variation of the model parameters (a) a(x) and (b) K(x). Solid

lines: Exact parameter values, being used for Figs. 4.33 and 4.34. Dashed lines: Expo¬

nential approximation.

high-frequency regime or, in terms of location, in the basal part of the cochlea (x <

xc/l(1000 Hz) = 1.9 cm). Near the cochlear base, deviations are expected from the ex¬

pression (4.355). The extent to which the exponential approximation is valid in the basal

region of the cochlea can be read off from Fig. 4.35 (region to the left of the vertical line).

For x ^ 0.6 cm, the deviation from (4.355) is negligible, and the tonotopic variation can

thus be regarded as exponential, involving only the stiffness parameter a. Therefore, no

additional parameter needs to be introduced for defining the functions K(x) and a(x) in

the basal region of the cochlea.

Exponential Approximation in the Apical Region

In the apical region, where the second tonotopic map is given by

xch(uj) = Ahxc(uj), (4.356)

the points xcA(oj) are no longer hydrodynamically equivalent. Therefore, the principle

of hydrodynamic equivalence no longer provides an exact expression for the tonotopic

variation of the model parameters. However, an exponential approximation can be derived,

since, for two frequencies uj and ujq, the hydrodynamically equivalent point to xch(^o) is

found close to xch(u).
In the following, let us denote by x/je(ajo,w) the point which is hydrodynamically

equivalent to (xc^(c<;o),^o) with respect to uj. The problem is to find an approximate

expression for VG(xch(ui),uj) in terms of VG(xch(UJo), ^o)- Since

UJ

VG(xhe(uo,u),u) = VG(xch(uj0),UJ0),
UJq

(4.357)

this problem amounts to finding a suitable approximation of vG(x, uj) around xhe.

The question arises, according to which scheme to find an optimal approximation of

vg(x,uj). In the Appendix (Sec. A.3, corollary A.3.2) we demonstrate that in the short¬

wave limit

vg(xc(uj) - Ax,uj) ~ Ax2. (4.358)

Provided that the short-wave approximation is applicable around xch(uj), a second-order

Taylor series approximation is reasonable. However, it is shown in the same Section, that
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the short-wave approximation is generally not valid around xCh(uj) for the values of A#

chosen for the basic version of our model. On the other hand, we know that neither the

long-wave approximation, vq(x,uj) ~ exp(—a/2 x) is valid at the chosen location. Yet,

vg(x,ui) may still be well approximated by an exponential within a small neighborhood

of Xch(uj) (or Xhe(ujQ,uj)). Therefore, we propose the exponential approximation

vG(x, uj) = vG(x0, c^eMzo^Az+otA*^ (4_359)

where Ax = x — x0. From this expression, it follows

Av(x0,uj) = —log vg(x,uj)
X=XQ

1 d

vg(x,uj)
vg(xo,uj) dx

The derivation of vG can be replaced by the expression33

(4.360)

(4.361)
X=XQ

d aE(x)d2f ,An.

T^
=

~àrd~av°-
(4-362)

where f(k), which does not depend explicitly on x, is defined by

2 E(x)ksinhkh
u =

, , 7-tt = E(x)f(k). (4.363)
mk sinh kh + p cosh kh

Making use of the expression

, ,
1 dui2 E(x)df

we obtain the following expression for Av,

a ,
( !

ujd2f(k)/dk2 \

Av(x0,uj) = a — J)
'

1
.

4.365

\vg(x0,uj)2 df/dk J

Now remember that in our particular case, x0 = Xhe(uj,uJo) in (4.365). The principle

of hydrodynamic equivalence (4.357) then allows us to write

a t ( ^ ^
( 1 uj0d2f(k)/dk2

Av(xhe(uj0,uj),uj)
=

a[—-;
—

—— 1

\vG(Xch(^o),^o)
2 df/dk

= Av(xch(uj0),uj0), (4.366)

where the last identity follows from the fact that / and its derivatives assume the same val¬

ues at points of hydrodynamic equivalence (/ being only dependent on k). This is a result

of fundamental importance: For fixed reference frequency uj0 (e.g. uj0 — 1000 cycles s-1),

Av in (4.359) is a real number, independent on location Xhe(ujQ,uj) or frequency uj. This

constitutes the precondition required in order to establish an approximate exponential law

for the tontopic variation of the model parameters in the apical region of the cochlea.

33see Appendix, Sec. A.2, theorem A.2.1
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The final form of the exponential approximation is obtained by noting that

Ax = xch(uj) -xhe(uj0,uj) (4.367)

= xch(uj) + (xc(uj) - xhe(uj0,uj)) - xc(uj) (4.368)

= ixchiu) - xc(uj)) - (xch(uj0) - xc(ujq)) (4.369)

= (AH-l)(xc(uj)-xc(uj0)) (4.370)

Ah - 1
=

—7 (xch(u)-XchM), (4.371)

where we made use of

xc(uj) - xhe(uj0,uj) = xc(ui0) - xch(uj0), (4.372)

(cf. definition of Xhe(wo,uj)), and

xch(uj') = Ahxc(uj'), (4.373)

where uj' = ujq or uj, respectively.
With (4.357) and (4.359), the quotient of the group velocities at the locations of active

resonance can now be written as

vGixchiuj),uj)
_ uj_eAvAx

VG(xch(uo),UJ0) UJ0

Noting that exp7(xc(cj) — xc(uiq)) = (uj0/ui)2l^a, where 7 is a real number, using (4.370),

this expression is transformed into

vG(xch(uj),uj) =/„y<*">-»
uG(xc/l(u;o),Wo) \uj0)

where g(uj), defined by

1 s ( u d2f(k)/dk2 \
., A

.

^ =

(i„aM»M «1* -1)'1-^>'
<4-376>

includes the exponent Av in the exponential approximation. For the reference frequency

w0 = 1000 cycles s-1, g(uj0) = 0.34.

Using (4.375), the transfer functions for a and K are determined by

vG(xch(uj),uj) fu\2
J-K,tot{U,UJ0) -

-

r (4.3/VJ
VG(XchM,Uo) V^O/

* U) (4-378)

and

T (,,,,\ -

VGJXchju),Uj) VGfiM UJ

1
a,tot(U, Wo) — -. -, r r p—r (4.0 (M)

vG(xch(uj0),uj0) vGfi(uj) W0

\ 29(a;o)+2

(4.380)
UJ \

wo/
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where the adjustment of the bifurcation parameter p,, in order to guarantee constant spatial

amplifier bandwidth, has been taken into account; for Tajtot, the quotient vGfl(u}0)/vGß(uj)
has been set to unity, which is justified in the apical region of the cochlea (see above).

The spatial dependence of the transfer functions is obtained by making use of the

relations

•Eo -a i
xo

w0 = ujch(x0) = \-^e >^xo, (4.381)
V m

uj = ujch(x) = J—e"1^, (4.382)
V m

where x0 = xch(uj0) constitutes a fixed reference point. This leads to the exponential

approximation

T^oi(x,x0) « 4V^(^0)+^, (4-383)

TCT)tot(x,x0) « r#e-*('(wo)+1)x, (4.384)

where the exponent solely depends on the parameters a and AH, and u>0 = ujch(xo).
In Fig. 4.35, the exponential approximation of a(x) and K(x) in the apical region (to

the left of the vertical line) is compared to the spatial variations that are induced by the

transformation laws (4.348) and (4.351). It is seen that in a large interval in the center of

the basilar membrane, the exponential approximation is adequate for both parameters.

These results demonstrate that our model of the cochlea is able to reproduce the

response of the basilar membrane within a substantial frequency range, relying only on a

minimal number of free parameters: The functions a(x) and K(x) are entirely determined

by constant multipliers of the exponential term, Kq and <Jo. The exponent, however, is

determined exclusively by the already existing parameters a and AH. Note that these

parameters determine the first (a) and the second (a and AB) tonotopic map of the

cochlea. As their spatial variation can be seen as defining a kind of ordering principle, it

is sensible if they entirely determine the tonotopic variation of other model quantities.



Chapter 5

Modeling Meets Biophysics of Hair

Cells

5.1 Physiological Justification of the Hopf Model

When we began to develop our Hopf-type model of the cochlea, it was still a hypothesis

whether the process of active amplification in hair cells is governed by a Hopf bifurca¬

tion. Our justification, at that time, were its mathematical properties (see Sec. 4.2) and

physiological models for hair-cell transduction and adaptation (see Sec. 2.5.4).
At the time when we completed our model, however, experimental evidence that a

Hopf bifurcation is indeed critical in hair-cell amplification, was furnished in two lucid

papers [150, 149]. The authors experimentally characterized the active process, which

underlies spontaneous hair bundle motions on the bullfrog saccular macula. The observed

nonlinear properties are characteristic for a system poised at a Hopf bifurcation.

5.1.1 Active Amplification in Hair Cells

In the mammalian ear, the phenomenon of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAE,

see Sec. 2.7.1) is indicative for the presence of an active, power-generating process. In

reptiles and amphibia, spontaneous oscillations of hair bundles have been observed [31,

90, 45, 14, 148]. It has been argued that, according to their magnitude, these movements

cannot be accounted for by the action of thermal noise on the hair bundle [31, 90, 45].

However, the detection of a strong nonlinearity of the hair bundle's stiffness, which can

even become negative [151], raised the question: Are the observed spontaneous movements

really caused by an active process, or do they just arise from thermal fluctuations of an

extremely compliant structure?

If an active process were present, the hair bundle would be driven away from thermo¬

dynamic equilibrium. Thermodynamic principles that rely on the assumption of thermo¬

dynamic equilibrium therefore must break down. The problem is now to choose a principle

that solely depends on this assumption and relies on no specific physical properties of the

system. A candidate is, for example, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT). The au¬

thors of the above-mentioned studies [150] demonstrated experimentally, that the FDT

breaks down in the bullfrog's stereocilia.

The FDT states that diffusion (fluctuation) and dissipation (friction) are not indepen¬

dent, but related to each other, since both arise from particle collisions. This relation can
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup employed by Martin, Hudspeth and Jülicher, [150]. The

hair bundle's tip was stimulated by a glass fiber of 100 pxn. length, which was driven by a

piezo-electric acuator. Displacements A(t) at the fiber's base induce displacements X(t)

of the hair bundle. X(t) was monitored with a resolution of 1 nm.

be expressed by the Einstein formula,

jD = kBT, (5.1)

where 7 is the friction and D the diffusion coefficient. A for our purpose more suitable form

of the FDT can be derived from linear-response theory1. Let X(t) denote the position of

the hair bundle and C(t) =< X(t)X(0) > the autocorrelation function. Then, the FDT

is expressed by the equation [47],

x(t) =
1 dC(t)

kBT dt
'

where x(t) is the responsiveness of the hair bundle,

<Xit)>= j xit~t')fit')dt',

or, in the Fourier representation,

A»

(5.2)

(5.3)

X(w) =
/M'

(5.4)

where f(t) denotes an external forcing.

In the experimental setup (Fig. 5.1), a hair bundle was stimulated by a glass fiber, and

the bundle tip's position was monitored with a resolution of 1 nm. The linear-response

1Note that under the assumption of thermal equilibrium, where the system is passive, linearity for

small stimuli is justified
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function x(t) therefore relates to the combined system consisting of hair bundle and fiber.

If the hair bundle is not stimulated by the fiber, f(t) corresponds only to the forces exerted

by Brownian motion; otherwise, the force delivered by the fiber, that is driven by a piezo¬

electric actuator, must be included. The authors managed to indirectly derive the Fourier

transform of the response function, xi10), from their experimental recordings. Based on

the FDT, they computed an effective temperature Teff, that is, the temperature required

in order that the FDT holds. For bundles showing spontaneous movements, Teff deviated

strongly from the ambient temperature T - it could even become negative. For quiescent

bundles, where no active amplification occurred, Teff « T. This result furnishes strong

evidence that an active process, which keeps the system far from thermal equilibrium, is

present.

5.1.2 "True" Active Amplification or Negative

Damping?

Furthermore, the authors of these studies addressed a for modellers interesting question:

Does the cochlear amplifier really feed energy into the system ("true" amplification),

or does it counteract viscosity (negative damping)? In the latter case, the active force

must be proportional to the velocity, f(t) ~ v(t). Most cochlea modellers rely on this

assumption (see Sec. 3.1.7).
For sinusoidal stimulation of the hair-bundle with sufficiently small amplitudes, the

hair bundle's response was approximately linear (see below). In the linear regime, active

amplification manifests itself as a negative real part of the impedance of a system. As the

impedance is determined by

v(uj) iujX(uj)

we obtain with (5.4)

*(w) = -S3IH-
(5'6)

A negative real part of the impedance therefore corresponds to a negative imaginary

part of the response function. The characteristics of hair-bundle active amplification is

therefore revealed by the experimental measurement of the function 3%(uj).

In order that the active process generates a force proportional to velocity (in the time

domain), ^x(w) must be negative for all frequencies uj. From Fig. 5.2 (b) we observe,

however, that £$x(w), and therefore UZ(ui), change sign near the characteristic frequency,

ujHb, of the bundle, indicating that, on average, energy is delivered by the bundle for

frequencies uj ^ ujBb- This rules out the possibility that the active process manifests itself

as negative damping, that is by generating a force proportional to velocity.

Most active cochlea models rely on the assumption of a mechanism generating a force

proportional to velocity, which would, in the linear regime, correspond to öx(w) < 0 Vu>.

The van-der-Pol oscillator (see, e.g. [10]), which is sometimes used in order to model otoa¬

coustic emissions (see Sec. 2.7), shows this characteristic. The observed response function,

with a change of sign near uj = ujc, however, is characteristic for a Hopf bifurcation. The

response function of the generic Hopf equation, driven by an external forcing,

z = (p + iuich)z- \z\2z + Feiut, (5.7)
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Figure 5.2: Response function x(w) °f a bullfrog hair bundle, (a) real and (b) imaginary

part of x(w) as measured by the experiment, (c) and (d): Response function for the

driven Hopf oscillator. Periodic driving by Felut leads to a symmetric shape, while by

sinusoidal driving the imaginary part of the response function becomes asymmetric, as in

the experiment. Parameters: p, = —10, A = 50. ((a) and (b) from Martin, Hudspeth and

Jülicher, [150].)

is given by2

X(w)
-p

- iiuj - ujch)
' (5.8)

where, in the small-amplitude linear regime (p < 0, see Sec. 4.2), the nonlinear term in

(5.7) can be dropped.

Under the assumption that several Hopf systems act in parallel in a hair bundle, the

response function of the entire hair bundle xhb is given by multiplying the response

function of the generic Hopf system, (5.7), with a factor A. In Figs. 5.2 (c) and (d), the

real and imaginary part of Xhb(w) are plotted, where p = —10 and A = 50 have been

chosen (dashed lines). This choice leads to a good correspondence with the experimentally

obtained response function. In particular, the characteristics of the hair bundle's response

function - a change of sign of the imaginary part of x(w) at uich, while the real part

remains positive for all frequencies, is characteristic for the generic Hopf system.

In contrast to the response function of the generic Hopf system, the experimentally

obtained response function displays an asymmetric shape with respect to uiCh- This is

2Note that, with z = Relut, R = £(u>)F = l/(—p + i{ui — uch)) F. The response function, x(w), as

it is employed in the experiment in Fig. 5.2, is then given by the complex conjugate of £, x(w) = £(w)*'•

This follows from the fact that, in our convention, oscillations ~ exp(+iujt) are assumed, while usually

the sign convention is exp(—iuit). The latter convention also ensures that a negative sign of the response

function x(w) IS characteristic for power delivered by the system to its surroundings.
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readily explained by noting that in the experiment sinusoidal stimuli,

F{t) = Felut + F*e~wt = FQel(f>elu}t + FQe~l<t>e'^, (5.9)

have been applied. The response of the generic Hopf system to this stimulation is given

by
1 e-21*

Rit) = F0e**

leading to a response function

+

-p,
- i(uj - ujch) -p

- i(-uj - ujch)
(5.10)

e-&*

X*(w) = -, r + 7-, r (5.11)
-p- %(UJ - UJch) -p

~ l(-U - UJch)

which depends on the phase <j> of the Fourier component F. Now consider the special

situation where only one of the two degrees of freedom of the generic Hopf system is

driven by the external forcing, say the imaginary part of z. This implies Fit) = F0i sinuit,

or cf) = ir/2. In terms of the hair bundle, this case is equivalent to the modeling assumption

that the deflection of the hair bundle - the only variable affected by the experiment - is

strongly connected to one of the Hopf variables. The response function then becomes

X«nM = r, r r, r. (5.12)
-pt,

- i(uj - ujch) -p,
- i(-uj - UJch)

The solid line in Figs. 5.2 (c) and (d) corresponds to Xhb(w) = AxSin(w), where again

A — 50 has been chosen. The agreement of the response function derived from the simple

Hopf type model (5.7) with the experimetally determined response function (Figs. 5.2 (a)

and (b)) now becomes striking.

5.1.3 Compressive Nonlinearity

In the second of the above-mentioned contributions, [149], the hair bundle's response to

sinusoidal stimuli of various amplitudes was measured. The results of these experiments

are shown in Fig. 5.3, where the bundle's response is shown as a function of the displace¬

ment of the fiber's base, which is, due to Hooke's law, proportional to the force exerted

at the bundle's tip. Since spontaneous bundle fluctuations, due to noise, also occur, the

response shown in Fig. 5.3 corresponds to the component of the hair bundle's oscillations,

XUs, that is phase-locked to the stimulus, where ujs denotes the stimulus frequency.

Although the response for small fiber-base displacements A ^ 25 nm appears highly

erratic, it is compatible with an approximate linear behaviour. For larger stimuli, a highly

nonlinear regime, with a logarithmic slope of about 1/3, is entered. The linear regime

for A ^ 150 nm is characteristic for a saturation of the active amplification process

in the hair bundle; for large deflections, which causes the transduction channels to be

predominantly open, so that the Ca2+-sites are nearly permanently occupied, adaptation

of tip-link tension no longer occurs, and the hair bundle's response becomes essentially

passive.
The obtained picture is in perfect agreement with the response behaviour of the generic

Hopf system (5.7), where, for p, < 0, the response is linear for F < \p\3^2, while in the

compressive nonlinear regime, the response scales with F1/3 (see Sec. 4.2). Although other

amplification mechanisms may lead to a similar response behaviour, this nearly perfect

correspondence between the experimental results and the characteristics of the generic

Hopf system furnishes further evidence for its capability to describe active hair bundle

motions.
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Figure 5.3: Compressive nonlinearity. Phase-locked response of several bullfrog hair bun¬

dles to an external stimulus close to the bundle's characteristic frequency. The curve

strongly resembles the input-output function of the mammalian basilar membrane (cf.

Fig. 2.18). (From Martin and Hudspeth, [149].)

5.2 Phase-Locking and Entrainment: Stochastic Res¬

onance and Benefits of Noise

Traditionally, the limits of the sensitivity of the auditory system have been ascribed to

the noise being due to Brownian motion. On the level of the tympanic membrane, where,

at threshold, amplitudes of the order of 0.1 nm can be detected, this is true. However,

on the level of the mechanosensory transduction apparatus, the noise level is with high

probability significantly above the amplitude of a threshold stimulus. In amphibian hair

cell bundles, the root mean square of the deflections induced by Brownian motion has

been estimated to 2 — 3 nm [45, 46]. The faintest detectable stimulus, however, elicits

vibrations of amplitudes of the order of only 0.1 nm. Naively, we may expect highly

detrimental effects on signal detection if the noise level exceeds the signal by more than

one order of magnitude. But the amphibian auditory system demonstrates that this is not

the case. How, then, is it possible to filter such faint signals out of a noisy background?

The answer is given by the phenomenon of stochastic resonance, where it is observed that

an increase in noise level leads to an increase of the signal-to-noise ratio. The reason is

that, under suitable conditions, the noise becomes partially correlated with the periodic

signal.
In the following, we are going to explore the role of noise in the hair cell's capability

of weak-signal detection. The experimentally observed phenomenon of entrainment in

hair cells, which constitutes a specific manifestation of stochastic resonance, can be linked

to Hopf-type active amplification. Stochastic resonance also has been experimentally

observed in many biological systems. In current research, its possible role in transduction

channel dynamics is explored, and it is believed by many researchers, that stochastic

resonance plays an important role in the auditory mechano-electrical transduction system.
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Figure 5.4: Phase-locking and entrainment in a bullfrog hair bundle. With increasing

stimulus amplitude (gray line), the bundle's spontaneous oscillations are first synchronized

with the periodic stimulus, without increase in amplitude (left column). The increase sets

in as the stimulus amplitude exceeds about 10 nm. Entrainment is also displayed by

the power spectrum (right column): For amplitudes below 10 nm, power is concentrated

around the stimulus frequency, while the total integrated power remains constant. (From

Martin and Hudspeth, [149].)
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5.2.1 Entrainment and Phase-Locking of Hair Bundles

When they examined a response of a bullfrog's saccular hair bundle to externally applied

sinusoidal stimuli, the authors of the study being discussed in the preceding Sec. observed

that the presence of a periodic stimulus causes the bundle to concentrate its otherwise

erratic, spontaneous oscillations at the stimulus frequency [149].
This phenomenon, called entrainment, is demonstrated in Fig. 5.4. In the absence

of external stimulation, spontaneous oscillations, containing many frequency components,

occur, which is expressed by the relatively broad power spectrum (top row in Fig. 5.4).
As a weak mechanical stimulus, with frequency close to the characteristic frequency of

the bundle, is applied (cf. Fig. 5.1), the hair bundle's movements begin to follow the

external stimulus. In the power spectrum, this leads to an ever more pronounced peak

at the stimulus frequency. Interestingly, the total power (the integral over the entire

power spectrum) does not increase with increasing stimulus amplitude, provided that

the stimulus is still faint enough. Instead, the bundle's response at stimulus frequency

grows at the expense of other spectral components: The spontaneous, otherwise irregular

oscillation of the bundle is phase-locked to the applied stimulus. Only for stronger stimuli

(lowest row in Fig. 5.4), when the hair bundle's response is entirely phase-locked to the

stimulus, does the oscillation amplitude increase.

One year before their experimental discovery, these phenomena were already repro¬

duced by a computer simulation model of an amphibian hair bundle [21]. A two-state

myosin-motor model for tip-link adaptation [110] (see Sec. 2.5.4) was implemented, where

stochastic fluctuations within the force-generating mechanism [45] were taken into account.

The central point in this study was that the two-state model displays the characteristics

of a Hopf bifurcation, where the bifurcation parameter, being associated with the Ca2+-

concentration within the bundle, was dynamically tuned by the system; in the absence of

external stimulation, the system was poised close to the bifurcation point. The stochastic

fluctuations within the molecular motors then induced irregular spontaneous oscillations

similar to those shown in the top row of Fig. 5.4.

Phase-locking of the model response began to emerge for external forcings of the order

of the force produced by a single motor molecule, where about 2000 motor molecules had

been implemented into the model. This observation suggests, that collective phenomena

are effective: Possibly, as the applied stimulus is strong enough to affect the state of one

single molecular motor, this triggers a cascade of state changes of neighboring motors. A

periodic stimulus then causes the state-changes to occur in synchrony, leading to periodic

bundle motions that are phase-locked to the stimulus.

Phase-locking has also been observed in the auditory nerve. For weak stimuli, the firing

rate of the auditory nerve does not rise above the spontaneous, irregular firing rate, but

the spike pattern becomes phase-locked to the stimulus. The degree of locking increases

with stimulus amplitude, and only for stimuli about 10 — 20 dB above threshold does

an increase in the firing rate occur [124, 86]. This exactly reflects the response of an

individual hair bundle. Furthermore, the fact that the noise within the bundle leads to

incoherent bundle oscillations, which triggers irregular spiking of the to the sensory cell

synapting neuron, enhances the detection of faint stimuli: The stimulus is not required

to deliver a substantial amount of energy to the system in order to elicit a response, as

the system is already excited by the stochastic fluctuations. The synchronization of the

already present, irregular response pattern then provides a solid basis for the detection of

very weak stimuli.
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5.2.2 Stochastic Resonance

As a mechanism for noise-enhanced signal detection, stochastic resonance has been recog¬

nized in the last two decades (see [63] or [247] for a review). Characteristic for stochastic

resonance is the fact that an increase in noise level improves the system's sensitivity to

weak signals, which is, for example, expressed by an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio.

»x

L- 4.
\«-

Figure 5.5: Stochastic resonance in a double-well potential. An external, periodic stimulus

leads to a modulation (dashed line) of the quartic double-well potential V(x) (solid line).
The transition probabilities thus become maximal at times tn>+ and tn-.

In principle, the mechanism of stochastic resonance is easy to explain on the generic

double-well potential model. Consider a partricle in a quartic double well-potential of the

form (see Fig. 5.5)

(5.13)
a

2 ,
6„4

V(x) = -x2 + -x

where the particle is subject to a viscous frictional force with coefficient 7. If no external

forcings are present, this particle would finally end up in one of the potential minima,

x = ±xm, depending on the initial conditions. Now, suppose that external random

forcings £(t) are imposed on the particle, so that behaves similar to a Brownian particle.

For small noise strengths, the particle is expected to fluctuate around its equilibrium

position ±xm. However, if the noise strength is large enough, the particle will hop from

one potential well into the other, in an irregular manner. If the position of the particle

is taken as the response of the system, irregular large transitions between xm and —xm

are observed, interspersed with small-scale fluctuations around those points. This picture

may change dramatically if a periodic forcing of the form

A$cos(ujt + <j>) (5.14)

This additional forcing may be captured in the definition of the particle's

(5.15)

is added,

potential,

Vix, t) = Vix) + A0x cosiuit + (j>).

V(x,t) differs from V(x) by the fact that the potential minima oscillate in antiphase

around their value in the absence of periocid forcing, ym (dashed line in Fig. 5.5). This

time-dependent asymmetry of the potential readily has consequences on the systems re¬

sponse. For example, if the particle happens to be in the right potential well, around
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Figure 5.6: Time evolution of a double-well system. The noise strength is increased from

top to bottom. If the noise-induced transition rate matches the periodic modulation of

the potential, the noisy transitions become synchronized with the weak external stimulus.

Experimental data (electron paramagnetic resonance) from Gammaitoni et al., [64].

+xm, the probability for hopping to —xm is highest when the potential minimum reaches

its maximum position, i.e. at times

_

27T71

tn'+ = ~uT

and similarly, the best opportunity to jump from —xm to +xm occurs at times

_

27rn + 1

tn,— —
UJ

On the other hand, the probability for hopping from —xm to +xm is smallest at times

tnt+, and vice versa.

For the system's response, we expect to observe occasional transitions between ±xm, if

the noise-strength is small, as is shown in the bottom trace of Fig. 5.6. These transitions

occur preferentially, at times tn>+ or tn>_, where, due to the relatively small transition prob¬

ability, many opportunities are missed, and no correlation to the external periodic signal

is observed. An increase of the noise strength, however dramatically changes this picture

(middle trace in Fig. 5.6). Under the condition that the inverse of the noise-induced tran¬

sition rate, which gives the average time interval between subsequent hoppings, matches

half of the period of the external driving, transitions between the two potential wells occur

at virtually every time tnj±: The noise-induced transitions become synchronized with the

external periodic driving. Note, however, that this situation has nothing in common with

Maxwell's demon [127], where a hypothetical small devil separates directed motion out of

random (Brownian) fluctuations. In the case of stochastic resonance, no directed motion

is extracted from the noise. Instead, the noise becomes correlated to the signal under

suitable conditions.

If the noise-strength is increased further, transitions may also occur at times t different

from tn!±, and the noise-induced transitions become decorrelated from the noise again (top

trace in Fig. 5.6). The fact that for a nonzero noise-level, the system's periodic response

attains a maximum explaines the term "stochastic resonance".

(5.16)

(5.17)
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Interestingly, the "resonance" occurs for compared to the noise-strength very small

signal amplitudes (Ao in the above model). This type of stochastic resonance, called

double-well potential stochastic resonance for obvious reasons, has first been proposed

in 1981 in order to explain the periodic occurrence of ice ages. The only astronomical

parameter with a similar periodicity as the 105 year oscillation of the earth's climate is

a very small variation in the excentricity of the earth's orbit, which induces variations

in the solar energy influx of about 0.1 %. This is, by itself, much to small as to explain

the dramatic, and rapid, changes of the earth's climate. A simple model for the earth's

climate, with two stable states, that correspond to warm periods and ice ages, can explain

the periodic occurrence of abrupt climate changes by stochastic resonance [16, 15, 166].
While its role in climate dynamics is still a matter of debate, in subsequent years

stochastic resonance has been successfully demonstrated in physical and electronic sys¬

tems. In 1983, Fauve and Heslot designed an analog circuit based on a Schmitt trigger,

that displays stochastic resonance [53]. A few years later, stochastic resonance has been

demonstrated in a bistable ring laser [153]. In contrast to systems involving a double-well

potential, where intra-well motions may occur, these two systems are described by two

discrete states. For example, in the ring laser, light can propagate either in the clockwise

or in the counter-clockwise direction. Two-state stochastic resonance may play an impor¬

tant role in ion channel dynamics, since transduction channels can only assume one of two

discrete states (open or closed).
Another form of stochastic resonance may occur in excitable systems that have only

on stable state, which is usually called the "rest" state. Excitation of such a system above

a threshold brings it into an unstable, excited state which decays with a relatively long

time constant. The motivation for investigating stochastic resonance in excitable systems

comes from biology [136], as especially sensory neurons are inherently noisy and act as

excitable systems.

Stochastic resonance has indeed been found in mechanoreceptor cells of crayfish [48]
and in rat cutaneous mechanoreceptors [28]. A very interesting instance of stochastic

resonance has been demonstrated in the cereal system of crickets [128], which is responsible

for detecting weak, low-frequency air disturbances. It has been shown by the authors of

this study that, for a sufficiently weak signal, the activity of the synapting mechanosensory

interneurons becomes stronger correlated to the periodic signal with increasing noise level.

This observation reminds us to the phenomenon of phase-locking in auditory hair cells of

bullfrogs, that has been discussed above. With high probability, auditory hair cells may

be candidates for stochastic resonance [104].

5.3 Conclusions

5.3.1 Hopf-Type Amplification in Mammalian Cochleae

The Hopf-type model of the cochlea was designed under the conjecture that the active

force-generating process in outer hair cells can be described by a generic Hopf-type oscil¬

lator. This was justified from the mathematical properties of the Hopf bifurcation, which

account for the basic characteristics of mammalian hearing.

By this approach, we succeeded in constructing a cochlear model that reflects all exper¬

imentally measured characteristics of the basilar membrane frequency response. Even the

simplest model version, where the Hopf-type amplifier elements were considered as acting

independently, produced to existant cochlear models comparable results. This fact, to-
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gether with the low model complexity, furnishes a strong indication that generic Hopf-type

behaviour is central in peripheral auditory information processing.

Optimal responses, that are hardly attained by the most sophisticated extant models

of the cochlea, are obtained as longitudinal couplings are taken into account. It has

been observed that the coupling among the active Hopf-type elements, which gives rise

to a second mode of energy propagation, resolves the deficiencies encountered with the

basic model. This indicates that the coupling between the active elements contributes a

substantial part to auditory information processing. The single Hopf-type elements may

thus be seen as the computational units, and their interconnection, to the hydrodynamic

wave as well as among themselves, provides the basis for an efficient processing of incoming

auditory signals.
These theoretical reasoning has recently been furnished support from experimental

studies, where evidence for Hopf-type dynamics has been reported in amphibian hair

cells (Sec. 5.1). Although the structure of the mammalian cochlea significantly differs

from the hearing organs of lower vertebrates, these findings are of great importance for

theories on mammalian auditory processing. This follows from the fact that already the

hearing organ of the ancestors of both mammals and lower vertebrates was endowed with a

cochlear amplifier [147]. We may also expect that the fundamental information processing

principles, once being developed when the cochlear amplification mechanism evolved, have

not been abandoned later in evolution. As auditory processing in lower vertebrates is less

complex than in mammals, and since it is much easier to access experimentally, it is

possible to extract those principles from experiments on these species.

The mammalian cochlea is endowed with motile outer hair cells, that are connected

to a tectorial membrane. In lower vertebrates, the hair cells may be free-standing, and

active amplification is effectuated by active hair bundle motions. From this fundamen¬

tal difference it is often argued that the conclusions gained from experiments on lower

vertebrates are not applicable to mammals. This is certainly true in general. However,

the active amplification process in both, mammalian and lower vertebrate hair cells, is

triggered by the gating-channel dynamics in their stereocilia. If the Hopf-type behaviour

can be localized in the channel dynamics, as is most probably the case (see Sec. 2.5.4),

Hopf-type amplification must be expected to operate also in mammals.

5.3.2 New Frontiers in Cochlear Modeling

The Hopf-type model formulation may give rise to a completely new class of cochlear

models, that fundamentally differs from the existant, macro- or micromechanical model

types. At the time of writing this work, the possibility of Hopf-type dynamics in auditory

processing gives rise to lively discussions [2] among hearing researchers, where our model

will provide a substantial contribution.

Besides modeling peripheral auditory processing, the Hopf-type model will be of im¬

portance for investigating neural auditory computation. As substantial information pro¬

cessing already takes place on the biophysical level in the cochlea, neural processing cannot

be disentangled from cochlear mechanics. This is in striking contrast to vision, where all

relevant processing3 takes place on a neural level. Models of neural processing have, up

to now, usually been endowed with a filter-based preprocessing stage (see Sec. B.l). This

approach, however, is not biomorphic, as it only mimicks the cochlear response. Also, the

3except for the mapping of the image of the external world onto the retina, which is determined by

the laws of geometrical optics
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auditory pathway cannot be considered unidirectional, as strong efferent neural feedback-

connections to the outer hair cells exist, that impart substantial tuning on the cochlear

amplifiers. In our model, tuning is primarily achieved by adjusting the Hopf control pa¬

rameter, p. Substituting the traditional filter-based approach by an adequate Hopf-type

model may therefore be crucial in order to gain further insights into higher-level auditory

processing.
With respect to hearing-aid design, this aspect of cochlear modeling is fundamental.

In the majority of hearing-disabled people, the hearing loss is caused by an often local¬

ized damage of the active amplification process. This results in a disruption of adequate

cochlear information processing, as the computational units are no more available in an

extended region along the basilar membrane. As a consequence, the information flow

to the neural system is significantly reduced, and higher-level cognitive tasks, such as

auditory scene analysis, cannot be performed successfully. Hearing aids serve to at least

partially restore the defective information flow. As only the incoming sound pressure wave

is accessible, which constitutes only one degree of freedom, while cochlear damage affects a

spatially extended basilar membrane vibration pattern, this task is difficult to perform for

hearing aids [71]. If the information content of the neural signal could be estimated quan¬

titatively, this would provide a big help for hearing aid development, as the effectivity of

the signal-processing algorithms, that are implemented in hearing aids, for the treatment

of hearing damage then can immediately be determined. The biomorphic Hopf-type model

of the cochlea provides one of the necessary constituents for attaining this goal, where the

model must be extended to include a mechano-to-neural transduction stage. A mathe¬

matical tool for the estimation of the information content of neuronal signals, the Stoop

complexity measure, has recently been proposed [227]. This thermodynamic-formalism

based complexity measure, which is easily applicable to (neural) time series data, agrees

with the intuitive notion of signal complexity, where noisy and completely predictable sig¬

nals are considered as least complex. Intermittent systems, where the system's evolution

is full of non-predictable changes of behaviour, however, are assigned largest complexity.

It is evident that the present form of the Hopf-type model, which relies on an energy-

based formalism, is not adequate for performing the proposed tasks. As the energy-based

formalism involves a steady-state condition, only stationary signals may be investigated.

For this reason, a time-domain formulation of the model must be derived. Along which

lines this could be achieved, has already been pointed out in Sec. 4.7.1. The model

responses for the time-domain formulation may then, for stationary signals, be compared

to the responses that are obtained from the energy-based model, which serves as a means

to test whether Hopf-type amplification is adequately implemented in the time-domain

model.

Further investigations on cochlear information processing can nevertheless be per¬

formed using the energy-based model formulation. The first question to address is the

power consumption by the amplification process, which, for a realistic model, should not

exceed the physiologically imposed limitations. Especially for the feedforward-coupling

model, this may necessitate modifications (see page 144 in Sec. 4.10.1 and the discussion

on page 159).
The second question addresses the role of dissipation in auditory information process¬

ing. In the feedforward-coupling model, we completely neglected a possible reduction in

wave attenuation, which may be effectuated by the second mode. Possibly, such attenu¬

ation may be important if the viscous friction induced by the shear motion between the

reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane causes a significant contribution to cochlear
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power dissipation. Feedforward coupling may reduce this contribution, provided that it

induces suitable movements of the organ of Corti structure. As the problem of dissipation

in the cochlea has been neglected in auditory research, a systematic examination of this

issue is necessary. It is most likely the case that the amplification process in mammalian

cochleae involves, besides 'true' active amplification, a mechanism that causes a reduction

of dissipation, in order that the power consumption of the cochlea remains limited.

From the recent experimental findings, that furnish evidence that stochastic resonance

takes place in cochlear hair cells (see Sec. 5.2), the problem of noise in the auditory system

should be addressed profoundly. As the hair bundle gating channels undergo Brownian-

motion induced fluctuations, the Hopf-type amplification process, which is tied to the

channel dynamics, must be considered as noise-driven. It is therefore tempting to explore

a Hopf-system's behaviour under noisy drivings. An interesting, but difficult, theoretical

problem consists in calculating the response of a Hopf-system which is driven by random

shocks4. Noisy driving is important for a time-domain Hopf-type model, as the time

needed to build up the amplifier response to faint stimuli would take many oscillation

cycles, unless the system is kept in an excited state. The investigation of stochastic

resonance phenomena on the Hopf-type system may also be promising.

As several gating channels act in parallel on a hair bundle, collective phenomena most

likely take place in active amplification. In the tip-link model, that has been proposed for

lower vertebrate hair cells, a conformational change in one ion channel induces a change

in the force acting along the tip-links. A force variation, however, alters the conformation

probabilities for the other channels. If one channel opens, it may therefore induce a cascade

of state changes of other channels (towards the open state), and vice versa. Such collective

behaviour may be analyzed based on the concept of self-organized criticality [106, 24].

4In statistical mechanics textbooks, this problem is usually resolved for the harmonic oscillator.



Appendix A

Properties of the Wave Vector k(xJuj)
and the Group Velocity vq(x,uj)

Many interesting properties of the surface wave analog employed by our modelling ap¬

proach could not be discussed in Sec. 4.4.3. Doing otherwise would invariably have

distracted the reader from the focus of cochlear model design. However, most of these

properties are quite useful, and many results have been obtained or given an interpretation

by applying them. For this reason, an extensive treatment is given in this Section.

A.l Points of Hydrodynamic Equivalence

As the the surface wave model of the cochlea involves wave propagation in an inhomoge¬

neous medium, where the stiffness E(x) = Eq exp(—ax) is the varying parameter, wave

propagation is described by a one-parameter family of functions k(x,co) and vq(x,uj). In

a homogeneous medium, for fixed uj, wave number and group velocity are fixed, deter¬

mined quantities. In an inhomogeneous medium however, they are described by functions

varying in space, where the form of these functions is determined by the choice of ui.

In this Section, we shall determine the relationship between these functions for different

frequencies. In particular, the question is how k(x,uj) and vg(x,ui) transform if uj is

changed to a different value. In this context, the notion of "hydrodynamic equivalence"

is helpful: We will show that for one point xi and two frequencies uji and ui2, there exists

a second point x2 = Xhe(xi,uJi,uj2) with the property that

k(x2,uj2) = k(xuu)i) (A.l)
ui2

vg(x2,uj2) = —vG(xi,uJi). (A.2)
UJi

The point x2 is called "hydrodynamically equivalent to (xi,uii) with respect to uj2 .
The

condition on x2 is simply that its distance from resonance is the same as that of x\,

xc(uj2) - x2 = xc(uji) - xi. (A.3)

Although the hydrodynamic properties are not identical at these two points, they are

connected by simple transformation rules. This fact proved helpful in design and analysis

of our model. For example, for deriving an approximate expression that describes the

transformation of the parameters of the active amplification process, a and K, we had to

rely on the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence (see Sec. 4.11.3).
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In the following we give a formal treatment of the transformation properties of k(x, uj)

and vg(x,uj), and introduce the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence.

Definition For two frequencies o>i and u>2, the points Xi and x2 are called hydrodynami¬

cally equivalent if

dn

k(xi,uii) = k(x2,uj2) and -—k(x,uii)
x=Xl

dx

dn
k(x,uj2) Vn,

X=X2

where the second condition follows naturally from the first, as is seen from the proof of

the following theorem.

Theorem A. 1.1 For each point Xi and every frequency uji < uic(xi) there exists ex¬

actly one point of hydrodynamical equivalence with respect to an arbitrary frequency uj2,

x2 = Xhe(xi,uii,u)2), which is determined by

2

xhe(xi,uji,uj2) = xi (\oguj2 - logo;i), (A.5)
a

provided that

uj2 < ujxe^Xl. (A.6)

Remarks: Xhe(xi,uji,uj2) is always smaller than xi, which becomes clear from Fig.

4.4 (a) in Sec. 4.4.3, where different curves k(x,ui) are shown. The condition (A.6)

ensures that Xhe(xi,uji,u2) does not become negative, which would mean that its position

is beyond the basal end of the cochlea. Using (4.67), (A.6) can be restated in the form

.

Wbase ( \ n\

UJ2<UJi t—, (A.7)

UJc(Xi)

where uibase denotes the characteristic frequency at the base. Clearly, ui2 < uibase, since

uji < uic(xi). ui2 may assume the maximal value of uibase if ^i = uc(xi): The location of

resonance for uji, x\, is then mapped to the location of resonance for Xbase, which is at

x2 = 0.

The fact that there exists only one point of hydrodynamical equivalence follows di¬

rectly from the fact that k(x,ui) is strictly monotonous in x. Before we set out to prove

the theorem A. 1.1, we therefore first formally state this property in the following lemma.

Lemma A.1.2 k(x,u) is strictly monotonous in both x and uj.

Proof: Let us write the dispersion relation in the form

9 E(x)ksinhkh _,. w/lN ,. „.

w =

, .
i

,, TTT =: Eix)fik)- (A.8)
mk smh kh + p cosh kh

Since this relation is a condition for k, its derivative with respect to x is zero for fixed uj,

hence, with dEix)/dx = —aE(x),

Since f(k) > 0 VA; > 0, it remains to show that df/dk > 0 VA > 0. Direct evaluation of

the derivatives yields
df mk sinh2 kh + phk

dk (mk sinh kh + p cosh kh)2'
(A.10)
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which is clearly larger than zero for all values k > 0.

Monotonicity in uj can be proved in a similar way. Derivation of the dispersion relation

with respect to uj yields

d_ldk_=2^_
dkduj E(x\

K ' ]

Since the right hand side is always larger than zero, the condition for monotonicity in uj

again amounts to df/dk > 0 VA; > 0. D

Proof of theorem A. 1.1: k(x,ui) is determined by the condition

eo2 =
E(x)ksinhkh

mk sinh kh + p cosh kh
'

where E(x) = E0exjp(—ax). Alternatively, we can express ui2 by (condition for character¬

istic frequency, see (4.67))

ji = Eoe-«xc(u) (A_13)
m

so that the condition for k(x,ui) can be rewritten as

e-a(xc(üO-*) =
mk sinh kh

=_

mk sinh kh + p cosh kh

Provided that xc(uj) — x stays constant, f(k), and therefore A;, assumes the same value.

This leads to the condition for hydrodynamic equivalence,

k(xi,uji) = k(x2,uj2) 4=4> xc(uji) -Xi = xc(uj2) - x2, (A.15)

or, from xc(uj) = Jlog ff - flog a;,

2

x2 = xhe(xi,uji,uj2) = xi (logw2 - logwi). (A.16)
a

From (A.16), x2 could, in principle, become negative. In order to prevent this, we

must impose constraints on the choice of ui2. The condition x2 > 0 requires

zi>-log^, (A.17)
a uii

from which follows

uj2<ujieaxi. (A.18)

It remains to show that this condition also ensures identity of the derivatives of k.

From a geometrical point of view, this is easy to understand: From condition (A. 15), it

follows that k(x,uj) assumes the same value for each uj, provided that a; is a constant

distance from xc(uj) away. In other words, the curve k(x,uj2) is only a shifted version of

the curve k(x,uii), where the shift is given by the second term at the right hand side in

(A.16). This means that all derivatives with respect to x also must be equal.

In this argumentation, we made use of the fact that (A.15) can be applied to a whole

interval of points, giving a statement on the shape of different curves. However, it is

also possible to demonstrate the identity of the derivatives from a local point of view,
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considering only single points. This is not done in a geometrical, but in a more formal

way: When deriving both sides of the previous condition (A.14), we obtain

e-a(xc(W)-x) = }_9£d^ /Aigx
adkdx'

We already proved that k, and therefore df/dk, assume the same values if xc(ui2) — x2 =

xc(^2) — x2. By consequence, the same holds for dk/dx. The proof for higher derivatives

follows by induction. D

Corollary A.1.3 The point x2 is hydrodynamically equivalent to (xi,uji) with respect to

ui2 provided that

xc(u2) — x2 = xc(uji) — x\. (A.20)

With the extension of the notion of hydrodynamical equivalence to tupels (x,io) by the

following definition, we are able to define an equivalence class.

Definition The tupel (x2,uj2) is hydrodynamically equivalent to (xi,uii) if x2 is hydro¬

dynamically equivalent to (xi,uji) with respect to ui2.

Corollary A. 1.4 The set

Xhe(Ax) = {(x,uj) | 3 uj : x = xc(uj) - Ax} (A.21)

forms an equivalence class in the sense that all elements of Xhe(Ax) are hydrodynamically

equivalent to each other.

Proof: Take (xi,uji) and (x2,uj2) G Xhe(^x). Then

Ax = xc(uji) - xi = xc(uj2) - x2. (A.22)

D

The term hydrodynamic equivalence has first been coined since the behaviour of the wave

number is the same at a certain set of points, although the hydrodynamic conditions

are not, and cannot be, equal at hydrodynamically equivalent points: The stiffness E(x)

changes with x, and so do the hydrodynamic properties. However, we expect simple tran¬

sition rules between them. In the following, we examine how phase and group velocity

change between points of hydrodynamic equivalence.

Theorem A.1.5 For Xi > 0, ujx > 0, let Xhe be point of hydrodynamic equivalence

to (xi,uji) with respect to uj2. Then

ui2

Vph(xhe,uj2) = —vph(xi,uji) (A.23)
UJi

vG(xhe,uj2) = —vG(xi,uji) (A.24)
Uli

Proof With Vph = ui/k, the first assertion is immediately clear, and we only have to

prove the second one.
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From

E(x)p kh + sinh(kh) cosh(kh)
vg(x,uj)=

2w ^mksinh^ + pcosh(kh)^
iA-25>

we immediately see that

vG(xhe,uj2)
_

uJiE(xhe)
(A 26)

vg(xi,uji) uj2 E(xi)
'

In the second term at the right hand side, E(xhe) can be rewritten as (cf. corollary A.1.3)

E(xhe) = E0e-a{xi-Xc(ùJl)+Xci"2) (A.27)

= m
(^e-A (^e-ax^Y (^e~ax^A (A.28)
\m )\m ) \m )

uj2
= mujc(xi)2^. (A.29)

U)x

With Eixi) = mujc(xi) ,
we therefore obtain

EjXhe) ^|
E(xi) -w?'

from which follows the assertion. D

(A.30)

Lemma A.1.6 For X\, uj\, uj2 and Xhe as in the above theorem,

dn
vg(x,uj2)

dxn

UJ2 dn
= — 1—vg(x,uji)

x=xhe
Wx OX"

(A.31)
X=X\

Proof: As in the case of k(x,ui), this is immediately clear from the observation that a

constant distance Ax from xc(uj) away, vG(x,ui) scales with uj,

uj2

vg(xc(uj2) - Ax) = —vg(xc(uj2)
- Ax,uji). (A.32)

Uli

The curves vg(x,uji) and vg(x,uj2) thus transform by a simple shift and a scale trans¬

formation into each other, without further distortion. Since taking derivatives is a linear

operation, the same scale factor is preserved.

Again, we can prove the above identity from a local point of view, in a formal way.

First let n = 1. In theorem A.2.1, we will derive that

dvG aE(x) d2f
-dx-

=

^G~W-aVG^
(A-33)

with f(k) as defined in (A.8). From (A.25), we can write

vG(x,ui) = E(x)/ujg(k), (A.34)

where g(-) does not depend explicitly on x or uj, such that

dvG d2f/dk2
-dx-=aw~^r "aVG- { ]
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Let (xi,uji) and (x2,u>2) be hydrodynamically equivalent. Then, as (xi,coi) i—>• (x2,cj2),

/(A) and g(A) remain unchanged. As a consequence, the whole expression changes like

dvG, , d2f/dk2
-(x2,u)2)

= auj — avG(x2,uj2) (A.36)
dx

'

g(k)

u2 \ d2f/dk2
—

— aui-i

uii

U J UK, , .

auJi — avG(xi,uji)
9(k)

uj2dvG

(A.37)

ixi,ui), (A.38)
uji dx

which completes the proof for n = 1. The proof for n > 1 follows from (A.35) by induc¬

tion. D

In order to conclude, let us define

A(Ax,o;) := k(xc(ui) — Ax,ui) and (A.39)

vg(Ax,uj) := vg(xc(uj)-Ax,uj). (A.40)

Then, the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence can be formulated as

A(Ax,cji) = k(Ax,ui2) (A.41)

vg(Ax,uji) = —vg(Ax,uj2). (A.42)
uj2

This will be seen directly in the short-wave approximation (see Sec. A.l), where explicit

formulae for k(Ax,uj) and vg(Ax,ui) can be given (corollary A.3.2).

A.2 Derivatives of vg(x,uj)

Under many circumstances, an explicit expression for the first derivative of the group

velocity is useful. For example, in solving the differential equation for the active cochlear

model, (4.193), computation time is saved if the numerical derivation of Vq can be avoided.

Also, for the derivation of approximate transformation laws for the parameters of the ac¬

tive model as the stimulating frequency is changed, such an expression is helpful.

Theorem A.2.1 The first derivative of the group velocity is given by

dvG aE(x) d2f
avG, (A.43)

dx 4vg dk2

where f(k) is defined from the dispersion relation,

2 E(x)ksinhkh r/ >,;n
,. ...

w =

, . , ,, T7T =: Eix)fik), (A.44)
mk sinh kh + p cosh kh

and does not depend explicitly on x or ui.

Proof: We are given the following relations:

uj2 = Eix)fik)=:Fik,x) (A.45)

duj2
—— = 0 (fixed frequency) (A.46)
LhJb

dvG
_

d duj
_

d2ujdk d2ui

dx dx dk dk2 dx dkdui
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From (A.45) and (A.46) it follows

and therefore

With f£ = 2ui^ we obtain

d£dk 9F

dk dx dx

dk dF/dx
dx dF/dk

(A.49)

d2ui 1 (\d2F 2

u^ and (A.50)
<9A2 a; \2 dA2

dkdx 2ui \dkdx ui dx J

Now we can put all parts together and write (A.47) as

dvG
_

1 / d2F 1 dF \ 1 (\d2F 2\ dF/dx

dx
~

2uj\dkdx ujdxVG) uj \2 dk2 V°) dF/dk'
^ ' '

Knowing that dF/dx — —aF = auj2, we may simplify this expression,

dvG auj(ld2F 2\ a [dF \

-K
=

WJdk\2^~VG)-^\-dk- UVG) ' (A'53)

and since

dk
~

~~

dk

dvc a d2F

dF dt i

= 2uj— = 2ujvg (A.54)

we finally obtain

dx Avq dk2

from which follows the assertion by (A.45). D

— ava, (A.55)

Clearly, (A.43) can be seen as a differential equation for determining vaix,ui). However,

this differential equation is easily reformulated into a more convenient form, by using vG

rather than vG.

Corollary A.2.2 vGix,uj) satisies the differential equation

dv2r a,_,. ,
92 f 9 ,,

Proof: With dvG/dx — 1/2 vG dva/dx, the differential equation (A.56) follows directly

from (A.43). D

We may, at least formally, try to solve (A.56). As we shall see, this will give us in¬

sight on the behaviour of the group velocity for small kh, beyond the long-wave limit

(4.84). In particular, we will observe how the long-wave approximation to Vq is disturbed

by higher-order terms of kh.

For the next two theorems, we need information about the dispersion relation and

its derivatives in the long-wave approximation. In lemma A.2.3, approximations up to
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second order in kh are stated. Also, the multiplicity of the constant h is kept; noting that

k ~ exp a/2 x, this proves helpful if multiplication by an exponential of such type occurs,

as is the case in theorem A.2.4.

Lemma A.2.3 Long-wave approximation, kh <C 1 of the dispersion relation: The lowest-

order approximation in kh of the function f(k) and its derivatives is given by

Q((kh)2)
J w

—

0((kh)2) + 0(h)

a2*-1/ 0(hl)0(kh)
dk2'-1 0((kh)2) + 0(h)

d2lf 0(hl+l)
dk2* 0((kh)2) + o(hy

where i > 1.

Proof: In the long-wave approximation,

k2h 0((kh)2)
Jy '

mk2h + p 0((kh)2) + 0(h)'

The first derivative of / then yields

df_
_

0(h)Q(kh)(Q((kh)2) + 0(h)) + 0((kh)2)0(kh)0(h)
dk

~

(0((kh)2) + 0(h))2

Q(h2)Q(kh)

0(h)0((kh)2) + 0(h2)

Q(h)0(kh)

0((kh)2) + 0(hY

the second

d2f
_

Q(h2)(Q((kh)2) + 0(h)) + Q(h)0(kh)(0(kh)0(h)
dk2

~

(0((kh)2) + 0(h))2

Ojh3)

Oih)OHkh)2) + Oih2)

Ojh2)

OHkh)2) + 0(/i)'

in accordance with the assertion. The general proof now follows easily by

d2l~lf
_

d a2^'1)/
_

d Ojh')

dk2*-1
~

dkdk2^-1)
~~

dkO((kh)2) + 0(h)

0(hl)0(h)0(kh) 0(hl)0(h)0(kh)

(0((kh)2) + 0(h))2 0(h)0((kh)2) + 0(h2)

Q(hl)Q(kh)

0((kh)2) + 0(h)'

(A.57)

(A.58)

(A.59)

(A.60)

(A.61)

(A.62)

(A.63)

(A.64)

(A.65)

(A.66)

(A.67)

(A.68)

(A.69)
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and in the same way

d2lf d d2l-lf d 0(kh)0(hx)
dk2* dk dk2*-1 dk 0((kh)2) + O(h)

0(kh)0(hl+1)(0((kh)2) + Ojh)) + 0(kh)0(hl+1)0(kh)

(0((kh)2) + 0(h))2

0(kh)0(h)0(hl+1)

0(h)0((kh)2) + 0(h2)

0(kh)0(hl+1)

(A.70)

(A.71)

(A.72)

(A.73)
0((kh)2) + 0(h?Y

which completes the proof. D

Theorem A.2.4 vg(x,uj) can be represented by the equation

Proof: A solution for (A.56) may be obtained with the ansatz

v2G(x) = F(x)e~2ax, (A.75)

where we no longer explicitly display the dependence on ui in the formulae. Then,

dv2 d

"fa
= e-2ax

«

F^ _ 2aF(x)e~2ax, (A.76)
dx dx

where the last term is identical with 2av2G. Comparison with (A.56) reveals that

£F<*> = \E^" <A-77>

a d2f
= 2B«eW- «A'78'

Formally, F(x) is obtained by integration,

F(x) = f dx'±F(x>) (A.79)

a

-oo

)2

= ^ljx'e-% (A.80)

^f dx'e^'^
+ ^^-l

2 _J dxdk2+ 2 dk2
(A.81)

where in the last step partial integration has been performed.

Before we can proceed, we must show that the integral, which extends to —oo, really

converges. With lemma A.2.3, however, this is easily done. First, observe that for any ui,

the long-wave approximation is appropriate provided that xc(u>) — x is sufficiently large:

In lemma A.1.2, we proved that A(x,w) is strictly monotonous in x. As x —> -co, the

case A —» const may, in principle, still arise. However, -E'(x) ~ exp(ax) grows to infinity

under this condition. From the dispersion relation, (A.44), we see that this can only be
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compensated for as k —y —oo. In other words, the long-wave limit is a save approximation

for, say, x < xLw(ui). In the long-wave region, however,

0(h2)
dk2 0((kh)2)+0(h)

0(h) < K(uj), (A.82)

where we used (A.59), and K(ui) is a suitably large, but finite, constant. We also know

that k(x) ~ exp(a/2 x in the long-wave approximation, which justifies the first-order

approximation in (A.82). The integral over the long-wave region, x < xLw(u), may then

be written
<-xLW(u) d d2 f rxLw{u>) -i

f
J —c

which proves convergence for all ui.

Next, let us transform the integral in (A.81) in such a way that the derivative with

respect to x disappears. For doing so, remember that

d
_

d dk d

dx dx dx dk
' (A.84)

from which follows, since df/dx = 0,

d d2f dk dzf

dx dk2 dx dk3
' (A.85)

An expression for dk/dx is found from the requirement that the dispersion relation (A.44)
is satisfied everywhere (cf. proof of theorem A.2.1),

d
uj2 = -aE(x)f(k) + E(x)^f-

dx

= E(x)

dx

d£ dkd£
dx dx dk

(A.86)

(A.87)

from which we see that
dk

= a
f(k)

dx df/dk

With (A.81), (A.85) and (A.88) we then obtain the desired expression for vG,

JG
2 dk2

e
otx , c-2ax

aEp
dx'eax

f(k) a3/

df/dk dk3

(A.88)

(A.89)

D

The following lemma will be needed for deriving an extended expression for the long¬

wave approximation of Vq-

Lemma A.2.5 vg(x,uj)2 can be written as

,2 E0h 0(h)
vG(x,ujy

p 0(h) + 0((kh)2)
e-ax +

El _e-2axo((kh,y)
4hpui2 0(h)

(A.90)
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Proof: From (A.60), we observe, after deriving twice, that

d2f
dk2

while, from (A.59) we obtain

= 2A (A.91)
x=0 P

92f
- 0(h)

°{h)
(A 921

W
-

0[h)

o((kh)2) + o(h,y
(A-92)

From these two equations, the first term in (A.90) follows.

For the second term, we have first to apply the results from lemma A.2.3 to the

integrand in the second term of (A.74),

/(*) d3f
_

o((kh)2) o((kh)2) + o(h)
{A93)

df/dk dk3 0((kh)2) + 0(h) 0(kh)0(h)

Q(kh)Q(h2)
'

0((kh)2) + 0(h)

OHkh)2) OHkh)2)

(A.94)

(A.95)
OHkh)2) + Oih) Oih)

'

Since we always work in lowest order in kh, which is the second in this situation, we

can safely assume the long-wave approximation kLwix,ui) — LÛ\/'Ehe^x to be valid, since

kh <C 1 must be assumed. Under this condition,

Z7 (Uh\2

(A.96)

(A.97)

cax _
" \ /

pu)2 h

so that we obtain

e-2ax*E0 r
dx,

2 7-0O
cax> IM

d3f

df/dk dk3

rp2 i-x

^0 -2*x I 0((khf)
a2hpuj2C j^ 0(h)

Since (kh)A ~ exp 2ax,

r o((khf)
loo 0(h)

Therefore the second term amounts to

1 OHkhf)
2a Oih)

'

El 2axoiikhy)

Ahpui2 Oih)
'

which completes the proof. D

(A.98)

(A.99)

In fact, the exponential term exp(—2ax) in (A.90) can, using the long-wave approxi¬

mation to A, be written as proportional to a power in kh. In the following theorem, this

step is performed, and a second-order approximation to the long-wave limit is found.

Theorem A.2.6 The long-wave approximation to the group velocity

Vg(XjUJ)= l^e~^ (A.100)
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can be extended to

vg(x,uj)2 =
hEn

1 + (l + ^)o{{khf)
Proof: Let us write the last term in (A.90) as

.OHkhf) Eoh.Eq _„-2axy

Ahpuj2 Oih)

—

e

P

—ax

Eo „-axOiikh)*)

E0h

4h2ui2 Oih)

_p h Q((kh)4y
4h2 (kh)2 0(h)

For the first term, we can write, up to second order

0(h)
1 ,

Oih)
1 +

0(h) + 0((kh)2) 0(h) + 0((kh)2)
= l + 0((kh)2).

From these two observation follows the assertion. D

0((kh)2)

(A.101)

(A.102)

(A.103)

(A.104)

(A.105)

As an offspring from theorem A.2.4, we can, as a last remark, state an explicit formula

for the derivative of k(x,u), involving only known quantities.

Corollary A.2.7 The derivative of k(x,ui) is given by

dk

dx
(x,uj) a

fjk)

df/dk
a uj

2vGix,uj)

Proof: In the proof of theorem A.2.4, we obtained

dk
^ a

fjk)
dx df/dk'

With uj2 = E(x)f(k) and

follows the assertion. D

1 duj2 1d£
= =

dk E(x) dk E(x)
2ujvg(x,uj)

(A.106)

(A.107)

(A.108)

(A.109)

If this result is again considered as a differential equation for k, the long-wave approxi¬

mation for k(x,ui) is obtained very easily.

Corollary A.2.8 If kh < 1, then

kLW(x,uj) ~ e~?x.

Proof: With (A.60), we obtain the differential equation

dk f(k) a,
= -a J:,:. = --k,

dx df/dk 2

which has the solution k(x,ui) = Aexp(—a/2 x).

(A.110)

(A.lll)
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A.3 The Short-Wave Approximation

In Sec. 4.4.2 we argued that the dispersion relation in surface wave problems is deter¬

mined by the balancing between the fluid inertia and the restoring force acting on the

free surface when it is perturbed. In our situation, the restoring force is provided by the

surface transversal stiffness, E(x), while for ocean waves it is the gravitational force. The

fluid inertia, on the other hand, is determined by the penetration depth of a surface per¬

turbation, which we have shown to be proportional to the wave length. As a consequence,

the fluid inertia varies rapidly with wave length, as long as kh = 2ixh/\ > 1. In this

short-wave limit, strong dispersive behaviour is expected, in contrast to the long-wave

limit, tt<l, where the penetration depth is always equal to the fluid's depth h, and no

dispersion occurs. This has been discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.4.3 in respect to the

surface wave model of the cochlea.

In this Section, we shall give explicit formulae for k(x, ui) and vq(x, uj) in the short-wave

situation. These are very useful for calculating various approximations in proximity to the

location of resonance. Also, since the distance from resonance rather than the distance

from the base of the cochlea enters the expressions, the formally derived hydrodynamic

equivalence properties of k(x,ui) and Vq(x,uj) will become explicit in the formulae.

The short-wave approximations for k(x,ui) and vq(x,uj) are given by

ksw(x,uj)

vg,sw(x,uj)

In terms of Ax = Ax(ui), where Ax(ui) is defined by

x = xc(ui) - Ax(uj), (A.114)

the short-wave approximation can explicitly be written according to the following theorem.

Theorem A.3.1 Short wave approximation.

Under the condition that

Ax <§C Axsw

ksw(x,ui) and VG,swix,ui) are given by

kswiAx,uj) =

vG,swi&x,uj) =

Proof: Using

£(Ax) = £oe-°(*c(w)-Ax)

in (A.112) directly leads to formula (A.116) for kSw- The condition follows from the

requirement that kh^> 1 (short waves).
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pui

E(x) — mui2

E(x)p 1

2ui (mk + p)2
'

(A.112)

(A.113)

-log (P- + 1 )
, (A.115)

a \ m
'

P 1
(A.116)

meaAx - 1

(coshaAx - 1). (A.117)

E0 [ ^uj2 ) eaAx = muj2eaAx (A. 118)
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Figure A.l: Short-wave approximation, (a) Distance between active and passive reso¬

nance, Axw, for AH = 0.92 (solid line), AH = 0.94 (dashed line) and AH = 0.98 (dotted

line). Note that the latter case has been used when surface tension was taken into account.

In this situation, however, the short-wave approximation is generally not applicable, since

k(x,ui) is bounded, (b) Short-wave approximation for k(x,uj) (dashed line) and exact

value (solid line). The vertical lines indicate the location of Axw for Ah = 0.92, 0.94.

For vg,sw, note that

(mk + p)2 = p2
DaAi

DaAi
+ 1 =P2

2 cosh aAx — 2
(A.119)

From inserting this expression into (A. 113), and using (A. 118), follows the assertion

(A.117). D

In accordance with the principle of hydrodynamic equivalence, we observe that ksw(Ax)

only depends on Ax, while vg,sw(&x, uj) is proportional to uj. In our model, we can safely

replace the exponentials by their first-order approximation.

Corollary A.3.2 Provided that

Ax<
a

the short-wave approximation is given by

A(Ax,o;) =

vg(Ax,uj) =

1

am Ax
„2

uima

Ax2

(A.120)

(A.121)

(A.122)

Remark: In our model, AxSw = 0.37 cm, while \/a = 0.33 cm. Therefore, the approx¬

imation to the exponential functions in (A. 116) and (A.117) is valid at every location

where the short-wave approximation is admissible.

Often the short-wave approximation is useful for doing calculations in the vicinity of

the location of active resonance, xch(ui). In the basic version of our model, with the

choice xch(u) = Ahxc(uj) for the mapping determining the location of active resonance

(where AH = 0.92, 0.94 in the basic model, cf. Fig. 4.15), in order that the short-wave

approximation is valid at xch(u), the condition

Axu = xc(uj) - xch(u) = (1 - Ah)xc(uj) < Axsw = 0.37 (A.123)
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must be satisfied. In Fig. A.l (a), Ax^, is plotted against uj, showing that the short-wave

approximation is generally not applicable at the sites of active resonance, especially for

low frequencies. Also, Fig. A.l (b) compares the short-wave approximation to the exact

values of k(x,uj). The loss in accuracy with decreasing frequency is clearly visible.

Note that we set AH = 0.98 when longitudinal coupling was taken into account.

However, in this situation, where passive longitudinal couplings are modelled by surface

tension, k(x,ui) does not diverge at xc(ui), but its growth is bounded (see Sec. 4.9.3 and

Fig. 4.19). For this reason, it is not guaranteed that the short-wave limit is applicable.

Since the dispersion relation is different if non-negligible surface tension is present, the

expressions (A.116) and (A.117) for k(x,ui) and vg(x,ui) must be replaced by approxima¬

tions that take surface tension into account.
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Appendix B

Hardware Implementation of

Cochlear Models

Hardware models of the cochlea are useful because they allow for a real-time computa¬

tion of the cochlea's response. Before the dawn of computer technology, hardware im¬

plementations were the only means to test theories on cochlear biophysics. In order to

investigate the emergence of traveling waves in the cochlea, von Békésy [241] constructed

physical, hydrodynamic models. As an alternative, classical models of the cochlea were

implemented as electrical transmission lines (see Sec. 3.1.1). These models became par¬

ticularly interesting when active elements (transistors) were added in order to mimick

feedback active amplification. Zwicker [260] developed such a model that was able to re¬

produce otoacoustic emissions. With the traveling-wave amplifier, Hubbard [94] designed

a transmission-line model similar to traveling-wave amplifiers used in microwave genera¬

tion. The critical interaction between two, by active elements coupled transmission lines

generates amplification by nonlocal feedforward coupling (see Sec. 3.3.1).

Recently, models of the cochlea have been implemented on silicon chips. Two ap¬

proaches, analog and digital, have been proposed, each having its benefits and disadvan¬

tages.

B.l Digital Signal Processing (DSP) Implementations

Signal processing models of the cochlea are based on filtering constructs that mimick the

cochlear response [141, 143, 142, 155]. These models are functional in the sense that

they produce cochlea-like output signals that can be used on further processing stages.

Their implementation, however, is not necessarily related to cochlear biophysics. For

example, cochlea-like preprocessors can enhance the perfomance of speech recognition

systems significantly [231]. Digital preprocessing techniques are also applied for cochlear

prosthetic implants and for hearing aids. Speech regognition and compression systems

have also been proposed on the basis of a model of auditory perception [32, 33], where a

filter-based model of the cochlea constitutes the front-end.

Signal processing models of the cochlea approximate the tonotopic map by a serial cas¬

cade of filters, each tuned to a lower frequency, and the accumulated phase-delay mimicks

the traveling wave. Alternatively, parallel filter banks have been used, where the signal is

fed simultaneously to each filter. However, additional delays must then be introduced in

order to obtain traveling-wave like responses. As a filter function, the gamma-tone-filter

has already been proposed in 1960 [57]. As it proved very powerful in filter-based auditory
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Figure B.l: Response curves obtained at one tap of Sarpeshkar's silicon cochlea chip [205].

(a) Frequency response, (b) Gain.

modeling, it is frequently used for describing cochlear signal processing, when models of

neural auditory computation are investigated [108, 1].

B.2 The Analog Silicon Cochlea

The disadvantage of digital signal processing techniques is in their high power consump¬

tion. For example, applications of digital preprocessors for cochlear implants require to

change batteries all few days. As low-power systems, analog silicon implementations of

cochlear signal processing have been proposed [144, 154, 242, 236]. The cochlear trav¬

eling wave is modeled by a cascade of filters consisting of transconductance amplifiers

(see e.g. [154]), with corner frequencies that decrease exponentially. The output of each

filter consists in a voltage that corresponds to the basilar membrane amplitude. The filter

output voltage is fed forward to the next filter stage. The output of the silicon cochlea is

generated by a differentiation (basilar membrane velocity) of the output voltage of each

filter. The filters are tuned by a bias current, which can easily be set by a voltage across

a resistive line; to avoid dependence of the bias current on temperature, however, a more

elaborate design is needed (see [236]).
A major problem for analog implementations presents the wide dynamic range of

about 120 dB of the biological cochlea. To build a wide-dynamic-range system with

low power consumption poses a difficult task: Due to thermal noise, the amplitude of

the incoming signal cannot fall below a certain (noise) threshold. The electrical circuit

elements (transistors), on the other hand, impose a high-level limit. Conventional cochlea

designs, as those cited above, thus display a limited dynamic range of about 30 - 40 dB.

The problem consists in the accumulation of noise over multiple filter stages. Although

each filter also removes part of the noise, a significant reduction of the dynamic range

finally results.

Recently, a silicon cochlea has been designed by R. Sarpeshkar [205], whose dynamic

range has been extended to cover 61 dB. The use of wide-linear-range transconductance

amplifiers (WLR) and overlapping filter cascades allowed for the significant increase in

dynamic range of about 20 dB in comparison to conventional designs. Active amplification

and compressive nonlinearity have been mimicked by adaptive gain control (ACG). The

admissible frequency range covers 100 Hz to 10 kHz.

In Fig. B.l, the frequency response and the gain obtained at one tap of the silicon

cochlea chip are shown. The silicon cochlea reproduces the compressive nonlinear be¬

haviour around characteristic frequency and the shift of the response peak towards lower
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frequencies as the stimulus intensity is increased quite well. However, in comparison with

experimental results (e.g. Fig. 2.16), the low-intensity curves display a very large band¬

width, with relative small excess gain (at most 20 dB) over the long-wave (low-frequency)

response. Nonlinear compression also extends onto a very large frequency range, indi¬

cating that the active process must be operative over a very large spatial region. As a

consequence, for large intensities, the response for frequencies lower than CF is nearly

constant everywhere - in contradiction with the experimental observation. The reason for

these discrepancies lies in the fact that the low-stimulus response does not differ much

from the passive response of the biological cochlea, with its broad peak. For stronger sig¬

nals, dynamic gain control (AGC) then effectuates an attenuation of the filter's response

over several filter stages, which corresponds to the observed excessive extension of the

compressive nonlinear behaviour.

The reason why more realistic responses are (currently) not achieved with analog tech¬

nology lies in the detrimental effect of noise. Whereas in the biological cochlea, thermal

fluctuations are most likely made use of for weak-signal amplification and detection (see
Sec. 5.2 and 5.2.2), this is not attained by analog circuits. A possible direction to pur¬

sue in analog design might therefore be to make use of stochastic resonance phenomena,

thereby converting the malign effects of noise in beneficial ones. This implies a deep un¬

derstanding of the nonlinear dynamics of mechano-electrical transduction in hair cells, as

the existence of nonlinear interactions (thresholds) are the condition for stochastic reso¬

nance to occur. A more biophysically-oriented (or biomorphic) approach is thus needed.

However, up to now, the same design principles (filter cascades) as in the digital signal

processing approach have been used, in order to functionally mimick the cochlea's re¬

sponse. With digital technology, this is possible at the expense of power consumption and

architecture complexity. In contrast, an analog system is, in principle, able to capture the

biophysically relevant processes directly. If these are really understood by the designers,

analog systems that are superior to digital processing may indeed be constructed.

In power consumption, the analog silicon cochlea performs favorably compared to its

digital counterpart, as the consumed power differs by a factor of the order 102. Low-power

parallel analog technology certainly has its benefits in auditory processing, if the problem

of thermal noise could be adressed adequately. However, up to now, digital technology is

exclusively used for medical (cochlear implants) and speech-processing applications.
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